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ABSTRACT

This dissertation presents a qualitative study that features in-depth interviews

conducted in homes and the application of critical discourse analysis (CDA) to

understand the discourses of Hispanic parents. Observing moments of dialogue between

parents and children who participated in some interviews served to understand how

parents attempted to influence their children’s development of beliefs and values about

language and identity. The study examined transcripts of narratives produced by Hispanic

parents in 12 families in Arizona and Iowa, most of them immigrants from Mexico whose

children were attending primary grades in two public schools. The purpose of the study

was to understand the ideological dimensions of parental involvement in education and

their socialization practices.

The theoretical framework can be described as a sociocultural approach to family,

identity and ideology, combined with a critical perspective on language socialization.

This sociocultural framework is influenced by Vygotsky’s (1927/1997) cultural-historical

theory, which provided the lens to look at the cognitive aspects involved in the

reproduction of ideologies, and by diverse versions of CDA as formulated by other

scholars, such as Fairclough (1995), Gee (2004), and van Dijk (1998). CDA was used to

analyze conversational storytelling and argumentation about controversial topics such as

bilingual education, the maintenance of Spanish as heritage language, identity, English-

only instruction, and official English movements in US. This approach (CDA) was

particularly useful to examine texts with reported speech to understand the representation

of other people’s discourses and of the groups they represent.
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The findings provide insights into experiences that would affect children’s

motivation to learn and use Spanish and English, paying attention to processes of

ideological influence from diverse sources upon parents’ and children’s beliefs and

attitudes toward those languages. This study has implications for language and

educational policies because its findings inform educators about parents’ experiences and

perspectives on the education of language minority students. The study is useful to

understand not only the parents’ perspectives on the education of Hispanic children, but

also the ideological dimension of parental involvement in education, especially when the

latter includes language socialization of their children towards promoting the

development of bilingualism and biliteracy.
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PART I: INTRODUCTION

This dissertation has ten chapters organized into three major parts. Part I, is an

introduction consisting of two chapters. Chapter 1 provides an overview of the study.

Chapter 2 describes the context, focusing on the ideological environment prevalent in US

regarding the debates around the use of English. Part II consists of three chapters

describing the conceptual and theoretical framework, Chapters 3 to 5, and one chapter

discussing the methods, which is Chapter 6. Chapter 3 focuses on the concept of ideology

and its relationship to identity issues and discourses on language. Chapter 4 discusses a

sociocultural approach to the study of ideology, drawing on Vygotsky’s cultural-

historical theory. Chapter 5 provides a review of literature on the role of Hispanic parents

in the education and language socialization of their children and other themes related to

language and literacy issues. Chapter 6 presents the methods used in a study that provides

the empirical basis of this dissertation. It includes the theoretical foundations of the

critical discourse analysis approach used to interpret interviewees’ responses.

Part III presents the findings, which are organized by research questions. Chapter

7 addresses the research question about parent’s ideological beliefs on language and

literacy issues, Chapter 8 addresses issues of identity, and Chapter 9 addresses the main

research question in this dissertation and presents case studies to illustrate the role of

parents in the education and socialization of their children and to identify parents’

strategies for exerting ideological influence upon their children’s thinking and motivation

concerning language use and learning. This part also includes Chapter 10, with the

conclusions and implications of the study.
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CHAPTER 1

OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

The idea reveals its social nature much more readily as a philosophical fact than

as a scientific fact. And this is where its role ends – it is unmasked as a hidden,

ideological agent dressed up as a scientific fact and begins to participate in the

general, open struggle of ideas. (Vygotsky, 1927/1997, p. 243)

Vygotsky’s (1927/1997) commentary about the “social nature” of the idea,

referring here to ideas and scientific facts in psychology, suggests that such ideas cannot

be regarded as ideologically neutral because they have a social origin, have been socially

constructed, and would have a role in ideological struggles. He uses the metaphor

“ideological agent dressed up as a scientific fact” to characterize the development of

scientific ideas in the history of the science, specifically in psychology (p. 243).

Vygotsky’s notion of the social origin of ideas in general, beyond the scientific

disciplines, might be applied to understanding the “general” struggle of ideas in the

contemporary social world.

Inspired by Vygotsky’s work, I conducted a study to uncover ideological beliefs

which are like hidden agents implicated in the everyday social practices of Hispanic1

parents in the United States. The case studies presented in this dissertation contain stories

1 The Spanish term Hispanos (Hispanics) refers to “people of Latin American and
Caribbean heritage” (Nieto, 1996, p. 25). Like many of the parents, I decided to use the
terms Hispanic and Latino interchangeably, emphasizing the importance of Spanish as a
bond and as a symbol of the common cultural heritage of people from Latin America.
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about the personal experiences of immigrants, especially their child-rearing practices,

commonly known as the socialization of children. These stories are considered important

for understanding socialization practices, but also the workings of ideology in such social

practices. From a critical perspective, Gee (1992) points out that social practices “are

inherently ideological and political” (p. xix) while van Dijk (1998) argues that “families

and their socialization practices are partly ideological” (p. 186). Thus, I was willing to

see how stories about socialization would bring insights about the ideological dimensions

of such social practices, for example, how parents’ assumptions about the importance of

learning English affect their socialization practices and the ideological effects of their

discourses on children’s learning.

The purpose of the study was to understand how the language socialization

(Schieffelin and Ochs, 1986) of children is mediated by parents’ ideological discourses.

More specifically, I am interested in how Hispanic parents contribute to the reproduction

of ideologies (e.g., language ideologies) as they attempt to influence children’s beliefs,

attitudes, and motivation concerning learning and using Spanish and English. Drawing

upon Vygotsky’s (1934/1987, 1978) cultural-historical approach to the study of

consciousness (i.e., higher psychological functions), this dissertation addresses the issue

of social reproduction, focusing on the reproduction of ideologies involved in language

socialization practices in families. I focus on how children’s language learning and

language choice were mediated by parents’ ‘ideological discourses’, that is, how parents

attempted to influence children regarding their motivation to learn and use both

languages, or a language in particular, be it the first or the second language.
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Hispanic parents, mostly first-generation immigrants of Mexican origin,

participated as informants (i.e., interviewees, subjects) in this qualitative study. The study

involved family members from 12 families in two different contexts, the Southwest and

Midwest of the United States: two families in Arizona and ten in Iowa. Each context

represents distinct approaches to the education of the children of immigrants: bilingual

education (dual language) approach in Arizona, and an English immersion approach

offering English as second language instruction to Spanish-speaking students. These two

different sociocultural and educational environments are characterized by struggles

between social groups, and controversies over language policy issues and bilingual

education, including the development of biliteracy2.

The study focused on Hispanic parents’ discourses on language and literacy,

paying attention to parents’ narratives about how they attempt to influence their children

concerning beliefs and attitudes about language use and learning of Spanish and English

toward the goal of bilingualism and biliteracy. The scope of study covered three areas of

an educational research agenda: parents’ role in language socialization, parents’

discourses on language and literacy, and parents’ identification with a social group (i.e.,

identity). These areas pertain to sociocultural aspects in the education of Hispanic

children that go beyond classroom learning activities.

The identity issue implies attention to the representation of social groups in

parents’ discourses, particularly narratives about interactions between a parent and

members of social or ideological groups that could have influenced parents’ beliefs about

2 Biliteracy refers here to the ability to use two distinct written languages, for example
learning to read and write texts in Spanish and English.
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relevant themes in this study. The representation of other groups refers to parents’

opinions about members of the Hispanic group, as well as other groups, such as those that

they perceive as their ideological adversaries in the controversies over bilingual

education and other language policy issues.

Research Questions

Given the aforementioned focus of study, the main research questions that guided

this dissertation were the following:

1. How are language ideologies reflected in Hispanic parents’ discourses on

bilingual education, and in particular, how do parents collaborate with and

attempt to influence children regarding their motivation for learning to read and

write in two languages?

2. What are Hispanic parents’ beliefs and attitudes toward the use of both

languages (Spanish and English) in family life and in the school?

3. How are language ideologies involved in the identification of family members

with their particular ethnic group and in their perceptions about other social

groups?

The first question is considered the main research question because it pertains to the

focus of this dissertation: parents’ socialization practices that influence language use and

learning in early childhood (i.e., children in primary grades). Moreover, this research

question introduces the theme of parent’s influence on children’s motivation to learn a

language, referring to ideological influence of parents upon their children’s beliefs and
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attitudes about language. This question is relevant for a theoretical matter of major

interest in this work: the problem of ideological influence in theory of reproduction of

ideologies. The first research question encompasses two interconnected issues: on the one

hand, the role of parents in education and socialization of children in Hispanic homes,

and on the other hand, the ideological influence and ideological reproduction. The second

research question refers to the elicitation of propositions about language and literacy,

which is needed in order to deal with the main question. The third question addresses the

relationship between identity and ideology.

The second and third research questions are considered sub-questions in the sense

that they must be addressed before I consider the main research question. Therefore, I

will first present the findings related to these sub-questions, followed by the presentation

of findings concerning the first and primary research question. These sub-questions

guided this inquiry toward an understanding of two aspects that may be linked to

processes of ideological influence: parents’ beliefs about language (including literacy)

issues, and parents’ concerns about identity issues (including representation of social

groups). It is necessary to understand parents’ beliefs about these relevant issues, as

expressed or reflected in their discourses and narratives, in order to understand the

strategies they use to encourage or discourage their children toward the learning and use

of the target language(s), whether English or Spanish, or both.

Regarding the identification of participants with a particular ethnic group, one

aspect investigated was whether immigrant parents were facing dilemmas regarding

identity, specifically about the assimilation or acculturation of their children. For
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example, although parents may consider that English literacy and other knowledge about

American life are beneficial for their children's adaptation and academic success, parents

are also concerned about the future of their mother tongue as a result of this acculturation.

Such dilemmas, ambivalence, and concerns about the acculturation of their children in

American schools are common among Spanish-speaking parents, as has been

documented by other researchers studying Hispanic immigrants and their process of

incorporation into the host society (Fernández-Kelly, 1998; Portes and Rumbaut, 1996;

Suárez-Orozco and Suárez-Orozco, 2001).

As a Puerto Rican raised in a Spanish-speaking family, I migrated to the United

States as an adult and found myself coping with the demands of using English in a

sociocultural environment very different from my country of origin. Soon after my

arrival, I learned about the experiences of Mexicans and other Latino people in the

borderlands of Sonora, who face social constraints and cultural dilemmas not very

different from my own, whether they are labeled Mexican immigrants or Mexican

Americans. Puerto Ricans, like Mexican Americans, were invaded and colonized by the

United States (after being for four centuries colonized by Spain), therefore they may be

called “involuntary minorities” (Ogbu, 1991). Mexicans immigrants living in what is

today the Southwest of the United States are members of one of the ethnic groups in

United States which, from a historical perspective, became “involuntary minorities”

through conquest and colonization (Ogbu, 1990, p. 528), despite their differences in legal

migratory status, residence, and citizenship at the individual level. My interest in

conducting research on sociocultural themes related to the education of Hispanic children
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and parental involvement arose as result of my experiences as a graduate student at The

University of Arizona. I learned much about the lived experiences of immigrants through

research I conducted as part of my doctoral program, especially when I worked as

research assistant in a study about language ideology and biliteracy in a dual language

school. I was also influenced by scholarly work addressing Mexican-origin immigrants in

the United States.

For example, in two separate studies about Mexican-origin immigrants, Valdés

(1996) and Pease-Alvarez (1993) explored how Mexican-immigrant parents feel about

the possibility that their children would abandon the use of Spanish. Pease-Alvarez

reported that this question often triggered strong emotional reactions. Valdés (1996)

reported the reaction of a Mexican-origin mother to a hypothetical question about the

possibility that her children would eventually learn English but would forget Spanish. I

found very interesting an excerpt of a conversation with a Mexican immigrant mother,

who responded with a kind of exaggerated confidence to that question, stating that

language loss would be improbable. I included a similar hypothetical question about the

possibility of Spanish language loss among the questions in the interview guide used in

the study. This question was useful in eliciting parents’ discourses on language and in

obtaining responses that allowed me to understand their concerns about Spanish loss, an

aspect that is very relevant for the present study.
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Research Interests and Focus of the Study

In this section I will describe the research interests and focus of the study, while

presenting an overview of this dissertation. An assumption in this study is that parents are

likely to act in concordance with their beliefs, and that they would express their beliefs

when they attempt to influence their children regarding language choice. These attempts

constitute language socialization events. Language socialization would include parents’

attempts--either explicit or implicit--to influence the way children develop certain ideas

about appropriate behavior and about worldviews shared by members of their ethno

linguistic group, especially ideas, values, and norms about language use and learning.

In this study I wanted to understand how Hispanic parents try to inculcate in their

children their values and beliefs about which language children should use at home, about

second language learning, and about the maintenance of the mother tongue. The study

sought to understand parents’ perspectives, as expressed in conversational storytelling

events that occurred during the interviews. I expected that stories about family events

would bring accounts of how children were exposed to parents’ expressed opinions about

diverse relevant topics (e.g., the maintenance or loss of Spanish, English learning,

bilingualism and biliteracy, identity).

It was important for me to pay attention to actual events of dialogue and

interactions between parents and children who participated in the interviews. The

participation of children in parent interviews, which were conducted in the natural

environment of their home, helped me explore how parents use certain strategies to

influence their children’s language choice and ways of thinking about language. These
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moments in the interview were considered particularly valuable for investigating

processes of ideological influence on the socialization of children within the context of

home social practices.

The sociocultural approach to ideology emphasizes the need to investigate

parents’ personal beliefs in relation to social practices and interactions of sociocultural

groups. In accordance with this approach, the study tried to understand how these beliefs

have been formed and are changing under the influence of diverse ideological discourses

of other people within and outside their ethnic group. A major concern, for example, was

how Hispanic parents perceive debates about language, literacy, and education taking

place in their community, especially about the use of ‘minority’ languages in public

schools and governmental agencies (to which I refer as the debates on bilingual education

and official English).

My intention was not to conduct survey research on Hispanic parents to merely

identify and describe parent’s beliefs and opinions about language, literacy and other

related themes, but to conduct a qualitative research study to understand their lived

experiences. I was pursuing not only to understand the parents’ perspectives on those

themes but also to identify societal factors that would affect their process of thinking and

developing opinions about such themes. More specifically, I intended to understand

parents’ experiences as immigrants as well as their opinions and actions to support their

children’s learning of English. In relation to this matter, I will discuss whether the

portrayal of these parents in this study matches or not with the ways anti-bilingual and

official English groups have portrayed these parents, representing them as people who do
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not promote the acquisition of English.

This qualitative research approach was combined with a critical discourse analysis

approach (CDA) because the latter theoretical-analytic conceptual framework is suitable

for the study of discourse and its ideological effects (Fairclough, 2003). Research on the

ideological effects of discourses requires extending the analysis in qualitative research

beyond descriptive and interpretative levels (i.e., beyond the description of lived

experiences) towards uncovering the workings of ideologies in everyday social practices

and searching for explanations about ideological reproduction.

This study describes some aspects of the complex social and ideological processes

involved in parents’ acts of persuasion and the effects of discourses, such as reproduction

of ideologies and ‘ideological learning’ (van Dijk, 1998) in Hispanic families. CDA was

used to examine in detail parents’ statements in the transcripts of interviews. Specifically,

CDA was used to elicit propositions produced by parents for expressing their beliefs and

arguments and to analyze narratives and the dialogues between children and parents in

those stories. An aspect that received special attention in this analysis was how parents

described other people’s talk, that is, reported speech (or represented discourses, which is

the term preferred by Fairclough, 1992).

Parents’ storytelling was an important element in this study. Stories provided

information about past events. They also functioned as examples of parents’ acts and

words used in conversation with children (i.e., representation of their own discourses) in

diverse social practices, such as the socialization of children, establishing home rules

about language use, family literacy events, and parental involvement in education. These
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narratives, particularly the narratives about socialization practices and language use rules,

provided insights into the ways parents used discourses to inculcate family values and

beliefs about language use and the learning of a particular language (English, Spanish or

both). Other stories told by parents provided examples of interactions with members of

their ethnic group or of other social groups, example of the ways they support children’s

literacy (e.g., biliteracy) development, and other relevant issues for this study.

In the present work, the analysis of narratives through CDA is important for

understanding the manifestations of ideologies in socialization practices. Parents told

stories about events in their everyday lives, recalling their conversations with their

spouses, children, teachers, neighbors, and co-workers. The descriptions of participants’

actions, including speech acts (i.e., what participants in a particular event said), was

considered useful for understanding not only parents’ representations of participants in

the events, but also parent’s representation of groups. Parents’ accounts of their own acts

and of what they said or thought during the events described in their story, such as their

reflection about their role as parents, provided insights into the ideological aspects of

language socialization. For example, the analysis of narratives served to identify parents’

expressions of ideological beliefs and attitudes about language, identity, and other topics

relevant for this study.

This dissertation addresses aspects of parental involvement in education and

literacy, and parents’ role in socialization of children, which in turn have ideological

implications, such as the reproduction of ideologies. Reproduction is a sociological term

that evokes processes of re-creation and continuity of social structures and describes how
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social practices are involved in these processes. The term “reproduction of ideologies”

(van Dijk, 1987; 1998) is especially useful for addressing the macro-micro problem in

sociology. This study, consequently, attempts to contribute to a comprehensive theory of

ideology proposed by van Dijk (1998), specifically “how ideologies are expressed and

reproduced by discourse” and “how ideologies are expressed in social practices in

general” (pp. 4-5), pointing to the issue of the relationship between ideology and social

identity. As a phenomenon, the reproduction of language ideologies through socialization

of children needs to be investigated for its possible implications for language policy and

education of language minorities in the United States, especially the Spanish-speaking

immigrants from Latin America and the Caribbean.

In the next chapter, I introduce the context for the study in terms of the

ideological environment prevalent in US regarding the debates around the use of English.
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CHAPTER 2

CONTEXT

Contextualizing (Denzin, 1989) is an important step in qualitative research to

understand personal experiences of participants. Broadly defined, contextualization

includes a description of the social context and historical circumstances that are relevant

to understand accounts of personal experience or problems. Denzin’s definition of this

concept will be further discussed in another chapter addressing methodological aspects,

which will include descriptions of participants families and the sociocultural context.

In this qualitative research on immigrant experiences a description of the social

context includes an account of ideological processes. This chapter addresses the

ideological environment, an important aspect of the broader sociocultural context in

which this study was conducted, as it is relevant for identifying possible ideological

processes impacting the everyday lives and ways of thinking of Hispanic immigrants in

Iowa and Arizona. This interest in the ideological environment, which very often is

overlooked, is consistent with a critical approach to qualitative research and with critical

discourse analysis method, to be discussed later.

Denzin (1989) acknowledges the role of ideological processes affecting

interpretations of ordinary people and social scientists as well, thus there is no such thing

as ideological-free research. He refers to ideology as “an accounting of the way things are

and should be, typically political; involves the manipulation of ideas about the world in

which we live” (p. 141). Denzin points out that the “political, ideological process

structures the creation of readers, writer, and texts” (p. 131) which, it seems to me, would
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apply to the texts produced (e.g., research reports, discourses) by ethnographers and

social scientists in general within diverse ideological environments.

The next section includes a review of literature about the debates on language

policy, including Official language laws, English-only instruction, and bilingual

education in both settings, which serves to describe the ideological environment created

by such debates.

Sociocultural Context: The Ideological Environment

Thought is not mediated externally by signs. It is mediated internally by

meanings. (Vygotsky, 1934/1987, p. 282).

Given the focus of this study, the ideological environment is an important aspect

of the sociocultural context to be described in this section, and must be taken into account

in order to interpret and understand Hispanic parents’ discourses on language and their

experiences as immigrants. In Iowa in the as well as in Arizona and other states in the

United States, the ideological environment has been shaped by political controversies

over bilingual education and language policy, especially when the media has reported

about campaigns for declaring English as the official language in United States and for

promoting English-only schools.

The movements against bilingual education have been linked to concerns about

the children of immigrants attending to public schools in United States, particularly about

the large number of Spanish-speaking immigrants arriving from Mexico. The official-

English movement, likewise, has been highly concerned about the increase of Spanish-
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speaking immigrants, arguing that this situation threatens the future of English as the

national language. Anti-immigrant people (or migration restrictionists) are typically in

favor of the Official English movement and opposed to bilingual education (Crawford,

1992; González, with Melis, 2000; Judd, 2000; Villanueva, 2000).

In Iowa, for example, an official English movement advocated to declare English

as the official language of the state. Educators and activists supporting bilingual

education and immigrant rights opposed this movement. In Arizona, English was adopted

as the official language of the state in 1988 through a constitutional amendment, although

later, in 1990, this amendment was declared unconstitutional by a Federal Court

(Crawford, 1992). In Arizona, by the year 2000, the organization English for the Children

was leading a strong campaign trough the media advocating for the anti-bilingual

initiative Proposition 203 after being a similar campaign in California for Proposition

227. In California, Proposition 227 was approved in June 1998, approved in June 1998

with the support of non-Hispanic voters, mostly White Californians, since the majority

(61 %) of voters classified as Hispanics rejected that anti-bilingual initiative (Crawford,

2000; Lavadenz, 2003).

Proposition 203 in Arizona, like Proposition 227 in California, mandated English-

only instruction (called sheltered English-immersion), especially for educating Spanish-

speaking Hispanic students in early grades who lack proficiency in English. This

legislation intended to restrict access to bilingual programs while establishing some

exceptions, thus under certain conditions bilingual education was permitted. For example,

if 20 children in the same grade were proficient in English and if their parents requested a
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waiver, that is, if they requested bilingual education for these children (classified as

English proficient), these children may receive bilingual education in that school.

In Iowa, with a smaller Hispanic population than Arizona, the anti-bilingual

argument have been part of the discourse of the organization U.S. English in its campaign

to declare English the official language of the state. Hispanics who were opposed to

English-only in this state have characterized the official-language movement as racist,

anti-bilingual, anti-immigrant, and anti-Hispanic. On the other hand, the official-English

organization U.S. English, an the anti-bilingual movement English for Children as well,

have recruited leaders who have Spanish surnames (i.e., Hispanics) to use them in a

campaign to persuade Hispanic voters to change their mind and support English-only

policies.

The review of literature in educational research on language and literacy issues

related to Hispanic populations brings insights into ideological and political aspects of

these issues within the broader (i.e., macrosocial) cultural context. Some scholars have

uncovered hidden political agendas of policymakers who claim to be relying on research-

based arguments and pedagogical reasoning to support anti-bilingual reforms. Those

same policymakers overlook research results that show the benefits of bilingual education

for the academic progress of language minority students (Crawford, 1992; Ferdman and

Weber, 1994; González, 2000; Judd, 2000; Krashen, 2000). Ferdman and Weber (1994)

argue that “what is being debated is not so much the nature of evidence but the proper

role of non-English languages in an educational system largely geared towards

assimilation” (p. 7).
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This analysis about the political and ideological context, within which the pro-

bilingual and anti-bilingual campaigns have both developed, is complicated by the fact

that groups advocating for Official English policies and those participating in English

Only/anti-bilingual campaign claim to be different groups with different goals. However,

they share core beliefs that sustain their strong anti-bilingual stance, since both agree that

the access of immigrant children to bilingual programs should be restricted, as least, or

eliminated to be substituted by English-only approach.

Despite their differences, their particular proposed measures to be applied in the

education of immigrant children (and their parents) seem interrelated and even

complementary. For example, both groups share beliefs about the need to encourage all

immigrants to learn English and to limit the time or restrict the access of their children to

bilingual education and biliteracy programs. A common assumption is that Spanish-

speaking immigrants, at least the adults, have no interest in learning and do not

adequately support their children’s acquisition of English, which is implicit in their

arguments about the need of limit the use of Spanish in schools to encourage them to

learn English. Such anti-bilingual movements have often been characterized as

xenophobic and racist, although their supporters do not see themselves as racist

(Cummins, 2000).

Krashen (1999), who is a well-known known scholar for his theories on second

language acquisition and for his work in support of bilingual education, identifies some

common arguments against bilingual education during the Proposition 227 campaign in

California, which he rejects, calling them bogus arguments:
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1. Bilingual Education is responsible for the high Hispanic dropout rate.

2. Most immigrants succeed without bilingual education.

3. The United States is the only country that promotes bilingual education.

4. Bilingual education failed in California.

5. Public opinion is against bilingual education.

Krashen refutes all these arguments. He disproves the first argument arguing that

bilingual education cannot be blamed for Hispanic dropout rate because studies show that

there are other causal factors that have been identified as predictors of dropping out

among different ethnic groups, such as socioeconomic class, time spent in the United

States, print environment in homes, and family problems. Regarding the second bogus

argument, he argues that although there are cases of academic success without bilingual

education, studies suggest that such success is a result of previous education in the first

language received by the immigrant in the country of origin (before migration), thus the

very knowledge of literacy in the first language would facilitate the acquisition of literacy

in English in the host country. Moreover, regarding the earlier immigrants who had

economic success without receiving bilingual education, Krashen (1999) argues that this

is not to say not that they had academic success, given that “economic success in the first

part of the twentieth century did not require school success” (p. 16).

Krashen (1999) contests the third bogus argument by providing examples of

countries which use bilingual education with immigrant children, mentioning Norway,

England, The Netherlands, Sweden, Australia, China, and Mexico, pointing out that

studies about bilingual education in these countries provide evidence of the effectiveness
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of education in the first language. To contest the allegations that bilingual education

failed in California, which is the fourth bogus argument, Krashen describes the flaws in

the methods of studies used in critiques of bilingual education and he also questions the

reports of some school districts containing statistical figures that were misleading.

Krashen also rejects the fifth bogus argument, questioning the validity of surveys.

He points to the flaws of surveys of public opinion, such as biases in the language used in

the questions asked that affected the way in which respondents interpreted some

questions. For example, he notes that “some parents might have interpreted the question

about teaching in the first language interfering with English as meaning teaching

exclusively in the first language, an option that very few people support” (p. 83).

Therefore, it is possible that their answers could be misinterpreted as expressions of

opposition to bilingual education when their intention was to express their belief that both

English and Spanish should be used in teaching Hispanic children.

Debates over bilingual education have concentrated in discussing about whether

bilingual schools have failed or not teaching English to the children of immigrants. When

advocates of English-only approach have assumed and argued that bilingual schools

teach just Spanish, they seem to disregard literacy instruction in Spanish as an

unimportant issue. Krashen (1999), on the contrary, suggests that literacy in Spanish

already acquired has positive effects in the sense that it facilitates the literacy

development in English. Likewise, the knowledge acquired about other academic matters

through using the first language in the bilingual programs to teach the children of

immigrants in United States would have positive effects, in addition to the transference of
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knowledge of literacy in Spanish to develop literacy in English.

Villanueva (2000) questions some assumptions of the movement for official

language or single-language legislation, tracing the movement's roots to a history of

Axenophobia and colonialism@ in the United States (p. 333). In passing, referring to the

concrete example of a TV program (a comedy) where the characters spoke broken

English and broken Spanish, he mentions that there is “always presumption of the

superiority of English in an English TV show” (p. 340). This author mentions four

‘myths’ that underlie the English-Only / Official English arguments against bilingual

education:

Myth 1 Earlier new Americans accepted English.

Myth 2 English-Only simply codifies the status quo.

Myth 3 People are refusing to learn English.

Myth 4 Bilingual Education does not work. (pp. 333-342)

Villanueva (2000) explains why he considers that all these propositions are myths.

Concerning the first myth, he brings the example of German immigrants, who “did not

quietly accept the primacy of English” (p. 334). By 1840 their children attended to public

schools in Ohio which were bilingual German-English and even there were schools

conducted exclusively in German in Minnesota, Maryland, and Indiana. However,

Germans-Americans eventually assimilated after World War I, pushed by a nationwide

campaign to Americanize immigrants.

Villanueva questions the second myth (English Only simply codifies the status

quo), suggesting that official English law might lead to other measures to prohibit the use
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of non-official language in many places beyond government offices. For example,

applying English-Only law in Dade County, Florida, it was attempted to prohibit signs at

the zoo that identify animals by their genus and species in Latin. Villanueva argues that it

is a myth that people are refusing to learn English (myth 3), which often reflects a

preoccupation of some people about Spanish-speaking immigrants. This author also

rejects the myth 4, which implicates blaming bilingual education for academic failure of

immigrant students, “when the issue is more complicated” (p. 338). Thus, he suggests

that there are other explanations for academic failure and argues that returning to an old

approach of ‘sink or swim’ --referring to English only-- “means denying opportunities to

learn” (p. 338).

Aparicio (2000) examined narratives produced by U.S. Latino/Latina students

from college and high school to understand the ways in which they “negotiate their

bilingual and bicultural identities” (p. 253). This author found that “these students’ speak

not only to the cultural meaning and functions of Spanish, but also to its potential value

as an economic, professional, and social asset” and that “these narratives contest the

assumptions and myths about bilingual education” (p. 255). In contrast, language loss

among these students may be explained in terms of the internalization of linguistic myths,

for example the idea that English is “the exclusive tool for economic success” (p. 258).

This myth assumes that the spread of English is “natural, neutral and beneficial,” while

Spanish is associated with poverty and economic marginality (p. 258).

Not surprisingly, some prominent Latinos/Latinas, such as Richard Rodriguez,

Linda Chavez, and Jaime Escalante, have become spokespeople for English Only/US
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English organizations and even they have attempted to discredit bilingual programs

characterizing such programs as racist. Opponents to bilingual education have argued that

this approach would imply racism because immigrants are segregated in bilingual rooms

from the rest of mainstream students. Moreover, they have argued that bilingual programs

teach Spanish but fail to teach English, thus this implicates that such programs restrict the

access of Spanish-speaking children to English B the tool for success B thus affecting the

social well being of Latinos.

Judd (2000) claims that the Areal motive@ behind the rhetoric of English Only

proponents is not a desire to help immigrants; on the contrary, he writes, there is a strong

anti-immigrant sentiment underpinning these bills. The proponents of English Only laws

“are capitalizing on many Americans’ xenophobia, with special attention directed to

Hispanic/Latinos and Asians whose skin color and culture differ from earlier generations

of European immigrants@ (p. 173). Thus, conservative groups promote a common

language so that, supposedly, all citizens, especially immigrants, speak English in order

to gain access to social and economic resources. But their rhetoric masks agendas and

ideologies based, among other things, on misconceptions and myths, such as the idea that

immigrants are unmotivated or even reluctant to learn English.

English-Only and Official English language groups seem more concerned about

Hispanic immigrants, rather than about other ethnic groups, thus showing a particular

concern about the use of Spanish in schools. Anti-Hispanic feelings are typically “further

exacerbated by a description of bilingual education as cultural and linguistic

maintenance” (Huddy and Sears as cited by Ferdman and Weber, 1994, p. 7). English-
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Only and official-English groups have portrayed Hispanic people (i.e., a social group)

and people who support bilingual education (i.e., an ideological group) as groups

interested in promoting Spanish maintenance (Crawford, 1992) instead of promoting the

learning of English.

Opponents to bilingual education have used similar arguments in diverse

scenarios and in campaigns for different groups, and they share some common

assumptions. One common assumption is that bilingual education promotes Spanish

maintenance at the expense of English. A second assumption, linked to the first, suggests

that bilingual education is responsible for academic failure among Hispanic children.

Another assumption holds that Hispanic immigrants are not interested in learning

English, but only in maintaining their Spanish. For example, Hayakawa, a California

Republican Party Senator from 1977 to 1983 and one of the founders of the organization

U.S. English, criticized the “aggressive movement on the part of Hispanics to reject

assimilation and seek to maintain—and give official status to—a foreign language within

our border” (Crawford, 1992, p. 100). This rhetorical strategy (Hispanics who support

bilingual education are an “aggressive movement” seeking “to maintain” and “give

official status” to a “foreign language”) could trigger xenophobic attitudes, and would be

a strategically convenient justification for English-only instruction in public schools.

The speech delivered on September 26, 1985, by William J. Bennett, former

secretary of Education, represents another example of anti-bilingual arguments, and

repeats similar assumptions about ethnic minorities. Bennett characterized bilingual

education as “a way of enhancing students’ knowledge of their native language and
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culture” not as developing biliteracy (Bennett, in Crawford, 1992, p. 360). Policymakers

in debates on language policy have used diverse arguments against bilingual education,

implying that the use of Spanish is a major problem in public schools and society in

general, reflecting a language-as-problem orientation in language planning (Ruiz, 1984,

1994). Below, I will discuss the controversies over bilingual education on the

macrosocial level of analysis. I will describe the complex ideological environment, which

involves various kinds of discourses on language, as well as racist and anti-immigrant

discourses shaping the conservative educational agendas.

Spring (1997) notes that the conservative political agenda in education, as set

forth in the 1996 Republican Platform, has been strongly influenced by the religious right

and by the “conservative think tanks” (institutions sponsoring conservative and

neoconservative scholars, writers, and journalists), both taking a stand against

multiculturalism. Conservative movements against multiculturalism seek to promote the

goal of Americanization of foreign-born immigrants and culturally and linguistically

diverse students in public schools; that is, they promote goal of a common language and

culture. Neoconservative scholars Chester Finn, Jr., and Dianne Ravitch, who are

opposed to multicultural and bilingual education, argued that bilingual educators seem to

be “more interested in sustaining the ethnolinguistic, cultural, and political distinctiveness

of immigrant populations than in their rapid assimilation into the mainstream” (Finn and

Ravitch, as cited in Spring, 1997, p. 37).

Anti-bilingual conservative groups and policymakers who support English

immersion, especially those who support the Official English movement, typically
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oppose the use of public funds for the retention of a “foreign language and culture”

through bilingual education, as well as “Hispanic programs” in the Department of

Education (see Hayakawa, in Crawford, 1992, p. 100). At most, conservative

policymakers would concede to allow temporary and restricted use of Spanish and

limited help to recent immigrants within English as a Second Language or transitional

bilingual programs. The latter are transitional in the sense that they seek a rapid transition

to English-only instruction.

The reproduction of racist ideologies is another component of the complex

ideological environment, along with diverse anti-ideologies (anti-immigrant, anti-

multicultural, anti-bilingual, anti-liberal, anti-communist, and so on) which constitute the

complex system of beliefs we call conservative ideology (or meta-ideology, as

characterized by van Dijk, 1998). A review of literature about bilingual education

suggests that discourses of some scholars, journalists, and intellectuals who are opposed

to bilingual as well as multicultural education, reflect conservative ideologies, either anti-

immigrant or racist ideologies, or both. In order to understand the ideologies of language

and biliteracy, one must address the possible mixing or interplay with racist and other

types of ideologies that seem also implicated in the formation of beliefs about the

education of Hispanic children.

In two separate studies Essed (1991) and van Dijk (1987) found that the

difference between racial and ethnic prejudice is indistinguishable in many concrete

situations, despite the particular features of these theoretical constructions. For example,

Mexicans as an ethnic-cultural minority group are often characterized as foreigners and
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as an inferior race as well (van Dijk, 1987). For this reason, racial policies are often

subsumed in ethnic policies, and vise versa.

Essed (1991), like van Dijk (1987), looked at racism in two different countries,

the United States and the Netherlands. Essed’s (1991) study addressed both macro and

micro dimensions of racism, although he focused on the accounts of everyday

experiences of Black women in the state of California and the Netherlands, and their

perceptions of Whites. The comparison between African-American women in California

and Black Surinamese first-generation immigrants in the Netherlands, revealed

similarities as well as differences between the ways racism operates in the two countries.

Essed’s (1991) study corroborates the prevalence of racial (and ethnic)

discrimination in the United States, despite the claims of some people about the end of

racism. The study showed “that most U.S. Black women acquired knowledge of racism

directly, through socialization in the family, community involvement in the civil rights

movement, media reports of the Black Power movement and … Black studies programs

in college” (p. 285). This study included a comparison between different ideologies and

the socio-political macro contexts in those countries, concluding that “racism in the

United States is still characterized by overall segregation, in particular in residential

areas” (p. 29), and that there are ongoing policies of affirmative action along with

processes of dismantling affirmative action in many places.

Essed’s study demonstrates that there is overt racial discrimination (e.g., blatant

racist expressions and violence) as well as subtle forms of discrimination, despite (and

because of) policies of cultural pluralism and affirmative action. She points out “that the
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ideology of cultural tolerance is by definition repressive because it presupposes that

Blacks accept the basic norms and values of the dominant culture” (p. 291).

In another study on racial prejudice conducted by van Dijk (1987) in the United

States and the Netherlands, the interviewees were White people from two types of

neighborhood, according to the frequency of their contacts with ethnic minority people:

high-contact and low-contact areas. The latter type of neighborhood corresponds to areas

described as wealthy suburbs were White residents reported less interaction with ethnic

minorities groups. The interviews with White people in California confirmed that ethnic

prejudice is still a reality; some interviewees were highly prejudiced while others

expressed less explicit prejudices. Ethnic (prejudiced) attitudes toward Asians were less

negative than toward Mexicans or Blacks. Findings about ethnic prejudices of White

people in the United States and the Netherlands indicate similarities between these

countries, which van Dijk (1987) describes as follows:

Despite the historical and socioeconomic differences between different countries,
we finally found that prejudices, and their structures and strategic uses, are very
similar in different countries of Western Europe and North America. People say
sometimes identical things about Mexican immigrants in the United States or
California, and about Turkish “guest workers” in the Netherlands or Western
Germany. We have interpreted such ethnic prejudices as functional in the
maintenance of power and privileges of the dominant White majorities in these
countries” (p. 392).

The interviewees from both countries belonged to ethno-cultural and racial groups with

higher social status than the immigrants or foreigners in their respective countries. This

study suggests that White people living in two different countries of Western Europe and

North America, thus in different sociocultural contexts, may express similar beliefs and

prejudices about immigrants and foreigners, especially about those who belong to a racial
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group considered inferior by the dominant group. These studies conducted in the

Netherlands United States suggest that social problems such as racism might be better

understood if we researchers look at the racial and ethnic prejudices to capture the

ideological and political factors that would affect ethnic relations.

So far, I have focused one aspect of the sociocultural context which is the

ideological environment. Since this dissertation addresses ideological aspects, a study of

this nature requires appropriate theoretical grounding, defining theoretical constructs and

methods to investigate ideological processes such as the production of ideological

discourses and ideological reproduction. Next is the second part of this dissertation,

which includes three chapters presenting and discussing key concepts and theories I

consider important for developing the theoretical framework in this dissertation. It also

includes a chapter on methods in which I will elaborate the contextualization of this study

beyond what has been discussed so far.
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PART II: THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODS

Part II consists of three chapters describing the conceptual and theoretical

framework (Chapters 3 to 5) and one chapter discussing the methods (Chapter 6). The

theoretical framework begins with Chapter 3, in which I discuss the concept of ideology

and its relationship to identity and discourses on language. Next, in Chapter 4, I present

sociocultural approaches to ideology, focusing on theoretical issues of Vygotsky’s

cultural-historical theory that are important for addressing socio-cultural and cognitive

aspects of ideology, especially concerning ideological influences and reproduction of

ideologies. In Chapter 5, I focus on the topic of language socialization, a central theme in

this dissertation. I also present a review of literature on the role of Hispanic parents in the

education and language socialization of their children, and other themes related to

language and literacy issues. I pay special attention to issues of social structure and

human agency. In these chapters I use several concepts borrowed from other scholars

who have contributed to the development of a theory of ideology, theory of socialization,

and other relevant themes, mostly from works in the fields of education, cultural

psychology, anthropology, and sociology.

Part II ends with Chapter 6, in which I present the methods and research design

that provide the empirical basis of this dissertation. I also include the theoretical

foundations of the critical discourse analysis approach used to interpret interviewees’

responses.
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CHAPTER 3

THE NOTION OF IDEOLOGY

The crisis in psychology is primarily a methodological crisis. It is firmly rooted in

history, with the struggle between the materialist and idealist traditions lying at its

core. (Vygotsky, 1934/1987, p. 54)

Vygotsky suggests that even the scientific knowledge of psychology has been

developed under the influence of materialist and idealist traditions, pointing out that

philosophical beliefs underlie the evolution of ideas in a scientific discipline. Thus, it

follows that an account of diverse approaches in the history of psychology should pay

attention to uncovering the underlying philosophical principles of each approach, which

Vygotsky does in his works. The citation above comes from a book originally published

in 1934 in Russian and translated to English in 1987 with the title Thinking and Speech

(first translated as Thought and Language in 1962). In another work, Vygotsky

(1927/1997) elaborates his thesis that ideological beliefs are implicated in the history of

psychology. Thus this chapter focuses on the concept of ideology. I offer different

definitions of ideology found in the professional literature, and discuss the relationships

of the concept of ideology to identity issues and discourses on language.

Ideology, Identity, and Discourses on Language

Apple (1999) poses three important questions that may be useful for initiating this

discussion about the theory of ideology: “What is ideology? How does it function? What

does it do to people?” (p. 144). He identifies the ideological orientations underlying the
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struggles over school curriculum and pedagogy, in which the protagonists are “two

fractions of the middle class: one that supports ‘visible’ pedagogy (in essence, subject-

centered and tightly controlled) and one that supports ‘invisible’ pedagogy (in essence,

child-centered and more loosely controlled)” (p. 146). He also points out the crucial role

of the state, through educational policy sponsoring “market-oriented programs” such as

“programs of school choice” (p. 154) and the cultural agenda of neoconservatives for a

strong state control over values, to forward “their visions of what and whose knowledge

is legitimate” (p. 186).

Williams (1977) defines ideology as “a relatively formal and articulated system of

meanings, values, and beliefs, of a kind that can be abstracted as a ‘worldview’ or a ‘class

outlook’” (p. 109). Although he acknowledges the usefulness of this term in social

analyses (to understand the belief systems), he argues that descriptions and analyses of

culture and society “must go beyond held and systematic beliefs” (p. 132). Thus, he

proposes social description and analysis to understand the “meanings and values as they

are actively lived and felt” and “which cannot be reduced without loss to belief-systems,

institutions, or explicit general relationships” (p. 133). He argues that social analyses

have dealt with the lived experiences or with “the social” in “its explicit and finished

forms,” and that there is a need to look for concepts that would serve to focus on the

“living presence” and the “experience of the present” (p. 129). Williams proposes the

term structures of feeling “to emphasize a distinction from more formal concepts of

‘world view’ and ‘ideology’” (p. 132). Structures of experience--an alternative term for

structures of feeling-- refers to the “affective elements of consciousness and
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relationships” (p. 132). It seems to me that the notion of structures of experience, as

defined by Williams, is compatible with Denzin’s (1989) notion of lived experience,

defined as “the world of actual experience” (p. 142), which likewise implies affective

elements.

In his recent book, van Dijk (1998) points out that studies of ideology have paid a

great deal of attention to the social aspects and much less attention to the cognitive and

discursive dimensions of ideologies. Despite the large number of studies that have used

and defined this term, van Dijk argues that “there is not a single study that details how

exactly ideology shapes talk and text” (p. vii). Therefore, he suggests a research agenda

for elaborating a theory of ideology that would address aspects related to cognition,

society and discourse. There are two important problems in this research agenda on

ideology suggested by van Dijk (1998), which are addressed in this dissertation: the

relations between ideology and discourse, particularly “how ideologies are expressed and

reproduced by discourse,” and the relations between ideology and identity (p. 5).

Regarding these two problems, this dissertation focuses on the following aspect related to

them: the role of ideological discourses in everyday social practices within Hispanic

families, specifically in language socialization practices as a process linked to the

reproduction of ideologies and identity formation.

The identity question refers not only to members’ identification to “their group”

but to how “the other group” is perceived as different. I agree with van Dijk who, arguing

that identity is socially constructed, says: “Part of our self-representation is inferred from

the ways others (other group members, members of other groups) see, define, and treat
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us” (p. 118). The identification with a particular group (especially an ethnic-cultural

group) and their perceptions about other “different” groups on the basis of particular

criteria (e.g., occupation, economic status, class) are essential aspects for examining both

the social and cognitive dimensions of ideology, as defined in this proposed study.

Ideology is social, because it refers to shared beliefs by members of a group, and

ideologies are socially constructed, transmitted, and changed. I will elaborate this

argument later, presenting diverse definitions and uses of the term ideologies.

Defining Ideology and Language Ideology

Defining ideology represents a challenge in this research study because there is a

vast literature in diverse disciplines, where authors have used and defined the term

ideology differently (see Berger and Luckman, 1966; Eagleton, 1991; Fairclough, 2001;

Gee, 1990; Hodge and Kress, 1988; Mannheim, 1936, van Dijk, 1998; Williams, 1977;

Woolard; 1998). Therefore, defining language ideology is a complex task (see Shieffelin,

Woolard, and Kroskrity, 1998, for diverse definitions of language ideology). Language

ideology, as used by Woolard (1998) in linguistic anthropology, refers to “conceptions of

language and of communicative behavior” (p. 5) which are explicit or implicit

representations “that construe the intersection of language and human beings in a social

world” (p. 3). According to this author, language ideology is a term that refers to ideas

(i.e., shared beliefs) about language as well as about social process; the term “is a

mediating link between social forms and forms of talk” (p. 3).

Questioning the way that language ideology has been treated, Collins (1998)

points out that anthropological linguistics have been “more preoccupied with the issue of
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awareness of language,” overlooking other important issues such as “the analyst’s

relation to language” (p. 261). He proposes to explore how sciences of language are

linked to language ideologies. On the other hand, Philips (1998) celebrates the shift in

terminology: “Linguistic anthropologists’ use of ‘ideology’ rather than ‘culture’ to refer

to the interpretative perspectives of the people” (p. 213).

James Collins (1998), an anthropologist who has studied the Tolowa language in

Northern California, which is in danger of becoming a dead language, presents a case

study that focuses on the issue of language ideology in two language encounters. The

first involves an analyst (anthropologist) and the Tolowa during field work, the second

involves the Tolowa and a network of official institutions concerned with legitimizing the

language. His account of findings of this case study reveals his notion of language

ideology. For instance, in both encounters he found “divergent beliefs about the nature of

language as structure, its place in social action, and its relationship to such collective

orders as family, tribe, and nation-state” (p. 256). Thus, by pointing out the divergences

“of academic and Tolowa perspectives, of bureaucratic imperatives and local concerns”

(p. 256), he links the notions of conflict and of interests to the notion of ideology. He

argues that “questioning of disciplinary perspectives is also necessary … when analyzing

language ideology” because academics are in “positions as specialists in state-certified

institutions that make our statements and our silences unavoidably interest laden” (p.

259).

It is not my intention here to discuss the many notions of ideology discussed in

the literature of diverse disciplines, but to bring some definitions of scholars who
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influenced the development of my own notion of ideology and of language ideology (see

Eagleton, 1991, for a review of literature on ideology). Eagleton (1991) presents an

impressive list of 16 definitions of ideology, which seem to be quite different from each

other (at least at a first glance). Following are some definitions, the first seven in that list,

which seems to me very common ones:

(a) the process of production of meanings;

(b) a body of ideas characteristic of a particular social group or class;

(c) ideas which help to legitimate a dominant political power;

(d) false ideas which help to legitimate a dominant political power;

(e) systematically distorted communication;

(f) that which offers a position;

(g) forms of thought motivated by social interests.(pp. 1-2)

This author suggests that some of these definitions may be grouped according to the

degree to which they are mutually compatible, or according to the way they convey or not

a pejorative notion of ideology (e.g., ideology as illusion, false ideas), or according to the

epistemological questions they involve. Thus, Eagleton (1991) identifies two main

intellectual currents that imply particular epistemological and sociological concerns. On

the one hand, there is a mainstream tradition that “has been much preoccupied with ideas

of true and false cognition, with ideology as illusion, distortion and mystification.” On

the other hand, there is an alternative tradition of thought that “has been less

epistemological than sociological, concerned more with the function of ideas within

social life than with their reality or unreality” (p. 3).
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This dissertation can be located in the aforementioned second tradition, that is,

more interested in sociological issues such as how ideology is related to social

reproduction and the role of socialization practices in the reproduction of ideologies,

rather than in the truth and falsehood of ideologies. However, this study also pays

attention to epistemological concerns of the first tradition, such as ideological learning of

stereotypes that would promote false ideas about dominated social groups, thus helping to

legitimate a dominant political power (as expressed by item "d" in Eagleton’s list).

Therefore, it is important to define ideology in this work and to clarify whether

the notion of ideology used here is similar or different from the way other scholars use

this term. In his book, van Dijk (1998) defines ideology as “the foundation of the social

beliefs shared by a social group” (p. 49), providing a short definition that seems to me

useful for this dissertation. I will return later to a discussion of van Dijk’s notion of

ideology, which influenced the development of my own thinking on the topic.

Ideology in a Pejorative Sense

Many scholars, from Karl Mannheim (1936) to Teun van Dijk (1998) in his most

recent work on the theory of ideology, have rejected the pervasive use of the notion of

ideology in a pejorative sense. Foucault (1984) and Williams (1977), among many others,

have criticized the use of the term ideology with derogatory, pejorative connotations in

the Marxist tradition, which has linked this term to the notion of false consciousness and

illusion. However, even within this tradition there are a variety of notions of ideology as

a result of different readings of Marx’s writings. Williams (1977) distinguishes three

common versions of the concept of ideology in the aforementioned tradition:
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(i) a system of beliefs characteristic of a particular class or group;

(ii) a system of illusory beliefs--false ideas or false consciousness--which can be

contrasted with true or scientific knowledge;

(iii) the general process of the production of meanings and ideas. (p. 55)

Note that these versions resemble three definitions in Eagleton list (above), although

presented in a different order: a body of ideas characteristic of a particular social group or

class, the process of production of meanings, and false ideas which help to legitimate a

dominant political power. The first notion of ideology (i) is widely accepted, especially in

works following Marx’s historical materialist approach. In one variant of Marxism,

ideology refers to both a system of beliefs of a social class (i) and illusory beliefs or false

consciousness (ii), which then is contrasted with scientific knowledge or with practical

experience, suggesting a kind of science—ideology dichotomy. The third version (iii)

draws attention to ideology as the production of meaning and ideas or an area of study,

without linking the term to issues of class interests or consciousness, thus it seems to me

very similar to the use of the term in a broader sense, referring to any system of beliefs.

The problem of negative connotations of ideology has received much attention as

a major problem in discussions about the definition of this term and the theory of

ideology in general. Since Napoleon used the terms ideologue and ideologist in the

derogatory sense (Mannheim, 1936; Woolard, 1998), the use of the term ideology has

taken on negative, pejorative connotations (e.g., distortion, illusion, falsehood, myths) not

only in the Marxist and Neo-Marxism traditions, but also in the works of non-Marxist

authors (for further discussion on this theme, see Eagleton, 1991; Woolard, 1998). In
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conversations about politics, the use of the terms ideologues and ideologists, referring to

the adversaries and the use of the term ideology in a pejorative sense, would be a

rhetorical move to attack and discredit other peoples’ beliefs and arguments. In other

words, by characterizing adversaries’ beliefs as ideologies, the speaker attempts to

persuade others that the adversary’s arguments are wrong because they are based on

misconceptions, myths, distortions of reality, or mere idealism with no empirical base or

pragmatic value.

Discourse and the End of Ideology

Since ideology is a fuzzy term that has been used in different senses and often

conveys pejorative connotations, as Eagleton, Foucault, van Dijk, Williams, and others

have demonstrated, many scholars have abandoned the use of this term. Eagleton (1991)

believes that “current suppression of the concept of ideology is in one sense a recycling

of the so called ‘end of ideology’ which followed the Second World War … as a

traumatized response to the crimes of fascism and Stalinism” (p. xii).

Eagleton (1991) discuses the reasons for the disappearance of the term ideology

from the writings of postmodernism and post-structuralism, identifying three key

doctrines in postmodernist thought: the first one is “the rejection of the notion of

representation -- in fact, a rejection of an empiricist model of representation” (p. xi). The

second postmodernist doctrine involves an epistemological skepticism and rejects “the

very act of identifying a form of consciousness as ideological” because this assumption

“entails some untenable notion of absolute truth” (p. xii). The third doctrine refers to a

questioning or “reformulation of the relations between rationality, interests and power,
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along roughly neo-Nietzschean lines, which is thought to render the whole concept of

ideology redundant” (p. xii). Rejecting the claims that the concept of ideology is obsolete,

Eagleton responds to these arguments, pointing to the following paradox: this suppression

of the concept of ideology occurs “in a world racked by ideological conflict,” when

ideological movements such as “Islamic fundamentalism has emerged as a potent

political force” (p. xi).

Foucault (1970; 1972; 1984) is an example of a scholar who, consistent with a

post-structuralist perspective, avoids the use of the term ideology and criticizes the way

this term has been used in the Marxian tradition. Foucault (1984) mentions three reasons

to support this stance, rejecting three common assumptions about ideology as it has been

defined in that tradition. These assumptions are the following: (1) “that … it always

stands in virtual opposition to something else which is supposed to count as truth,” (2)

“that the concept of ideology refers … to something of the order of the subject,” (3) and

that “ideology stands in a secondary position to something that functions as its

infrastructure, as its material, economic determinant” (p. 60).

Regarding the first assumption, Foucault (1984) argues that it implies overlooking

the problem of “how the effects of truth are produced within discourses which in

themselves are neither true nor false” (p. 60). In other words, while in the Marxian

tradition a major concern is how the ideology of the dominant class can lead to false

consciousness of the oppressed class, Foucault (1970; 1984) is concerned with discourse

as a regulated practice, the effects of knowledge and the complicity of science in relations

of domination and control, specifically scientific facts and technologies which are used as
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disciplinary systems in civil society, such as schools and prisons. Foucault’s (1970)

notion of order of discourse refers to discourse as a regulated practice through external

procedures such as disciplinary systems in society that control the production of

discourses, for example the prohibitions that regulate the discourse of sexuality.

Foucault (1984) rejects the second assumption about ideology without further

explication, at least in this fragment of text. However, it seems to me that what Foucault

is rejecting is the notion of ideology as subjective knowledge which is a result of the

mind of an individual with lack of objectivity or confused merely by illusions. He rejects

the third assumption, that ideology belongs to a non-material superstructure determined

by the material conditions of the infrastructure, which is a proposition related to the

theory of reproduction and the notion of ideology in one variant of Marxism, as described

by Williams (1977) above. Distancing himself from the theory of reproduction in

Marxism, Foucault (1984) expresses interest in the circular relation between power and

“a ‘regime’ of truth,” arguing that the latter is not merely ideological or superstructural; it

was the condition of the development of capitalism (p. 74).

Foucault’s (1970; 1972) theory of discourse has as a central concern the effects of

discourse on subjects. In contrast, the historical materialist approach has as a major

concern the theory of ideology, pointing out the effects of socioeconomic conditions on

ideological struggles between social classes and groups. Foucault’s (1972) theory of

discourse does not focus on ideologies enacted in discourse, “the thoughts of men” or

“the play of their representations,” but on the effects of the very discourse as a social

practice, to which he refers to as “discursive practice” (p. 74). Therefore, his work
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examines how discourse is used for control and domination of subjects, regardless of

whether the statements constituting a “discursive formation” would be expressing true or

false propositions (p. 74). Regarding the methodological implications of such an

approach, Foucault (1972) suggests that the task of discourse analysis “consists of not

(…) treating discourses as groups of signs (signifying elements referring to contents or

representations) but as practices that systematically form the objects of which they speak”

(p. 49).

Fairclough (2003), referring to the increased attention to the analysis of discourses

in humanities and social sciences, acknowledges that “Foucault (1972, 1984) has been a

decisive influence” (p. 123). Despite the positive aspects of Foucault’s work described by

Fairclough, it seems to me that Foucault’s work, by focusing on the theory of discourse

rather than on the term ideology, has contributed to the abandonment of the latter, which

I regret. Influenced by Foucault, scholars who are reluctant to use the term ideology have

looked for synonyms that can be used as alternative terms in social research, such as

world view and class outlook, implying a notion of outlook on the world. There are other

analogue terms that may evoke a notion of ideology, as they refer to systems of beliefs,

such as systems of concepts, conceptions, philosophies, and discourses. The term

discourse --even unaccompanied by the adjective ideological --has been used by some

authors as an alternative term for ideology, when using the notion of discourse referring

to the ideological content of language use in social events (Fairclough, 2003; Gee, 1999).

Gee (1999), although influenced by Foucault’s theory of discourse, he uses the

term Discourse (with capital ‘D’) in a different fashion, it does not refers to “just
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‘statements’ and ‘beliefs’” (p. 36). Discourses are the “different ways in which we

humans integrate language with non-language ‘stuff,’ such as different ways of thinking,

acting, interacting, valuing, feeling, believing, and using symbols tools” (p. 13), pointing

out that this kind of discourses “can be used to identify oneself as a member of a socially

meaningful group or ‘social network’” (p. 17).

Gee (1999) has used the terms ideology, ideological learning, and ideological

discourses, referring to the ideological Discourses with capital D. For example, regarding

some white-collars professionals, he suggests that their “social practices reinforce explicit

ideological learning in regard to the cultural model for success” (p. 68). In his work,

however, the term Discourses rarely appears accompanied by the adjective ideological.

Therefore, Gee’s notion of Discourse suggests the enactment of ideologies in such

discourses, that is, he implies that Discourses subsume ideologies, thus such discourses

are likely ideological. In this sense, discourse collapses with the notion of ideology. Since

the term Discourses refers to ways of thinking and expressions of shared beliefs about the

social world (e.g., distribution of goods, what counts as goods), this term would be easily

used by those authors looking for an alternative term for ideology.

Ideology, in Gee's definition, refers to particular ideas (tacit or overt) involving

generalizations, beliefs or claims about the distribution of ‘goods’ in a society. Gee’s

(1990) notion of ideology does not imply derogative connotations. His notion of ideology

refers to “grouping of peoples who share beliefs about what counts as social ‘goods’ or

beneficial,” such as “‘good’ schools, ‘good’ jobs, wealth, status, power, or control” (p.

23). In other words, ideology is not simply a system of beliefs, but it refers to beliefs
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about social goods. Therefore, it seems to me that Gee’s notion of ideology refers to

ways of thinking (i.e., beliefs and cultural models) that are linked to group interests. Gee

(1999) suggests that participants’ beliefs about what counts as ‘social’ goods can be

explained “in terms of their cultural models and Discourses” (p. 83).

Fairclough (1992) seems to bring a similar notion of the ideological character of

discourse, or ideological discourse, when he writes about “the ideological work of

discourse as simultaneously generating representations and organizing people into

communities” (p. 134). Fairclough’s notion of discourse as ideological work seems to me

to be a useful term for social research concerned with the relationship between ideology

and discourse, with a special interest in the problem of the ideological effects of

discourse. The ideological work of discourse would include the reproduction of

ideologies and its implications for sustaining, legitimizing, or changing the relations of

power. This special interest in linking discourse to ideology and power is precisely what

distinguishes the critical discourse analysis approach from other non-critical approaches

to discourse.

Fairclough (2003), influenced by Foucault (1984; 1999), Bakhtin (1934-35/

1981), and Halliday (1994), defines discourses as particular ways of representing aspects

of the world. Fairclough (2003) borrowed from Foucault the term “order of discourse,”

which refers to “the discoursal aspect of a network of social practices.” (p. 220). While

Foucault (1984) refers to discourses as expressions of “statements” (p. 55), Fairclough

refers to discourses as texts constituted by utterances, either in spoken or written

language, which convey meanings and particular perspectives, such as the world views of
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individuals as members of social groups. Fairclough (2003) writes: “I see discourses as

ways of representing aspects of the word – the processes, relations and structures of the

material word, the ‘mental world’ of thoughts, feelings, beliefs and so forth, and the

social world” (p. 124).

Contrary to Foucault, ideology is a key concept in Fairclough’s (2001) work:

“These conventions and orders of discourse, moreover, embody particular ideologies” (p.

23). Fairclough’s “relational approach to text analysis” is based on the proposition that to

understand a particular text, and the discourse (i.e., perspective) it expresses, it is

necessary to look at the relationship between discourses, that is, the “interdiscursivity” (p.

35). Fairclough’s (2001) notion of interdiscursivity resembles the notion of

“interdiscursive configuration” in Foucault (1972, p. 159) and Bakhtin’s notion of

heteroglossia, discussed below. Fairclough (2001) also emphasizes the relationship

between discourses and social practices, pointing out that a discourse is determined by

social structures, as well as by the underlying conventions of discourse.

Bakhtin (1934-35/1981) suggests the idea of the relationship between ideology

and discourse that evokes a notion of ideological discourse when he refers to “language

not as a system of abstract grammatical categories, but rather language conceived as

ideologically saturated, language as a world view” (p. 271). Referring to the history of

literary language and heteroglossia in the novel, he uses the term ideological discourse,

pointing out the ideological elements in the tendency to assimilate other’s discourses. He

identifies two categories of ideological discourse: authoritative discourses and internally

persuasive discourses (p. 342). Bakhtin writes:
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The tendency to assimilate other’s discourse takes on an even deeper and more
basic significance in an individual’s ideological becoming, in the most
fundamental sense. Another’s discourse performs here no longer as information,
directions, rules, models and so forth--but strives rather to determine the very
bases of our ideological interrelations with the world, the very basis of our
behavior; it performs here as authoritative discourse, and an internally persuasive
discourse. (p. 342)

Despite the problem of the various definitions of this term and its pervasive use in a

narrow sense with pejorative connotations, I follow many scholars who persist in using

this term for its usefulness as inquiry tool. Ideology is a theoretical construct that has

been useful as a tool of inquiry in education and sociology, especially sociology of

knowledge, as well as other disciplines such as social psychology, cultural studies, and

political sciences. In sociology of knowledge, Berger and Luckman (1966) explain why

they decided to retain the use of this term in a narrowly defined sense: it is preferable to a

neologism. Their notion of ideology refers to a particular definition of reality which

“comes to be attached to a concrete power interest” and which is socially constructed by

individuals and groups (p. 123). In the next section, I will elaborate this approach to

ideology, which emphasizes its relationship with the social construction of knowledge.

Ideology and the Construction of Knowledge

The notion of ideology used in this dissertation refers to social and cultural

aspects that shape processes of construction of knowledge and the production of

discourses. Knowledge, used here in the broader sense of the term, includes beliefs, not

necessarily false beliefs. This notion of ideology moves away from pejorative definitions

of the term. Following van Dijk (1998), ideology does not necessarily refer to false

beliefs or illusions, and ideologies are not absolutely true or false, good or bad. I agree
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with him, since group ideology can function as a source of motivation for members of

oppressed groups and as a useful tool in their struggle for social justice. On the other

hand, ideology can have negative repercussions when used as a weapon by privileged

groups against the oppressed. Dominant groups use ideologies to legitimize their power

over subordinated groups, and to manipulate members of the oppressed groups in order to

prevent insurgence. Each group uses strategies for ideological influence upon other

groups.

Berger and Luckman (1966) explain that sociology of knowledge is a discipline

“concerned with the social construction of reality” (p. 3) that has its antecedents in “three

developments in nineteenth-century German thought--Marxian, Nietzschean, and

historicist” (p. 5). According to the authors, ideology is a key concept in the field of

sociology of knowledge, since this discipline proposes “that man’s consciousness is

determined by his social being” (pp. 5-6). They explain that in the Marxian tradition,

ideologies have been characterized as “ideas serving as weapons for social interests” (p.

6). According to the latter statement, the theory of ideology pays attention to the question

of how the interests of a social group or class are related to particular ideas defended by

that group.

The term ideology has been linked to the notion of social determinism. One

version of social determinism is the theory of materialistic-social-historical determinism,

which Marx and Engels (1970) explained in the classic work The German Ideology: “The

production of ideas, of conceptions, of consciousness, is at first interwoven with the

material activity and the material intercourse of men, the language of real life” (p. 47).
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The metaphor of base/superstructure is commonly found in discussions about the theory

of ideology. This metaphor has been used in the Marxian tradition to explain the

relationship between thought (e.g., production of ideas) and material activity, leading to

controversies and diverse interpretations of Marx’s theory. For example, a version of

economic determinism postulates that the cultural superstructure of every society, or the

production of ideas (or ideologies), is determined by its socioeconomic base, or the

material conditions and activity (i.e., work, economic activity).

Marx and Engels (1970) use the metaphor camera obscura to define ideology as a

kind of illusion and distortion of reality, therefore suggesting that ideology affects the

process of construction of knowledge. Marx writes: “If in all ideology men and their

circumstances appear upside-down as in a camera obscura, this phenomenon arises just

as much from their historical life-process as the inversion of objects on the retina does

from their physical life-process” (p. 47). The notion of ideology in Marxian tradition

includes assumptions about social determinants of the production of ideas: (a) ideas are

produced by human beings, (b) human beings (i.e., the history of human beings) are

conditioned by material conditions and historical circumstances, (c) the perception of

reality is mediated by the ideas developed by human beings under particular

circumstances.

Berger and Luckman (1966) argue that Marx’s thought has been misrepresented

by authors who characterize this kind of economic determinism as mechanistic rather

than dialectic. Marx’s notion of social determinism, according to their interpretation,

“was that human thought is founded in human activity (‘labor,’ in the widest sense of the
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word) and the social relations brought about by this activity” (p. 6). Following this

interpretation, ideology is a theory about how ideas or beliefs are socially determined in

human activities, which would involve social relations between people. In my view, this

notion of ideology, which links members’ beliefs to member’s social action and social

relations between groups, implies a concern with group interests and class interests, as

well as the question of power relations between social groups and classes.

In discussing ideology, Eagleton (1991) brings up the question of power, warning

us that a “broad definition of ideology as a body of meanings and values encoding certain

interests relevant to social power is plainly in need of some fine tuning” (p. 45). Eagleton

suggests that issues of power linked to ideology involve not only a consideration of

dominant groups but also of oppositional groups and “oppositional ideologies” (p. 45).

Other scholars point out the relevance of issues of power in their definition of ideology

(Fairclough, 2003; Gramsci, 1971; Hodge and Kress, 1988). Hodge and Kress (1988), for

example, link ideology (which refers to competing versions of social reality) to issues of

power and group conflicts, which they characterize as conflicts mediated by ideological

schemas, forming ideological complexes:

Opposing groups in society express their social relations and negotiate their
interests through motivated versions of social reality called ideological schemas.
Since groups may attempt to both express and control conflict through semiotic
activity, asserting power and creating solidarity, the ideological content of texts is
typically characterized by contradictions and inconsistency, and the functional
unit for analysis is not the ideological schema but the ideological complex, a set
of different and contradictory ideological schemas which serve and express the
interests of a single group. (p. 266)
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Like Hodge and Kress (1988), van Dijk’s (1998) notion of ideology refers to shared

beliefs within a group, emphasizing issues of power relations between social groups, as

he does in the following definition of ideologies:

In other words, a bit like axioms of a formal system, ideologies consist of those
general and abstract social beliefs, shared by a group, that control or organize the
more specific knowledge and opinions (attitudes) of a group. Formally, this would
mean that the propositions that constitute an ideology should be derivable from
the variable knowledge and opinions about various domains of social life (p. 49).

In this definition, van Dijk (1998) emphasizes the social dimension and processes of

sharing knowledge at the group level, that is, beliefs shared by individuals as members of

a social group, which he refers to as social cognition. However, van Dijk acknowledges

the importance of knowledge at the individual level, as cognitive processes of individual

persons. Although ideology refers to beliefs shared by members of a group, it is the

individual (as member of a group) who harbors these beliefs and expresses them in

communicative events called discourses.

Ideology, therefore, is a construct used by diverse scholars for theorizing about

the social construction of knowledge, for example, how a particular social group exerts

influence upon its members, regarding their ways of construing (i.e., representing or

imagining) the social world. Fairclough (2003) is concerned with the ideological effects

of texts, referring to the role of language (i.e., discourses) in the reproduction of

ideologies, pointing out “the effects of texts in inculcating and sustaining or changing

ideologies” (p. 9). Bourdieu (1977) addresses issues of social structure and human

agency, which are also important for a theory of social and cultural reproduction,

including--in the case of human agency--the reproduction of ideologies.
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Fairclough (2003) also proposes a critical view of ideology in which the question

of power is a central aspect, as opposed to descriptive views of ideology. He defines

ideologies as “representations which can be shown to contribute to social relations of

power and domination” (p. 9). These particular ways of thinking may be expressed by

members of groups in discursive and social practices for attaining the goals of their

respective group, whether it is a dominant or dominated group. Fairclough uses the

expression ideological work of discourse to point out that such discursive practices would

be generating representations that have ideological and political implications, either to

support the status quo, to prevent change of social structures, or to pursue social change.

Berger (1995) also uses the concept of ideological work in a very similar way when he

defines it as persuasive “efforts to legitimate (or delegitimate) decisions, actions, and

events, especially under conditions where some opposition to (or support for) them could

be anticipated” (p. 80). Further discussion on the ideas of this author will appear later in

this chapter.

Using analogue terms for referring to the workings of ideology through

legitimating discourses, van Dijk (1998) points out that ideologies are the basis of group-

related legitimating actions (e.g., policies against other groups, such as immigrant

groups), and for delegitimating actions as well, for example: “Delegitimating

membership: they do not belong here, in our group, in our country” (p. 259).

The relation between ideology and identity (i.e., identification with a group) is a

complex aspect of van Dijk’s (1998) theory of ideology. He argues that “group identity

collapses with group ideology” (p. 120). Social identity is defined by van Dijk as “a
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shared core of social self-definition, that is, to a set of social representations that

members consider typical for their group” (p. 125), which include member’s beliefs about

group interests and goals. Ideologies, according to van Dijk, refer to shared beliefs that

members of a group consider core principles and truths. These shared beliefs by members

of a group are linked to group interests and identity issues, including “how group

members see themselves and how they see Others” (p. 68). It seems to me that this

emphasis on the linkage between ideology and identity in van Dijk’s notion of ideology,

along with the emphasis on the relevance of social structures and of social cognition,

implies that ideology refers to shared beliefs about group interests in contemporary

stratified societies, as well as to shared beliefs about the identification with a social group

(or social class).

As mentioned above, this dissertation addresses the relationship between ideology

and identity, among other aspects of the theory of ideology. One of my major concerns is

language ideology and its relationship to issues of identity and the representation of

social groups. I explore the relationship between ideology and identity by studying how

language beliefs and attitudes of immigrant parents about bilingual education are linked

to their concerns about acculturation and identity.

The notion of reproduction of ideologies presented by van Dijk (1998) seems to

me appropriate for this inquiry. It “implies continuity of a system or structure as well as

human agency” (p. 228), and provides an approach for bridging the “gap between the

macro-level and the micro-level of social structure” (p. 228). According to van Dijk, the

media (e.g., press and television news) have a prominent role in the reproduction of
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ideologies at the macro-level, but the school and the family as social institutions also play

an ideological role.

Parents’ discourses on language used in socialization practices in homes cannot

be viewed in isolation from other discourses in the broader social system but must be

considered within the context of ideological struggles, such as those that occur in

campaigns for or against bilingual education in the United States. Although the media,

political parties, government institutions, schools, and other major social institutions

controlled by the state have a prominent in the reproduction of ideologies, parents also

have an important role. The role of parents in the reproduction of ideologies is

acknowledged by van Dijk (1998) when he says that “families and their socialization

practices are party ideological, because of their role in the socialization of norms, values,

and fragments of ideology” (p. 186).

The reproduction of ideologies and children’s ideological learning within the

home environment involve intra-psychological aspects, such as cognitive and meaning-

making processes, as well as inter-psychological and social aspects, particularly social

relations and interactions between participants in communicative events that can

influence children’s thinking and the development of certain ideas or beliefs. Children do

not simply internalize a flow of information from their parents and teachers to form

cultural and ideological beliefs. However, parents play an important role and may

influence the way children develop ideas while learning about the world, culture, and

language.
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The concept of ideology, as used in this dissertation, conveys a notion of social

construction of knowledge, specifically the social construction of a system of beliefs that

is characteristic of the particular class or group (or groups) to which such members

belong (or identify with). This belief system is socially constructed in the sense that it is

created, developed, and changed through social interactions and language use (i.e.,

discourses) at the microsocial context. From a macrosocial perspective, it is socially

constructed because these systems of beliefs are shaped by social relations of power and

domination existing in a historical moment. In terms of the theories of social cultural and

reproduction, the social construction of knowledge such as a belief system considered

very important for a particular group (or class) interests and goals, can be described as a

process of ideological reproduction.

This notion of ideology is a theoretical construct applied in this study to

understand the cognitive aspects of the reproduction of ideologies (i.e., construction of

knowledge) through socialization practices within the home context. The reproduction of

ideologies is characterized as a dynamic process of construction of knowledge within a

particular context of learning, mediated by parents’ discourses of participants in social

practices, such as the socialization of children, including negotiations in which children

actively participate.

The term dynamic refers to that accounts of ideology which not only emphasizes

that social structures, power relations, and social reproduction processes involved in the

reproduction of ideologies, but that it is important to acknowledge issues of human

agency, social action, and social transformation, as suggested by Fairclough (1992), as
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well as the sociocultural and cognitive processes. Regarding the relation between

ideology and knowledge, particularly the role of sociocultural knowledge, van Dijk

(1998) writes the following:

No adequate theory of discourse or ideology can be developed without examining
the role of sociocultural knowledge and other shared beliefs that provide the
‘common ground’ of all discourse and social interaction. My point is that these
‘representations’ are both social and mental (p. 10).

Thus, van Dijk acknowledges the role of sociocultural knowledge in ideological

processes. The next chapter contains a discussion of Vygotsky’s theoretical constructs

and their relevance for the sociocultural framework of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 4

SOCIOCULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON IDEOLOGY

In this chapter, I present sociocultural approaches to ideology, focusing on theoretical

issues of Vygotsky’s cultural-historical theory that are important for addressing socio-

cultural and cognitive aspects of ideology, especially concerning ideological influences

and reproduction of ideologies. I discuss the micro-macro link in social analysis, which

complicates this search for understanding the cognitive aspects of reproduction of

ideology from a sociocultural perspective. The concept of cultural model receives

particular attention as an alternative term for describing the cognitive aspects of the

reproduction of ideologies. The cultural model concept serves as a linkage-term

connecting a microsocial and macrosocial level of analysis, in contrast to other terms

associated with the information-processing paradigm in psychology that imply cognitive

reductionism and overlook the macrosocial level of analysis.

Vygotsky: Cultural-Historical Approach

In this dissertation, I use Vygotsky’s cultural-historical theory for elaborating a

sociocultural theoretical framework to address both the social and the cognitive aspects of

the problem of reproduction of ideologies, rather than using the information-processing

framework to address the cognitive aspects of ideology. This problem has received little

attention in the sociocultural tradition. However, some studies have used a Vygotskian

approach to concept development, and they provide insights about the cognitive aspects

and the role of social groups as sources of influence in conceptual change.
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Kelly and Green (1998) apply a sociocultural approach to the problem of

conceptual change, pointing out the role of the group in the social construction of

knowledge. According to these authors, a basic premise of a sociocultural perspective on

conceptual change is that discourse practices are “cultural tools members of a group use

to construct knowledge” (146). Another exception is Collins’s (1999) study about

working-class workers in Scotland, which explored the application of the Vygotskian

cultural-historical approach to understand language and ideology issues linked to

consciousness, providing insights about processes of reproduction of ideologies.

I have borrowed some key concepts from Vygotsky to use as inquiry tools for my

research on ideological influence and reproduction of ideologies in language socialization

practices in Hispanic families. For instance, I use the concept of mediation, elaborated in

Vygotsky's Thinking and Speech. Another book by Vygotsky (1927/1997) is very useful

for understanding his notion of ideology. A Spanish translation of a manuscript he

finished by 1927 was published in 1982 with the title El Significado Histórico de la

Crisis de la Psicología: Una Investigación Metodológica. This manuscript was also

translated to English in 1997, under the title The Historical Meaning of the Crisis of

Psychology: A methodological investigation (hereafter abbreviated as Crisis).

Vygotsky’s (1927/1982; 1927/1997) works were influenced by Marx’s theory of

ideology, which will be discussed later in this chapter. He quotes Marx and Engels in his

writings to support his version of materialist psychology, proposing to develop a “general

psychology” in harmony with a general dialectical approach (as opposed to dialectic

materialism, as defined in Marxist philosophy). However, Vygotsky (1927/1982) rejected
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the alternative of creating Marxist psychology, the latter defined as a direct application of

the dialectic materialism as proposed by other Russians psychologists like Chelpánov.

Although Vygotsky did not define the term ideology and did not elaborate a theory of

ideology, I argue that it is possible to make inferences about his notion of ideology from

the way he uses this term. To illustrate this point, I compare two quotes from the Spanish

and English versions of Crisis of Psychology. The term ideología appears in the Spanish

version of Vygotsky’s (1927/1982) book in the following quote:

¿Por qué deja de existir la idea como tal? Porque en el campo de la ideología
rige la ley, descubierta por Engels, de la concentración de ideas alrededor de dos
polos –el idealismo y el materialismo—, que corresponden a los dos polos de la
vida social, a las dos principales clases que luchan. (p. 273, emphasis added)

In the English version of this book (1927/1997) this sentence is translated as follows:

Why does the idea as such cease to exist? Because operating in the domain of
worldviews is a law discovered by Engels, a law that says that ideas gather around
two poles – those of idealism and materialism, which correspond to the two poles
of social life, the two basic classes that fight each other. (p. 243, emphasis added)

Vygotsky (1927/1982; 1927/1997) cites the work of Engels, mentioning “a law” (in

above quote) about how ideas gather around two poles in the struggle of ideas: idealism

and materialism. He seems to agree with Engels’ idea about a struggle of ideas around

two poles. Influenced by this core principle of Marxian theory of ideology, Vygotsky

suggests that idealism and materialism represent two distinct trends of philosophical

traditions that have affected the evolution of scientific ideas in psychology.

Note that worldview in the English version is used instead of the term ideology in this

quote, while in the Spanish version the term ideología (ideology) is used. However, there

is a problem of translation that limits any definite conclusion about Vygotsky’s notion of
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ideology, whether he used the term ideology or not.

Nevertheless, just after a sentence where worldview appears, the next sentence in

the English version contains the adjective ideological, in the expression “ideological

agent” (Vygotsky, 1927/1997, p. 243). In the Spanish version the equivalent expression

agente ideológico appears. The English and Spanish translations are presented below.

The idea reveals its social nature much more readily as a philosophical fact than
as a scientific fact. And this is where its role ends – it is unmasked as a hidden,
ideological agent dressed up as a scientific fact and begins to participate in the
general, open struggle of ideas. (Vygotsky, 1927/1997, p. 243)

La naturaleza social de las ideas se manifiesta con mucha más facilidad en un
hecho filosófico que como hecho científico: acaba su papel de agente ideológico
oculto disfrazado de hecho científico, y queda desenmascarada, comenzando a
participar como un sumando más en la lucha de clases de las ideas. (Vygotsky
1927/1982, pp. 272-273)

Morris (1994) proposes an explanation that is helpful to understand the reason for such

discrepancy in the translation of Vygotsky’s manuscript. The Russian term ideologiya,

according to Morris (1994), does not have the same connotations but “is less politically

coloured than the English word ‘ideology’” (p. 249). Morris argues that the Russian

author Bakhtin used the term ideology in a more general sense, referring “to the way in

which members of a given group view the world” (p. 249). Therefore, I guess that for this

reason the translator of the English version of Vygotsky’s book translated the Russian

term ideologiya as worldview rather than ideology. However, the adjective ideological

does appear in the English version.

I argue that although the term ideology (ideología, in Spanish) conveys a notion

of worldview (visión de mundo), among other connotations, the latter does not always

have the same connotation as the term ideology. Therefore, these terms cannot always be
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used interchangeably. Like ideology, worldview implies a system of beliefs. However,

contrary to ideology, worldview does not convey a process of social determination or

social construction of beliefs as in my notion of ideology, according to my definition of

the latter term presented at the end of the previous chapter. The distinction between

ideology and worldview leads me to retain the use of the term ideology as a useful

inquiry tool in the investigation of processes social determination and ideological

reproduction that may occur in situations of socialization and education of children.

Although it is important to clarify Vygotsky’s notion of ideology, and also the

problem of translation of this term, for my purposes it is most important to apply his

theories to research using a sociocultural approach. This approach will help us to

understand the social and cognitive processes involved in the ideological effects of

discourses and in the reproduction of ideologies. I use a Vygotskian cultural-historical

(or sociocultural) theoretical framework for understanding ideological influence,

ideological teaching, and ideological learning, which van Dijk (1998), influenced by the

information-processing paradigm, explains in terms of the sociocognitive framework (p.

91).

This endeavor, attempting to draw upon Vygotskian terms, is complicated by the

problem of varied interpretations of Vygotsky’s writings (including the aforementioned

problem of translation). The sociocultural approach includes diverse trends and even

differences in the interpretations of Vygotsky’s work. In the United States, scholars

following this sociocultural approach have made selective interpretations of Vygotsky’s

(1934/1987) cultural-historical theories, and have taken them out of their Russian context
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(Cole and Engestrom, 1993; see also Collins, 1999; González Rey, 2004; Moll, 1990, for

a discussion on the differences between cultural-historical and sociocultural approaches).

Collins (1999) suggests that some authors have appropriated Vygotsky in ways that he

would not expect, for instance, in contradiction with the historical materialist approach.

The term sociocultural approach encompasses the works of diverse authors, who

bring different interpretations and applications of Vygotsky’s concepts and theories to

educational research on language and literacy. Despite the diversity of views within the

sociocultural tradition, these works have in common their concern with the social origin

of concepts and the mediating role of language and other cultural tools in psychological

processes, such as cognitive development. I consider three fundamental aspects of

Vygotsky’s cultural-historical theory useful for addressing the cognitive aspects of

ideology: the role of sociocultural knowledge (i.e., concepts, cultural models), the role of

social interactions (social practices, problem-solving tasks material conditions), and the

role of language (i.e., discourses mediating the ways of thinking and meaning-making

processes).

This dissertation proceeds on the assumption that cognitive and social aspects are

implicated in the reproduction of ideologies during language socialization practices. The

sociocultural approach used in my dissertation research pays close attention to how social

interactions in home, school, and local community contexts affect the cognitive

processes. I also consider the role of other social factors in the broader social context,

especially the social groups and institutions at the macro-social level of analysis. For

instance, in the next section I address the notion of mediation, a key concept in
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Vygotsky’s (1934/1987) cultural-historical approach to the problem of thinking and its

relationship to speech (i.e., language use, discourse).

Cognitive Aspects of Ideology

The Vygotskian concept of mediation serves to address the cognitive processes as

well as the social aspects involved in events described in parents’ narratives and

statements about how they attempt to educate and influence their children. The narratives

and statements that reflect parents’ stances on language and literacy issues are relevant in

this research on ideological dimensions of parents’ involvement in the education and

socialization of their children. Moreover, mediation is a useful term for describing the

role of parents’ discourses in processes of ideological reproduction in terms of how social

interactions and communication between parents and children mediate broader processes

of ideological influences between social groups, since parents are members of social

groups.

As mentioned earlier, van Dijk (1998) suggests a research agenda for the study of

ideology that would make use of multidisciplinary studies in order to address the

cognitive, social and discursive dimensions of ideology, expressing particular interest in

cognitive aspects, which have been neglected in works on ideology. Following a socio-

cognitive approach, van Dijk calls for the kind of studies that would attempt to

understand the workings of ideologies in everyday day social practices, as he attempts in

his own research on conversations and storytelling events about members of certain

social groups. Studies following this agenda would investigate how ideologies are

expressed and reproduced by individuals in everyday conversations, including studies
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about persuasion, and how individuals as members of social groups use ideologies in

diverse social practices.

Vygotsky uses the notion of mediation to explain his thesis on the role of

language in certain psychological processes, such as the development of scientific and

abstract concepts. Vygotsky's notion of mediation supports the hypothesis in this

dissertation, where I argue that children’s learning and internalization of certain beliefs

are mediated by parents’ ideological discourses on language (e.g., about the preservation

of the mother tongue). In the following quote, Vygotsky (1934/1987) reports on the

findings of an experiment that supports his theory about the central role of the use of the

sign in all the higher mental functions (which he characterizes as mediated mental

functions):

As it is indicated by the study that we will discuss here, all the higher mental
functions are mediated processes. A central and basic aspect of their structure is
the use of the sign as a means of directing and mastering mental processes. (p.
126)

Because, according to Vygotsky, all mental process are mediated by the use of signs, I

argue that the concept of mediation can be used for an elaboration of a theory of

reproduction of ideologies, especially to describe how processes of ideological influence

are mediated by certain discourses. Thus, children’s ideological learning, ideological

teaching carried out by parents, and other ideological processes involved in socialization

practices can be described as higher mental processes that are mediated by parents’

language use (i.e., discourses). Vygotsky’s principle of mediation can be useful in a study

about socialization practices to the extent that socialization involves the process of

internalization of certain cultural knowledge (e.g., cultural models), which is a kind of
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learning process that is mediated by parent’s talk.

Vygotsky (1934/1987) elaborates this notion of mediation, explaining that a

child’s learning about a concept is mediated externally by the use of signs (language use)

and internally by meaning; meaning-making or semiotic processes occur during a

conversation at intra-psychological and inter-psychological level. For example, learning

is internally mediated (intra-psychologically) within the mind of each person engaged in

a dialogue, as well as externally mediated (inter-psychologically) between people who

negotiate and share common assumptions about the meaning of words used during a

conversation. As an example of the use of the concept of mediation in educational

research, Moll (1990; 1994) investigated how a child’s learning is mediated by social

interactions influencing the experiences in households, schools, and community

networks.

Semiotic mediation is an important aspect in Vygotsky’s theory, according to

Moll (1990), because “social interactions are themselves mediated through auxiliary

means (most prominent by speech)” and other cultural signs and tools (p. 11). The

principle of cultural mediation of cognition and behavior (Cole, 1996), which underlies

the sociocultural approach in psychology and education (also called sociohistorical

theory) refers to how cognitive processes, particularly the development of concepts and

beliefs, are affected by social interactions.

The use of the Vygotskian concept of mediation, in other words, serves to

describe how the use of language and cultural tools constitute essential elements of the

social context for learning (e.g., social interactions mediating learning). This emphasis on
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the cultural and social aspects of cognition acknowledges the relevance of language as a

crucial factor for understanding intra-psychological and inter-psychological processes at

the microsocial level of analysis. However, it is necessary to borrow terms from other

scholars to deal with the macrososial level of analysis, besides applying Vygotskian

concepts in such analysis. Although Vygotsky’s theories and concepts are useful, they are

not sufficient for developing a theory of ideology, since some issues receive little or no

attention in his works.

The term ideology, as mentioned before, was not a key concept in Vygotsky’s

works, with the exception of his manuscript Crisis of Psychology. Moreover, there are

other issues addressed in this dissertation that received little attention in Vygotsky’s

works, for example identity issues, racist ideologies, and other themes about immigrants

and ethnic minorities. Regarding the concept of identity, Penuel and Wertsch (1995)

argue that Vygotsky “offers no guidelines for understanding specific problems of identity

formation” (p. 84). To overcome these limitations, I look to the works of other scholars,

starting with van Dijk (1984; 1987; 1998).

In contrast to Vygotsky, van Dijk (1998) dedicated a whole book to the theory of

ideology, including relevant themes for this dissertation, such as social identity and its

relationship to ideology. In his works, van Dijk (1984; 1987) has addressed the issue of

racial prejudice against immigrants and other minority groups. He explains the way the

White majority groups in the Netherlands and United States reproduce racism through

everyday talk about immigrants and minority groups, and he provides insights into how

ideologies work in everyday conversations. The discourse analysis approach used by van
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Dijk helps us to understand the representations of groups and offers insights into the role

of discourses in the reproduction of racist ideologies.

The microsocial analysis draws attention to everyday experiences and family

interactions. Although van Dijk (1998) argues that political parties and the media have

central roles in the reproduction of ideologies of dominant groups (i.e., dominant

ideologies), he suggests that other phenomena at the microsocial level of social

interactions deserve further study. He argues that “families and their socialization

practices are partly ideological, because of their role in the socialization of norms, values

and fragments of ideology” (p. 186). The ideological socialization in homes, for example,

would have an important role in the acquisition of gender roles and prejudices.

The problem of reproduction of ideology requires both microsocial and

macrosocial analyses. The personal beliefs of individuals should be considered, as well as

life experiences, parents’ expectations, home rules, and family values. It is important,

however, to grasp the historical character of experiences recalled by the interviewees, and

to consider them as members of social groups and as unique individuals, in order to look

at other possible factors linked to the broader social context. The concept of ideology,

then, is a theoretical construct that serves to link the micro and macro-levels of analysis

when examining parents’ stories through critical discourse analysis. In the next section I

will discuss some concepts that serve to describe the ideological dimension of

socialization and the micro-macro link problem.
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The Micro-Macro Link

The micro-macro link is an important problem in a theory of ideology,

particularly for understanding the reproduction of ideologies, according to van Dijk

(1998). He suggests that processes of ideological influence and strategies for persuasion

of members of groups at the micro-level are linked to the reproduction of ideologies (and

social structures) at the macro-level. A theory of reproduction of ideologies requires a

micro-social level of analysis of the complex processes involved in maintaining and

sharing beliefs, and challenging and changing the social beliefs (social cognition) of

group members.

This micro-macro link approach to the analysis of such ideological processes

involves examining discourses, social interactions, and cognitive processes at the micro

level. A coherent theory also requires a macro-social approach for addressing phenomena

at the broader societal level, such as group relations, group beliefs, the ideological role of

organizations and institutions, and other aspects of social structure. In other words, there

is a complex dialectical relationship between processes at the micro and macro level,

between socio-cognitive processes at the micro level and social processes at macro level

(the broader social context).

The dialectical approach to both social and cognitive phenomena remains a

distinctive feature of Vygotsky’s cultural-historical theory. The cultural-historical

assumption of the dialectical relationship between individual and society (e.g., individual

cognition on the one hand, and social cognition and social interactions on the other hand)

offers a theoretical base for understanding the complex intertwining of micro-social and
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macro-social processes. This dialectical methodology is a basic principle in the cultural

historical approach to cognition; it rejects the dichotomy between individual and society

and other dualisms, such as subjectivity/objectivity, idealism/materialism, and

biological/social (as in Piaget).

The implication of this dialectical approach is that researchers need to move away

from assumptions of individual-social dichotomy that imply a micro-macro divide, in

order to look at the complex relationships between processes at the microsocial and

macrosocial levels of human phenomena. The analysis in research on social phenomena,

such as socialization practices, must pay attention to both intra-psychological and inter-

psychological processes (the latter refers to inter-subjectivity, social interactions),

looking for alternative terms that imply linkages of micro and macro processes.

I propose to use certain terms in the description, interpretation, and explanation of

the link (or intertwining) of micro and macro processes involved in socialization

practices, such as ideological discourses, ideological learning (van Dijk, 1998), cultural

model (D’Andrade, 1990; Gee, 1999), and mediation (Vygotsky, 1934/1987). These

linkage-terms will connect micro and macro processes and help to capture the complexity

of ideological influence in socialization practices. For example, the terms ideological

learning and mediation would describe the interplay of parents’ strategies for ideological

influence and children’s learning strategies while dealing with information about family

rules, values, and social norms during socialization processes.

Scholars following trends of cultural-historical psychology have elaborated

various approaches to the individual/society dualism or other analogous dualisms that
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evoke the micro-macro problem. González Rey (2004) deals with the subjectivity/social

phenomena dualism, while Cole (1996) is concerned with the subject/cultural

environment dichotomy. These authors have come up with new verbal formulations:

González Rey (2004) proposes the term social subjectivity and Cole and Engestrom

(1993) suggest distributed cognition. These terms would also be useful for dealing with

the micro-macro link problem in the theory of ideology, although the authors do not refer

to the micro-macro problem as such.

Distributed cognition, as Cole and Engestrom (1993) use this term, refers to the

phenomena of sharing ideas and culturally shared knowledge in which both the content

and the process of thinking “are distributed” among individuals and “are packed within

them” as well (p. 1). These authors challenge the individual/culture dualism when they

address how culture and cognition are distributed: “A distributed notion of culture also

requires one to think about how cognition is distributed among people by virtue of their

social roles (which … are both phylogenetically and culturally constrained)” (p. 15).

They link the notion of “social distribution of cognition” to a notion of “a distributed

view of culture” in order to move away from the perception of culture as a homogeneous

and uniform set of shared beliefs and values (p. 15).

The notion of social subjectivity proposed by González Rey (2004) describes a

dialectical relationship between the individual and the social planes, as expressed in his

book in Spanish (the translations below are mine, unless otherwise noted):

Desde el punto de vista de la subjetividad social, los procesos sociales dejan de
ser considerados externos a los individuos o como bloque de determinantes
consolidados que adquieren el status de lo ‘objetivo’ frente a lo subjetivo
individual y se convierten en procesos de un sistema complejo, la subjetividad
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social, de la cual el individuo es constituyente y, simultáneamente, constituido. (p.
178)

From the point of view of social subjectivity, social processes are no longer
considered external to individuals or as a block of consolidated determinants that
acquire a status of ‘objective’ as opposed to subjective individual, and they [social
processes] become processes of a complex system called social subjectivity, to
which the individual is both a constituent, and is simultaneously constituted. (p.
178)

In other words, González Rey’s (2004) notion of social subjectivity refers to a complex

system of subjectivity that is produced simultaneously on the social and individual planes

(p. 178). He criticizes those authors whose sociocultural approach reflects the influence

of the rationalist perspective that has characterized cognitive psychology, and argues that

they have negated the notion of subjectivity as well as the historical character of human

beings and society. This notion of social subjectivity suggests that "cognition" and "ways

of knowing" are not simply internal processes but processes linked to the ways of

knowing of other people, especially the members of social groups.

Social subjectivity (González Rey, 2004) and distributed cognition (Cole and

Engestrom, 1993) have implications for the problem of the relation between social

structure and subjectivity/cognition, a central issue in debates on social determinism.

Social subjectivity (González Rey, 2004) and distributed cognition (Cole and Engestrom,

1993) are theoretical constructs that would serve to address the problem of the relation

between social structure and subjectivity/cognition, a central issue in debates on social

determinism. Some who disagree with structuralist accounts about external social

determinants shaping the beliefs of an individual, would accept the notion of social

subjectivity as it would seem more compatible with their perspectives on subjectivity,
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constructivism, human agency, and autonomy (or free will) of individuals in social

change. Berger (1995), contrary to that stance, attempts to “reintegrate structuralism and

voluntarism” (p. 78).

Berger makes an argument about the usefulness of theories of social determinism

and its compatibility with theories of human agency, citing the example of Paul Willis’s

(1977) ethnographic study about a group of English working-class boys. Willis’s

ethnographic study “shows us empirically” the influences of habitus in agency, which

Bourdieu attempts to explain in abstract, theoretical terms, according to Berger (1995),

(p. 85).

He [Willis] takes a group of English working-class boys of fifteen, in their last
year of school before entering the unskilled labor force, and shows us how the
system of social stratification is reproduced by the motivated choices (i.e.,
‘agency’) of these boys to find fun and satisfaction in exactly the kinds of
behavior that preclude their doing well in school, and hence guarantee the
reproduction of the class system (pp. 85-86).

An extended discussion on the theoretical problem of social determinism vis-à-vis

constructivist approaches in debates on the processes of socialization of children appears

below in another section of this chapter, where I focus on the debate of social structure

and human agency, and its relation to language socialization.

González Rey (2004) proposes the ideas of two systems of subjectivity that are

interconnected: the social and individual levels of subjectivity.

Los procesos de subjetivación individual están siempre articulados con sistemas
de relaciones sociales; por tanto, tienen un momento de expresión en el plano
individual, y otro en el social, aunque uno y otro generan consecuencias
diferentes que se integran en dos sistemas que surgen en la propia tensión
recíproca en que coexisten: la subjetividad social y la individual. (p. 181)
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Processes of individual subjectivation are always articulated with social relations
systems; therefore, they have a moment of expression at the individual plane, and
in the social plane, although each one generates different consequences that
integrate into the two systems that emerge from the reciprocal tension in which
they exist: the social subjectivity and the individual one. (p. 181)

González Rey (2004) suggests that it is important to conceptualize the individuals as

subjects acting within systems of social relations in a specific social situation. In my

view, the notion of systems of social relations refers to particular relationships and social

interactions with members of diverse social groups and social institutions. González Rey

points out that researchers should not ignore the social character of individual actions that

always take place in relation to what he calls social subjectivity.

Distancing himself from the individual-society dichotomy, González Rey (2004)

elaborates his notion of social subjectivity and its relationship with individual actions and

intentions, doing so in a way that suggests, it seems to me, a notion of human agency that

do not preclude explanations of social determination, as follows:

La actuación de los sujetos es de forma simultánea individual y social y la
manera en que las acciones se integran en el sistema de subjetividad social no
depende de sus intenciones, sino de las configuraciones sociales en las que se
inscriben y en los sistemas de relaciones dentro de los cuales cobran vida. (p.
181)
The subjects’ actions are simultaneously individual and social, and the manner in
which those actions integrate into the social subjectivity system does not depend
on their intentions, but on the social configurations in which [actions] are
inscribed and on the systems of [social] relations within which they gain life.

Social subjectivity and systems of social relations, in one sense, are independent of the

individual’s intentions, but individual actions and individual subjectivity have a role in

social change of the wider system. This conceptualization of two interconnected systems

of subjectivity seems to me useful for linking the issue of agency to the issue of social
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construction of social reality, especially for describing socialization practices.

González Rey (2004) shows how his notion of social subjectivity would be

applied to account for changes in the environment, particularly in the family, portraying

the latter as a system of social relationships and social subjectivity. González Rey (2005)

describes the complex relationship between environment and individual experiences,

coining the term ‘subjectivation’ of human experience:

Social environment takes part of the individual’s psychological constitution in a
complex process. This process is actively influenced by the subject actions and
personality. During such complex process, the individual social experience
becomes a source of new subjective senses and meanings that will actively take
part of the subjective configuration of personality. (…) The individual subject
does not result from direct social influences but rather he/she is part of the
complex social system within which the persons live and develop as a part of a
whole developing social system. (p. 6)

The family environment, for example, has a dynamic and changing character (as opposed

to universal character) and it is a complex system nurtured by individual experiences of

members, who are in turn affected by other changes in other social areas, which González

Rey (2004) calls zones of social subjectivity. He suggests that social subjectivity and the

social configuration of the family do not constitute a static system but an open-to-change

system, influenced by actions of individuals (e.g., subjectivities of family members) and

by other people in other social contexts (i.e., zones of social subjectivity).

González Rey (2004) conceptualizes the family as a system that is open to

change. This system may change because family members change under the influence of

other social systems, or as a response to contradictions and tensions within the family.

These contradictions may arise from particular subjective elements, as when certain
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members are influenced by changes in other social systems in which they have

participated. Applying González Rey’s notion of zones of social subjectivity, it can be

said that the school as a social system contains zones of social subjectivity that shape

family-school relations and the ‘subjective’ personal beliefs of family members, not only

of the children but also of their parents.

Family members’ subjective knowledge, as opposed to their objective knowledge,

is a relevant matter when we address the problem of what counts for knowledge, and the

relationship of knowledge to ideology. Subjective knowledge, as defined by van Dijk

(1998), refers to “all those beliefs that are associated with a specific person, group or

culture, and which are not accepted by all members, all groups or all cultures,

respectively, depending on the perspective or scope of the description” (p. 41). According

to van Dijk (1998), the everyday use of the term subjective knowledge refers to personal

beliefs of individuals, as expressed in discourses, which are regarded either as opinions

(evaluative beliefs) or factual beliefs which are not absolutely true or false. In other

words, beliefs are characterized as subjective because they may be possibly true or false,

on the basis of the assumption that there are differences of opinions or points of view.

As used by van Dijk (1998), the notion of opinion “presupposes that there are

possible alternative opinions” (p. 33). Subjective opinions may also be beliefs shared by

members of society in general, as in the case of common “social (sociocultural) beliefs”

in the local community or “whole culture” (p. 29). Describing “social opinions of a

group, namely, attitudes” (p. 33), as a kind of knowledge (i.e., subjective knowledge), is

an important aspect in van Dijk’s theory of ideology, which is quite different from the
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common definition of knowledge as something that is objective and value-free. However,

for analytical purposes, van Dijk distinguishes between factual belief and evaluative

belief, where the latter is the kind of belief he calls opinion.

Below, I expand my discussion of the sociocultural approach to cognitive aspects

of ideology, and defend the usefulness of the term cultural model as a key concept for

linking the micro and macro aspects of ideology.

Cultural Model and Schema

Cultural model, as defined by D’Andrade (1990) and Gee (1999), refers to

member’s interpretations and beliefs about specific situations and the society in general.

Likewise, van Dijk’s (1998) notions of mental model, situation models, and context

models suggest processes of interpretations to understand social situations. These authors

influenced my notion of cultural model used in this dissertation.

In his discussion on ideological persuasion and ideological influence, van Dijk

used and defined some terms that represent a valuable contribution to the development of

a theory of ideological reproduction. For example, the terms “inculcation” of beliefs,

“ideological learning,” and “ideological teaching” (p. 81) address both the cognitive and

the social aspects. In his discussion about the cognitive and social conditions that would

affect the acquisition of new ideologies, he borrows from cognitive psychology the terms

schema, scripts, mental model, situation model, context model, and information

processing. His discussion on cognitive aspects of ideology relies on the use of terms and

metaphors linked to artificial intelligence research, particularly the “‘information

processing’ metaphor prevailing in cognitive science” (p. 235). However, I would treat
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van Dijk’s terms with a degree of caution, for reasons that I explain below.

Van Dijk uses these terms to describe the cognitive processes involved in the

members’ interpretation of social events. These terms would be useful in the present

study to the extent that they can be used and defined in ways that are compatible with the

sociocultural paradigm rather than with the information processing paradigm. In his study

on discourses of majority (or dominant) groups, van Dijk (1984) describes how group

members interpret situations in which ethnic minorities are involved, as follows:

People have general schematic scripts about such social situations and their
characteristic events and participants, as well as more concrete personal
experiences, i.e., models, about such situations, and all this information will be
projected in the perception and interpretation of new situations and events. (p. 29)

Here, van Dijk combines diverse terms and makes a contrast between general schematic

scripts and models about social situations, where the latter refers to more concrete

personal experiences. In his explanation of schema (and its plural schemata), especially

group schemata, van Dijk (1984) recognizes the importance of social context for a theory

of information processing: “The relation between the social context and group schemata,

therefore, runs via the representation of social situation in episodic models” (p. 36).

Drawing on a study conducted in the Netherlands, van Dijk (1984) proposes a

sociocognitive approach to “analyze ethnic prejudice, ‘as such’, as a cognitive

phenomenon, but embedded within a broader social context.” (p. 22).

Regarding the notion of belief, its definition has implications for the theory of

ideology, since beliefs are regarded as constituents of ideologies. In terms of whether or

not beliefs are representations of reality and fact, as representations of some facts in the

real world, van Dijk (1998) proposes a “constructive view of beliefs” (p. 25). The
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constructive view of beliefs means that people construct a representation of the social

world. However, van Dijk writes that this “does not mean that the natural and social

world does not exist independently of our beliefs” (p. 25).

It seems to me clear that van Dijk’s proposes a constructivist view to describe

interplay of cognitive and social processes, emphasizing the role of social interactions as

well as of the social structures involved in the formation of beliefs. He rejects,

nevertheless, extreme versions of constructivism that would imply “reductionist

cognitivism” (p. 27). On the one hand, van Dijk (1998) criticizes “reductionist theses that

aim to redefine ideas, beliefs or ideologies only in terms of social interaction and

discourse” (p. 27). On the other hand, he is “against cognitivist reductions that claim that

all social interaction and discourse, as well as social structures, are ‘really’ constructs and

hence products of the human mind” (p. 27).

The information processing paradigm in cognitive psychology has been criticized

by van Dijk (1998) for not being socially oriented enough. In this respect, he

acknowledges the contribution of “some directions in Soviet psychology that have

stressed actions as social and socioeconomic (material) factors of cognitive development

and functioning” (p. 323). Although van Dijk (1998) does not deny the limitations of the

informationi processing metaphor, he attempts to justify why he relies on this paradigm

as follows:

The use of this metaphor does not commit us to an individualistic approach to the
human mind, as long as we know that the mind is socially constituted and used,
and hence mental representations should also be described in terms of the
functions for group members and whole groups. (pp. 47-48)
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I agree with Marshall (1996), who warns us that the language and metaphors of the

information processing paradigm portray a learner as “passively receiving input” rather

than actively making meaning and constructing knowledge, even in a more cognitive-

constructivist version of information processing (p. 236). Therefore, certain terms

borrowed from the information processing paradigm might be a source of confusion.

Some ideas in van Dijk’s work seem compatible with Vygotsky’s cultural-

historical approach. Despite the differences between these authors regarding the language

and metaphors used, van Dijk (1998) expresses that the mind is socially constituted. This

proposition resembles Vygotsky’s cultural-historical principle of the social origin of

higher psychological processes, as they are developed through social interactions and

within particular social-historical conditions. Thus, van Dijk (1998) takes a strong stand

on the importance of both the social and the cognitive aspects of ideology in his theory of

ideology, pointing out that ideologies are “related to societal structures” (p. 26).

Although van Dijk’s (1998) book on ideology focuses on the cognitive aspect, the

social aspect (such as social relations, social structure, and social cognition) also receives

much attention. He discusses how social actors subjectively represent, understand or

interpret the societal structures. However, he also says that this “does not mean that

societal structures, groups, power or economic conditions only exist in the minds of

social actors” (p. 137). His emphasis on cognitive dimensions of ideology does not

represent a mentalist or cognitive reductionism, but rather he seeks to integrate cognitive

and social perspectives toward the development of a theory of ideology.
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Explaining his notion of ideology, van Dijk (1998) points out the interconnection

of social, discursive, and cognitive dimensions of ideology, to which he refers as the

social-cognition-discourse link. In this way, he addresses the problem of a macro-micro

link in social analysis, an important topic in the framework of the present dissertation.

Therefore, the processes of socialization are very complex, since children are influenced

(more or less directly) not only by their parents at home, but also by their teachers and

peers at school, the media, and social groups in the broader social context.

I use the terms ideological teaching and ideological learning in this dissertation to

characterize processes of ideological influence and ideological reproduction in homes,

schools, and other social environments where adults attempt to inculcate values and

beliefs in the minds of children, including learning appropriate ways of behavior and

communication. These terms are borrowed from van Dijk (1998), who writes:

Ideological teaching may not, as such, be a subject in most schools, but both in
socialization as well as in formal education and in the latter uses of mass media
and everyday conversations or other discourses, there are many examples of
inculcation or ideological learning. (p. 91)

Gee (1999) also uses the term ideological learning to describe the process of learning

certain cultural models. As mentioned before, he cites an example of white-collar

professionals whose social practices reinforce explicit ideological learning of the

“cultural model for success” (p. 68).

I conclude that van Dijk’s approach is theoretically compatible with central

aspects of the sociocultural paradigm (and social constructionism), despite his association

with the information-processing tradition. Some terms used by van Dijk (1998), such as

social cognition, context model, and group schemata, can be useful inquiry tools for
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addressing representations of social events and other processes of social construction of

knowledge, including the reproduction of ideologies. I will use these terms in a restricted

sense, defining them in accordance with the sociocultural paradigm rather than the

information-processing paradigm. However, I prefer other terms used by diverse authors

to describe types of mental representations of the social world. These include cultural

model and cultural schema, as well as the terms script and frame.

Regarding the notion of schema, Fairclough (2001) points out that the terms

schemata (plural of schema), frames, and scripts “constitute a family of types of mental

representation of aspects of the world, and share the property of mental representations in

general of being ideologically variable” (p. 131). Bourdieu (1977) uses the term

generative schemes to explicate his notion of habitus, which refers to “an acquired system

of generative schemes” (p. 95). He also uses the term conceptual schemes to point out

that ritual practice is the product of a “system of conceptual schemes immanent in

practice” (p. 118; italics for emphasis are in the original text). His notion of “conceptual

schemes” refers here to a system of concepts that have their origin in everyday social

practice. This idea of the importance of conceptual schemes linked to social practice

parallels Vygotsky’s (1934/1987) acknowledgement of the role of everyday concepts in

his theory of development of concepts, particularly regarding the scientific concepts:

Just as the learning of a foreign language presupposes a developed system of
word meanings [of child’s native language], the learning of a system of scientific
concepts presupposes the widely developed conceptual fabric that has emerged on
the basis of spontaneous activity of the child’s thought. (p. 180)
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Bourdieu (1977) points out that conceptual schemes are immanent (i.e., intrinsic) in

practice, echoing Vygotsky’s notion of everyday concepts developed in everyday life

through a spontaneous activity of the child’s mind, in contrast to scientific concepts

explicitly taught in schools.

Other scholars use analogous terms to describe the role of concepts and systems

of concepts in mental structures, that is, the representation of knowledge in the mind. For

example, Berger and Luckmann (1966) use the term typificatory schemes, while

D’Andrade (1990) and other authors use the terms cultural schema and cultural model

(see Cole, 1996; Gee, 1990; 1992; 1999; Holland and Quinn, 1987; and Ogbu, 1991).

D’Andrade (1990) defines cultural model as a kind of schema; thus he uses the term

cultural schemas interchangeably with cultural models. He points out that “such cultural

schemas portray simplified worlds, making the appropriateness of the terms that are

based on them dependant on the degree to which these schemas fit the actual worlds of

the objects being categorized” (p. 93).

Gee (1999) refers to a cultural model as a “taken -for-granted ‘theory’” involving

“descriptions of simplified worlds in which prototypical events unfold” (p. 59). Gee

(1992), borrowing the term cultural model from D’Andrade (1990), refers to cultural

model as a kind of schema. Gee explains that schemas “are claimed to be special data

structures in the mind that encode the stereotypical items or events associated with some

description” (p. 42). Gee uses also the term script, which he describes as another kind of

schema that holds data on the course of events. Thus, it follows that a script is a kind of

cultural model. To illustrate his point, Gee (1992) brings as an example of the restaurant
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script (script about typical events in a restaurant), which holds data on the course of

events in a typical visit to a restaurant.

Cultural model is a key concept in Ogbu’s (1990; 1991) theory about why some

minorities are more academically successful than others. Ogbu (1991) defines a cultural

model as a “an understanding” about “how their society or any particular domain or

institution works, which guide their interpretations of specific social events and society in

general” (p. 7). In other words, this term refers to a set of beliefs shared by members of a

social group. According to Ogbu (1990), each group has a cultural model (i.e., a distinct

belief system) that shapes its members’ particular understanding of the social world, as

well their understanding of the physical world and of their behavior. It seems to me that

this definition of cultural model challenges the notion of homogeneity of culture and

static views of social order; it draws attention to cultural differences, power relations, and

conflicts between ethnic groups, especially the dominant and the dominated social groups

within a particular social order. Moreover, this notion of cultural model is useful for

addressing intra-group differences regarding beliefs, values, and discourses on language.

In his explanation of the failure and success experienced by some minority

groups, Ogbu (1990; 1991) links different historical antecedents to the differences in

cultural models that exist between immigrant and non-immigrant groups. Referring to the

later group, which Ogbu (1990) calls “involuntary minorities,” they “are people who

were initially brought into the U.S. society through slavery, conquest, or colonization” (p.

526), mentioning as examples the American Indians, Black Americans, and Mexican

Americans in the Southwest. Historical antecedents, along with other structural and
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psychological problems, have influenced the development of a cultural model that affects

(negatively) their attitudes and behavior. Applying this notion of cultural model to

education, Ogbu (1991) writes:

The cultural model of each--minority as well as majority--exists to provide group
members with the framework for interpreting educational events, situations and
experiences and to guide behavior in the schooling contexts and processes. (p. 7)

Paraphrasing Ogbu (1991), I would argue that the cultural model of a particular

immigrant group in the broader social context (macro) will determine the interpretations,

attitudes, actions of students and their parents within the local school context (micro). It

seems to me that Ogbu (1991) uses the term cultural model in a fashion that links the

macro and micro levels of social analysis while examining beliefs and behaviors of

immigrants and other social groups.

I have presented my argument about the usefulness of the term cultural model, as

used by D’Andrade, Gee, Ogbu, and of other scholars mentioned above, in order to

advocate the use of this construct as an alternative to other terms used by van Dijk to

address cognitive aspects of his theory of ideology, such as the terms context model,

mental model, and schema. I argue that cultural model is a term that is compatible with

Vygotsky’s cultural-historical theory.

In conclusion, the term cultural model can be used as a key concept in a

Vygotskian-sociocultural framework to investigate the reproduction of ideologies through

language socialization practices in Hispanic homes. Indeed, a critical integration of

Vygotsky’s cultural-historical approach to consciousness (i.e., mind) and van Dijk’s

sociocognitive (and critical) approach to ideology might serve as a theoretical framework
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for the analysis of parents’ discourses. In the next chapter, I will discuss some concepts

and theoretical issues that are relevant for the study of the reproduction of ideologies and

the role of ideological discourses in language socialization of children.
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CHAPTER 5

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT AND SOCIALIZATION

In this section, I discuss aspects of parental involvement in education and

socialization, with a focus on language socialization. I follow with a discussion of

sociological concepts in microsociological approaches that have implications for the

micro-macro problem and for a sociocultural approach to the ideological dimensions

(e.g., ideological effects) of socialization in the family. An assumption in this

sociocultural approach to family studies is the interconnection between parental

involvement in education and language socialization practices. Processes of ideological

socialization may occur during family events characterized as parental involvement. I use

the term ideological socialization to bring attention to ideological functions of

socialization. This section addresses concepts and theoretical issues about language

socialization as processes involved in the reproduction of ideologies.

In this chapter I address an important aspect of the application of the theory of

ideology in research on language socialization. Namely, I discuss the problem of the

relationship between social structure and human agency, which is linked to the problem

of the dualism of society-individual, and the micro-macro link problem in social sciences.

This chapter ends with a review of literature on the role of Hispanic parents in the

education and language socialization of their children, and other themes related to

language and literacy issues.
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Language Socialization: Social Structure and Human Agency

Research on the ideological dimensions of socialization, especially on language

socialization of immigrant children in a culturally diverse local community, requires a

conceptualization of social structure and a theory of ideology. As van Dijk (1998) says,

“families and their socialization practices are partly ideological, because of their role in

the socialization of norms, values, and fragments of ideology” (p. 186). Thus, it can be

argued that language socialization--a form of socialization that plays a role in teaching

norms and values--is also ideological, or at least partly ideological. Moreover, language

socialization cannot be seen in isolation from the reproduction of social structures and

power relations between groups, since language is not just a tool used for transmission of

information but as an instrument used for “expressing and constituting and reproducing

social identities and social relations, including crucially relations of power” (Fairclough,

2001, p. 196).

Socialization refers to experiences and processes through which children learn

certain kinds of knowledge, specifically beliefs (including cultural values) and social

norms of behaviors that are considered appropriate by their parents or caregivers. In early

childhood, children sometimes acquire this knowledge from their own observations (e.g.,

children observe and imitate the behavior of other people), but this knowledge is also

mediated by diverse types of discourse, especially by narrative practices of parents or

caregivers (Miller, 1994).

Heath (1983) and other scholars have investigated a kind of socialization called

language socialization (Schieffelin and Ochs, 1986; see also Pease-Alvarez and Vásquez,
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1994; Schecter and Bayley, 2002; Vásquez, Pease-Alvarez and Shannon, 1994).

Language socialization, as used here, applies not only to how children are taught and

learn about appropriate or conventional use of oral and written language for

communication, but also to how children learn the beliefs and values of their family and

the ethnic group in which they are born (Schieffelin and Ochs, 1986). Language

socialization may affect language choice or preferences for using a particular language.

Thus, further research in this field of study would make an important contribution to the

field of language ideology.

Diverse notions of socialization have been developed in the disciplines of

sociology and psychology. In psychology, Vygotsky (1934/1987) criticized Piaget’s

notion of socialized speech, which the latter defines in juxtaposition to egocentric speech.

Vygotsky argues that Piaget’s notion of socialized speech “is incorrect in that it implies

that speech was originally non-social, that it becomes social only through development

and change” (p. 74). He argues that in Piaget’s theory, egocentric thought “is represented

as individual rather than socialized thought, and for Piaget, socialized thought means

rational or realistic thought” (p. 60).

In other words, Vygotsky (1934/1986) argues that socialized speech in Piaget’s

theory of child development presupposes a dichotomy of the biological and the social,

paralleling the dichotomy individual/society. Vygotsky (1934/1986) uses the term

socialized speech, but in different ways than Piaget, suggesting that the home

environment creates situations and practical needs, promoting a child’s ability to speak at

a very early moment in that child’s life. He describes processes of language socialization
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at home in the following terms:

Even more pronounced is the social aspect in a child’s speech at home, where the
very process of learning how to speak is thoroughly socialized. At home a child
has so much to ask and to understand, has so many practical and ideal needs to be
satisfied that the desire to understand and to be understood appears very early. (p.
56)

Vygotsky highlights the social character of speech, thinking, and development of higher

psychological processes, clearly rejecting the dualisms of Piaget’s accounts of socialized

speech. Vygotsky prefers to use the term “communicative” instead of ‘socialized speech’

in order to emphasize the social character of speech (1934/1987, p. 74).

The term socialization was used also in sociology, becoming a key concept in this

discipline. The functionalist approach of Robert Merton and Talcott Parsons defines

socialization as a process through which children internalize social norms and develop

conformism or obedience to rules. This explanation assumes that a social system can

maintain its own equilibrium and social order, but overlooks issues of human agency and

social change (Corcuff, 1995). This approach to socialization can be linked to

Durkheim’s theory (although he did not use this term), since a central question in that

theory, according to Cuche (1996), is how social norms (and cultural patterns) are

transmitted to individual members of society.

The relationship between the individual and the society (or social context) is an

old issue in sociology and in the Western intellectual tradition in general. Other

analogous dualisms in social sciences and philosophy seem to be constructed as result of

using alternative ways for referring to each extreme of the individual-society polarization.

Sociologists, for example in the functionalist/structuralist tradition, may use alternative
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terms to refer to society, like social system (or social context, or community), groups, and

institutions to refer to human beings as a collectivity. Referring to human beings as

individuals, each sociologist may prefer to use a different term: Bourdieu (1977) writes

about agents, Goffman (1959) about individuals as performers in a theatre theatrical

stage, and Cicourel (1974) about members of society. Van Dijk (1998) also refers to

members of groups. An author’s choice of words when describing people and social

situations in an academic text is not simply arbitrary, but depends on the theories and

assumptions of the discipline(s) in social sciences to which the author is committed.

In the structuralist/functionalist sociology, the notion of social function is linked

to assumptions about the social system, defined in terms of the biological metaphor:

society as an organism. Although this approach has been criticized by many sociologists,

some terms were accepted and used by others. For example, according to Corcuff (1995),

Giddens criticizes the functionalist explanations that overlook the competency and

“intentional activity” of actors. However, Giddens retains the use of functionalist notions

such as social system along with the concepts of social integration and systemic

integration, while at the same time criticizing the functionalist sociology (Giddens, as

cited by Corcuff, 1995, p. 49).

Giddens (1999) elaborates his critique of functionalist sociology and the way

some of its assumptions are still shared in the late-modern era. Referring to the dilemmas

in late modernity that affect self-identity, he points out that “it is wrong to see the world

‘out there’ as intrinsically alienating and oppressive to the degree to which social systems

are either large in scale or spatially distant from the individual” (p. 417). In his
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explanations of the dilemma of unifying versus fragmenting influences, he refers to both

“the ‘phenomenal world’ of the individual and the general universe of social activity

within which social life is enacted” (p. 415).

Cole (1996) describes Giddens’s work as an example of a scholar who “adopts the

unit of practices in order to create a theory of socialization which assumes neither that the

subject is determined by the environment (‘nurture’) nor by its ‘inherent characteristics’

(‘nature’)” (p. 138). It seems to me that Giddens’ (1999) theory of socialization moves

away from the overstatement of determinism from either social-environmental or

biological factors at the microsocial level of analysis. For instance, Giddens explains that

a reader of a newspaper is exposed to mediated information about distant events, but “the

appropriation of mediated information follows pre-established habits and obeys the

principle of the avoidance of cognitive dissonance” (p. 416).

The question of stance concerning social determinism, referring to the theories

about how social structures are implicated in the development of human thought and

actions, is a central concern that has led to the development of different approaches in

social sciences, especially in sociology. According to Collins (1994), the roots of

structuralist and functionalist theories go back to Emile Durkheim, who “made sociology

a two-level inquiry, showing how the surface of our beliefs and actions is determined by

a structural basis below” (p. 198). The Durkheimian tradition split in two directions: the

microdirection that French and British social anthropologists eventually brought to the

United States, and the macrodirection, followed by Talcott and Parsons, among others.

Collins argues that Durkheim’s theory of rituals influenced Goffman’s (1967/1999)
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interactionist approach in microsociology in his accounts of social interactions. Collins

(1994) writes that Goffman’s theory of interaction rituals in modern everyday life refers

to rituals that we are not aware of as such, for example rituals of politeness and good

manners.

Collins (1994) argues that Goffman provides a materialistic account that

acknowledges the importance of social structure. He points out that Goffman uses

metaphors of the world of theater to describe rituals as performances that are analogous

to performances in a theater, such as the “distinction between ‘frontstages’ and

‘backstages’” to describe what happens with a salesman’s performances in a store (p.

219). Regarding Goffman’s materialistic perspective on this hypothetical situation, rituals

create ideal images of the self and rank selves into different social classes as well.

Collins (1994) explains that at the frontstage, which is the storefront, the salesman

“hustles the customer.” At the backstage, “the employees divide up their sales territories”

(p. 219).

According to Goffman (1959), “backstage may be defined as a place, relative to a

given performance, where the impression fostered by the performance is knowingly

contradicted as a matter of course (p. 112). In other words, Goffman suggests that

individuals in particular social interactions are likely to be consciously presenting

contradictory discourses and actions toward certain objectives, thus “illusions and

impressions are openly constructed” (p. 112).

Sociology of knowledge is a microsociological approach that deserves attention in

this discussion of the intergenerational transmission of beliefs and knowledge about
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cultural values and norms concerning language use. Berger and Luckmann’s (1966) work

in sociology of knowledge represents a particular approach to socialization within the

microinteractionist tradition, influenced by the phenomenological approach initiated by

Alfred Schutz (Collins, 1994, pp. 266-268). Berger and Luckmann (1966) criticize

Merton and Parsons' mainstream theory of functionalism, which regards the world as

“objective and independent of the human beings within it” (Collins, 1994, p. 266). Berger

and Luckman (1966) characterize socialization as the acquisition and accumulation of a

stock of knowledge, a term borrowed from Schutz, which implies the social construction

of knowledge about the social world. They point out the role of language in the social

construction of human reality, referring to the transmission of a “body of knowledge” to

the next generation through the socialization of children (p. 67). Our language is “the

means for objectifying new experiences, allowing their incorporation into the already

existing stock of knowledge” (p. 68).

“Intersubjective sedimentation” is another term used by Berger and Luckman

(1966), referring to a process through which common experiences of individuals are

incorporated in the “common stock of knowledge” of society. It seems to me that the

terms intersubjective sedimentation and common stock of knowledge, as used by these

authors, resemble van Dijk’s (1998) notions of social cognition and shared beliefs,

respectively.

Microsociology, especially the interactionist and phenomenological approaches,

which focuses on examining the everyday interactions and personal experiences of

individuals, have provided a framework to some studies on socialization. Mehan (1975)
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criticizes sociologists who “assume that interaction occurs within a world that is

independent of interaction, and that interaction exchanges information (or symbols) about

that external world” (p. 5). Sociologists following a functionalist approach in

macrosociology may use the term social interaction, but they use it differently than those

identified with ethnomethodology or a microinteractionist approach.

The microinteractionist approach privileges social interactions at the microlevel,

paying more attention to the particular experiences, commonsense knowledge, and

interpretations of individuals, in contrast to the functionalist approach in macrosociology

developed by Robert Merton and Talcott Parsons. The latter approach drew upon

Durkheim’s theories to conceptualize the social system and social structures.

Nevertheless, certain authors in the microsociology /microinteractionist tradition have

also been influenced by Durkheim’s theories (e.g., his notion of rituals), for example

Goffman, who is concerned with rituals and symbolism in face-to-face interactions.

Collins (1994) describes microinteractionism in sociology as “a tradition that

concerns the human subject and builds the social world out of human consciousness and

human agency” (p. 242). Authors using microinteractionist approaches within

microsociology, including here conversation analysis and interpretative sociology

traditions, are concerned with understanding the interpretations of individuals, that is,

how individuals interpret the social world, usually referring to them as actors or members

(i.e., members of society). Works in this tradition often overlook the problem of social

structure and other problems related to the social order at the macrosocial level, which is

a limitation for understanding the complexity of some social problems.
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Fairclough (2001) criticizes the conversational analysis approach in the

microinteractionist tradition as follows: “conversation analysis has been resistant to

making connections between such micro structures of conversations and the macro

structures of social institutions and societies” (p. 9). When Cicourel (1974), for example,

uses the term social structure, he is referring to organization or structuring social

interactions at the microlevel, rather than to the social structures at the macrosocial level

of society.

The microinteractionist approach, despite its limitations (mentioned above),

would be useful for developing a theory of socialization. In a book about the cultural-

historical approach in cultural psychology, Cole (1996) discusses two aspects for social

analysis at the microsocial level: practice and context. Cole argues that context serves as

“the unifying link between the analytic categories of macrosociological and

microsociological events” that would be useful for a socialization theory. Cole (1996)

quotes Wentworth as follows:

The context is the world as realized through interaction and the most immediate
frame of reference for mutually engaged actors. The context may be thought of as
a situation and time bounded arena for human activity. It is a unit of culture (p.
92). (Wentworth, as cited by Cole, p. 142)

This particular way of conceptualizing the social context is in line with approaches to

social analysis that seek to emphasize the micro-macro link, addressing issues of human

agency as well as of social structure.

Cicourel’s (1974) sociology of cognition contributes to the understanding of the

micro-macro link problem in sociology. Indeed, it influenced van Dijk’s (1998)

elaboration of a sociocognitive approach to discourse and ideology. According to Corcuff
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(1995), Cicourel’s work represents an example of a phenomenological-constructivist

approach. In the 1980s, he proposed a reformulation of microsociology towards the

micro-macro link approach, studying micro processes of social interactions without

overlooking the macro-social aspects (Corcuff, 1995). Cicourel (1974), along with

Harold Garfinkel, initiated the ethnomethodological trend in microsociology. The

ethnomethodological approach has influenced other authors cited in this dissertation,

such Mehan (1972) and Denzin (1989). Denzin, however, criticizes this body of work

because “it is nonbiographical and ahistorical” and “does not locate interactional texts

within historical social structure,” although he clarifies that there are exceptions, such as

the works of Garfinkel and Goffman (p. 20).

Cicourel’s (1974) notion of interpretative procedures points to socially structured

thoughts (and knowledge), which seems to me a useful starting point for dealing with the

micro-macro link problem. Proposing an alternative account of socialization (i.e.,

different from the internalization of norms), Cicourel’s account refers to socialization

(including language socialization) as the acquisition of the social structure, moving away

from functionalist approaches as well as from cognitive psychology. Cicourel (1974)

describes his approach to the problem of social norms and rules as follows:

To handle the problem of articulating general rules with particular social settings,
I have used the notion of interpretative procedures as invariant properties or
principles, which allow members to assign meaning or sense to substantive rules
called social norms. Psychological cognitive processes are not sufficient
conditions for generating a sense of social structure; cognitive psychological
theory does not reveal how we articulate particular (socially structured) thoughts
and perceived displays of objects and events with more general social rules or
norms. (p. 85)
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Here, Cicourel points out the limitations of cognitive psychological theory for not dealing

adequately with the issue of social structures and socially structured thoughts (i.e.,

beliefs). It seems to me that when he explains that members develop “a sense of social

structure” through interpretations of social situations and interactions, especially

concerning the rules in such situations, he is referring just to how members interpret the

social structure. He suggests that members use interpretative procedures for

understanding social norms. In contrast, my interest in this study is not just how members

of families interpret and understand rules or social norms, but also to present the social

structure as an external reality and understand it (according to my interpretation) to

identify possible social constraints that may affect life experiences of participants in the

study and the group they represent.

Berger and Luckman (1966) present concepts that are useful for understanding the

micro-macro link problem in microsociology, focusing on the social construction of

knowledge. Corcuff (1995) argues that the phenomenological-constructivist approach

proposed by these authors takes into account broader social contexts, while putting more

emphasis on the social interactions of individuals than on social structures, thus moving

away from functionalist and structuralist approaches. Berger and Luckman (1966), in

their classic book on sociology of knowledge, use the term typificatory scheme for

representing a certain kind of knowledge in the mind, that is, beliefs. Typificatory scheme

refers to a typification developed in face-to-face encounters with people in everyday life.

These typifications, in turn, affect ongoing and future face-to-face interactions.
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According to these authors, the “reality of everyday life contains typificatory

schemes in terms of which others are apprehended and ‘dealt with’ in face-to-face

encounters” (pp. 30-31). In other words, it is within the context of social interactions that

a person learns and develops typificatory schemes, but this is not to say that they deny the

possibilities of constructivist processes and human agency. They do not mean that

typificatory schemes necessarily lead to ‘rigid patterns’ of behavior, since they point out

that “face-to-face interactions will be patterned by these typifications as long as they do

not become problematic through interference on this part” (p. 31). Moreover, people can

“abandon the pattern as inapplicable” (p. 30).

Bourdieu (1977) suggests that the functional/structuralist approach can be

combined with a phenomenological approach. He rejects the false opposition between

structuralist and phenomenological approaches that forces the “either/or choice between

objectivism and subjectivism” (p. 4). Bourdieu (1990) presents the following argument

about the usefulness of his term habitus for reconciling the structuralist and

phenomenological approaches: “Notions like that of habitus (or system of dispositions),

practical sense, and strategy are linked to my effort to escape from structuralist

objectivism without relapsing into subjectivism” (p. 61).

Habitus refers to the effects of structures in individuals, but this does not preclude

human agency. Therefore, Bourdieu (1977) explains that habitus implies “the generation

and structuring of practices and representations which can be objectively ‘regulated’ and

‘regular’ without in any way being the product of obedience to rules” (p. 72; full sentence

presented below). Bourdieu (1977) defines habitus as “systems of durable, transposable
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dispositions” (p. 72), which are produced by the structures constitutive of a particular

type of environment. According to Richard Nice, translator of Bourdieu’s (1977) book,

the term habitus denotes the “habitual state” of an individual, while the term disposition

refers to “a predisposition, tendency, propensity, or inclination” (p. 214). Bourdieu

(1977) elaborates the definition of habitus and its relationship with structures as follows:

The structures constitutive of a particular environment (e.g., the material
conditions of existence characteristic of a class condition) produce habitus,
systems of durable, transposable dispositions, structured structures predisposed to
function as structuring structures, that is, as principles of the generation and
structuring of practices and representations which can be objectively ‘regulated’
and ‘regular’ without in any way being the product of obedience to rules,
objectively adapted to their goals, without presupposing a conscious aiming at
ends or an express mastery of the operations necessary to attain them and, being
all this, collectively orchestrated without being the product of the orchestrating
action of a conductor. (p. 72)

In other words, the term habitus refers to a sort of mental structure, which cannot be

treated as something that pertains just to the individual mind, in isolation from the social

structures. On the one hand, Bourdieu acknowledges the role of social structures when in

his definition of habitus he refers to the mental structures of an agent (subject) that are

the result of the internalization of objective social structures. On the other hand, he

emphasizes the subjectivity when he points out how that subject’s mental structures

participate in “structuring structures,” specifically “structuring of practices and

representations,” as expressed in above quote. Bourdieu uses the terms inculcation and

appropriation to characterize the process through which habitus (i.e., mental structure) is

produced or shaped, according to his theory of reproduction:

The habitus is the product of the work of inculcation and appropriation necessary
in order for those products of collective history, the objective structures (e.g., of
language, economy, etc.) to succeed in reproducing themselves more or less
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completely, in the form of durable dispositions, in the organisms (which one can,
if one wishes, call individuals) lastingly subjected to the same conditionings, and
hence placed in the same material conditions of existence” (p. 85).

In simpler terms, Bourdieu (1992) defines habitus as “the mental structures through

which they (agents) apprehend the social world,” which “are essentially the product of

the internalization of the structures of that world” (p. 130). It seems to me that Bourdieu’s

expression to apprehend the social world refers to developing representations of the

world. Thus, I agree with van Dijk (1998), who argues that the term habitus has been

often used to denote socially shared representations. However, it is important to

understand the particular way Bourdieu uses this term in his work as a key concept in his

theories of social and cultural reproduction, suggesting that social structures are

implicated in the formation and shaping of mental structures, as I explain below.

Bourdieu (1977; 1990) uses the term habitus to elaborate his theories of social and

cultural reproduction, to which he refers as either theory of practice or as theory of

action. This theory influenced the development of the practice-oriented approach in

anthropology in the eighties, which was a revisionist trend rejecting structuralism,

specifically distancing itself from structural Marxism in that discipline (Ortner, 1994).

The term habitus is used for developing theories where a type of social determinism looks

at the social structures for causal explanations; in this approach, habitus implies an

acknowledgement of the human agency factor. According to Bourdieu (1977), the

relation between habitus (i.e., sort of mental structures) and “objective structures” (i.e.,

language and social structures) is complex, due to the reciprocal influence and dialectical

relations between subject and social structures, that is, “the dialectic of the internalization
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of externality and the externalization of internality” (p. 72).

Some scholars have criticized the term habitus. Van Dijk (1998) rejects this term

“because cognitively it is only very loosely defined” and because the idea of disposition

in the definition of this concept “is psychologically inadequate, if not circular” (p. 47).

He prefers instead the notion of social cognition, which is currently used in social

psychology, or other terms such as social representations and shared beliefs and attitudes.

However, van Dijk (1998) concedes a positive feature of this term when he argues that

habitus has been used “to emphasize the creative, active use social actors make of such

dispositions” (p. 27). Habitus, in my view, represents Bourdieu's important contribution

to a theory of ideology, since this term conceptualizes the relationship between social

structures and human agency that moves away from the individual-versus-social dualism.

Bourdieu’s (1977) attempt of reconciling structuralist and phenomenological approaches

is a valuable contribution to overcome what Barnes (1995) calls “the micro/macro

divide” in sociology (p. 87).

It is pertinent at this point to define the term practice, a key term used by both

Bourdieu and other scholars to deal with the issue of the relationship between social

structures and human agency. Practice helps emphasize human agency in explanations

about social determination. Cole (1996) argues that practice has been used instead of “the

concept of context in the reduced form of environment or cause,” responding in part to

“post Marxist debates about human agency and social determination” (p. 137).

Chouliaraky and Fairclough (1999) define practices as “habitualised ways, tied to

particular times and places, in which people apply resources (material or symbolic) to act
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together in the world” (p. 21). They indicate that the word practice “is as ambiguous in a

way that is helpful” and it “can be understood both as a social action, what is done in a

particular time and place, and as what has hardened into a relative permanency – a

practice in the sense of habitual way of acting” (pp. 21-22). In other words, Chouliaraky

and Fairclough (1999) attempt to integrate issues of structure and agency through a

dialectical view of practice:

This ambiguity is helpful in that it points to the intermediate positioning of
practices between structures and events, structure and agency — practices have
partly the character of both. We take a dialectical view of practice, rejecting both
a determinism which puts all the emphasis on stabilised structures (…) and a
voluntarism which puts all the emphasis on concrete activity . . . (p. 22).

Bourdieu’s (1977) term habitus, which refers to socially constituted schemes, is a

fundamental aspect of his theory of practice. He describes his theory of practice as an

approach that recognizes the reciprocity between objective analysis and subjective

experience as sources of knowledge in the social analysis, for example: taking into

account “the relationship between a mode of production and a mode of perception” (p.

116). The example of the Kabyle peasant in Bourdieu’s (1977) study serves to illustrate

this point: “The Kabyle peasant does not react to ‘objective conditions’ but to the

practical interpretation which he produces of those conditions, and the principle of which

is the socially constituted schemes of his habitus” (p.116).

Following Bourdieu, it seems to me that these two approaches, objectivist (e.g.,

structuralist) and subjectivist /phenomenological (e.g., ethnomethodological and

interactionist approaches) may by reconciled and integrated into a theory of practice, also

called theory of action, as proposed by Bourdieu (1998). For instance, Bourdieu (1990)
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points out that “just as subjectivism inclines one to reduce structures to visible

interactions, objectivism tends to deduce actions and interactions from the structure” (p.

128). Bourdieu was seeking to overcome the structure/agency divide, as Robbins (1998)

suggests:

It is now possible to see that Bourdieu was not to be located on either side of the
structure/agency divide. In a still tentative, exploratory fashion, Bourdieu was
seeking to articulate the view that the social and cultural reproduction occurs by
means of a constant reciprocity or dialectic between agency and structure (p. 30).

Bourdieu (1998) discusses the role of families and of schools in the reproduction of social

structures, which includes the reproduction and distribution of economic capital as well

as of cultural capital (e.g., knowledge and skills). He points out “the extremely complex

mechanisms through which schools contribute … to the reproduction of the distribution

of cultural capital and, consequently, of the structure of social space” (p. 19). He explains

how schools and families engage in a complex relationship toward the reproduction of

social structures, as follows:

The reproduction of the structure of the distribution of cultural capital is achieved
in the relation between familial strategies and the specific logic of the school
institution. … Families are corporate bodies animated by a kind of conatus, in
Spinoza’s sense, that is, a tendency to perpetuate their social being, with all its
powers and privileges, which is at the basis of reproduction strategies: fertility
strategies, matrimonial strategies, successional strategies, economic strategies,
and last but not least, educational strategies. (p. 19)

Instead of using terms such as rules and norms, commonly use by sociologists influenced

by the structuralist and functionalist approaches, Bourdieu prefers the word strategies,

which is consistent with his interest in choosing terms that emphasize human agency.

Bourdieu (1977) points to the “fallacies of the rule” (p. 22), an expression that implies a

critique of the structuralist-functionalist view of socialization in families for its emphasis
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on rules and its assumption that obedience to the rule is the determining principle of all

practices. However, although Bourdieu (1990) rejects the rigid determinism, he also

rejects the “illusion of freedom from social determinants” (p. 15).

Fairclough (1992) also rejects the structure/agency divide. He criticizes scholars

in critical linguistics and critical discourse analysis who have emphasized “the effects of

discourse in the social reproduction of social relations and structures” (p. 28) in such way

that they represent “a one-sided view of the subject as positioned, as an effect” of

ideological domination (p. 34). He criticizes the overemphasis on structure and

ideological effects, which neglects human agency, or a view of subjects as agents of

change and transformation. Instead, Fairclough (2001) proposes the dialectic of structure

and practices, which means that discourse has effects upon social structures, as well as

being determined by them, and so contributes to social continuity and social change.

Fairclough’s (2003) concept of a network of practices would be useful for emphasizing

issues of agency in a sociocultural approach to educational research on parental

involvement and socialization of children.

Like Fairclough, van Dijk (1998) rejects the agency-structure dichotomy in his

theory of ideology, explaining that “reproduction here implies continuity of a system or

structure as human agency” and this “notion is used to bridge the well-known gap

between the macro-level and the micro-level of social structure” (p. 228). These

theoretical considerations about structure and human agency issues are relevant for the

application of a critical discourse analysis approach to the ideological processes in

language socialization practices in homes of Hispanic immigrants.
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I argue that the term socialization needs to be used in social research, despite its

possible association with the (quite discredited) functionalist approach. Theories of

socialization have to move away from functionalist approaches. It is necessary to develop

a theory of socialization to address the cognitive dimension of individual actors and its

implications for issues of human agency, subjectivity, and social interactions at the

microsocial level. However, a theory of socialization also needs to pay attention to social

constraints, social structures, and power relations between groups at the macro level, and

the micro-macro problem.

The sociocultural perspective that guides this inquiry into language socialization

is enriched by influences from Fairclough and van Dijk. Like van Dijk, Fairclough (1992)

attempts to address the micro-macro link problem in discourse analysis, to which he

refers as “a combination of what one might call ‘micro-analysis’ and ‘macro-analysis’,”

in order to know the nature of “orders of discourse” (p. 85). This question is important,

since socialization, which involves discourse practices, is viewed here as a complex

process affected by diverse discourses and their underlying ideologies in social groups

and institutions.

Next, I present a literature review that includes works on Latino parents’

involvement in education and language socialization of their children, and discuss the

notion of reproduction of ideologies and its relevance for research on socialization

practices. The chapter ends with a section on literacy and biliteracy issues relevant to this

study.
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Parental Involvement in Education and Language Socialization

That children’s learning begins long before they attend school is the starting point

of this discussion. Any learning a child encounters in school always has a

previous history. (Vygotsky, 1934/1987, p. 84)

In the passage quoted above, Vygotsky suggests that children start to learn long

before they enter school, and that their development of thought depends on their learning

experiences at home and in other sociocultural contexts. Consistent with this statement,

when explaining his theory of children’s development of concepts, he explains that the

development of scientific concepts in school depends on the development of everyday

concepts in their social interactions with parents at home and other everyday life

experiences.

Following Vygotsky, researchers in the sociocultural tradition have investigated

diverse issues related to the sociocultural context of Hispanic students and their families.

Below, I discuss some woks that provide insights about the everyday experiences of

children in Hispanic families, and the role of parents in the education and socialization of

their children. I discuss both themes in this section because they refer to interconnected

social practices: in everyday life, events that may count as parental involvement in a

child's education imply socialization of children, and vice versa. Parental involvement in

education, in the broader sense of this term (e.g., as defined by López, 2001, cited

below), includes events that would count as socialization of children, a point that I will

elaborate later.
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In this section, then, I will discuss studies about parental involvement and

socialization practices in Hispanic immigrant families. These include the social practice

of consejos (giving advice), which would include inculcating the value of education and

teaching children to show respeto (respect) to older people, teachers, and other figures of

authority (Pease-Alvarez, 1993; Delgado-Gaitan, 1994; Suárez-Orozco and Suárez-

Orozco, 2001; Valdés, 1996). Some studies about the role of parents in education are

relevant for this dissertation. They shed light on areas of language socialization,

describing for example parents’ strategies for encouraging the use and maintenance of

Spanish along with the acquisition of English.

Socialization, as used here, refers to experiences and processes through which

young children learn certain kinds of knowledge from their parents and other caregivers.

This knowledge includes cultural values, beliefs, and social norms about behaviors that

are considered appropriate by their parents or caregivers, and which are shared by

members of social groups to which these parents belong.

Parents may intentionally talk to their children, explicitly telling them what to do

or how to speak appropriately. However, sometimes children acquire such knowledge

about language not as a result of direct instruction but through informal conversations

and through observing the behavior of parents, siblings, and other people. In that sense,

language socialization in early childhood, as with other kinds of socialization, is mediated

by diverse types of discourse and the narrative practices of parents or caregivers (Miller,

1994).
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In their ethnographic study, Vásquez et al. (1994) studied socialization practices,

focusing on language socialization practices in a Mexicano immigrant community in

California. They observed how children of immigrants, especially Mexican-American

children, develop bilingual skills and biculturalism when they act as translators for their

parents. They found “that adults and children who live in this community deliberately

seek out and draw upon a range of linguistic and cultural resources to meet the challenges

of a complex, unfamiliar and, sometimes, oppressive society” (p.1). Vásquez et al. (1994)

link the children’s experiences of learning English and learning about the culture of the

society as follows: “The talk that involves our children contributes to their learning of

language and the ways of the society into which they are born” (p. 1).

There are diverse social factors that might affect children’s learning and use of

linguistic and cultural resources available to them in diverse sociocultural contexts,

including those resources that are part of the Hispanic cultural heritage. One of these

factors is parental concern about the possibility of cultural assimilation, when children do

not learn to behave according to norms within the Hispanic group, and forget their

mother tongue. Suárez-Orozco and Suárez-Orozco (2001) describe the experiences of

immigrant parents who help their children to adapt to a different environment in a new

country. Immigrant parents often perceive that the acculturation process will affect their

children’s ability to communicate with parents and will create miscommunication

problems in their family. Therefore, parents “may try to slow down the process by

warning the children not to act like other children in a new setting” (p. 74).
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Educational research has demonstrated the importance of parental involvement

for promoting student achievement, especially for certain minority groups with low

socioeconomic status (Kerbow and Bernhardt, 1993; Muller, 1993). However, research

on parental involvement often starts with the assumption that lack of parental

involvement is linked to the family background, such as ethnicity, which reflects a

deficit-model approach to this problem. Valdés (1996), among others, argues that

parental involvement programs intended to foster school-like literacy activities in

Hispanic families are based on the deficit-model assumptions. In these cases, parental

involvement is deemed insufficient or inadequate in the home, and parenting classes are

recommended in order to promote the goal of literacy, as defined by schools.

Torres-Guzmán (1995) suggests that educational researchers who have such

preconceived notions--often based on comparisons between White middle class and

minority parental behavior--have made inferences which echo “the general lay

impression” (i.e., common assumption) that minority parents (e.g., Latinos) “do not care

about their children’s education” (p. 259). The assumption that Hispanic parents do not

get involved in the education of their children is pervasive, despite findings of many

studies to the contrary (Muller and Kerbow, 1993; Kerbow and Bernhardt, 1993).

The studies oriented by the deficit-model approach have been concerned with

investigating negative aspects of parental involvement rather than positive ones, such as

the influence of cultural resources and funds of knowledge found in Hispanic families.

Moreover, research reflecting a deficit-model starts with definitions of parental

involvement according to the school or middle-class perspective (Torres-Guzmán, 1995),
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limiting the scope of study to certain activities that the school considers more relevant. It

is important, therefore, to clarify an appropriate definition of parental involvement.

Broadly defined, parental involvement means the participation of parents in

activities that support children’s learning, not just the activities of helping the child to do

homework or supporting the child in school-related activities. The term includes home-

based parent involvement as well as school-based involvement described by Muller and

Kerbow (1993), which will be explained below. Therefore, it is important to understand

the diverse ways in which Hispanic parents contribute to the education of their children.

The broad sense of the term education includes a variety of ways in which parents

provide informal teaching and support children’s learning.

López (2001) suggests that the transmission of sociocultural values is an

important form of parental involvement, for example “the value of hard work” (p. 247).

Suárez-Orozco and Suárez-Orozco (2001) found in their study that immigrants typically

show “a sense of optimism about how their hard work will open new opportunities” for

them and their children (p. 87). In other words, when Spanish-speaking parents

encourage their children to work hard in school and do their homework and, in passing,

attempt to inculcate cultural values, these parents’ actions should be counted as a kind of

parental involvement that promotes academic success. It follows that even if some

Spanish-speaking parents cannot directly help their children with (English) homework,

they can promote the value of hard work and other behaviors that support the education

of their children.
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Suárez-Orozco and Suárez-Orozco (2001) mention other cultural values, norms of

behavior, and positive attitudes toward education children of immigrants have learned

from their parents, such as respect for their teachers and other school authorities. It is

important to stress here that academic failure is a complex issue. Parents’ efforts to teach

children the value of education and hard work are not always effective, because

children’s motivation and initial positive attitudes toward education may change as they

are affected by diverse factors. Peer pressure, perceived hostilities in a climate of

prejudice against immigrants, and exposure through the media to models and lifestyles

different from what they learn at home all contribute to a negative learning environment.

Zhou (1997) describes the effects of peer pressure on children of immigrants,

pointing out that these children face a “forced-choice dilemma: if they strive to meet their

parents’ expectations for academic achievement, they are likely to be ostracized as

‘uncool’, ‘nerdy’, or ‘acting white’ by their American peers in schools;” on the other

hand “if they submit to peer pressure and attempts to be ‘American’, … this type of

assimilation can cause them to be stigmatized and condemned by their own

community…” (pp. 989-990).

In Hispanic families, parents collaborate in the education of their children by

creating appropriate learning contexts in the household. This information is often omitted

in school assessments of ‘parental involvement,’ thus rendering it a kind of ‘invisible’

involvement (Torres-Guzmán, 1995). For example, parents collaborate in the education

of their children, in the broader sense of the term education, when they encourage their

child to cooperate with the family in informal economic activities in the household and in
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community networks. Studies have demonstrated that these informal economic activities

provide opportunities for sharing the “funds of knowledge” not only with others but also

with the child (Moll, 1994, p. 189).

Parents collaborate with the education of their children when they establish rules

for child behavior at home, for example, placing restrictions on television viewing, they

engage in a common form of parental involvement, and encourage the child to do his or

her homework (Muller and Kerbow, 1993). In fact, Muller and Kerbow found that

Hispanics, like Asian American parents, are more likely to restrict television than Whites

and African Americans, which is a strategy used to support the education of their

children.

Some educational researchers have expressed concern about deficit models that

orient education and literacy research (Genesee, 1994; Nieto, 2000; Valdés, 1996). These

researchers point to many studies that investigate high-risk students and explore family

problems and other factors in their home environment as possible explanations for

academic failure and failure to learn English. They propose instead to move away from

the deficit-model and high-risk paradigm in educational research, especially for

investigating parental involvement in the education of Hispanic children.

In comparison to the deficit-model paradigm, the cultural-mismatch paradigm

represents a more positive direction for education and literacy research, although it has

been criticized as well. Many studies oriented by this approach, whether using terms

mismatch or discontinuity to refer to the cultural differences in language socialization as

a factor that affects the failure or success of minority children in schools, have made
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valuable contributions to research on sociocultural aspects of language and literacy.

Heath’s (1983) ethnographic study of two communities, Roadville (White

working class) and Trackton (Black working class), supports the cultural-mismatch

hypothesis. The study investigated the ways children learn and use language and literacy

in their respective communities, families, and schools. The study describes specific

experiences that children have in school, indicating that a cultural mismatch between

family and school affects students’ learning of language and literacies. For example,

Heath (1983) found that children in schools “meet very different notions of truth, style,

and language appropriate to a ‘story’ from those they have known at home” (p. 294).

Despite the contributions of research oriented by the cultural-mismatch paradigm,

some scholars have criticized this approach. Genesee (1994) warns us that the cultural

difference hypothesis (i.e., cultural-mismatch), “has been used euphemistically by some

educators and policymakers as a substitute for deficit” (p. 6). Valdés (1996) presents a

similar critique of cultural-mismatch approach in relation to research on the parental

involvement of Mexican immigrants; typically, programs that attempt to educate parents

and change families presume that there is a kind of deficiency in those families.

Vásquez et al. (1994) move away from the “strictly difference perspective,”

pointing out that difference, mismatch, and discontinuity “are frequently inadequate

terms for describing the language socialization experiences of Mexicano/Latino children

in their homes and at school” (p. 47). These authors propose the notion of “cultural

convergence” as a more appropriate term to describe language-use and language

socialization practices, at least under certain circumstances in the community they studied
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in California, since they observed continuities as well as discontinuities in such practices.

Moreover, these children, especially those who played the role of family translator, were

interacting and gaining access to information about mainstream and other cultures, thus

their situation cannot be described as cultural isolation. Moll’s (1994) study suggests that

it is necessary to take into account cultural resources in the community and the funds of

knowledge in families to improve the curricula in schools with culturally diverse

population.

In order to develop a research agenda on parental involvement in the area of

language and literacy education, it is necessary to revise the definitions of parental

involvement and of literacy. We must reject narrow definitions that validate only certain

types of parental involvement and school-like literacy activities (e.g., homework), while

considering other ways Hispanic parents support language and literacy. It is also

necessary to uncover common assumptions about factors affecting the acquisition of

English literacy, as well as the factors affecting the development of biliteracy. I have

included here a review of literature about studies that bring together concepts and

theories about parental involvement in the education and socialization of children,

including language socialization.

From a sociocultural perspective, parental involvement in education is not viewed

in isolation, but in connection with language socialization practices that take place in

homes and in the community, on the one hand, and language socialization practices in

schools, and other institutions within a broader sociocultural context, on the other hand.

Moreover, both kinds of language socialization practices are closely interconnected
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within a network of diverse social practices in which families engage in their everyday

lives.

Social practices related to schooling are likely to have an impact on language

socialization in the homes of Mexican immigrant families (Schecter and Bayley, 2002). It

is important to explore how language socialization in homes where “parents’ roles as

children’s first language ‘teachers’” and “as partners in literacy” (Cairney and Munsie,

1995) might have an impact on helping children to succeed in school (for example

regarding learning English and biliteracy development in a bilingual or dual-language

school). For this reason, I argue that establishing rules for household behavior, such as

home rules restricting the child to a particular language, is a kind of socialization but also

a sort of parental involvement with the intention of attaining the goals of bilingualism

and biliteracy.

In the rest of this section, I will discuss other works that address language

socialization in children. Language socialization, as used here, refers not only to

processes of language acquisition and how children are taught and learn about

appropriate or conventional use of oral and written language for communication, but also

to how children learn the beliefs and values of their family and the ethnic group in which

they are born. Language socialization may affect language choice or preferences for a

particular language, thus the field of study would contribute to research on language

ideology.

The socialization of Hispanic children from recent immigrant families is a

complex process affected by the diverse experiences of these children as English
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language learners in schools, homes, neighborhood, and other environments. Children

from immigrant families face challenges and demands from adults and peers, including

pressures or expectations about learning English, based upon the assumption that they

need to learn this language in order to adapt to life in the United States. The belief that

these children, as well as their parents, should learn the language of the country where

they live is the sort of common sense belief that children would hear from their parents as

well and from their teachers, other adults, and peers.

Pease-Alvarez and Vásquez (1994) point out that in the case of immigrant

children “the complexities associated with living in a multicultural world also shape their

language socialization experiences” (p. 83). For example, children who have learned

English are commonly expected to translate for their parents (see also Suárez-Orozco and

Suárez-Orozco, 1995). Pease-Alvarez and Vásquez (1994) found that “language

socialization is a mutual endeavor” in their study about language socialization in a

Mexican immigrant community in San Francisco, California, since parents deliberately

seek “their children’s language development, but children, too, are responsible for

helping adults negotiate transactions with outside institutions” (p. 91). An example of the

latter is that language-minority children who become family translators uncover meaning

and social functions when they translate certain printed materials. The authors claim that

these linguistic and sociocultural resources in ethnic minority communities are often

unknown and unfamiliar to grade level teachers and even to second language teachers.

The fact that many Hispanic immigrants ask their children to use Spanish at home

does not necessarily mean that they demonstrate negative attitudes towards English.
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Hispanic parents may try to help their children to develop and maintain bilingualism by

enforcing Spanish as the home language. These parents are committed to the goal of

bilingualism while believing that one does not have to lose one's mother tongue in order

to learn English. If their children are students in a bilingual school, their efforts to

promote the learning and use of Spanish at home would be appreciated by teachers and

would be considered a kind of collaboration towards attaining the goals of the bilingual

program.

Torres (1988) found in her study that parents in the Chicano community have

positive attitudes towards both Spanish and English, similar to the findings of other

studies reviewed in her article. Parents believed that knowledge of both languages would

help their children to get better jobs in the future. Torres also found that although parents

wanted their children to maintain Spanish and favored bilingual education, this fact “does

not prevent them from recognizing, and strongly insisting, that their children master

English” (p. 174). Hispanic parents expressed instrumental reasons for learning both

languages. They were concerned with helping their children to adapt to a society where

English is largely used in economic, educational, and political activities, but they were

also aware that Spanish would be helpful for finding some jobs.

Some studies describe the role of school in social reproduction, specifically the

reproduction of social classes (Anyon, 1981; Bourdieu, 1998; Willis, 1977), while others

emphasize cultural or ideological reproduction processes. Findings from some studies

suggest that schools are sites of cultural and ideological struggles as they participate in

the inculcation or imposition of cultural values of upper and middle classes upon
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Hispanic children from working-class immigrant families. Valdés’ (1996) ethnographic

study about Mexican immigrant families with school-age children concluded that diverse

parental involvement programs promoted by schools represented a kind of intervention in

these families, aimed at changing their childrearing practices and values, such as

‘consejos’ and ‘respeto’.

Valdés (1996) argues that diverse parental involvement programs are based on the

assumption that changing the families (i.e., immigrant parents) can help their children to

succeed in school. In other words, schools are attributing the poor performance of

Hispanic children to the home environment, therefore parental involvement programs

typically seek to educate parents and change families. Valdés argues that those

individuals who advocate in favor of that kind of parental involvement program “are

subscribing to existing mythologies about the power of school to right all social wrongs,

and they are failing to take into account how social inequalities, educational ideologies,

educational structures, and interpersonal interactions work together to affect educational

outcomes” (p. 195).

In another ethnographic study of literacy and the parental involvement of

Mexican immigrants, Delgado-Gaitan (1990) identifies the problem of cultural

discontinuities between home and school values, arguing that “the educational system is

bound by rules, language, and values that privilege some people and exclude others” (p.

299). She includes an excerpt about the researcher’s conversation with a high-school

Mexican student who claimed that some of the teachers were racists. From a perspective

of a theory of ideology, it seems to me that this situation can also be characterized as an
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example of how students develop antiracist ideologies as they perceive that some people

have racial prejudices.

Delgado-Gaitan (1994) describes the cultural practice called ‘consejos,’ a Spanish

word that refers to nurturing advice from parents in parent-child interactions, as typically

occurs in Mexican immigrant families. For example, parents talk to their children and

attempt to instill in them the value of education. Therefore, parents may advise their

children to respect and to trust figures of authority in school, admonishing their children

to behave in school in order to succeed and get an education.

I argue that parents’ consejos in socialization practices would play a role in the

reproduction of--or resistance to--dominant cultural beliefs and ideologies. For example,

parents’ consejos may include teaching children that they have to be conformist and

accept school rules, even when the children have reasons to suspect discrimination in

school. Consejos discouraging student’s use of the mother tongue and supporting

linguistic assimilation is an example of a strategy used in language socialization that

would have ideological effects, thus would be called ideological language socialization.

In the same way, the strategy of consejos supporting the development of bilingualism and

biliteracy, as I will present in this study, can be also an example of ideological

socialization that would be involved in the reproduction of ideologies in Hispanic homes.

It is impossible to mention here all the Latino researchers who have made

important contributions to the understanding of the unique experiences of Hispanic

immigrants. These experiences include language socialization in Hispanic immigrant

families, and experiences such as discrimination, economic inequality, social problems
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and barriers affecting educational opportunities, among other sociocultural factors that

can affect the learning and development of children (Delgado-Gaitan, 1994; Pease-

Alvarez and Vásquez, 1994; Portes and Rumbaut, 1996; Suárez-Orozco and Suárez-

Orozco, 1995, 2001; Valdés, 1996; Vásquez et al, 1994). Despite the valuable

contributions of those works, there are some unexplored aspects related to the

reproduction of ideologies. In the field of research on the education of Hispanic students,

one important topic for further exploration is the role of Hispanic immigrant parents in

the reproduction of ideologies through socialization practices.

Several studies have provided insights into the problem of reproduction of

ideologies in the family context, although such studies did not focus on this issue, but on

other cultural aspects (Delgado-Gaitan, 1990; Ogbu, 1993; Valdés, 1996; Vásquez et al,

1994). For example, Delgado-Gaitan (1990) and Valdés (1996) conducted studies

concerned with cultural aspects of Hispanic immigrant families, in which parents

reported their beliefs and described their experiences related to the education of their

children. The reports of findings included descriptions and interpretations of socialization

practices, and brought insights into cultural and ideological struggles surrounding or

affecting such practices. These studies included discussions on the theories of academic

success or failure, such as cultural discontinuity and social reproduction theories, as well

as discussions about ethnic conflicts and cultural struggles.

Educators and social scientists have pointed out that the theory of cultural

discontinuity is insufficient to explain minority school failure. The theory of cultural

discontinuity implies a kind of culturalism in the sense that it focuses on cultural aspects
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at the expense of overlooking the role of other macrosocial factors, such as class

structure, economic inequality, and ideological influences from dominant groups.

Vásquez, et al. (1994) suggest that studies informed by the theory of cultural

discontinuity often overlook the complexity of the cultural processes and experiences of

minority children who face the demands of everyday social transactions within culturally

diverse contexts, since these social transactions not only would imply discontinuities but

also continuities.

There is a lack of research on the complex processes of intercultural transactions

of Hispanic immigrants, addressing their unique experiences as members of a distinct

cultural group as they interact with members of other groups in the host country

(Vásquez, et al., 1994). Intercultural transactions refer to occasions when individuals who

interact with members of other cultural groups “use multiple knowledge sources

involving two or more cultures and languages to create meaning, negotiate a task, or to

solve problems” (p. 81). It is important to investigate the impact of the intercultural

transactions on children who get involved as interpreters for helping the communication

between Spanish-speaking parents and English-monolinguals in diverse social contexts.

Intercultural communication between immigrants and members of dominant or

mainstream groups, along with other external social factors, would affect immigrants'

adaptation to a new environment.

Spanish-speaking Mexican immigrants have experienced varying degrees of

acculturation, and they interact with other more acculturated English-speaking Mexican-

Americans and other groups from diverse countries of origin within the broad category of
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the Hispanic group. Some immigrant groups, at least first-generation ones, are likely to

change and adapt through processes of accommodation and acculturation without

assimilation (Gibson, 1993) and segmented assimilation (Portes and Zhou, 1993; Zhou,

1997).

Immigrants’ adaptation would depend upon the development of a variety of

survival strategies and world-views to deal with their perceptions of cultural differences,

socio-economic inequalities, and discrimination problems. For example, Ogbu (1993)

found that Central and South American immigrants tend to agree with the dominant

group’s folk theory of “getting ahead.” They “believe that in the United States they, too,

can get ahead through hard work, school success, and individual ability” (p. 96), which

explains why immigrant groups are more successful in school than involuntary

minorities. This author describes voluntary immigrants as people who “see the cultural

differences as barriers to be overcome in order to achieve their long-range goals of future

employment and not as markers of identity to be maintained” (p. 99).

Recent immigrants from Mexico have different views about cultural differences

and the maintenance of Mexican identity, which may be caused by diverse sources of

ideological influence upon them. The possibility of ideological influence from Mexican

Americans, in addition of the possible influence from the dominant Anglo-American

group upon recent Mexican immigrants, is an aspect that deserves attention and which I

explored in this dissertation.

It is important to explore how particular intercultural transactions between social

groups, and between sub-groups within the same group, are sources of ideological
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influence that affect immigrant parents’ ways of thinking and practices for maintaining

language and preserving the cultural group identity as Hispanics, despite the within-group

differences. Matute-Bianchi (1991) discusses the cultural heterogeneity within the

Mexican-descent students and proposes five major categories to identify subgroups

within this group: (1) recent Mexican immigrants, (2) Mexican-oriented [immigrants], (3)

Mexican-American, (4) Chicano and (5) Cholo. According to this typology, Mexican-

immigrant students are constituted by two sub groups: children from recent immigrants

who have arrived within the last three to five years, and Mexican-oriented students “who

tend to be bilingual and whose parents are Mexican-born immigrants. They see

themselves differently from the recent immigrant and have received most of their

schooling in the United States.

The ideological dimension of intercultural transactions between social groups

(and between subgroups as well) is an important aspect in research on the reproduction of

ideologies at the micro-level of sociocultural context. The study of the role of immigrant

parents in the education and socialization of their children, as addressed in this

dissertation, responds to my interest in research on the reproduction of ideologies and on

the theory of social reproduction in general. The next section expands the discussion to

include other works related to the education of Hispanic children, especially works about

language and literacy that focus on the issue of biliteracy.

Language, Literacy and Biliteracy

The relevance of the notion that motivation generally precedes activity to the
special difficulties that the child encounters in the mastery of the written speech is
not limited to the ontogenetic domain. Every conversation and phrase is preceded
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by speech motive. This motive is the source of affective inducements and needs
that feed the activity. With every moment, the situation that is inherent in oral
speech creates the motivation for each turn of speech; it creates the motivation for
each segment of conversation or dialogue. The need for something produces the
request. The question creates the answer. The expression brings the retort and the
failure to understand—the clarification. A multitude of similar relationships
between speech and motive are fully determined by the situation inherent in real
oral speech. (Vygotsky, 1934/1987, p. 203).

Vygotsky (1934/1987) brings up the relevance of the notion of motivation in relation to

written language, and suggests here the importance of having a motive for

communication, for the purpose of using either oral or written language. In other words,

he suggests that we must look for the source of children’s motivation for reading and

writing in the particular circumstances of social interactions that require the use of

language for communication in everyday life. After all, written language is language in

the first place. Therefore researchers on language issues could justifiably include issues

of literacy and biliteracy within the scope of a research project with a particular interest

in language choice and other language use and learning issues. Conversely, the same is

true for research on literacy and biliteracy, which would include within its scope oral

language acquisition or language loss. In this dissertation, for example, language choice

in reading events at home and its relation to the problem of motivation for the

development of literacy and biliteracy were both within the scope of this research.

Language choice refers to the disposition and decision to use a particular language, to

which the participant in this study refers to as ‘the language,’ meaning either the

immigrant’s mother tongue or the ‘national language’ of the country where the immigrant

is living.
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Literacy researchers cannot overlook the interplay of diverse factors, such as the

interconnection between children’s language choices and parents’ discourses on language

(and underlying language ideologies) when they are engaged in socialization practices

and assisting or teaching their children to read and write at home. For example, biliteracy

development may or may not be enhanced by the interplay of the following factors:

children’s language choice when they pick up and read a dual-language book, language

choice for talking about children’s books, how parents attempt to influence children’s

motivation for learning to speak, read and write a particular language.

Researchers of the ideological aspects of literacy instruction in two languages also

need to question and examine the theories upon which their research is based. For

example, some research on the education of language minorities contains assumptions

based on low expectations and deficit models, as mentioned above. All these themes

which are related to underlying assumptions in research on literacy and biliteracy are part

of the ideological dimension of language in general, at least within the sociocultural and

political context of United States. Therefore, these themes fall within the scope of this

dissertation.

The issue of biliteracy is a major concern in this dissertation, as expressed in my

main research question: How do parents collaborate with and attempt to influence

children regarding their motivation for learning to read and write in two languages?

Related to this question is the question of how the home environment (in general) would

influence children’s learning about the written language, particularly when Hispanic

parents become involved in the education of their children. The research question, as it
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was formulated here, reveals my concern with the issue of motivation and my interest in

establishing whether participant parents are interested in the goal of biliteracy. I am

concerned with how parents attempt to influence their children, including their intentional

or goal-oriented actions to affect children’s motivation to read and write two languages

(rather than just one language) within the home context.

The goal of biliteracy is typically a central aspect of the curriculum in dual-

language programs, therefore it is important for teachers in such programs to understand

the factors that either facilitate or constrain literacy in English and Spanish. In contrast,

biliteracy, especially the Spanish literacy developed by many children in Hispanic homes,

is a cultural resource typically ignored by non-bilingual schools, which use English to

instruct Spanish-speaking students in all academic matters. The lack of interest in

developing biliteracy has to be viewed within the context of educational and language

policies that privilege English literacy. They policies disregard the value of biliteracy in

schools serving English language learners as a strategy for delegitimizing the use of

Spanish as a medium for instruction and bilingual education in public schools. The lack

of interest in biliteracy, therefore, is linked to the ideological belief that Spanish should

not be used and learned in public schools, a belief that is promoted by legislation that

intends to eliminate bilingual education and by legislation for declaring English as the

official language.

In a study of biliteracy in a two-way bilingual immersion school in San Antonio,

Texas, Pérez (2004) documented how parents of Mexican origin in that school voiced

concerns and opinions for and against the bilingual immersion model. This author
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explains that “when the program was under considerable pressure, the parents mobilized,

organized, and made educated and emotional presentations to the superintendent and task

group of the school board” (p. 61). Findings showed that “parents’ support or opposition

did not appear to divide along language competency or Mexicano/Mexican American

lines” (p. 46), but rather appear to be based on their particular lived experiences.

Therefore, a Mexican-American mother supported the program because her children

would have the advantage of becoming biliterate, which she did not have, while another

English-speaking parent voiced her concern about not being able to help her child with

her homework in Spanish.

Research on literacy has provided insights about literacy development in general

that would apply to the issue of biliteracy. Many studies have demonstrated how children

learn about the written language and the uses of print through literacy events at home,

even before entering school (Ferreiro, 1991; Ferreiro and Teberosky, 1979; Heath, 1983;

Taylor, 1983). The traditional view of literacy instruction assumes that learning to read

and write is simply a matter of teaching about language by focusing on skills that are

supposed to be acquired in schools, including the sound-letter correspondence. Rejecting

this traditional approach, Ferreiro (1991) argues that children growing up in

environments surrounded by print begin literacy development before school as they

“construct tentative ‘theories’ that help them to absorb but also to reject information” (p.

160) about the alphabetic written system.

Ferreiro and Teberosky’s (1979) research on literacy of preschool-age children,

which has challenged the common assumption that a child starts from zero when he or
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she comes to school (p. 280), have implications for educational policies addressed to

Hispanic children. In contrast, many studies in United States about Hispanic children and

their families, for example, assume that Spanish-speaking immigrants are illiterate

because they do not know how to read English, overlooking the fact that they are literate

in Spanish.

In deficit-model research, Hispanic students and their parents are often compared

to mainstream students (e.g. non-Hispanic White middle class) and other non-Hispanic

groups. The pervasive interest in comparing Hispanic students and mainstream white

middle class or mainstream groups has been criticized as a bias of studies oriented by the

deficit-model paradigm (Torres-Guzmán, 1995). Another assumption in the deficit-model

paradigm is that Hispanic parents are responsible for the academic failure of their

children because they typically show limited involvement in school matters regarding

English language acquisition and literacy.

The result of such assumptions is that literacy in Spanish is not capitalized as a

resource for learning English, as suggested by the transference theory. Moreover, such

deficit-model research may overlook the role of parents in informal education processes

and other social practices that support literacy development, examining just the kind of

activities which fit the criteria to determine parental involvement as defined by the school

and the middle-class ways of thinking about such matter. The result all these assumptions

researchers, policy-makers, and teachers may overlook the role of parents in informal

education processes and other social practices that support literacy development,

particularly the biliteracy in Spanish and English.
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The combination of a sociocultural approach with a critical perspective on

language and literacy issues provides a framework for challenging both the deficit model

in educational research, and the English-only paradigm in literacy research. The two

paradigms overlook the value of acquiring Spanish literacy with a goal toward biliteracy

development. Therefore, from a sociocultural perspective, research on literacy explores

how Spanish is considered a cultural resource or tool for developing literacy in English

and learning other academic matters in the education of Spanish-speaking children.

From a critical perspective, I believe that we need to investigate the sociocultural

and ideological dimensions of language and literacy in the education of Hispanic students

and other minority groups. Instead of assuming that the acquisition of language and

literacy are neutral phenomena, this critical perspective challenges the very conception of

culture as something that is homogeneous, coherent, and stable. As Holland, Lachiotte,

Skinner, and Cain (1998) say: “Accounts of culture that ignore the importance of social

position surreptitiously participate in the silencing of those who lack privilege and

power” (p. 25).

In order to address issues of power, privilege, and ideology in research on

language and literacy, it is necessary to use appropriate methods, such as critical

discourse analysis. The theoretical framework of this dissertation presented so far

included a discussion on theoretical aspects of critical discourse analysis. In Chapter 6, I

will discuss the methods used in this dissertation, especially the theoretical approaches to

critical discourse analysis.
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CHAPTER 6

METHODS

In this sense it can be said that each person is to some degree a measure of the
society, or rather, a class, to which he belongs, for the whole totality of social
relationships is reflected in him. … We must reconquer the right for psychology
to examine what is special, the individual as a microcosm, as a type, as an
expression or measure of the society. But about this we must only speak when we
are face to face with causal psychology. (Vygotsky, 1927/1997, p. 317)

Vygotsky (1927/1997) suggests the link between mental phenomena and social

class as he proposes to approach the study of “the individual as a microcosm” and

explains that “the whole totality of social relationships is reflected in him” (p. 317). This

proposition is in accordance with the principle of materialistic-social determinism in

causal psychology that oriented his research on the development of concepts and higher

psychological functions in general. Moreover, in his discussion about the evolution of

ideas in psychology as a scientific discipline, Vygotsky suggests that an idea might

develop into a worldview (i.e., ideology) linked to a particular class interest, that is, it

would become an idea linked to a class ideology.

The social origin of ideas is fundamental principle of Vygotsky’s methodology in

psychology, which I adopted in my dissertation to examine the Hispanic parents’

discourses. The term methodology is used here in the broad sense, as used by Vygotsky

(1927/1997), referring to “the correct formation of principles” guiding an investigation,

not in a narrow sense of the selection of a “technical device” (p. 310) or specific

procedures for deductive or analytical methods. In this sense, Vygotsky influenced the

methodology used for investigating ideological aspects of social phenomena, specifically
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the method I chose to examine the interview transcripts: critical discourse analysis

(CDA).

Social determinism is a central concept in Vygotsky’s (1934/1986) cultural-

historical theory, which emphasizes the influence of social factors over biological factors

in human development. Vygotsky refers to his version of social determinism when he

advocates for causal psychology, which seeks causal explanations for psychological

phenomena. Appropriating a metaphor used by Goethe, Vygotsky describes this social

deterministic approach as an inquiry process of “historical understanding” characterized

as the “ascension from the effect to the cause” (p. 42).

In the present study, I searched for causal explanations of social and

psychological phenomena, following Vygotsky’s notion of social determinism, looking at

concepts and beliefs as possible effects of the discourses of other members of groups

engaged in social practices. I focus on the relation of cause and effect between beliefs

about the social world and discourses in everyday social practices of Hispanic families. It

is pertinent to remind the reader that Vygotsky’s (1934/1987) notion of determinism is

different from Piaget’s social determinism in his understanding of process of

socialization of child’s thinking, where the social is viewed as something standing

outside of a child. Vygotsky’s notion of social determinism is also different from

mechanistic views of materialistic-social determinism in some orthodox versions in

Marxian tradition, as discussed in the previous chapter.

Vygotsky (1934/1987) points out the significance of the social situation and social

functions of language, which a child begins to acquire at early age, pointing out that “the
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process through which the child learns speech is social from start to finish” (p. 90). This

version of determinism is compatible with constructivist accounts of children’s learning

processes, which portray children as active participants engaged in the learning process

and negotiation of meanings in social interactions, or which emphasize issues of human

agency.

In my inquiry into ideological aspects of discourses and socialization practices of

Hispanic families, I looked for methods that would be compatible with the sociocultural

approach to ideology proposed in this dissertation. These methods are oriented by the

aforementioned principle of the social origin of the ideas and other Vygotskian

principles, such as the semiotic mediation of language in cognitive development. I took

into account the work of scholars who have paid greater attention to the theory of

ideology and have addressed the problem of the relationship between ideology and

discourse. Those scholars bring examples of detailed textual analysis in their versions of

discourse analysis, which provide inquiry tools used in this study to understand

ideological dimensions of social life (Fairclough 2003; van Dijk, 1998).

Research Design and Procedures

I decided to use a qualitative research approach, specifically a case study

approach combined with critical discourse analysis. These combined methods allow me

to develop a detailed analysis of participant parents’ discourses and narratives describing

past events and social interactions. Both methods are suitable, especially when they are

combined, for addressing the problem of ideology in this inquiry.
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Discourses, as expressed in interview transcripts, are sources of clues for

understanding not only social interactions at the micro social level, but beyond them,

their connection with social structures at the macro level. In this chapter, I will present an

overview of the research design, including a description of the context for the study and

the participants. I will also describe the qualitative method and procedures in data

collection and analysis, with particular attention to my use of Critical Discourse Analysis.

The data for this study comes from interviews I conducted with Hispanic parents through

home visits to 12 Hispanic families in two different geographical areas, 10 families in the

Midwest and two families in the Southwest of U.S., conducting in total 36 interviews.

Selection of Participant Families and Research Site

In the academic years 1996-97 and 1997-98, I conducted research on parent

beliefs and language ideologies as part of the coursework in the doctoral program, which

included visiting homes of children of Hispanic immigrants to conduct in-depth

interviews. These research experiences motivated me to continue research on these issues

and to revise and improve the interview instrument designed for the first case study (pilot

study, Fall 1997), in which I conducted three in-depth interviews with immigrant parents

in each family. These research experiences included observations of the interaction

between parents and children during the home visits. I selected two families in Arizona as

case studies, which are presented in this dissertation along with other 10 families selected

as participants in the Iowa sample. In the academic year 2000-01, I conducted three

interviews with parents in each family (sometimes interviews with both parents together),

conducting a total of 30 interviews.
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The sampling was nonprobabilistic and purposive in both research sites, and I

used the “typical sample” strategy as defined by Merriam (1998, pp. 60-62). First, in each

context I searched for a school as a typical setting where children of Mexican-descent

children and Hispanic immigrant parents were likely to be found. Regarding the sampling

procedures in Arizona, through personal contacts I was able to gain introductions to

teachers of primary classrooms in a bilingual (dual-language) school, referred to here by

the pseudonym Nopal Bilingual School. Eventually, the teachers introduced me to some

immigrant parents visiting the school. I invited two families to participate, and they

accepted. I interviewed these Hispanic parents and invited their children to join the

conversation. These interviews yielded much information on Hispanic parents’ language

ideologies in the Southwest, and they constituted important data in this dissertation for

making a comparison with parents’ beliefs and experiences in Iowa.

The sampling procedures in Iowa and the way in which I gained access to a

typical setting were very similar to my experiences in Arizona. In 2001, I was a Visiting

Scholar at the University of Iowa, Iowa City, and I was invited by Dr. Kathryn Whitmore

to participate as a bilingual Research Assistant in a study on schooling and the creation of

community in multicultural contexts. The focus of that study was on after-school literacy

activities in which parents on minority students where invited to participate. These

children are called ‘minority’ students not only because they have a common Hispanic

background, but also because they were numerically a minority in the school,

overwhelmingly outnumbered by White, European-American students, as in most school

districts in Iowa City. Hereafter I will refer to the school by the pseudonym Midwestern
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ESL School.

The school provided classes only in English, but it had an ESL program (English

as Second Language) that offered special help to students classified as English language

learners, who were mostly Mexican-descent immigrants struggling to learn English at

school. Indeed, the after school literacy activities were bilingual. This after-school

program offered an opportunity to Spanish-speaking parents to use Spanish in these

activities, since one of the teachers was bilingual and served as interpreter for the

English-monolingual teacher in teacher-parent conferences. The activities in the after-

school program were organized by classroom teachers with the collaboration of the

university professor. As part of that study, I videotaped some of these after-school

activities and interviewed Hispanic parents. In addition to addressing issues related to the

focus of that study, I was given the opportunity to include questions related to my interest

on Hispanic parents’ language ideologies.

For this dissertation, I chose interviews with families who had children in primary

grades and who had as a common characteristic that at least one parent was a Hispanic,

Spanish-speaking immigrant. However, families presented variation regarding other

characteristics such as time living in the United States, immigrant status, citizenship,

occupation, and other sociocultural characteristics. Interviewed parents were mostly

immigrants from Mexico, with the exception of parents in one immigrant family who

were born and raised in another Latin America country. Eight out of ten families in Iowa

selected as case studies lived in the same community, which is known as Las Trailas

.
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The Ethnographic Interview: A Phenomenological Approach

The ethnographic interview, as defined by Rossman and Rallis (1998), is a

specialized form of in-depth interviewing that “elicits the cognitive structures guiding

participants’ world-views” (p. 132). This kind of in-depth interview typically uses an

“interview guide approach” (p. 124). The ethnographic interview approach was

considered useful in this study for the purpose of encouraging parents to talk about their

lived experiences and produce narratives and discourse with their “cultural knowledge”

(Rossman and Rallis, 1998, p. 132) and “cultural models” (Gee, 1992).

Ethnographic interviews allowed me to collect information such as personal

histories of family members, narratives about specific events that showed language

socialization practices and persuasion attempts aimed at influencing their children, and

information about other relevant topics such as ethnic relations. In the next section, I

describe the methods for data analysis. I follow a qualitative research approach and use

critical discourse analysis in order to elicit beliefs and opinions enacted in parents’

discourses about relevant issues, such as bilingual education and cultural identity issues.

In the ethnographic interview, the interviewees knew (i.e., took for granted) that

the interviewer was Hispanic like them and that they, the interviewees and the

interviewer, shared a common cultural background. These common characteristics helped

establish rapport and effective communication during interviews conducted in Spanish,

the language preferred by all participants (with one exception, a mother in Tucson who

used both Spanish and English).
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This ethnographic interview is a naturalistic interview in the sense that it

resembles an informal conversation (plática, in Spanish). In this kind of naturalistic

interview, the interviewer poses questions or makes comments that address topics that the

interviewee has just brought up, as typically happens in informal conversations.

Therefore, the interview instrument consisted of a list of guided questions, to which I

adhered loosely, instead of posing questions in the same order that they appeared on the

list. (See examples of questions in Appendix A). This flexibility allowed topic changes

by the interviewee and even moments of casual conversation about topics that did not

seem relevant. The interviewer typically encouraged each participant to elaborate and

bring up concrete examples, which often turned out to be stories about their lived

experiences or stories they heard from others.

The design of an interviewing instrument for data collection was influenced by

Seidman (1991), who makes practical suggestions for in-depth, phenomenological

interviewing. The instrument was appropriate for the semi-structured character of this

kind of in-depth interview, which Seidman calls ‘phenomenological’ in the sense that it

typically focuses on the personal life history from past to present experiences, and may

even include how the interviewee envisions the future.

I visited each Iowa family three times, for a total of 30 interviews between July

and September 2001. Conducting three interviews instead of just one enabled me to

address my research interests and provided me with more opportunities to find children at

home and observe the interactions between parents and children. In the second interview

with each family I usually invited children to read a picture book (which I provided) and
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encouraged them to talk about its content, intending to address relevant topics such as

experiences of immigrant children in the story (see Appendix B for information about

storybooks used in this research). During the third interview with each family, I usually

invited parents to read and talk about news related to selected topics, providing

documents to be read, such as news about debates about declaring English the official

language in the state and about a similar measure approved in Marshall County in Iowa

(which is not the county where the interviewees lived).

Data Collection Procedures

The main sources of data in this study were the 32 in-depth interviews with

parents in their homes, which served for collecting audioptapes, transcripts, and field

notes about ten families in Iowa and two in Arizona. The interviews were recorded with

the written consent of interviewed parents. As secondary sources of data, I gathered

official documents from the school districts, newspapers, information from the Census,

and other documents with relevant information about the school settings and the broader

social contexts. These included demographic information (ethnic composition) about

schools, documents about official-English campaign, and newspaper articles in Spanish

and English about the Hispanic (or Latino) population, immigration, bilingual education,

and other language issues.

All parents spoke only Spanish during the interview, except for a few bilingual

parents who sometimes codeswitched to English. On some occasions the phone rang and

was answered by children, who began with greetings in Spanish and often used two

languages, which helped me to broach the topic of language choice and children’s role as
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translators in these homes. Throughout this process I collected parents’ narratives, which

included anecdotes about their migration history, family life, daily routines, parental

involvement in education, family literacy events, patterns of language use at home and

other lived experiences, as well as statements expressing their opinions about bilingual

education and other language issues. I brought some newspaper articles about the Official

English and bilingual education issues, some of then translated from English to Spanish

and encouraged parents to read and talk about these news (e.g., Hupp and Clayworth,

2000; Okamoto, 2002).

On the basis of the assumption that a family is not merely a group of individuals,

but a social institution typically involved in the socialization of children and their social

adaptation within a sociocultural environment, I also paid attention to children’s voices

and to the whole family. When possible, I conducted joint interviews with both parents

and asked them to invite their children to join us if they were present. The participation of

children was encouraged in order to stimulate the conversation between parent and

children about family events, especially those which were relevant themes for the study.

The conversations among parents and children within the interview allowed me to

observe family interactions and communication. Therefore, the participation of both

parents, as well as of their children, facilitated the process of exploring their diverse

perspectives on particular themes related to the socialization of children, children’s

language choice, and concerns about children’s motivation for learning to read and write

in two languages.
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Data Analysis: Qualitative Approach and Critical Discourse Analysis

Analysis of data combined procedures of a qualitative research approach and

critical discourse analysis, since CDA allowed a closer look at the transcripts in a more

advanced stage of data analysis, as explained below. In this section, I will describe the

qualitative research approach and how this qualitative analysis was enriched by applying

a critical discourse analysis approach.

Following Denzin (1989), Merriam (1998), Strauss and Corbin (1994), and

Seidman (1991), the qualitative research approach was initiated with preliminary

interpretations and analysis throughout the processes of transcription of audiotapes.

Through these preliminary analyses it was possible to identify some fragments of

transcripts containing rich data with relevance and potential usefulness for answering the

research questions and for crafting the profiles of immigrant parents and their families.

Later, I selected excerpts of transcripts for a more systematic textual analysis using a

CDA approach, which will be described in detail the next section.

The first step in the process of data analysis was the coding process, which pays

close attention to words that parents used in conversation. Some parents’ words became

initial categories in the coding system. As the process of making sense of parents’ words

continued, I revised the initial categories to construct other categories on a more abstract

level, intending to find new categories that would represent the worldview of the

interviewee. For example, the category Spanish-identity link was a quite abstract

category used to classify expressions at a more concrete level such as “proud of my

culture.” Spanish-identity link is the abstract level category that represents a particular
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core belief about the importance of Spanish for identity. This category served to identify

certain fragments of transcripts for a more detailed textual analysis, because these

fragments contain expressions related to the research questions of the study.

The coding process involved reading and interpreting each transcript many times,

identifying categories and topics that seemed most relevant for answering the research

questions. Second, I selected those parts of the transcripts (fragments of transcripts) with

parents’ stories and arguments containing topics and propositions that seemed most

relevant for answering the research questions. Third, following van Dijk and Fairclough,

I continued with a detailed examination of those fragments of transcripts through a

critical discourse analysis approach, making inferences about parents’ beliefs and

propositions, as presented in a list of propositions. Later, each list of propositions was

compared with the other lists of propositions representing shared beliefs of the

participants interviewed in Tucson and Iowa.

The coding process of the study was influenced by Glasser and Strauss’ (1967)

approach to data analysis in qualitative research, known as the constant comparative

method and grounded theory approach. According to this approach, the researcher creates

categories while trying to make sense of data, beginning with initial categories that would

be revised and may change throughout a continuous process of data analysis (Glasser and

Strauss, 1967; Strauss and Corbin, 1994). The general method of constant comparative

analysis for matching theory against incoming data is described by Strauss and Corbin

(1994) as follows:

Grounded theory is a general methodology for developing theory that is grounded
in data systematically gathered and analyzed. Theory evolves during actual
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research, and it does this through continuous interplay between analysis and data
collection (p. 273). ... In this methodology, theory may be generated from the
data, or, if existing (grounded) theories seem appropriate to the area of
investigation, then these may be elaborated and modified as incoming data are
meticulously played against them (p. 273).

Following a qualitative methods approach for data analysis, the analysis of interview

transcripts began with coding each text (transcript), identifying topics in the content that

arise from the reading and interpretation of transcripts, and identifying parts of the

transcripts (hereafter called selected excerpts of transcripts) containing information that

seemed more relevant for addressing the research questions of this study. After this initial

phase of coding, I conducted a detailed textual analysis of selected excerpts of transcripts

through a critical discourse analysis approach. Nud-ist Vivo software for qualitative

research was used for data management and analysis. Nud-ist Vivo facilitated the coding

process, as the use of this software does not impede the revision of categories.

The categories that emerged from this coding process include categories

addressing explicit and implicit themes brought by interviewer’s questions as well as

interviewee’s responses, which generally seemed relevant to answer the three research

questions orienting this study. However, a systematic analysis was necessary in order to

examine not only what was explicit in the interviewee’s assertions, but also what was

unsaid, that is, what remained implicit or subtly suggested. For this systematic analysis,

CDA was used to uncover the ideologies underlying parents’ discourses, particularly the

language ideologies, and show how parents’ ideological discourses were used in language

socialization. I will explain below some aspects of the CDA method used for this phase

of systematic analysis in this qualitative study.
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Contextualizing in Qualitative Analysis

Contextualizing, according to Denzin (1989), consists of locating “the

phenomenon in the personal biographies and social environments of the persons being

studied” (p. 60). Therefore, it is necessary to describe the broader historical-sociocultural

context, as well as the more immediate social environment, personal history, and the

everyday social interactions of participant parents. This information will help the reader

make sense of the participant’s narratives, their discourses, and the data analyses in the

chapters presenting the findings of the study.

Contextualization is a fundamental aspect of Denzin’s (1989) interpretative

interactionism approach. He defines this approach as “the attempt to make the world of

problematic lived experience of ordinary people directly available to the reader” (p. 7).

Although interpretative interactionism has as a central feature the “thick descriptions” of

personal lived experiences of individuals, this approach does not claim to study

phenomena and lived experiences in isolation from the broader historical-sociocultural

context. On the contrary, Denzin advocates the use of the progressive-regressive method,

which “seeks to situate and understand a particular class of subjects within a given

historical moment” (p. 21). This method is congruent with CDA approach presented in

the next section. Below, I describe the social context and general characteristics of

Hispanic families in Arizona and Iowa.

Participant Families in Arizona: Barrio Nopal

Two participants presented as case studies lived in Barrio Nopal, which is a long-

standing Mexican community located near Tucson, Arizona. Tucson has other residential
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areas that may be called Mexican communities, due to a large number of Mexican-

descent immigrant families. The city receives a continuous influx of Latin American

migrants from Mexico, mostly from Nogales and other small towns in the region of

Sonora. However, many people who cross the US-Mexico border come from remote

areas in Mexico and even from Central American countries, looking for jobs in

agricultural, restaurants, construction, and other working-class jobs.

Tucson, which has been called a borderlands city (Martínez, 1994), is located in

the Southwest of United States about 80 miles from the US-Mexico border and thus

relatively close to Nogales, Mexico. According to the classificatory schema for

borderlands people proposed by Martínez (1994), although both cities (Tucson and

Nogales) are separated by the border, they are part of a sub-region of Sonora, which in

turn is part of a broader region called the US-Mexico borderlands. Following is a brief

description of each family.

The Acosta family. Mrs. and Mr. Acosta were born in Magdalena, a small town in Sonora,

Mexico. At the time of the interview, Mrs. Acosta had lived in US for 12 years and Mr.

Acosta for seven. All their children were born in Tucson. Mr. Acosta came as migrant

worker later looking for family reunification and better work opportunities. The focus

child in this family is Diana, a 9-year-old girl. During the interviews, Mr. Acosta told

anecdotes about the hardships of his experiences as a working-class immigrant in US,

employed as construction worker (ceilings), which contrasts with his white-collar job he

had previously in Mexico.
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The Batista family. Mrs. Batista, like her husband, is a recent immigrant of Mexican

origin. Both parents were born and raised in a small town in rural Mexico, relatively

close to the border, thus they have lived in the borderlands, first in Sonora, in the north of

Mexico, and now in the southwest of US. Mrs. Batista migrated looking for improvement

of the economic situation, “para progresar la familia” (to progress, for the family),

concerned about their children. After crossing the border, they found themselves within a

very different social-cultural context where the common language is English, which they

did not understand very well, and they found different lifestyles. Mrs. Batista described

the small Mexican town where they come from as an environment where the children feel

free and safe, admitting with nostalgia that lifestyle and life was better there than in US,

except for the fact that the economic situation was worse in Mexico. Isabela, an eight

year old girl, was the focal child n the study.

Participant Families in Iowa: Las Trailas

Iowa City is not a borderland city, since it is located in the Midwest far away

from the US-Mexico border. According to the 2000 Census3, the population of Iowa City

was predominantly White, similarly to the population of the state (93 % white). The

Hispanic population in Iowa is relatively small but has been rapidly growing in Iowa city,

although not as much as in Muscatine County, where it increased 71.5 % from 2000 in

1990 to 2, 900 to 4, 973 in 2000 census. Las Trailas (a pseudonym), which is a low-

income neighborhood nearby Iowa City, has a relatively large number of Hispanic

immigrants. In the year 2,000 the government had a campaign for recruiting immigrant

3 The US 2000 census; The Gazette, Iowa City, Aug. 17, 2001, p. 10B
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workers for agricultural and meat-processing jobs (the latter are commonly known as

meat-cutters), thus the Mexicans and other Hispanics may be considered participants in a

sort of guest workers program of Iowa. A brief portray of the families follows. The years

living in US refers to the time living here when the interview was conducted.

The Santiago family. Mr. Santiago was born in Mexico and had lived in US for 16 years

(by the time of the interview). He migrated at age 22 from Chihuahua. At the time of the

study he was a construction worker and his job required to be traveling back and forth

between Iowa and Texas. Mrs. Santiago was born in the US, having mixed ancestry:

Hispanic mother and Anglo father. Mr. and Mrs. Santiago had six children born in US.

The focal child from this family in the study is Juanita, a Hispanic girl who reminded me

the plot of the story described in a children’s picture book: Pepita talks twice/Pepita habla

dos veces (Lachtman, 1995). Juanita, like the main character of that story, abandoned the

use of Spanish.

The Torres family. Mrs. Torres has been living for 10 years in US and Mr. Torres for 12

years. He has received university education at the undergraduate level in Mexico which

allowed him to get a better job in a agricultural company and he has been a migrant

worker who goes back and forth between Iowa and Texas, like his brother (Mr. Santiago,

in previous case study) does, who also lives in the same neighborhood in Iowa. The focal

child is called Ignacio. This child was born in US, close to Mexico border, and has been

receiving education alternately in Iowa (in English) and Texas (in bilingual school), so he

is bilingual.
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The Laguna family. Mrs. Laguna is a 30-year-old immigrant who moved from California

to Iowa in 1990 after 10 years of living in US. She was born in Michoacán, and raised in

Jalisco, Mexico, which she described as a rural and poor town. At the time of arrival she

was a single mother who came alone, leaving his son to the care of her mother (son’s

maternal grandmother). At the age of 20, she migrated from Mexico to Los Angeles, to

work at agricultural fields, where she met her current husband. They have four children

born in Los Angeles, California and one child born in Iowa. Mr. Laguna, who has the

same age of his spouse, migrated in 1986 at the age of 16, becoming a legal migrant in

1988.

The Maldonado family. This Hispanic family can be described as a borderland family,

using Martínez’s (1994) term. Mr. Maldonado, the father of focal child Berta, is a young

man, 26 years old, who self-identified as Texan and said that he speaks what he calls

“Tex-Mex Spanish.” He was born and raised in Texas and his mother born in US but

raised in Mexico until age 8, near 20 (18) years in US, in the borderlands of Texas. On

the other hand, Mrs. Maldonado, same age (26), identifies herself as Mexicana. She is a

child of Mexican migrant workers in the borderlands, who were residing in the Mexican

side of borderlands of Texas to work in agricultural labor. All children were born in US.

The Navarro family. This is a recent-immigrant family: both parents living for 3 years in

US, moving directly to Iowa. Both parents are 36 years old and their older child was born

in Colombia. Mrs. Navarro was formerly a lawyer in Bogota, Colombia, while Mr.

Navarro was a construction worker in country of origin. In contrast, the jobs they found
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in Iowa were at McDonald fast-food restaurants. Mrs. Navarro has attended English

classes which helped her to learn that language and has been actively involved in school

activities serving as translator to help other Spanish-speaking parents, distinguishing also

as a leader in her neighborhood.

The Ortega family. Mrs. Ortega is a recent immigrant who migrated alone five years ago

from the borderlands of Tijuana, Mexico. At that time she had two boys, who now have 8

and 7 years, and later was born her third child, a boy born in US who currently has 4

years old. She met Mr. Ortega, 46 years old when they both were working in

sales/marketing business of phone products, and married to him. The focal child is

Fernando, the second of three boys, who were living with their mother and stepfather.

The Palacios family. Mrs. Palacios was 29 years old and had one year living in Iowa,

after migrating from Mexico. She married Mr. Palacios, 44 years old, who was a migrant

worker in agricultural fields in Texas. Previously she was a commuter, crossing the

border to work in Texas. She was born in Mexico in a small town near the border, at the

Mexican side. It took her one hour to reach to the workplace in Texas, at the other side of

the border, which also was close to New Mexico border. They moved to Iowa with three

children. The focal child is Gilberto, 9 years old.

The Quintero family. This is a family with recent immigrant parents, both born in

Mexico. Mr. Quintero came first to look for a working-class job, as construction worker.

He had been living 5 years in US, while Mrs. Quintero had one year in US at the time the

interviews were conducted. Mrs, Quintero. Their four children were born in Michoacán,
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Mexico. By the time of the study they were in 9th, 7th, 6th and 2nd grade, respectively. The

three older ones initiated their education in Mexico. The younger one is the focal child in

the study.

The Ramos family. Mr. and Mrs. Ramos are 31 and 24 years old, respectively, and they

were born in Guerrero, Mexico. Mr. Ramos migrated in 1999 and met his current spouse

who was a recent migrant at that time. They procreated three children, two of them born

in US, California. After living 9 years in California, they decided to move to Iowa where

they have been residing for one year (by the time of the interview). Mr. Ramos explained

that he decided to move to Iowa hoping that he would be able to learn English, but he still

has difficulty to understand his third language. Both parents belong to the same Indian

ethnic group and their first language is Nahua (Nahuatl), the language they usually use to

talk to each other. They also speak Spanish, which is their second language, and it is the

language they most often use to communicate with their children, although the mother is

still more fluent in Nahua than in English. Mr. Ramos made some expressions that

suggest that he encourages children to speak English, even when he does not understand

this language. The focal child is Ernesto, age 8, who was born in California.

The Uribe family. This is a recently-migrated family, since these parents have been living

just 5 years in US since their last migration. They had lived before in Iowa. Mr. Uribe is a

truck driver who usually is out of town for this reason. Mrs. Uribe was a former teacher

in Mexico who after migrating has been doing domestic jobs. They have two children

born in Iowa, US, a boy, age five and a girl, eleven. The focal child in this study is their
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daughter, who is in sixth grade. Mrs. Uribe reported that her daughter suffer very much

when she began her schooling in Iowa because she did not understand English. This child

was hit by another girl for not following the rules in a game.

Hispanic parents in United States, contrary to what many people assume, are not

necessarily Mexican-descent immigrants. As a matter of fact, when I visited schools in

Iowa and Arizona looking for potential participants in this study, some parents that I

interviewed identified themselves as Mexican American or Chicano and they cannot be

classified as immigrants. These parents are considered non-immigrants because they were

born in the United States and their ancestors came from Spain or were living under

Spanish colonization before Arizona became a state.

Applying and adapting Matute-Bianchi (1991) typology for classifying Mexican-

descent students, the interviewed parents in the study were mostly Mexican-oriented

immigrants rather than recent-immigrant parents (the latter category refers to recent

arrivals with less than five years living in US). The Mexican-oriented category refers to

Mexican-descent parents who typically live a Mexican lifestyle, have strong ties with

their relatives in Mexico, and self-identify as Mexicano, regardless of whether their place

of birth was Mexico or US. Regarding other categories in Matute-Bianchi typology,

Mexican American or Chicano parents were exceptional cases in the sample.

In order to adapt this typology to classify the participant families in this study, in

which both parents were living in the home but not necessarily they have migrated (i.e.,

may be non-immigrant, born in US) or have the same time living in US, I decided to use

the determinant criterion the data about the mother, who typically in a Mexican context
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(and other cultural contexts as well) has greater responsibility as caretaker of the children.

We can distinguish three types of Hispanic/Mexican-oriented families in this context,

according to the criteria of date of arrival of immigrant parents and familiarity with the

mainstream culture and lifestyle in US:

(1) recently-arrived Hispanic /Mexican-oriented families in which at least the

mother (or both parents) recently arrived, living less than 10 years in the US;

(2) more-acculturated Hispanic/ Mexican-oriented families, defined as those in

which at least the mother has been living between 10 years and 15 years in the

US;

(3) Hispanic/Mexican-oriented families in which at least the mother has lived for

more than 15 in US years or born here, so she is sufficiently familiar with the so-

called American way of life and may have a long-standing status as resident or

naturalized citizen.

The participant families which correspond to the latter type of family would be

considered exceptional families in comparison to the majority participant families

because there is a disparity or marked differences in the couple regarding cultural identity

and grade of acculturation. For example, the mother born and raised in the US who

describes herself as non-immigrant Mexican American, while the father is Mexican, first-

generation immigrant. Participant families presented as case studies in this dissertation

correspond to the three categories of Mexican-oriented family, with the exception of one

recent immigrant family from Colombia (see Table 8.1 for family typologies).
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After introducing the participant families, the next section addresses some

theoretical aspects of Critical Discourse Analysis and its application in this study.

Theoretical Aspects of Critical Discourse Analysis

Critical discourse analysis (CDA) was particularly useful for understanding

parents’ interpretations and representations of aspects of reality, including the

interpretation of the broader societal context as well as their actions and interactions in

social events within particular local settings. The use of this approach permitted me to

gain insights into the ways they used speech and to find cues about their everyday social

practices related to socialization of children and other phenomena that were relevant for

this study. In other words, CDA was an inquiry tool for investigating and understanding

social interactions within the family context as well as the local community, as described

by these parents during in-depth interviews. Following this approach to textual analysis, I

paid attention to utterances, acknowledging that parents’ choice of words would reflect

their particular worldviews. As Vygotsky (1934/1987) suggests,

Consciousness is reflected in the word like the sun is reflected in a droplet of
water. The word is a microcosm of consciousness, related to consciousness like a
living cell is related to an organism, like an atom is related to the cosmos. The
meaningful word is a microcosm of human consciousness. (p. 285)

Vygotsky suggests that we should look at the “meaningful” word, to capture its meaning

and the particular sense of that word within the context of the conversation. To elaborate

this discussion on methods, I will examine theoretical aspects of this CDA approach in

the next section, followed by a section in which I explain how I applied this approach to

make sense of data in the interview transcripts.
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Vygotsky (1934/1987) wrote many decades ago about “the various aspects of

reality represented in consciousness,” an idea which resembles the construction of social

reality used today by some scholars (Fairclough, 1992; van Dijk, 1998). In Vygotsky’s

(1934/1987) words:

There is now renewed interest in the material of thought (once the sole object of
investigation). It is becoming clear that functions [of thinking] depend on the
structure of that which is thought. Any act of thought must somehow establish a
connection between the various aspects of reality which are represented in
consciousness. The way that this reality is represented in consciousness cannot be
without some significance in determining the operations of thinking that will be
possible. (p. 237)

For Vygotsky, constructing representations of various aspects of reality in the mind (i.e.,

consciousness) involves thinking about what he calls the “connection” between aspects of

reality, or how a person would understand the relationship between phenomena in the

world (e.g., how a person would interpret social events or the social structure). Moreover,

Vygotsky (1934/1987) also points out elsewhere that thinking, specifically the

development of concepts, is mediated by social interactions. Social interaction is a central

aspect of his theory and methods in his approach to study the relationship between

thinking and speech (i.e., language, discourse). He argues that speech cannot be studied

separately from its communicative function in social interactions, thus this explains his

concern with “the analysis of the meaningful aspect of speech” (p. 47).

Fairclough (1992) presents similar ideas about the social construction of reality in

his use of the critical discourse analysis approach. He points out that text analysis (i.e.,

discourse analysis) provides cues about how participants are “constructing social reality”

(p. 169). Fairclough (1992), drawing on Halliday’s notion of the ideational function of
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language, emphasizes “the role of discourse in constituting, reproducing and restructuring

systems of knowledge and belief” (p. 169). It seems to me that this statement echoes

Vygotsky’s ideas about the relation between thinking and speech in his theory of the

development of concepts. Likewise, van Dijk (1998) points to the interconnection of

three elements in his notion of ideology: discourse, cognition, and society.

The representation of reality, which depends on processes of interpretation of

objective social conditions (e.g., either perception or denial of social problems), mediates

actions of people to and the effects of objective conditions, thus the latter does not

directly and solely affect people. Context model, a term used by van Dijk (1998), refers

precisely to aspects of reality “subjectively constructed by language users” in their minds,

thus, “it is not the context itself (whether or not it ‘exists’ objectively) that influences text

and talk, but rather the context models of language users” (p. 212). Discourse analysis

serves to investigate the effects of discourses in processes of construction of contexts

models and vice versa: how context models affect the production of discourses.

Following van Dijk, discourse analysis serves to examine, in a systematic way, what

people say, how they say it, and why. Discourse analysis interprets semantic contents,

and makes inferences about “strategies of conversations” the participants use to express

or conceal their beliefs in a specific context of social interactions (van Dijk, 1984, p.

154).

Fairclough’s (2003) and van Dijk’s (1998) works in critical discourse analysis

(henceforth CDA) as well as the work of other scholars such as Gee (1999) and Luke

(1989) contributed tools of inquiry used in the analysis of data in this dissertation. As Gee
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(1999) says, there is no “right” way, but many ways and different approaches to discourse

analysis. He suggests that it is not wrong to borrow from diverse approaches and combine

different theories and methods in order to develop “tools for inquiry” that fit the

particular issues under study (p. 5). The CDA approach can help elucidate parents’

beliefs and attitudes toward English and Spanish, and help identify the ideologies that

underlie the discourses that support or oppose the use of these languages as media for

instruction in school. CDA would serve to uncover the ideological influences from

diverse social groups that may affect parents’ beliefs and attitudes.

As I previously mentioned, Fairclough’s (2003) relational approach to text

analysis emphasizes intertextuality and interdiscursivity. This approach refers to the

analysis of the relations of one text (i.e., discourse) with other external texts and elements

of social events (p. 36). Drawing on Fairclough (1992), I pay special attention to reported

speech, which is the part of a text that corresponds to a moment in which people (parents

in this case) “report what others have said” (p. 107). People tend to quote the words of

others, especially when they tell stories during informal conversations and interviews.

This representation of other people’s words is also called represented discourse.

Fairclough considers that reported speech is a very important aspect of intertextuality that

has been overlooked in scholarly work. I found that paying close attention to

intertextuality and reported speech in the transcripts helped me to analyze ambiguities in

those texts. This relational approach brings issues of intertextuality and interdiscursivity

to the forefront of CDA (to be discussed below). Fairclough (2003) summarizes this

relational view of text as follows:
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We can distinguish the ‘external’ relations of texts and the ‘internal’ relations of
texts. Analysis of the ‘external’ relations of texts is analysis of their relations with
other elements of social events and, more abstractly, social practices and social
structures. Analysis of relations of texts to other elements of social events
includes analysis of how they figure in Actions, Identifications, and
Representations (the basis for differentiating the three major aspects of text
meaning). (p. 36).

Analysis of the internal relations of texts includes the analysis of a) semantic relations; b)

grammatical relations; c) vocabulary (or lexical relations); and d) phonological relations.

Analysis of external relations of texts includes “the relations between a text and other

(‘external’) texts, how elements of other texts are ‘intertextually’ incorporated and …

how the voices of others are incorporated” (p. 36).

It is pertinent to clarify how a particular approach to discourse analysis would be

critical rather than non-critical. According to van Dijk (1998), his work is critical “in the

sense of articulating an explicit position of scholarly dissent in relationships of societal

dominance and inequality” (p. 11). He suggests that this approach implies a

preoccupation about a “system of domination” (and resistance) and “ideologies that deny,

conceal, legitimate or monitor social inequality” (p. 11). Likewise, Luke’s (1989) critical

approach to the analysis of pedagogical texts implies a critique of dominant research

approaches. He complains about the “depoliticized character of applied psychology and

linguistics” (p. 74). Therefore, a critical perspective in the analysis of discourse would

follow Freire’s (1985) suggestion in his critical pedagogy approach: eliciting

(identifying) “the dominators’ cultural models” through a process he calls decodifying

representations (i.e., “reading” discourses) (p. 53).
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Discourse analysts who adopt a critical stance typically show great concern for

social problems, socioeconomic inequalities, and power relations between groups at the

macro-social level of analysis. To be critical in discourse analysis, therefore, is to pay

attention to power issues in social practices while doing the analysis of particular

instances of discourse (i.e., discourse as social practice). Contrary to non-critical

approaches to discourse, CDA seeks to investigate extra-linguistic phenomena, such as

power relations and social change.

Fairclough (1992) explains that CDA, contrary to non-critical approaches, strives

not only to describe discursive practices, but also to show “how discourse is shaped by

relations of power and ideologies, and the constructive effects discourse has upon social

identities, social relations and systems of knowledge and beliefs, neither of which is

normally apparent to discourse participants” (p. 12). Fairclough (2001) uses the term

critical in the sense of “aiming to show up connections which may be hidden from

people” (p. 4). Therefore, this kind of critical analysis seeks to uncover “the ideological

workings of language” (p. 2), or “the role of language in the exercise, maintenance and

change of power” (p. 10).

Gee (2004), in his discussion about what makes CDA critical, associates this

approach with a critical theory tradition in social analysis. He describes non-critical

approaches as follows: “Approaches to discourse analysis that avoid combining a model

of grammatical and textual analysis … with sociopolitical and critical theories of society

… are not forms of critical discourse analysis” (p. 20). Gee acknowledges that his version

of critical discourse analysis and Fairclough’s version are not incompatible, despite the
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differences regarding the linguistic theory underlying their respective approaches to

textual analysis.

Fairclough’s and van Dijk’s approaches to CDA are both appropriate. Their works

provide inquiry tools for exploring how parents’ accounts during the in-depth interviews

reveal possible ideological influences from groups and institutions at the macro level.

These influences are shaped by struggles between the dominant group(s) and dominated

(or oppressed) groups. The discourse analysis method in this dissertation focuses on

particular linguistic features and properties of discourse with potential usefulness for

investigating the ideological effects of discourse and other ideological processes.

Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) version of CDA distinguishes three dimensions of analysis: (a)

text analysis (e.g., vocabulary, grammar, cohesion, text structure); (b) analysis of

discursive practices (e.g., speech acts, action and interaction, coherence, intertextuality);

(c) analysis of social practices of which the discourse is part (including in this analysis

the attention to orders of discourse and ideology).

I find van Dijk’s (1984; 1998) approach to discourse and critical discourse

analysis also very useful for the purpose of analyzing what people say in face-to-face

communicative events such as in interviews, where they may use rhetorical strategies in

attempts to persuade, either to express their beliefs or conceal them. For example, in a

study about how majority group members talk about ethnic minority groups or foreigners

in the Netherlands, van Dijk (1984) examined features of discourse production that signal

peoples’ cognitive processes and beliefs in the expression of prejudice, and their

rhetorical strategies in conversations, including semantics and pragmatics moves.
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According to van Dijk’s (1998) approach to ideology and discourse, discourse

analysis would include examining “how discourse expresses or reproduces underlying

ideologies” (p. 193). There are diverse properties of discourse (i.e., diverse structures of

discourse) that discourse analysts can examine. These include graphical structures of

written and printed texts (e.g., in newspapers); the sound structures of talk (e.g., pitch,

volume, and intonation); structures of clauses and sentences (the syntax, e.g., active and

passive forms of sentences); the meaning structures (semantics, including attention to the

meaning of words, propositions, and macropropositions, as well as implicit or

presupposed meanings); and rhetorical structures or strategies (e.g., comparison,

metaphor, irony). The semantic “macrostructures” of discourse is an essential aspect of

discourse analysis, defined by van Dijk (1981) as follows:

A macro-structure is a theoretical construct, consisting of a hierarchical structure
of propositions. Predicates or propositions from this macro-structure abstractly
represent sets of sentences or propositions at the micro-level (sequence) of
discourse … Such macro-structures may be directly expressed in the discourse.
(p. 85)

However, as van Dijk points out, it is important to consider not only the property of

discourse mentioned above (e.g. intonation, semantic relations between two clauses, and

other grammatical features of text). One must also consider the dimension of action and

the social implications of speech acts. For example, I am interested in understanding how

people use discourses in everyday family activities and the effects of those discourses in

the reproduction of ideologies. Therefore, I need to examine how speech acts provide

cues for understanding the social conditions of participants in this study, especially their

social practices, social relations, and interaction strategies used in such practices.
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Attention to the relations between discourse and social practices, and the idea that

discourse is an essential component of social practice, accords with Fairclough's version

of critical discourse analysis. Thus, in relations of dominance and inequality, van Dijk

(1998) says, “the ideological control of social practices directly impinges on speech acts,

for example, when whites of equal social position feel entitled to give orders to a black

person, or when men threaten women” (p. 209).

There are some differences between van Dijk’s and Fairclough’s approaches and

terms they use. As I explained above, van Dijk is more concerned with the study of the

underlying cognitive processes and conversational strategies, and with the study of how

discourses are used to express and reproduce underlying ideologies. Fairclough uses and

defines the terms discourse and text differently from van Dijk. Fairclough (2003) says

that “discourses” refers to “different ways of representing aspects of the world -- the

processes, relations and structures of the material world, the ‘mental world’ of thoughts,

feelings, beliefs and so forth, and the social world” (p. 124). Discourses “are also

projective, imaginaries, representing possible worlds that are different from the actual

world, and tied in to projects to change the world in particular directions” (p. 124).

Fairclough (2003) makes a distinction between the terms discourse and text. He uses the

term text in a broad sense, defining it as “any actual instance of language in use,

including written and printed texts, transcripts of interviews, television programs, web

pages and other instances of language in use” (p. 3).

Contrary to Fairclough, van Dijk (1998) does not establish a distinction between

text and discourse. He prefers a more restricted meaning of discourse, “to refer to the
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accomplished ongoing ‘product’ of the communicative act, namely, its written or

auditory result as it is made socially available for recipients to interpret” (p. 194).

Therefore, what Fairclough calls text would be discourse for van Dijk. Despite the

differences between these discourse analysts, they have much in common. Both authors

show interest in the study of ideology and its relationship to discourse, particularly the

complex problem addressed in this dissertation: the ideological effects of discourses (or

texts) in social life. Moreover, they both agree that CDA is the best approach for studying

ideological effects of discourses (as representations) as well as other social issues.

According to van Dijk (1998), ideologies and discourses are interrelated, although

Athe relation between ideologies and discourse may be very indirect” and, therefore,

“ideological beliefs need to be inferred, hypothetically reconstructed, from actual

discourse, for instance, by comparison with repeated (contextually different) discourses

of other group members” (p. 284). Like van Dijk’s approach to discourse analysis,

Fairclough’s (2003) version of CDA is “not only concerned with texts as such, but also

with interactive processes of meaning-making” (p. 10), within a particular social context

also taking into account the broader social context and the power relations between

groups. Following is a more detailed description of the application of CDA during the

data analysis stage of this study.

Applying Critical Discourse Analysis

Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) approach was used to make sense of data,

specifically the transcriptions of recorded interviews. The CDA approach was useful for

examining parents’ discourses and narratives in this study, as wells as the manifestations
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of ideologies in such discourses and narratives. This approach draws upon Fairclough’s

and van Dijk’s frameworks for CDA. Critical discourse analysis is broadly defined as a

theory and method “for studying language in its relation to power and ideology”

(Fairclough, 1995, p. 1). Fairclough’s (2003) approach to discourse analysis was

influenced by Halliday’ Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), by critical linguistics

traditions “that have developed out of SFL” (p. 5) and by critical approaches to social

theory in order to “analyse texts as elements in social processes,” rather than in isolation

(p. 6).

Concerning analysis of discursive practices of participants in this study,

specifically the analysis of conversational storytelling and argumentation, I found both

Fairclough (2003) and van Dijk’s (1984) approaches to discourse analysis useful. Van

Dijk draws upon the tradition of pragmatics (i.e., the part of linguistics or sociolinguistics

concerned with the meaning of utterances in specific contexts of language use). He

focuses on the analysis of conversational strategies and of cognitive processes in the

production of talk (e.g., to identify mental models in prejudice talk).

Since the ethnographic interviews with Hispanic parents in this study were

relatively informal and unstructured (or semi-structured), they had features of

spontaneous talk that were similar to the kind of everyday conversations described by van

Dijk. Moreover, when I invited Spanish-speaking parents to participate in the study and

told them about the purpose of the interview, I used the word ‘pláticas’ to characterize

the interview process, pointing out the quite informal character of this process. The word

‘pláticas’ is commonly used in Spanish, especially in Mexican Spanish, and it refers to an
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informal talk or ‘conversación’ (conversation) in everyday life.

Following van Dijk’s (1984) approach to the study of conversational

argumentation and narratives, my analysis attempts to identify not only the main topics

(called macrostructure of texts) and propositions that represent parents’ beliefs, but also

how cognitive processes (e.g., representation of the minority ethnic group to which they

belong) are cued by certain linguistic features of the text. The point is that discourse

analysis needs to look not only at the contents of utterances, but also at “the unstated

information” and “knowledge schemas,” as Tannen and Wallat (1999, p. 349) warns us.

The authors argue that “the only way anyone can understand any discourse is by filling in

unstated information which is known from prior experience in the world” (p. 349).

Fairclough’s (1992) version of CDA provides a fruitful framework for studies

focused on ideology. It proposes a linguistically-oriented analysis to examine, among

other things, whether aspects of language use may provide insights into ideological

effects of discourse, without neglecting attention to “change in discourse as a dimension

of wider social and cultural change” (pp. 28-29). Fairclough (2003) acknowledges that

linguistic analysis of texts might contribute to social research by looking at language “in

a more concrete and detailed way” than social theorists do (p. 204). However, he warns

us that “text analysis is an essential part of discourse analysis, but discourse analysis is

not merely the linguistic analysis of texts” (p. 3). According to Fairclough (1992, 2001),

discourse analysis, particularly in CDA, involves description (textual analysis),

interpretation (analysis of discourse practice and of the social practice of which a

discourse is a part), and explanation.
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Fairclough’s (1992) term ‘explanation’ is considered very important for

distinguishing the CDA approach from other approaches to discourse analysis, which

focus on the description and interpretation. Likewise, some kinds of qualitative research

focus on description and interpretation as a means of constructing an ethnographic

portrait at a local level. The term explanation, as used by Fairclough, refers to a second

level of interpretation: trying to make sense of how “both the features of texts and of

one’s interpretation” (of how texts are produced and interpreted), “seeing both as

embedded in a wider social practice” (p. 198). Thus, explanation is a feature of CDA that

may be involved in attempts to understand language use and its relationship with the

broader social context, especially the ideological struggles and power relations between

groups. Description, as defined by Fairclough (1992), is an aspect of CDA that “is not as

separate from interpretation as it is often assumed to be” (p. 199).

Fairclough (1992) warns researchers about the limitations that they might face in

analysis and even in the transcription of interviews insofar it entails interpretation. The

researcher transcribing such texts necessarily is involved in interpretation of recorded

voices, “making assumptions which are not in the text and which may have an

ideological nature” (p. 29). Therefore, Fairclough’s (1992) notion of discourse, viewed as

a mode of social practice, can be applied to any discourse, including the discourse of the

analyst. He points out that the discourse of the analyst, like any other discourse, “is

dialectically related to social structures, it is positioned in relation to hegemonic

struggles, and it is open to being ideologically and politically invested” (p. 199). He

elaborates this statement as follows:
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Analysts are not above the social practice they analyse; they are inside it. One
might, therefore, expect them to be as self-conscious as possible about the
resources they are drawing upon in interpreting a discourse, and about the nature
of the social practice of analysis itself – the structures which condition it, its
orientation to positions in struggle, the outcomes from it and its effects upon
struggles and structures. (p. 199).

Fairclough (1995) agrees with critiques of works in linguistics in which the “analysis of

text is proceeding with scant attention to the context,” thus, he proposes “a stronger

orientation to context into textual analysis” (p. 210). On the other hand, Fairclough

(1995) argues “that discourse analysts with a commitment to social and cultural aspects

of discursive practice would benefit from a stronger orientation to textual analysis” (p.

210). According to him, “discourse analysis needs to develop a sense of and a systemic

approach to both context and text” (p. 211; emphasis in original).

Fairclough (2003) influenced my analysis of interview transcripts in this

dissertation. I paid special attention to reported speech as an important aspect of a

detailed textual analysis. Following Fairclough (2003), Halliday (1994), and other

scholars of functional systemic grammar, I paid attention to linguistic features such as

word meaning and choice, semantic relations, connectives between clauses and

sentences, cohesion, transitivity, and theme.

In particular, transitivity (Halliday, 1994) is an important linguistic feature for

CDA. It refers to the ideational aspect of grammar, and the degree of nominalization.

Fairclough defines nominalization as “the conversion of processes into nominals, which

has the effect of backgrounding the process itself – its tense and modality are not

indicated – and usually not specifying the participants, so that who is doing what to

whom is left implicit” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 179). For example, a text with a story about
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incidents of violence in which the participants are not identified may indicate that the

storyteller wants to protect the image of the particular group to which these unidentified

participants belong.

Fairclough (2003) described discourses in concrete terms “as a count noun,

meaning the particular ways of representing part of the world,” including “the

representations of the material world” and “representations of other social practices” and

“reflexive self-representations of the practice in question” (p. 26). There are three

primary types of meanings in the clause, according to Fairclough (2003): actions,

representations, and identifications, which are analogous to Halliday’s (1994) major

functions of language (actional, representational, and identificatory).

Representations of social events are a part of one aspect of representational

meanings of the clause. There are three primary types of representational meanings which

appertain to the representation of the world: the physical world, the mental world of

thoughts, and the social world. In terms of representational meanings (and their

grammatical and lexical realization), clauses have three main elements: Processes,

Participants, and Circumstances. In relation to social research issues, there are three types

of meaning that are relevant for CDA: meanings as representation of the world, meanings

in a text (discourse) that is part of the action of a social event (actional), and meanings

that appertain to a textual construction of people’s identities (identificatory). Fairclough

(2003) points out that looking at the representation of social events in the clause and

sentences, specifically looking at how Participants are represented, would serve to

address issues of structure and agency. Another example would be “whether actions are
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represented in ways which specify or conversely elide the agency of actors, and what the

social and political significance of this textual ‘choice’ may be” (p. 135).

Storytelling is also an important topic examined in this dissertation. Stories often

refer to personal experiences, which are brought into the interview to provide ‘evidence’

or ‘facts’ for supporting arguments or to attempts to persuade others. Thus, stories

embody shared beliefs or schemas. Regarding narrative structures, van Dijk (1984)

suggests the following categories for the analysis of stories, which I apply in this

dissertation: (a) Occasioning, (b) Summary, (c), Setting, (d) Orientation, (e)

Complication, (f) Resolution, (g) Explication, (h) Evaluation, (i) Conclusion (pp. 84-94).

He points out, referring to findings of his study, that “(t)he core of a story is its

Complication category, which often expresses social conflicts between social groups”

and “most stories feature a Complication in which minorities are portrayed negatively”

by White majority group members (p. 89).

Fairclough (1992) distinguishes two sub-genres within the genre of narrative: the

“single-narrator story” and the “jointly-developed narrative” (p. 151). The latter implies

multiple narrators, that is, narratives developed jointly by two (or more) persons. One of

the narrators in a jointly developed narrative usually has a supporting role, “to give

feedback in the form of minimal responses” (Fairclough, 1992, p. 151). In many

interviews in this dissertation, both parents participated, and it was possible to observe

how parents collaborated with each other in storytelling events.

There are three types of excerpts of transcript interviews selected for critical

discourse analysis in this dissertation, containing relevant information about family
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history and parents’ discourses. These include: 1) texts that contain a parent’s storytelling

events, 2) texts that contain a parent’s arguments and propositions representing beliefs,

and 3) texts that include transcription of the voices of children who participated in

conversations during the interview. These categories may overlap. For example, an

excerpt containing a storytelling event may contain propositions representing evaluative

beliefs, which may coincide with the evaluation or the conclusion in the structure of the

story. Below, I explain some features of these types of texts I analyzed.

1. Texts which contain statements and arguments representing parents’ discourses

and worldviews, which include beliefs (‘factual’ or ‘evaluative) and values.

2. Texts containing storytelling events; either long or short narratives, including

reported speech (quoted words in transcripts), which provide examples of

everyday family events such as parent-child talk, and examples of parents’

representation of groups and social practices.

3. Texts with transcription of voices of children who participated in conversations

and who were observed and recorded during the interview with the parents, which

includes moments of dialogue between children and parents, providing also

information about interactions between family members that took place during the

home interview.

Throughout the process of reading transcripts to find the richest data (e.g., with children’s

voices and storytelling), it was possible to select excerpts of transcripts that contained

types of texts mentioned above, in order to concentrate on a more detailed CDA. This is

not to say that the information in other excerpts of transcripts was overlooked, since the
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whole transcript of each case study was carefully read many times for the coding process

and for the revision of the transcription. The revision of transcripts was necessary for

introducing new transcription notation, which was more appropriate for identifying

clauses with reported speech (see Appendix C for transcription conventions).

Next, I conclude the description of methods with information about the modes of

presentation of findings used in this dissertation.

Modes of Presentation of Findings and Insights

Understanding the words of others also requires understanding their thoughts.
And even this is incomplete without understanding their motives or why they
expressed their thoughts. In precisely this sense, we complete the psychological
analysis of any expression only when we reveal the most secret internal plane of
verbal thinking—its motivation. (Vygotsky, 1934/1987, p. 283)

Vygotsky (1934/1987) suggests the importance of motives for understanding the

words of others and to understand their particular ways of thinking about aspects of

reality. Vygotsky’s interest in how individuals perceive and think about aspects of reality

is shared today by scholars who defend the phenomenological approach and attempt to

understand how individuals interpret their world and their experiences. Relevant to the

phenomenological tradition is the authenticity of the representation of those subjects in

research reports. In this respect, the phenomenological approach oriented this research

throughout three processes: the data collection process, using in-depth interviewing, the

data analysis process, and the writing process for presentation of findings in this

dissertation.
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As mentioned above, in-depth, phenomenological interviewing was used to

collect narratives about the experiences of Spanish-speaking immigrants in Arizona and

Iowa. I was especially interested in their stories about their families and various aspects

of their reality. The process of interpretation and analysis in a qualitative study that is

guided by a phenomenological approach places emphasis on the goal of understanding

the lived experiences of individual participants. This process intends to capture the

meaning of these experiences from an insider’s (emic) perspective, seeking to present not

only the particular experiences of individual participants, but also an authentic

representation of minority ethnic groups such as Hispanic immigrants.

Understanding the words of other people, as Vygotsky points out above, is a

complex task. The presentation of findings in this dissertation includes excerpts of

transcription in Spanish, which will be presented using italics, followed by translation to

English, allowing the reader to have access to the voices of participants in the language

they used, in addition to the analysis of fragments of transcripts following CDA

approach. Both modes of presentation, phenomenological and CDA, include a discussion

of data analysis results, centered on themes that are related to the main research questions

in this dissertation. Both modes of presentation include excerpts from the interview

transcripts in Spanish, and their translation to English. Interview excerpts contain either

storytelling events or non-narrative discourse where parents express their opinions about

relevant issues and reveal important data about their everyday life and social practices,

immigration and family history.
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Most excerpts of transcripts examined through CDA are parents’ narratives

produced in response to interviewer’s questions or comments about the most relevant

topics, such as language socialization of children and parents’ arguments for supporting

(or rejecting) bilingual education. Some segments of transcripts include turns parents

took which were not in response to the interviewer’s question (e.g., one parent reacting to

a spouse’s response). These narratives provide cues about parents’ interpretations of

society, representations about cultural groups, cultural models, and shared beliefs, as well

as the family dynamics and possible disagreements between parents within a same

family. The following chapters present the findings and discuss themes addressed by the

research questions orienting this dissertation.
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PART III FINDINGS: ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Part III contains the findings of this dissertation and the discussion of implications

of such findings. It includes four chapters: 7, 8, 9, and 10. Chapter 7 addresses the second

research question, presenting findings about Hispanic parents’ beliefs and underlying

ideologies, as expressed in their discourses on language and literacy. Chapter 8 addresses

the third research question about parents’ perspectives on issues of identity and the

representation of groups in parents’ discourses and presents critical discourse analyses of

storytelling events that occurred during the interviews which suggest the relations

between ideology and identity. Chapter 9 addresses the first and main research question

in this dissertation, describing the strategies parents used to influence their children in

socialization practices, particularly their strategies in language socialization and parental

involvement in education, which provided an insight into processes of reproduction of

ideologies. In Chapter 10, the final chapter, I present conclusions and implications for the

development of a theory of ideology and for educational and language policies.
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CHAPTER 7:

IDEOLOGY AND DISCOURSES ON LANGUAGE

In this inquiry into the ideological aspects of everyday social practices in

immigrant families, focusing on and parental involvement in education and language

socialization, I interviewed parents in order to elicit their beliefs and arguments about

language issues. I looked especially at the ideological discourses parents used in

conversations with their children at family events. This chapter addresses the second

research question: What are Hispanic parents’ beliefs and attitudes toward the use of both

languages (Spanish and English) in family life and in the school? (The first and main

research question will be addressed in Chapter 9.) Thus, it presents parents’ opinions

about the value of bilingualism, bilingual education, English-only instruction, and

Official-English policy.

In some cases when one of the parents was not present at home, the interviewed

parent provided information about the spouse’s beliefs and attitudes about language

issues. The interviewees also provided information about children’s patterns of

communication and their attitudes concerning learning and using English and Spanish at

home and community settings. This information about children’s language attitudes,

along with observations about interactions and talk between parents and children who

participated in the interviews, provided insights into language socialization practices and

children’s emergent ideas about the value of bilingualism, and their attitudes toward the

use of Spanish and English.
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Since ideology refers to shared beliefs, especially the core beliefs that constitute

cultural models considered important for a particular group, it is very important at this

point to devise the most frequently expressed beliefs and opinions about language that

Hispanic parents share. However, it is not sufficient to know the opinions about that

particular theme and prepare a list of propositions representing core beliefs but also to

look at other aspects of their discourse, such as the strength of their stance and

preferences for a certain language learning approach. Exploring all these aspects would

serve, for example, to capture the Hispanic parents’ commitment to support children’s

learning of both languages and their inconsistencies between their expressed beliefs and

their actions and habits in everyday socialization practices.

An assumption in this analysis is that parents with a strong preference for a

particular language learning approach would show different degree of commitment to

fostering children’s learning of the target language in that approach, namely English,

Spanish, or both. For example, a parent with a strong interest in the development of his or

her child’s bilingual abilities would likely promote effective learning of both Spanish and

English, although privileging the learning of English, sometimes without being fully

aware that the maintenance of Spanish might be compromised in that case. Therefore,

this chapter includes findings about possible contradictory expressions in parents’

discourses and possible inconsistencies between expressed beliefs and everyday social

practices, based on data collected about language used at home in particular family

events.
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Hispanic Parents’ Discourses: Oppositional Ideologies

A Critical Discourse Analysis approach allowed me to interpret the meaning of

certain parents’ statements (or utterances) as they answered particular questions and

engaged in an informal conversation with the interviewer, presenting arguments,

examples, and stories to support their opinions. Through this process of reading and

interpretation of parents’ responses, it was possible to identify parent’s core beliefs. Core

belief is a term that refers to basic beliefs in the sense that they express or reflect certain

important principles associated with a particular ideology. Following van Dijk (1998), I

use the term proposition to describe the contents and the structures of such ideological

beliefs. The propositional format is similar to one commonly used by linguists working

on semantics, but here I use it to describe beliefs “more informally with our natural

language” (p. 22).

The critical approach to the analysis of transcripts used in this study implies a

detailed examination of texts, which is a meaning-making process that required dealing

with problems of ambiguities, implicitness, and other complexities of the production and

interpretation of oral and written language. I provide in this section a general description

of the strategies I used to deal with problems of ambiguities of language, drawing upon

the theoretical and methodological approach already explained in previous chapters. First,

in order to deal with ambiguity and implicitness in parents’ statements, I looked for

alternative interpretations of the same portion of text, taking into account not only the

linguistic features at the local level, such as the relations between clauses and sentences

in a specific turn, but also the semantic relations at the global level, that is, examining the
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semantics of the text in larger portions of transcripts or the whole transcript. Second, in

order to look for cues about possible meanings of parents’ expressions, I had to consider

them within the broader social context.

It follows that I drew not only upon my knowledge about the context of the

interview but also upon my knowledge about the broader social context (as described in

Chapter 2), which is necessary in order to capture possible factors that would affect

parents’ production of discourses and their understanding of the particular situations and

of the broader social context. This process of reading again and again portions of

transcripts to deal with the ambiguity of texts lead me to new inferences that were

different from the previous ones I had during the initial states of this study. Examples of

discourse analysis in case studies presented later in this chapter will serve to illustrate the

ways I dealt with such problems of ambiguity of language.

In simpler terms, discourse analysis was not reduced to making meaning of a

sentence (or couple of sentences) in isolation from what each parent has reported in other

parts of the transcript. Moreover, this analysis cannot be limited to describing the micro-

social context of face-to-face interactions while overlooking cues that would bring

insights about the broader social context. This kind of reductionism is a mistake that

would lead to overlooking different cues about the big picture: group conflicts and issues

of power in the broader social context. Instead, I followed Fairclough’s (2003) version of

critical discourse analysis (CDA), attempting to “identify more ‘global’ or higher-level

semantic relations over longer stretches of text, or even whole texts,” such as “the

‘problem-solution’ relation” (p. 91), besides viewing discourses in relation to social
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practices, social groups, and other discourses. This is not to say, as Fairclough (2003)

points out, that this focus on social analysis and social problems (e.g., group conflicts,

ideological struggles) for “understanding the social effects of discourse, is possible

without looking closely at what happens when people talk and write” (p. 3).

In this study discourse analysis included the detailed examination of transcripts to

pay attention to some linguistic features that are not uncommon in informal

conversations, such as hesitations, unfinished words, contradictions, and repairs (self-

corrections), would be signaling moments of the speaker’s reflections or crisis that

interrupt the flow of speech. The use of ambiguous terms and contradictory statements

were found during the analysis of interview transcripts. Moreover, while hearing the

interview audiotapes in the transcription process and later while doing the discourse

analysis, required me to make inferences about the implicitness (i.e., implicit meanings),

which is more likely to be found in face-to-face oral language and in informal

conversations. Implicit meanings, in this case, refer to taken-for-granted knowledge

between two speakers in a conversation.

As a researcher who was involved in interviewing, transcribing, and analyzing

interview transcripts as a main source of data, I had to make inferences about implicit

meanings in parents’ responses, trying of making sense of ambiguous expressions during

diverse stages of the study: interviewing, transcription, coding, qualitative analysis of

data, and discourse analysis. In this study discourse analysis of interview transcripts was

further complicated by the colloquial expressions and metaphors used by parents that

convey particular meanings in Mexican Spanish that would have a different meaning in
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some other varieties of Spanish, such as the one of the researcher (e.g., Puerto Rican

Spanish). I needed also to be aware of the particular styles and rhetorical strategies that

language users display within the specific context of the kind of conversation of the

ethnographic interview. The analysis served to uncover parents’ verbal strategies for

either expressing their beliefs or for concealing them during argumentation and

storytelling events. My analysis of parents’ rhetorical moves during their argumentation

and storytelling helped me to untangle implicit meanings of parents’ utterances that may

count as parent’s beliefs along with their explicit statements.

In the initial coding stage, I established certain tentative categories to organize

clusters of similar statements reflecting two antagonistic stances, specifically the

categories pro-bilingual and anti-bilingual, corresponding to the two clusters of beliefs

associated to particular ideological groups involved in the controversies over bilingual

education. My insights from the review of literature about bilingual education (see

Chapter 5), lead me to assume that a pro-bilingual stance among Hispanic immigrants

typically involves beliefs that reflect an anti-assimilationist ideology, while a strong

English-only stance is linked to assimilationist ideology and anti-bilingual stance, the

latter referring to a rejection of bilingual programs for immigrant children. Thus, the

clusters of statements reflecting anti-assimilationist stance were considered compatible

with the pro-bilingual stance and, conversely, the anti-bilingual stance is linked to the

assimilationist stance. I identified fragments of transcripts with potentially useful data for

eliciting ideological beliefs and stances about language issues under two main categories:

Pro-bilingual/anti-assimilationist and Assimilationist/anti-bilingual.
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This coding process lead me to identify turns in the conversation with parents

which contain sentences parents used to express their beliefs and stances about language

issues. Thus, this process eventually facilitated the selection of fragments of transcripts

(i.e., of samples of discourses) to be examined in detail through critical discourse

analysis. From this analysis of selected samples of discourse about parents’ beliefs on

relevant issues, it was possible to prepare a list of propositions representing parent’s

statements expressing their beliefs. The propositions represent not merely personal

beliefs, but also group beliefs, that is, beliefs that are shared by other members of the

Hispanic group in Arizona and Iowa. These propositions are considered ideological

beliefs in the sense that each one represents a core belief that was common to Hispanic

parents with a similar stance (for example, for or against bilingual education). I will refer

to those ideological beliefs about language are as language ideologies.

Language ideologies are core beliefs underlying parents’ discourses on language

that are shared by other Hispanic immigrants with common interests, goals and stances

regarding language issues. Participants in this study took two major stances regarding

language learning: pro-bilingual and English-only. I identified clusters of beliefs

associated with each stance: anti-assimilationist beliefs (e.g., opinion in favor of

bilingualism and Spanish maintenance, opposed to cultural assimilation of immigrants),

which is linked to pro-bilingual stance, and the assimilationist /anti-bilingual beliefs (e.g.,

opposed to bilingual education for immigrants), which is linked to the English-only

stance. Table 7.1 shows findings about parents’ beliefs, according to their ideological

stances on language issues.
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Table 7.1

Families According to Parents’ Ideological Stances on Language Issues

Participant

Families

Pro-bilingual /Spanish

maintenance/

Anti-assimilationist Stance

English-only/Anti-

Bilingual /

Assimilationist Stance

Different Stances

in the Family about

Language Issues

Arizona

Total: 2 2 0 0

Iowa

Total: 10 8 0 2

The second column shows the result of this analysis regarding the Pro-bilingual stance:

the two families in Arizona and 8 out of 10 families in Iowa. Therefore, 10 families fell

into the pro-bilingual/anti-assimilationist category, which means that both parents shared

opinions that reflected a strong stance in favor of bilingual education and in opposition to

English Only programs and official English language policy. Taken together, the second

and third columns correspond to the exceptional cases in this study, 2 in total, where one

of the parents held a pro-bilingual stance while the other one expressed either a critique

of a particular bilingual program or a clear opposition to bilingual education in general.

Analysis of parents’ responses in the exceptional cases where both parents held an

anti-bilingual or where there are disagreements between parents within the same family,

provided insights about the complexity of the problem of ideological influence.
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Regarding these exceptional cases, the anti-bilingual stance not always seemed to be

linked to the assimilationist ideology, in contrast to parents with Pro-bilingual stance,

which was more clearly linked to anti-assimilationist ideology. I found that the same

parents who criticized or rejected bilingual programs also expressed beliefs reflected an

anti-assimilationist ideology. For example, two parents who criticized bilingual schools

expressed beliefs that were not compatible with the assimilationist stance, but with the

anti-assimilationist one.

In the two families in Iowa in which parents held different stances regarding

language education (third column), at least one parent seemed to like the bilingual

education approach, while the other seemed inclined to favor English-only approach (IA

02, IA 08). A mother of Hispanic cultural background who was in favor of English only

instruction in schools also expressed the opinion that Hispanic parents should support the

maintenance of Spanish at home in order to promote their children’s Mexican identity

children (IA 08) while these children are learning a second language in schools.

As a result of my data analysis during the final stage of the qualitative analysis,

especially when I was engaged in discourse analysis of selected fragments of transcripts,

I revised the initial categories along with my initial interpretations of parents’ statements

developed during the initial stages of coding and data analysis, such as the categories

Pro-bilingual stance and Anti-bilingual stance. I found that although Hispanic immigrants

who participated in this study overwhelmingly expressed beliefs consistent with a pro-

bilingual stance, some of their comments seem contradictory or inconsistent with such a

stance.
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I realized that not all the parents who showed support of bilingual education and

Spanish maintenance can be characterized as holding a strong-stance type of support of

bilingual education and the maintenance of Spanish. Therefore, some parents were

classified as holding a weak stance, which would be characterized as ambivalence as they

expressed certain beliefs that seemed inconsistent with the goal of supporting the

development of bilingualism and the maintenance of Spanish. For example, as it will be

shown later, although most parents noted the problem of language loss in many Hispanic

families and they expressed much concern about that, they seemed very confident that

their children will never lose their Spanish while developing proficiency in English.

While answering a hypothetical question about children’s language loss, some parents did

not seem very concerned about the possibility that their own children eventually might

abandon the use Spanish and made comments that would be regarded as an ambivalent or

weak stance, as revealed by the analysis of their response to that hypothetical question.

The fact that there are different degrees of concern about Spanish loss among

parents with a pro-bilingual stance suggests that there is a need to establish categories

that account for such differences and complexities in family dynamics. I organized

parents’ statements in each family under new categories for identifying beliefs,

arguments, and narratives about experiences beyond merely classifying responses as

those in favor or those against a particular belief or stance. The new categories included:

inconsistencies or contradictory beliefs—in contradiction to previous expressions of

beliefs, ambiguous expressions/unclear information, stronger or weaker stances, and any

other complex or atypical stance, such as the stance of a parent who is opposed to
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bilingual education but also opposed to Official English laws. Some of these

inconsistencies or contradictions would signal possible influences of diverse groups, such

as the ideological effects of discourses (especially discourses from a dominant group)

upon the ways of thinking of the so-called minority parents (i.e., members of

subordinated/dominated groups).

Ideology has been used in a more restricted sense of a system of beliefs linked to

power and group interests, as used in van Dijk’s (1998) and Fairclough’s (1992, 2001)

works, or a broader sense, as any belief system that constituting the shared beliefs of any

group. In either case, an important aspect of the theory of ideology is the functions of

ideologies in group relations, group interests, and power. Discussing the problem of

power and domination in such theory, van Dijk (1998) poses the following question:

“whether ideologies are essentially associated with domination and dominant groups, or

whether we need a more general notion of ideology for any social group in a specific

social position, including that of resistance” (p. 168). Answering this question, van Dijk

argues that “ideologies by definition imply conflict” and that “much of this conflict is not

only about socio-economic interests, but also about symbolic, ideological ones” (p. 169).

The terms counter-ideology or oppositional ideology would be useful to

characterize the oppositional stance and ideologies associated with dominated groups in

complex, contemporary societies like the US. In this study pro-bilingual ideology,

together with multicultural (pluralistic) ideologies (e.g., anti-assimilationist ideology), are

considered oppositional ideologies underlying discourses in struggles of Hispanic

working-class immigrants against socio-economic inequality and oppression, including
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here struggles against discrimination.

Another term used in this dissertation is anti-ideology, which refers to the

representation of adversaries; it functions to discredit a particular ideological group, for

example, a majority group member describing a minority ethnic group as a threat to the

country. Minority group members would express discourses that reflect anti-ideologies,

such as discourses denouncing the racism of the majority group, that is, anti-racist beliefs.

The anti-communist ideology would be an example of an anti-ideology that underlies

discourses and actions of members of a dominant group, as it happened during the so-

called Cold War when the “anti-communist scare of Joe McCarthy” of the 1950s sought

to “marginalize or punish deviants and dissidents” within that group (van Dijk, 1998, p.

168).

In this case of anti-communism, it can be regarded as an anti-ideology that was

used by leaders of a group against its members, specifically, against dissidents within the

social group (in-group members), besides being used to attack members of other social

groups (out-group members), such as foreigners who allegedly were communists.

Therefore, van Dijk (1998) suggests that “patterns of power and domination and their

underlying ideologies also apply within the group itself, namely, between the elites and

the rest, between the leaders and the led, between the thinkers and the doers…” (p. 168).

The difference between these two kinds of ideologies, oppositional ideologies and

anti-ideologies, is that anti-ideologies can occur in (and within) any social group, either

the dominant or the dominated groups, while oppositional ideologies are a sort of anti-

ideology linked to the dominated groups. The oppositional (i.e., counter-hegemonic)
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ideology refers, by definition, to ideologies of dominated groups fighting against

hegemonic groups in a particular historical epoch. Therefore, I will reserve the use of the

term oppositional ideologies to characterize the anti-ideologies of dominated/oppressed

groups and I will use the term counter-discourses to refer to the corresponding discourses

linked to such oppositional ideologies, which in this case would reflect opposition to

official-English policies and anti-bilingual movements.

The following table (Table 7.2) consist of a schema showing two kinds of

ideologies (i.e., two sets of anti-ideologies) that are linked to a strong stance, which

would orient the discourses expressing a critique of the adversary’s arguments in

ideological struggles related to language policies in schools and instructional approaches

in the education of language minority children: anti-assimilationist on the one hand, and

anti/bilingual/anti-immigrant ideologies, on the other. Table 7.2 shows how particular

anti-ideologies are orienting certain discourses in the sense that this kind of ideology is a

source of beliefs and discourses used to express a strong stance against the respective

adversaries of each group (e.g., anti-bilingual/anti-immigrant ideologies orienting

discourses of the group supporting official English and/or English-only).
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Table 7.2 Anti-ideologies Orienting Discourses of Dominant and Dominated Groups

Anti-ideologies → Stance toward Opponent Groups→ Discourses

Dominant group

Anti-ideologies →
Anti-bilingual/anti-
immigrant ideologies
(linked to assimilationist
official-English and
English-only ideological
stances)

Strong Stance →
Strongly opposed to
bilingual programs and/or
strongly opposed to the use
of minority languages in
schools and government
offices

Strong Critique of
Opponents’ Beliefs
Assimilationist/ anti-
bilingual/anti-immigrant
discourses reflecting
negative attitudes toward
Hispanic immigrants
and pro-bilingual
ideological groups

Dominated group

Anti- ideologies→
anti-assimilationist/
oppositional ideologies,
(linked to pro-bilingual
and Spanish maintenance
ideological stances)

Strong Stance →
Strongly opposed to English-
only and/or official-English
groups and/or strongly
resisting assimilationist
programs

Strong Critique of
Opponents’ Beliefs
Anti-assimilationist/
discourses reflecting
negative attitudes toward the
dominant social group,
official-English/English-
only groups

The first column contains two sets of anti-ideologies orienting two kinds of discourses:

the anti-bilingual/anti-immigrant ideology on the superior part of the figure and the anti-

assimilationist ideology on the inferior part. The second column shows the corresponding

stance for each set of anti-ideologies: whether opposed to bilingual education (anti-

bilingual stance) or opposed to English-only stance, respectively. The third column

includes the types of discourses corresponding to each set of ideologies/stances.
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The arrows in the superior and inferior parts of the first column indicate the

corresponding set of anti-ideologies and beliefs which are linked to a strong stance

against the respective adversary of each group. In the second column, the arrows after

each category of strong stance indicate that the particular strong stance of each group in

opposition to its adversaries is the source of the expressed criticisms of the opponent

group (i.e., adversary). On the left side, superior part of the table, the arrow after the

category dominant’s group anti-ideologies, that is, the anti-bilingual/anti-immigrant

ideologies, indicate that this set of ideologies would be the basis for a critique of bilingual

education and would be linked to anti-immigrant attitudes as well. In the lower part of the

second column, the arrow after the category strong stance in the dominated group (i.e.,

Hispanic immigrants) indicates that this strong stance orient and would be the source of

arguments in opposition to assimilationist programs and of the critique of

assimilationist/English-only groups.

The anti-assimilationist ideology includes as core beliefs that English-only and

Official-English policies and programs are established to facilitate the assimilation of

immigrants into the mainstream culture. Therefore, this kind of anti-ideology would lead

to adopt an oppositional stance, in opposition to Official English and English-only groups

because the latter are perceived as the ones promoting the assimilation of immigrants. As

shown in Table 7.2, anti-assimilationism is a kind of anti-ideology (i.e., oppositional

ideology) underlying the stance against English-only and Official-English movements.

Thus, Hispanic parents with a strong stance against English-only programs typically

would express statements of criticism of adversaries (e.g., the ideological groups that are
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anti-bilingual), such as that people with anti-bilingual and anti-immigrant views are

racists who do not like Latinos.

Next, I discuss findings about some families in relation to the first research

question: What are the Hispanic parents’ beliefs and attitudes toward the use of a

particular language (Spanish or English) in family life, in the school, and other contexts?

I analyze and discuss excerpts that lead to the identification of parents’ beliefs related to

this research question, beginning with excerpts from interview transcripts of case studies

in Arizona and Iowa. To assist the reader to examine each excerpt and to follow the

analysis and discussion I took the following measures. First, each line of the transcript is

numbered to assist the reader to locate the lines of text referred to in the discussion,

where I indicate in a parenthesis the number of the line which is being discussed. Second,

when the excerpts of transcripts are large, I usually divided the text into segments called

episodes. Each episode is in turn divided into segments called moments and the analysis

and discussion will appear after each moment. Dividing a fragment of interview

transcript in smaller segments, called episodes and moments, should facilitate its reading

and the discussion by topics and sub-topics. Third, after each segment of the transcript in

Spanish I present its translation to English.

The following case study is an example of a Hispanic immigrant with a strong

oppositional stance against official-English measures in Iowa, presenting interview

excerpts that contain statements of criticism of adversaries (e.g., official-English

advocates), describing them as racist people who do not like Latinos. This case study is

an example of the kind of narratives collected in this study about immigrants’
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experiences in Iowa. In addition to the excerpts in this chapter, the reader will find others

excerpts of this case study in the next two chapters.

The following excerpt from the first interview with Mrs. Ortega, an immigrant

mother with three young children, includes the interviewer’s questions and her responses

to them, including narratives about a problem that her older son (age 7) had in the school.

I divided this fragment of the interview transcript in two episodes and identified each one

with a title to indicate the topic or sub-topic. In this first episode, she complained that her

older son (age 7) felt rejected because he was not invited to a birthday party because he

was Latino.

Episode 1: Latino children rejected by their peers (First Interview)

1 GM: ¿Y los niños no han tenido ese problema, que los rechacen,
2 que se pongan hostil o negativo hacia ellos por su… ?
3 Mother (Mrs. Ortega): Sí, en la escuela.
4 GM: ¿Qué les pasó?
5 Mother: Una fiesta que estuvieron organizando,
6 un niño, que iba a ser su cumpleaños, él quería ir,
7 y “me dijeron que no, que ‘porque era … que era latino, que ‘no’
8 que ‘esos no iban’ a su escuela – ‘esos no iban a su fiesta.’”

Translation
1 GM: Have your children had this problem, have they (children)
2 been rejected or other people have been hostile toward them?
3 Mrs. Ortega: (Mother): Yes. At the school.
4 GM: What did it happen to them?
5 Mother: A party that they were organizing,
6 a child, it was his birthday party, he wanted to go (to that party)
7 and “they told me that I can’t, that ‘because you are Latino’, that ‘no’
8 that ‘those cannot go’ to school – ‘those cannot go to the party.’” 

In episode 1 Mrs. Ortega suggests that what happened to her child at school is an

example of how Latino children are sometimes rejected by their peers and that their
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respective parents of the latter taught them such anti-Hispanic (anti-Latino) attitudes. In

this first interview, this mother complained that her seven-year-old son told her that one

of his classmates did not invite him to a birthday party because he was Mexican. In this

storytelling, she quoted her child’s words to add veracity to her story, indicated here with

quotation marks (7-8). In her story she is representing (describing) an event in which the

child, in turn, is telling another story about his conversation with his classmate. I use

single quotation marks to indicate which are his classmate’s (or classmates) words, which

is signaled by the form of the form of the verb used, in the third person rather than the

first person, either singular or plural.

Responding to the interviewer’s question, which asked her to talk about her

interpretation of this incident, she brings the following explanation:

Episode 2: Parents with prejudice against Latinos

9 GM: ¿Cómo tú explicas eso, que eso suceda?
10 Mother: Pues es (…) gente que definitivamente no quieren a uno,
11 como (que no deberíamos) como latino estar aquí, pues (…) Entonces
12 los padres eso mismo le han de transmitir a sus hijos,
13 por lo mismo los hijos son así. Los hijos tienen esa misma mentalidad,
14 de que uno como hispano pues que no, no deberíamos estar aquí.

Translation
9 GM: How would you explain that, how this is happening [would happen]?
10 Well, it is… people who definitely do not like us (Hispanic/Latino),
11 like it is said, as Latino (we shouldn’t) be here, so (…) Then
12 the parents would transmit the same thing to their children, for
13 this reason their children are like that. Children have the same mindset,
14 (they believe) that one, as Hispanic, that we shouldn’t be here (in US).

In Episode 2, she presents a theory about why some children have learned to despise

Latinos, after I asked her to elaborate the story in Episode 1, asking her to explain
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possible causes of a general situation, signaled by the use of verb in the present tense in

the expression “que eso suceda” (that this is happening) rather in the past tense (9),

instead of referring to the particular parents of the child who do not invited her child to a

birthday party. Therefore, instead of talking about the particular parents of her child’s

classmate who did not invite her child to a birthday party, she portraits other people (i.e.,

people in United States, in general), probably referring to those American citizens who

discriminate against Latinos in United States (10-11 and 14), suggesting that those

parents attempt to inculcate (transmit) racist beliefs to their respective children (12).

To interpret Mrs. Ortega’s words, especially the first statement in Episode 2, it is

necessary to inform the reader about the interview context within which this mother

produced her discourse. Regarding the interview context, she had been informed at the

beginning of this first interview about the purpose of the study and she had displayed a

positive attitude, willing to cooperate with the interviewer and express her opinions about

education of Hispanic children and about language and literacy issues. What she

expressed in this turn is interpreted as part of her argumentation to support her anti-

assimilationist stance and her critique of official-English advocates, which she elaborates

in the third interview while she was commenting on news about declaring English the

official language in Iowa (which will be discussed below).

Mrs. Ortega’s wording to elaborate her initial statement about discrimination in

United States deserves attention in this discourse analysis. Note that she used the term

“mentalidad” which literally may be translated as ‘mentality’ and which conveys a notion

of mindset or belief system. Thus, her explanation about the causes of discrimination may
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be expressed in more abstract terms: that some parents (like Anglo American parents)

have certain beliefs which are transmitted by these parents to their children. This

proposition represents mother’s belief, to be more specific, it reflects a cultural model

which guided her interpretation of the incident described here. Mentality (mindset), as

used here, is a term that suggests a notion of ideology. This mothers’ account about how

Anglo American parents transmit their beliefs to their children describes what

sociologists would call socialization, which in this case may be called ideological

socialization.

My interpretation of this excerpt goes beyond describing the microsocial context,

pursuing to understand ideological discourses within the broader macrosocial context.

Thus, following a CDA approach, my interpretation is that Mrs. Ortega’s account is not

just about the specific children and parents who were participants in this specific incident,

but about two distinct groups they represent: Anglo American parents (‘them’) and

Hispanic (‘us’). Moreover, her narrative is about a social conflict between two ethnic

groups in the broader context, rather than just the specific problem that affected her child

in the school.

It is pertinent to clarify that, although this mother did not use the term prejudice,

she suggests that there are prejudiced attitudes and acts of discrimination against

Hispanic immigrants and their children. In other words (using sociological terms), she

suggests that there are racist beliefs and attitudes (“mentalidad”) which some parents

transmit to their children, a process that may be characterized as ideological learning (or

socialization), using van Dijk (1998) terms. Mrs. Ortega’s discourse includes a critique of
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racist people who believe that Latinos should not be here, in the US (14), therefore it is

implicit that those parents are probably non-Latinos (e.g., Anglo Americans) showing

prejudice attitudes against Latinos. Moreover, during the third interview Mrs. Ortega was

more explicit regarding her critique of racist people. In the following excerpt from the

third interview, she used the term “racista” (racist) to describe supporters of official-

English measures, while she was reacting to the news about language policy in Marshal

County, Iowa, declaring English the official language in that county:

1 GM: ¿Qué te parece esa noticia? [sobre Marshal County]
2 Mother: No sé, como que son racistas, como que hay mucho racismo.
3 GM: ¿Qué tú entiendes por racismo?
4 Mrs. Ortega: Pues así cortantemente de que no acepten nuestro idioma,
5 que no acepten nuestro idioma, pues así cortantemente: “No.” (…)
6 GM: )Qué tú crees de eso?
7 Ah... Pues sí, que: “Apréndanlo.” Pero no, ahora sí, que no a fuerza no,
8 no hablará. Y que “definitivamente español para nada”.

Translation:
1 GM: What do you think about the news [about Marshal County]?
2 Mother: I don’t know, it’s like they are racists, there is much racism
3 GM: What do you understand by racism?
4 Mother: That they sharply (drastically) do not accept our language,
5 that they don’t accept our language, in so sharply (drastic) way: “No.” (…)
6 GM: What do you belief about that?
7 Ah… Okay, they say that: “Learn it.” But don’t, don’t force us, we
8 won’t speak (won’t learn by force). And that “definitely no Spanish”

Note that in this excerpt she used the terms racist in the expression “son racistas” (they

are racist, line 2) and that there is ambiguity in this expression, given that she takes for

granted that the interviewer knows to whom she refers to when she uses the pronoun

‘they’ in the conversation. There is a reported speech, indicated in the transcript with

quotation marks, when she quotes the words of other people as she imagines those who
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support official-English as if they were talking (and thinking), saying in an emphatic (and

intransigent) way “No” (line 5), “apréndanlo” (“speak it,” line 7) and (“definitely, no

Spanish,” line 8). This reported speech is about the adversary’s message, representing the

official-English discourse. My interpretation is that she is not only referring to people in

Marshal County who approved the official-English measures, but to a social group, that

is, the ethnic group to which they belong. Thus, her oppositional stance (which is

oriented by anti-ideologies) is expressed here when she is portraying Anglo-Americans as

racist people, intending to discredit them.

This discourse analysis takes into account the grammatical rules of Spanish that

she is following: the pronoun is not always explicit, but it often is omitted, cued by the

form of verb “son” – present and plural of the verb ‘es’-- used in the expression son

racistas (they are racists, line 2). Thus, the verb “son” indicates the person in plural: ellos

(they). She interpreted this situation of imposition of English as the official language,

characterizing this imposition as a drastic measure and racism (4-5). Her belief about out-

group members (non-Hispanic Americans) may be expressed by the following

proposition: Americans who support for Official-English laws are racist.

Responding to the interviewer’s question (3), she provides an example of racism

when expressing her opinion about the supporters of official-English measures (4-5),

portraying them as people who support drastic measures to force other people (Spanish-

speaking immigrants, implicitly) to speak the official language, English, (7) and

forbidding the use of Spanish (8). She use the word “cortantemente” (sharply, drastically)

to suggest that there is a kind of intolerance and harshness that she interprets as evidence
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of racism.

In this example of racism, to support her opinion about English-only advocates,

she quotes their words “apréndanlo” (“learn it,” in line 7), which is a reported speech

used to represent the discourse of the adversary (i.e., the dominant group discourse),

which in this case would be the official-English/English-only discourse. This Hispanic

mother’s discourse reflects the oppositional ideologies, which develop in reaction to her

perception of racism and anti-immigrant attitudes of members of the dominant social

group (Anglo-Americans) and conservatives ideological groups.

Previously, in the first interview, this mother (Mrs. Ortega) talked about her

experience in her workplace, while she was working in the kitchen of a restaurant, where

the manager had prohibited her to speak Spanish. The following excerpt contains part of

the conversation about this situation.

1 GM: ¿Y eres la única que habla español allí? O sea que si
2 tuvieras una persona bilingüe que te ayudara de interprete te hubiera sido
3 más fácil tu trabajo, pero no lo hay, estas solita allí.
4 Mother: Si, entonces el ‘manager’ me dice
5 “ni modo, no puedes hablar en español, solamente inglés.”

Translation:
1 GM: Are you the only one who speaks Spanish there (workplace)?
2 So, if you have there a bilingual-person to help you as an interpreter
3 it would make your work easier, but there is nobody else, you are alone.
4 Mother: Yes, and then the manager tells me:
5 “No way, you cannot speak Spanish, only English.”

This mother uses the expression “el ‘manager’ me dice” (“the ‘manager’ tells me,” line 4)

using the present form of verb “decir” (to say) to indicate that she is not merely telling a

story about a past experience, but describing a current, ongoing situation of linguicism

(i.e., discrimination of minority language speakers) in her workplace. The reported
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speech not only describe the manager intolerance toward immigrant Spanish-speakers

who impose a language rule at this specific workplace, but it also gives a cue about the

general anti-Hispanic and anti-immigrant ideological environment in Iowa (5). This case

study demonstrates that a situation of racist English-only measures, as perceived by the

interviewee, would create the social conditions for the development of oppositional

ideologies, in this case anti-assimilationist ideologies.

The antonym (or counterpart) to oppositional ideologies are the conservative

ideologies, which in the United States correspond to ideologies of dominant groups or

elites. As discussed in chapter 2, leaders of conservative groups opposed to bilingual

education and in favor of Official-English laws have expressed arguments in favor of the

assimilation of immigrants that reflect anti-immigrant and anti-Hispanic views, such as

did former Senator Hayakawa, on of the founders of US English organization, cited

above (Crawford, 1992).

Regarding the term conservative used here, I am following van Dijk (1998), who

defines conservatism as a “an overarching, meta-ideology that organizes other

ideologies” (p. 285), for example: conservative ideologies typically advocate a limited

state intervention in the market” and “active state intervention … in the domains that are

seen to threaten the moral order (family values, sexuality, multiculturalism)” (p. 285). I

would include among those ideologies constituting the conservative meta-ideology the

conservative anti-ideologies that have an important function in the English-

only/Assimilationist discourse, namely: anti-immigrant, anti-Hispanic, and anti-bilingual

ideologies. Therefore, part of the conservative agenda in education is the dismantling of
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bilingual programs along with an attack on multiculturalism (Spring, 1997).

Parents’ positive opinions about the use of Spanish at home often signaled their

strong support for bilingual education, since the use of Spanish for instruction is typical

in most bilingual schools in areas where they lived. Strong stance refers here to parents’

commitment to defend group interests and pursue group goals (of the corresponding

ideological group). Many of the Hispanic parents showing strong support for bilingual

education, especially those whose children had already developed bilingualism, showed

strong opposition to anti-bilingual groups that threaten the goal of Spanish maintenance,

according to these parents. Their embracement of the goal of Spanish maintenance does

not mean that they are not interested in the acquisition of English. On the contrary,

Spanish-speaking parents portrayed the bilingual schools as sites for learning English,

while portraying the Hispanic homes as sites for fostering the maintenance of Spanish.

Table 7.3 describes different sub-categories within stances related to English-only

and Pro-bilingual categories: strong and moderate/weak stances. Like the previous

figures, it highlights the importance of anti-ideologies for developing opinions about

opponents and a strong stance regarding a particular language learning approach in the

education of Hispanic children. This schema (Table 7.3) presents categories

corresponding to features, concepts and beliefs that define moderate/weak stances in pro-

bilingual and anti-bilingual discourses, besides the strong stance, thus it is more elaborate

than Table 7.2.
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Table 7.3

Strong and Weak/Moderate Stances in Pro-bilingual and Anti-bilingual Discourses

1. Pro-bilingual stance

a. Strong pro-bilingual stance
i. Beliefs in favor of bilingualism and bilingual education

ii. Anti-assimilationist language ideology (anti-ideology,
oppositional stance)

1. Beliefs about opposition to English-only
2. Opinions about opponents (ideological and social

groups)
a. Criticisms of English-only ideological groups
b. Opinions about non-Hispanic groups

b. Moderate/weak pro-bilingual stance
i. Contradictions in expressions of beliefs

ii. Inconsistencies between beliefs/discourses and practices
1. Privileging English over Spanish at home
2. Ambivalence about bilingual education

2. English-Only stance

a. Strong English-only stance
i. Beliefs in favor of English immersion/English-only

ii. Anti-bilingualism / against bilingual education (anti-ideologies)
1. Assimilationist language ideology
2. Opinions about opponents (ideological and social

groups)
a. Criticisms of pro-bilingual groups
b. Criticisms of Spanish-speaking immigrants

b. Moderate/weak English-only stance
i. Contradictions in expressions of beliefs

ii. Inconsistencies between beliefs/discourses and practices
1. Contradictory discourses about bilingualism
2. Promote Spanish maintenance at home
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Group members with a strong stance in each kind of discourse expressed beliefs

and arguments that supported criticisms of the opponents’ beliefs and that were consistent

with the underlying ideologies: anti-assimilationist ideology in the pro-bilingual

discourse or anti-bilingual ideology in the English-only one, representing two different

anti-ideology ideologies. In the case of parents assuming the English-only posture, anti-

bilingualism represents a strong rejection of bilingual education and also a criticism of

Spanish-speaking immigrants because they show interest in the maintenance of Spanish

and do not show interest in learning English. The latter beliefs reflect an assimilationist

ideology on the part of English-only advocates, representing a conservative posture.

The logical counterpart of the conservative assimilationist ideology is the anti-

assimilationist ideology. Therefore, anti-assimilationist ideology is a category that seems

to me suitable for characterizing the anti-ideologies of opponents of English-only,

especially those who strongly support the maintenance of Spanish as a strategy to

promote bilingualism and cultural identity at the same time. In this sense Spanish is

appreciated as a symbol of cultural identity, but also as an instrument for developing the

bilingual skills that are valued in the job market, which is especially true in the Southwest

of the US.

Some of the parents classified as strong-stance supporters of bilingual education

signaled that they would not care much if their children abandoned the use of the mother

tongue (Spanish), becoming English monolinguals. I refer to this phenomenon as

language loss (at the individual level), which would reflect trends toward language shift

at the collective level (i.e., the broader social context). However, since these parents
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generally expressed a strong interest in the development of bilingualism, they remained

classified as parents with a strong stance in favor of bilingualism.

When interviewees criticized opposing views, they signaled the underlying anti-

ideologies that constitute part of the ideological base of their particular stance. For

example, a person with a strong English-only stance like Mrs. Santiago in Iowa (IA 08),

who argues that educators advocating for bilingual education approach do not care if

bilingual children are harmed for not learning English, is presenting an anti-bilingual-

education (hereon Anti-BE) argument based on the assumption that this approach does

not help children to learn English. This assumption about the ineffectiveness of bilingual

education is linked to the assumption that bilingual educators do not really care about

providing adequate instruction to language minority students, the so-called English

language learners (i.e., bilingual students). Therefore, this Anti-BE argument includes

portraying the Pro-BE ideological group in a negative way.

The ideological foundation of this argument against bilingual education is the

anti-ideology called here anti-bilingualism, although other kinds of anti-ideologies might

be underlying such critical stance against bilingual education, for example, anti-

immigrant ideologies. That person uses an argument that relies in the critique of

opponents view and implicitly expresses an anti-ideological belief: that pro-bilingual

educators do not care about the children, as a mother in Iowa suggested during the

interview (Mrs. Santiago, case study IA-08 presented below). The following table

(Table7.4) displays information about the strength or weakness of the stance of each

parent and the corresponding category for anti-ideology beliefs in each stance.
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Table 7.4

Parents’ Stances and Anti-ideology Beliefs on Language Learning Issues

Participant Family Stances on Language Issues Beliefs Linked to Strong Stance
Supporting Bilingualism

Family Member Pro-BE
(Bilingual
Educ.)

Pro-EO
(English
Only)

Pro-OE
(Official
English)

Preserve
Spanish

Anti-ideologies

Father X X Anti-EO, Anti-OEAZ 01
Mother X X Anti-EO, Anti-OE
Father X X Anti-EO, Anti-OEAZ 02
Mother X X Anti-EO, Anti-OE
Father X X Anti-OEIA 01
Mother X X Anti-OE
Father X X(weak)IA 02
Mother X X Anti-OE
Father X X Anti-OEIA 03
Mother X X Anti-OE
Father ? X Anti-OEIA 04
Mother X ? X Anti-OE
Father X ? X Anti-OEIA 05
Mother X ? X Anti-OE
Father ? ? ?IA 06
Mother X X Anti-OE
Father ? ? X weakIA 07
Mother X ? ? X strong
Father X X Anti-OEIA 08
Mother X X Anti-OE
Father X X Anti-OEIA 09
Mother X X Anti-OE
Father ? ? X weak ?IA 10
Mother X weak? ? X

Note. Codes and Definitions:
Pro-BE -- Support Bilingual Education approach in public school
Pro-EO -- Support English-Only approach (Structured English Immersion)
Pro-OE -- Support Official-English measures (use only English, no Spanish)
Support Spanish -- Support the maintenance of Spanish, encourage its use in homes
Anti-BE -- Against bilingual education and the use of Spanish for instruction
Anti-OE -- Opposed to Official English movement
Anti-EO -- Opposed to English-only approach to language learning
strong -- Strong stance, strongly in favor of the corresponding stance
weak -- Weak stance, contradictory responses, inconsistent support
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The organization US English’s campaign to declare English the official language

in Iowa did not seem to influence most parents who expressed beliefs and assumed

postures consistent with the anti-Official-English and anti-assimilationist ideologies.

Even in the exceptional case study of a family in Iowa (IA08) in which the mother

expressed support of English-only instruction, she also expressed opposition to the

campaign to declare English the official language in Iowa. In this exceptional case study

the parents had different stances: the interviewed mother in one case was clearly in favor

of English-only instruction while her husband complained that the children were using

too much English (IA08). Despite their differences over language issues, the mother

reported that they negotiated and finally reached an agreement: to encourage their

children to use more Spanish and to ignore a child when speaking only English. In this

exceptional case in Iowa, the interviewee, Mrs. Santiago, argued that it is the

responsibility of Hispanic parents, not of the school, to teach Spanish to their children.

In response to one of my questions about language loss among Hispanic children,

some of the parents in favor of bilingual education also shared this belief that parents

should be responsible for teaching Spanish. Although it was evident that Mrs. Santiago

assumed a strong English-only stance, since she vehemently criticized bilingual

education programs, she also expressed her opposition to proposed legislation to declare

English as the official language of the State of Iowa. In a section presenting case studies

[Chapter 9], this family will be the object of further discussion, as an example of how

homes can be sites of cultural and ideological struggles around language issues in

education and socialization.
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A detailed analysis of texts (transcripts) using a critical discourse analysis

approach helped identify parent’s statements that were not consistent with their

respective stances. For example, some parents in Arizona who strongly favored

bilingualism and bilingual education made contradictory statements about their beliefs

and practices in the education and socialization of their children. Other parents in Iowa,

who expressed a strong stance against proposed Official-English legislation and were

sympathetic to bilingual education, also expressed some contradictory beliefs. The

analysis showed that, despite these contradictions, some parents cannot be classified as

having a moderate or weak stance; these parents shared certain core beliefs that constitute

a particular kind of ideology compatible with an oppositional ideology.

In one of these exceptional case studies the mother expressed beliefs that were

consistent with the strong English-only/Anti-bilingual stance (IA08). However, she also

expressed strong support for the maintenance of Spanish in Hispanic homes and a strong

posture against the imposition of English as the official language in Iowa. Therefore, she

can be portrayed as a supporter of the English-only group, although with a quite moderate

stance. Although it’s possible that such moderation was a rhetorical move pursuing a

positive self-presentation, the analysis suggests that she is genuinely opposed to the

Official-English/assimilationist campaign while she also is opposed to bilingual

education.

Most immigrant parents expressed a strong belief that both the English-only

programs and Official-English legislation would promote cultural assimilation, indicating

that they perceive ethnocentrism and assimilationist agenda in the anti-bilingual
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movements. Some parents expressed that Americans opposed to bilingual education were

motivated by anti-immigrant and racist prejudice, a belief that reflects an oppositional

ideology and a strong stance in support of bilingualism and Spanish maintenance as well.

These parents made explicit their concern about the possibility of linguistic assimilation,

and this concern seems to motivate them to adopt a strong stance against English-only

and Official-language agendas. Therefore, I will use the term anti-assimilationist

language ideology to characterize this strong stance in support of bilingualism and

Spanish maintenance. The beliefs of anti-assimilationist language ideology are consistent

with the interests and demands of working-class Hispanic immigrants as a historically

dominated group struggling to overcome the conditions of oppression, inequality, and

discrimination.

Parents’ discourses and actions based on the anti-assimilationist ideology can be

characterized by a strong emphasis on Spanish maintenance and on English learning,

with the core belief that both goals are facilitated by a bilingual education approach.

Many parents who developed a strong-stance type of pro-bilingual discourse were aware

of assimilationist English-only or Official-English movements, which were conducting

campaigns against bilingual education and in favor of official language legislation,

respectively. These parents were convinced that the movements advocated cultural and

linguistic assimilation of Hispanic immigrants and their children in public schools.

Assimilationist language ideology refers to underlying beliefs and values favoring

the cultural and linguistic assimilation of immigrants, privileging the learning and use of

English while rejecting the maintenance of Spanish language as a legitimate goal, or
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suggesting that it is less important. From the assimilationist perspective, schools should

not promote learning to read and write in Spanish (or another foreign language) because

such efforts might jeopardize or divert efforts to develop English literacy. Findings

demonstrate that parents with a strong pro-bilingual stance rejected such assimilationist

ideology, thus they were mostly influenced by the anti-assimilationist ideology. This is

not to say that they were invulnerable to the influence of the assimilationist ideology and

the programs implementing assimilationist programs, as I suggested above and will

elaborate below.

The aforementioned assimilationist and anti-assimilationist discourses can

influence a parent’s way of thinking toward a stronger or weaker stance in favor of

bilingual education, or against it. Some of the parents in favor of bilingual education

shared the belief that parents should be responsible for teaching Spanish. On the one

hand, a parent might be influenced by anti-assimilationist ideological discourses toward a

stronger pro-bilingual stance, internalizing the belief that both English-only and Official-

English agendas include linguistic assimilation of immigrants. On the other hand, the

same parent might be influenced by assimilationist ideological discourses by accepting

the commonsense or hegemonic beliefs that privilege English over Spanish, such as the

belief that learning English is necessary for economic success and that Spanish is less

important than English.

Strong Stances

In this section I present propositions, representing shared beliefs, that characterize

the stances and ideologies underlying Hispanic parents’ discourses on language issues,
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whether in favor of bilingual education or English-only. I classify the propositions

according to categories of strong or weak ideological belief and the particular language

ideology underlying their discourse. Following the list of propositions, I present samples

of parents’ statements and different arguments in favor of or against bilingual education,

and group them under the proposition that best represents their belief and stance, whether

assimilationist or an anti-assimilationist. In other words, I have tried to match each

statement expressed by a parent with a proposition conveying a similar meaning or idea.

In order to make long and complex statements more readable, some editing of parents’

statements was necessary (for example, eliminating repetitions and hesitations).

Strong stance is a category used to describe the attitude of a parent who firmly

defended a particular stance and rejected an opposing view. In other words, a parent with

a strong stance describes and defends his preferred language learning approach, but also

explicitly criticizes approaches defended by the members of opponent groups, especially

members of ideological groups perceived as adversaries or ideological enemies. Bilingual

education advocates hold certain core beliefs that signal the presence of a strong pro-

bilingual stance, based on a language ideology characterized by the following features:

1. Strong support of bilingualism and bilingual education, based on the belief that

allowing the use of Spanish for instruction is the best pedagogical approach for

educating the children of immigrants, attaining academic goals, learning English,

and for other reasons and interests, like preserving Spanish/Hispanic cultural

heritage and a sense of identity.
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2. The belief that Hispanic parents should make efforts to preserve the use of

Spanish at home, either with or without the help of the bilingual school.

3. Opposition to English-only instruction, arguing that this approach to language

learning would not be appropriate for attaining the aforementioned goals

(academic success, learning English, and Spanish/Hispanic culture maintenance.)

4. Opposition to English-only campaign to declare English as the official

language, arguing that this proposed language policy would restrict the use

Spanish for instruction in schools and other public agencies and, therefore, would

be a barrier to attaining the aforementioned goals (academic, learning English,

and preserve the use of Spanish).

5. Negative opinions about opponents of bilingual education, portraying them as

racist and anti-immigrant people.

Some of the beliefs in this list can be linked to the motivation for learning a second

language for instrumental reasons; that is, based on the belief that learning two languages

will help their children to progress academically and get bilingual jobs in the future.

Other beliefs are linked to the idea of social integration and the preservation of cultural

values. Thus, proponents of bilingual education might be motivated by a sense of

language loyalty, ethnic loyalty, or pride that their bilingual children can translate for

others.
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Anti-ideology: Representation of Adversaries (Them)

The propositions listed in this section are examples of a strong stance among pro-

bilingual advocates regarding the maintenance of their mother tongue, especially when

they perceived that its preservation is threatened by anti-bilingual movements. Some

statements, arguments, and stories expressed by interviewed parents suggest that an

oppositional ideology has evolved in response to perceived oppression, struggles, and

conflicts (e.g., economic, political, cultural and ideological struggles and conflicts

between dominant and dominated groups). Following are two statements of disagreement

about an official language measure declaring English the official language of public

agencies in Marshal County, Iowa, which were expressed by a recent immigrant:

Mrs. Ortega: Supuestamente para que a los inmigrantes se les hiciese más fácil
comunicarse o que aprendieran a hablar inglés muy rápido pues que a la fuerza
lo tenían que aprender (. . .)
Pues sí, que: “Apréndanlo.” --Pero no, ahora sí, que no, a fuerza no -- “no
hablará,” y que “definitivamente español para nada.”

[Supposedly it (official English law) would make easier for immigrants to
communicate or to learn English very quickly, so they are forced to learn it (. . .)
Okay, they say: “Learn it.” – But don’t, so, don’t force us (immigrants) – “don’t
speak (Spanish),” and “definitely, no Spanish,” they say].

These are examples of statements reflecting an oppositional stance of an immigrant

mother in a city in Iowa where English is already the only language used for instruction

in all public schools, which comes from a larger excerpt that will be presented and further

discussed later. The first statement implicates a critique of official-English law, arguing

that it would prohibit the use of Spanish and force immigrants to learn English. In the

second statement, which is an argument brought to support the first statement, she

portraits official-English advocates as intolerant people who use force to constrain
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immigrants from speaking Spanish.

Like this mother, most interviewed immigrants referred to official-English

movement as a sort of English-only movement which attempts to impose English-only

instruction and restrict the use of Spanish in schools and in other places as well. To report

the findings about Hispanic parents, therefore, I decided to use the category “English-

only stance” to characterize the strong stance in favor of both English-only and Official-

English initiatives, especially given that both are anti-bilingual movements. Despite the

differences between English-only and Official-English organizations, they share beliefs

that privilege the use of English for instruction in school. Other similarities have already

been discussed in previous chapters. Opinions that contain criticism of opponents’ beliefs

constitute an essential aspect for a strong pro-bilingual stance; that is, pro-bilingual

beliefs and oppositional ideologies are complementary to each other.

Beliefs Expressing Opposition to Anti-bilingual Stance

1. English-only and Official English impose (force) to speak just English as a

measure to promote the cultural assimilation of immigrants.

2. English-only programs do not care about children’s language loss.

3. English-only approaches hinder the academic progress of immigrant children.

4. Official-English legislation is an instrument for discrimination against

Hispanics.

5. Both official-English and anti-bilingual groups have racist motivations.

6. English-only schools do not facilitate the involvement of Hispanic parents.
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Certain sentences that parents used to criticize the beliefs of their opponents are markers

of a strong stance in support of bilingualism and the underlying anti-assimilationist

ideology, especially the criticisms about assimilationist agenda and racist motivations.

Examples of Parents’ Statements about Bilingualism

In this section I present examples of parents’ statements supporting either pro-

bilingual or anti-bilingual stances. The term statement refers here to actual parents’

expressions (as they appear in transcripts) that reflect beliefs and ideological stances. I

used the term proposition to refer to a typical statement which would serve as category

under which I organize actual parents’ expressions. I construed each proposition by

paraphrasing parents’ statements. I organized parents’ statements by placing each one of

them under the proposition (representing a belief) which best matches its content.

I present, first, examples of parents’ statements supporting bilingualism (and

bilingual education) and opposition to English-only/anti-bilingual discourses, expressing

beliefs compatible with a strong pro-bilingual stance which reflects an anti-assimilationist

language ideology. Second, I present pro-English only and anti-bilingual statements,

which came from one family and are organized under propositions that reflect anti-

bilingual and English-only stances, as they resemble typical arguments in anti-bilingual

movement. In the next chapters, I will present case studies that illustrate how discourse

analysis was used to identify relevant statements, for uncovering underlying ideologies

and for construing the propositions that represent parents’ beliefs and ideological stances

listed in this chapter. Those case studies will also show language socialization processes
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within families, that is, parents’ attempts to influence their children in terms of language

issues, which in many cases are strongly connected to issues of identity.

Some propositions representing shared beliefs among parents supporting bilingual

education refers to two separate issues: their beliefs about bilingual education in public

schools and their beliefs about the maintenance of Spanish as the home language. The

latter is relevant for interpretations about parents’ commitment to foster children’s

learning of both languages. Some propositions emphasize interest in educational or

pedagogic goals and economic interests, both of which can be described as indicating

instrumental reasons. Other propositions emphasize a different kind of social interests,

such as cultural identity issues and family values, which often are linked to parents’

expressions of feelings about their children’s future, pride in their language abilities, or

sadness about their children’s language loss. The latter are consistent with social

integration motives for learning or preserving the use of the mother tongue as a strategy

to influence in their children’s identification and ties with the Hispanic group or country

of origin.

Parents used different words and rhetorical strategies in their statements, for

example, repetitions, omissions, and incomplete sentences to suggest what for them is

obvious that there is no need to be explicit or what they simply do not want to mention in

an interview for the sake of political correctness. At first glance, some statements under a

proposition may look different from each other, but a detailed examination would lead

one to understand that they match the proposition representing a shared belief. To help

the reader to make sense of parents’ statements coming from excerpts of interview
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transcripts, I provide (within parenthesis or brackets) some information, such as my

interpretation of ambiguous parts and what seems to me implicit in the statements. I also

include within parenthesis information about alternative wording to construct each

proposition. All this information, I hope, would help to explain the meaning of each

statement and how compatible it is with the proposition representing a belief (and stance).

The proposition representing a belief is presented first and below it are the parents’

statements.

Pro-bilingual Propositions (Beliefs):

1. Bilingual programs facilitate the learning of both Spanish and English. (Language

Learning)

Mother: Aprendió mucho. En quinto año ya sabía más inglés. Aprendió pronto,
aprendió rápido el inglés.

[He learned a lot... By fifth grade he already knew more English. He learned soon,
he learned English fast.]

Father: Es como todo aquí en la casa le digo a Diana, yo le digo: “Aquí nunca
hablen en inglés que en la escuela le van a enseñar inglés, pero que lo hablen con
su amigo, pero aquí con nosotros se habla en español, puro español en la casa.”

[It’s like everything else, here in the house I tell Diana, I tell her: “Never speak
English here (at home) because in the school they will teach you English,” you
can use it with friends, but here with us (in our family) we speak Spanish, just
Spanish in the house.”] 
 

2. Bilingual programs teach children to read in two languages, Spanish and English.

(Biliteracy)

Father: Yo digo que sí es cierto, que si tú te pones en una escuela donde te van a
enseñar puro inglés es lógico que vas a perder el léxico del español o tú no vas a
saber cómo, si ‘lleva ‘ñ’ o para escribir una palabra, vamos a decir ‘llámalo’, no
sabes si escribir con ‘y’ o con ‘ll’, no vas a saber la gramática de la palabra,
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cómo se escribe.

[I say that it is true, that if you attend a school where they will teach only English,
it’s logic that you will lose your Spanish vocabulary or that you are not going to
know if [a word] needs ‘ñ’ or to write a word, for example ‘llámalo,’ call him,
you won’t know if it should be written with ‘y’ or with ‘ll,’ you are not going to
know the grammar of the word, how to write it].

3. Bilingual programs facilitate parental involvement in the education of children.

Mother: Uno que es de inmigrante que viene de…, se les presta más a uno
que sea una escuela bilingüe que no. (...)

[One who is an immigrant coming from …, it is better if the school is bilingual
than if it is not.]

Mother: Por eso yo más hablé a la escuela y le dije que necesitaba yo ayuda.

[For that reason I mostly talked to the school and asked for help.]

Mother: Y sí, va a la escuela. A gusto de estar con mis hijos porque ahorita los
puedo mandar, “Andale hija, ponte a hacer esto o póngase a leer.”

[Yes, they go to the school. I am very happy to be with my children because now
I can tell them, “Go my girl, do that, or go to read.”]

4. Bilingual programs value both languages, Spanish and English /

Bilingual programs support Hispanic children with the maintenance of Spanish.

Mother: Por eso lo que yo no quise, porque es lo que estaba pasando
con ella, que me estaba agarrándome el inglés y me estaba dejándome el
español, pa’ bajo. […] Ese era el problema. Por eso yo más hablé a la escuela y
le dije que necesitaba yo ayuda. …

[That’s what I didn’t want, because what was happening with her, is that she was
learning English and she was letting the Spanish go down. […] That was the
problem. For that reason I mostly talked to the school and asked for help.]

5. Bilingualism promotes understanding among people from diverse cultural groups.

Father: El ser bilingüe una persona, por ejemplo, es una ventaja porque esa
persona si va a entrar a la (...) va a ser agente así como el policía ese va a poder
hablar con un americano y también con un latino, entonces no va a tener ningún
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problema que: “tráigame a un agente que es americano y habla un poco
español.”

[To be bilingual, for example, is an advantage, because if that person is going to
join (…) is going to become an agent like a policeman, he will be able to speak
with an American and also with a Latino, then he won’t have any problem such
as: “bring me an agent who is an American and who speaks a little bit of
Spanish.”]

Father: Si el gringo aprende español y el hispano habla inglés, entonces sería ya
todo, hay más entendimiento entre todas las personas.

[If the American learns Spanish and the Hispanic learns English, then everything
would be… having more understanding among all persons.]

6. Immigrants need to learn two languages to find jobs and economic success.

Mother: Pero a lo que yo me refiero, cómo vas a dejar de hablar español y por
ejemplo, como dice ella que va aprendiendo el inglés, yo acepto que aprenda el
inglés, pero que no deje de hablar el español. Porque... porque por la base del
inglés va a sacarle mas provecho, va a elegir una carrera, va a estudiar y que va
a ser lo esencial, va a ser lo esencial el inglés.

[But what I mean, is why are you going to stop speaking Spanish and for
example, she says that she is learning English and I approve of her learning
English, but she should not stop speaking Spanish because, because with the
foundation of English she has, she will benefit of it, she will choose a career, she
will study, and English will be essential.]

Father: Yo sí, yo creo que yo también lo necesito, yo digo porque lo miro porque
yo no sé inglés y si yo tuviera dos idiomas yo no estuviera trabajando matándome
tanto en el sol yo estuviera trabajando, si sé un poquito de computación ya
estuviera metido en una escuela, a ser oficinista, a ser algo, no? Y ya podría
trabajar en la sombrita, ya me quitaría el sol de todo el día, era una maravilla
cuando estuviera en la playa.

[I do, I believe that I also need it, I say that because I see it, because I don’t know
English and if I had two languages I wouldn’t be killing myself working so hard
under the sun, I would be working, because if I know a little bit of computer I
would be working in a school, as an office employ, to be someone, no? And I
would be able to work under a shade, I would be out of the sun all day, it would
be marvelous being at the beach.]
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7 . It is important that we immigrants learn English/attend to English classes.

Father: Sí, pero ahora (…) dice la maestra, “escuchen la radio, la televisión en
inglés que les pegue más.” Y yo (...) sí oigo las noticias en español pero...
primero pongo una inglesa. Tengo que aprender inglés, ya me dijeron, que tenía
que aprender.

[Yes, but now, the teacher tells us “listen to the radio, the TV in English, so you
would learn more.” And I, yes, I watch the Spanish news program, but first I
watch the English one. I need to learn English, they told me [at work], that I need
to learn it.]

Mother: Ya fuimos a la escuela, estuvimos yendo y yo y mi esposo a la escuela a
la (…) [for English clases for adults] estuvimos yendo. Pero a mí se me hacía
muy pesado. Ibamos en la noche de las siete a las nueve (7:00pm-9:00pm) (…) y
ya me estaba durmiéndome, o ya me dolía mucho la espalda, porque todo el día
no paraba.

[We already attended school, my husband and I visited the school for attending to
the (English) classes. But it was very hard for me. We attended the class from
7:00pm to 9:00pm (…) and I was sleepy or had backache, because I was working
all day long.]

Mother: Pues sí, que: “Apréndanlo.” Pero no, ahora sí, que no a fuerza no.

[Okay, they say that: “Learn it.” But don’t, don’t force us (immigrants).]

Anti-bilingual Propositions (Beliefs):

1. Bilingual schools are not effective in teaching English but just Spanish. /

English only is the best approach to help students who don’t speak English to

learn it.

Mother: En El Paso (escuela bilingüe) les enseñaron puro español, no les dieron
la clase de inglés hasta los hasta como el segundo o tercer año. So, ellos
aprendieron a escribir español, leer en la escuela (bilingüe) en El Paso.

[In El Paso (bilingual school) they taught them only Spanish, they did not offer
them the English class until the second or third grade. So, they learned to write
Spanish and read it in the bilingual School in El Paso.]
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Mother: En El Paso son muy flojos ellos prefieren hablarles en español para no
batallar con el inglés las maestras.

[In El Paso (bilingual school) they are too lazy, the teachers prefer to speak
Spanish instead of English, since they (teachers) do not want to battle with
teaching English.

2. Public schools should not be used for teaching other cultures and languages.

Public Schools’ goal is to assimilate immigrants into the mainstream culture.

Mother: Es obligación de ellos (los padres) enseñarle (español), porque tampoco
es obligación de la escuela enseñarle del 5 de marzo, ni tampoco el 16 de
septiembre.

[It is parents’ obligation to teach (their children) Spanish, thus it is not the
school’s obligation, either, to teach the March 5, nor September 16 (Mexican
Celebrations)]

3. Hispanic immigrants should speak English to the children instead of Spanish.

Mother: Le digo: “No. Los niños son mexicanos, está bien, pero son nacidos aquí
y van a ir a la escuela aquí y van a hacer todo aquí, van a hablar inglés y es todo.
Y si hablan español, muy bien.”

[I tell him: “No, the children are Mexicans, that’s fine, but they were born here
and will attend school here and they will do everything here, and they will speak
English, and that is. And if they speak Spanish, that’s fine.]

4. Immigrants are reluctant to learn the language of the country (English). /

Immigrants are reluctant to assimilate. / Immigrants should adapt and follow the

rules and laws in this country.

Mother: Es (…) nada más de residente, pero no se quiere hacer ciudadano. (…)
Le digo, él se enoja porque yo le digo: “¿Quieres vivir aquí y sacar dinero de acá
pero tener el orgullo de México, entonces (…) por qué no te vas para México?”
(…) Yo le digo, digo: “No. Es que eres bien machista, mexicanote.”

[He (my husband) is (US legal) resident, but he does not want to be (American)
citizen. (…). I tell him, and then he gets upset because I tell him: “So, you want to
live here, you want earn money here, but maintaining the pride of (being from)
Mexico, so… why don’t you go (back) to Mexico?” (…) I tell him: “No. It is that
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you are very machista (macho man), very Mexican.”]

Summary: Parents’ perspectives on Language and Literacy

The examples of parental ideas about language presented in this chapter

demonstrate that most Hispanic parents in these participant families, with the exception

of one family, support bilingual education, especially the goal of biliteracy. They believe

that it is an approach that would promote both the maintenance of Spanish as a cultural

heritage, and the acquisition of English as a second language. However, interviewed

parents displayed apparent inconsistencies in discourses and they seem ambivalence

about some controversial issues, and contradictions in their arguments as they tried to

make sense of particular experiences and perceived social contradictions in culturally

diverse contexts. This is not surprising because as human beings we belong to diverse

groups and have been influenced by many groups, thus multiple sources of influence may

be the origin of inconsistencies and contradictions in our expressions and thinking.

It is important to understand the implications of parents’ inconsistencies and

contradictions in their expressions of beliefs (i.e., discursive practices) as well as in their

social practices, given that there are possible alternative interpretations in discourse

analysis. The point is that a particular interviewee’s expressions characterized a discourse

full of inconsistencies or contradictions regarding the statements about Americans,

according to one researcher applying CDA, may be interpreted differently by another

researcher who may interpret that those apparent inconsistencies are not such but that

they respond to perceptions of actual social contradictions, for example some Anglo

Americans are against bilingual education while other members of this social group
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support it.

Findings presented here suggest that, on the one hand, there are apparent

inconsistencies and contradictions in parents’ discourses that could affect their language

socialization practices and, on the other hand there are social contradictions and conflicts

that, at least indirectly, would affect them as well. In the next chapter, I will expand the

discussion about parents’ beliefs and discourses on language and language ideologies,

presenting findings about parents’ beliefs regarding their representations of ethnic groups

and their identification with a particular group.
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CHAPTER 8

IDENTITY AND REPRESENTATION OF GROUPS

This chapter focuses on parents’ beliefs and assumptions about the relationship

between language and identity, which I call here the language-identity link. For example,

Hispanic parents who believe that Spanish is an essential component of the common

cultural heritage of their social group, and assume that language is a marker of identity,

exemplify this belief about language-identity link. Another example of the language-

identity link is the assumption that mixing Spanish and English would be a marker of

Americanization, in the sense of identification with the mainstream culture or learning

certain behaviors that imply “that could be interpreted as ‘ethnic betrayal’” (Suárez-

Orozco and Suárez-Orozco 2001, p. 104), which implies the view of Spanish as a symbol

of ethnic identity.

This chapter presents parents’ responses and analyzes cues they gave about

whether they share or not beliefs about bilingualism and biliteracy, such as the value of

bilingual education and the belief that its contribution to the maintenance of Spanish and

cultural identity. Data collected show that there are different views among Hispanic

parents regarding the importance of identity as it relates to language issues and Spanish

maintenance in their families. These different views have implications for an important

theoretical aspect regarding the theory of ideology: the relationship between identity and

ideology, particularly the relationship between ethnic identity and language ideology.

Some findings in this study bring insights into such theoretical problems, which might

help us to understand the broader theoretical issue at the center of this dissertation: the
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ideological dimensions of parents’ role in the education and socialization of their children

to develop beliefs and attitudes regarding language use and learning. I refer to this

theoretical matter (i.e., parents’ role in children’s development of beliefs and attitudes) as

the role of parents in the reproduction of ideologies.

Identity is a complex issue because the process of identification with groups

involves social and psychological processes about which there are different theories in

the social sciences. Regarding the social aspect, sociologists have identified diverse

social groups in contemporary societies that are culturally diverse and socially-stratified,

while scholars in other disciplines such as psychologists (e.g., cultural psychologists)

have being concerned with the subjectivity and how a person would feel a sense of

membership to a social group. Such social groups exist as a sociohistorical reality

(external to a person) in the sense that there are persons who identify themselves as

members of such groups and in the sense that also exist a language with categories (i.e.,

constructs, conventions) to name each social group. Ochs (1993) recognizes “that social

identities have a sociohistorical reality independent of language behavior, but, in any

given situation, at any actual moment, people in those situations are actively constructing

their social identities rather than passively living out some cultural prescription for social

identity” (p. 296).

The very existence of categories (or conventions) to name each social group, such

as those constructed by a nation-state to count each persons for census, may affect

immigrants’ thinking about identity and sense of belonging to diverse social groups. For

example, immigrants who previously self-identified just as Mexican might self-identify
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as Hispanic after learning that this is the category generally used by governmental

agencies for classifying people from Latin America according to ethnicity. Suárez-

Orozco and Suárez-Orozco (2001) suggest that an immigrant who self-identifies as

Hispanic might be just an example of “instrumental ethnicity,” defined as the “tactical

use of ethnicity,” like using ethnic categories created by the state “for a variety of civic

and political matters” (p. 63). These authors distinguish the “instrumental ethnicity” from

“expressive ethnicity,” describing the latter as an act of self-affirmation in the sense that

the immigrant is verbalizing “the feeling of a common origin and a shared destiny with

others” (p. 63).

There are other social and psychological factors, specifically cognitive processes,

which are involved in the development of a sense of belonging to a social group and in

the manner a person uses language (i.e., speech acts, discursive practices) to construct a

social identity, or even multiple identities, while he or she is interacting with members of

diverse groups (Gee, 1999; Ochs, 1993; van Dijk, 1998). Using the term cultural model

(D’Andrade, 1990; Gee, 1992), I would say that cognitive processes involved in the

development of a sense of identity cannot be viewed in isolation from social interactions

that trigger the development of cultural models. Social interactions involving members of

the same ethnic group (in-group) as well as those involving members of a different ethnic

group (out-group) would influence the development of cultural models about the way in-

group and out-group members typically act.

An assumption in this analysis, following van Dijk (1998), is that parents’ sense

of belonging to particular social groups and identification with their ethnic group depends
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on cognitive processes such as their representation of groups. In other words, cultural

identity (i.e., sense of belonging to an ethnic group with a distinct cultural heritage or

nationality) is linked to formation of beliefs about diverse social groups, expressed in

discourses that involve particular ways of representing such groups.

Immigrants from Mexico in this study self-identified as Mexicans, while they

showed a sense of identity and loyalty to a broader ethnic group, Hispanics, or with the

more specific group of Hispanic immigrants. I identified three interrelated sets of parents’

beliefs about groups. First, there is a set of beliefs about the specific ethnic group to

which parents feel they belong (e.g., Mexican ethnic-group) and about their broader

supranational identity (e.g., beliefs about Hispanics as the broader ethnic group). Second,

there is a set of parents’ beliefs about the differences between their ethnic group and the

dominant ethnic-cultural group (e.g., differences between Hispanics and European

Americans). Third, there is a set of beliefs about the differences within their ethnic group

(e.g., within the Mexican group and within the Hispanic group).

I do not intend to discuss all issues of identity and all kinds of social groups. To

narrow the discussion on issues of identity and representation of groups, I chose to

concentrate on parents’ identification with the broader Hispanic group, their beliefs about

intra-group differences within their ethnic group, and their representation of other ethno-

linguistic groups (especially European-Americans). Concerning representation of groups,

I also looked at how they perceive the dominant group’s way of thinking about relevant

themes in this dissertation: language policy, bilingual education, immigration, and so on.

However, in the discourse analysis of selected case studies, I paid close attention to cues
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parents gave about their generation, social class, gender, and other aspects about their

identification with social groups. Regarding gender, for example, one parent (Juanita’s

mother, IA 08), who criticized her husband’s stance on Spanish maintenance, argued that

this stance was grounded in his machismo and his emphasis on Mexican cultural identity,

describing his cultural pride as an exaggeration. Thus she linked gender issues to

Mexican national identity issues, as will be discussed later.

Linking Identity and Language: Hispanos and Mejicanos

In this chapter, the reader will find statements expressed by Hispanic parents

emphasizing that Spanish maintenance is essential for developing their child’s cultural

identity, a belief that may have implications for their socialization practices, which will

be discussed in the next chapter (Chapter 9). Similar opinions about the maintenance of

Spanish, emphasizing its importance for the preservation of cultural heritage and identity,

are found in other studies (Bayley and Schecter, 2003; Davidson, 1996; Evans, 1996;

Relaño Pastor, 2005, Schecter, Sharken-Taboada, and Bayley, 1996). For example,

Davidson (1996) reports that a bilingual Mexican immigrant adolescent and her group of

friends established the rule of speaking only Spanish every Tuesday and Thursday “to

assert their identity in a country where they feel pressure to conform” (p. 56).

Some parents used the metaphor “roots” to refer to their Hispanic cultural

heritage. Following I provide an example of parents who used this metaphor while

expressing their respective opinions about the problem of language loss among Hispanic

children during a conjoint interview with both parents, Mr. and Mrs. Acosta. The

following excerpt contains part (the initial part of the contents of a turn) of Mrs. Acosta’s
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response to a question about this topic. (I will return to this case and present the complete

response in the next chapter). I asked Mrs. Acosta, mother of the child Diana (AZ 01),

about the cause of the trend towards language loss among Hispanics, after her husband

responded to a quite similar question.

1 Mrs. Acosta: A los papás. Los papás; que uno les debe ir fomentando,
2 desde chiquitos, irles fomentando que las raíces de uno son de español,
3 son en español, por ejemplo, mis raíces son Mexicanas… por ejemplo ella,
4 y lo digo y lo digo con orgullo, ella nació el 20 de noviembre, en México
5 se celebra la revolución mexicana, y … (…)

Translation
1 Mrs. Acosta: The parents are. The parents; one should be promoting,
2 starting when they are young, promoting that one’s roots are Spanish,
3 are in Spanish, for example, my roots are Mexican. she, for example,
4 and I say this, I say this with pride, she was born on Nov the 20th , when
5 Mexico celebrates the Mexican revolution and … (…)

This mother’s response has to be viewed within the context of the theme introduced by

the interviewer’s question, which requested for her to express her opinion about the cause

of a trend toward language loss among Hispanic families. She begins answering this

question with a brief phrase “a los papás” (1), implicating that parents are the cause of

problem of language loss, followed by an elaboration of her response (1-3) to explicate in

what sense parents are responsible for this problem.

In this initial part her response to this question, this mother (Mrs. Acosta) uses for

the first time the term raíces, which turns out to be a rhetorical move to support her

argument in defense of the maintenance of Spanish, as will be elaborated in this discourse

analysis. While asserting that Hispanics should promote Spanish when their children are

young, she uses the expression “las raíces de uno” (one’s roots), using the word roots in a

metaphorical sense to refer to her cultural roots and she points out that the Spanish
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language is part of the cultural roots (2). She continues with an example to illustrate how

important Spanish is for her, linking this language to her cultural identity as Mexicana

(3). My interpretation of this response is that for Mrs. Acosta, and Mr. Acosta as well,

Spanish maintenance is fundamental for the transmission of Hispanic culture to their

offspring and for the formation of identity as Mexicanos.

It is interesting that she repeated the term raíces (roots) to elaborate her argument

and provide a concrete example of how important Spanish is for her and to convey a

notion of language-identity link: my roots are Mexican (3). Repetition is a rhetorical

strategy she used to emphasize words that represent key concepts in her argument, such

as the following: papás, fomentando, español, raíces (parents, promoting, Spanish,

roots). It follows that her argument can be formulated combining these key words to

construct the following proposition representing a belief that is part of the language

ideology expressed in her discourse: Parents should promote both Spanish and the

Hispanic cultural roots.

In the same family, Mr. Acosta (Diana’s father) also used the metaphor of raíces

(roots), as in the expression raíces hispanas (Hispanic roots) in the following statement:

1 Porque debe ser importante, pues yo digo que son de raíces hispanas
2 de todas partes de México, Guatemala, Puerto Rico, entonces yo digo que es
3 muy importante que aquí las personas aprendamos los dos idiomas […], y
4 estudiar […] español.

Translation
1 Because it should be important, so I say that they are from Hispanic roots
2 from all places in Mexico, Guatemala, Puerto Rico, then I say that it is
3 very important that people here learn both languages […], and
4 to study […] Spanish.
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Mr. Acosta, Diana’s father, used the metaphor to highlight the importance of Spanish for

preserving the Hispanic roots (1), commenting about people who come from diverse

Latin American countries (2), besides foregrounding bilingualism (3) and Spanish (4) as

important group interests rather than dealing with the language issue in terms of personal

benefits at the individual level.

In response to the hypothetical question about how would they feel if their child

learns English and forgets Spanish, Mrs. Uribe (IA 10), a recent immigrant parent who

has resided 5 years in the US, refers to Spanish as an important component of Mexican

culture:

1 Yo me sentiría muy mal por parte mía por no haberle inculcado
2 de que debe de aprender el español también. Por eso tenemos esa idea de
3 mandarla a México para que aprenda a leer y escribir el español para que
4 más adelante ella sea bilingüe. A nosotros nunca nos gustaría que perdiera
5 las costumbres, ni la cultura, que no supiera de la cultura de México
6 ni las tradiciones en México.

Translation
1 I would feel very bad on my part for not having inculcated into her
2 that she should learn Spanish too. For that reason we have the idea of
3 sending her to Mexico, so that she can learn to read and write Spanish so that
4 eventually she can be bilingual. We would not [never] like that she loses
5 the customs, or the culture, that she would not know the Mexican culture
6 nor the traditions in Mexico.

When this mother expressed in Spanish that she might feel very bad (“me sentiría muy

mal”), she is showing her high concern about her daughter after perceiving signs of

Spanish loss and she anticipates that she might have strong guilt feelings about that (1-2).

She is also providing a cue about an assumption that is part of her belief system: the

assumption that Hispanic parents are responsible for Spanish maintenance or loss among
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their children. Mrs. Uribe, a former teacher in Mexico, is a parent who is involved in the

education of her children, using her professional knowlege to teach Spanish to her

daughter about the importance of learning to read and write in Spanish as well as English.

In the second sentence she changes from using the first person singular pronoun “yo” (I),

to the plural form “nosotros” (we), expressing implicitly that she agreed with her husband

about the plan to send the child to Mexico, an alternative for reversing language shift. In

this excerpt she suggests that cultural identity is important for her and her husband

(children’s father). Her notion of a language-identity link is signaled by the wording of

her expressed statements, specifically: the use of the words costumbres (customs),

cultura (culture), and tradiciones (traditions) (5-6). While she explicitly refers to

Mexican culture, it is implicit that Spanish is an important component of this culture.

Some parents made comments that were inconsistent and contradictory with their

previous comments supporting Spanish maintenance and the preservation of Hispanic

identity. Certain expressions made by these parents signaled implicit beliefs that

preserving Spanish is not so important and that just English is necessary, that preserving

the first language is not essential for issues of identity, or that the preserving the ethnic

identity is not important at all. For example, Mrs. Santiago, Juanita’s mother (IA 08),

contradicted herself when she made comments about identity and language issues. This is

also an example of different ways of thinking between the parents of the same family in

Iowa, regarding the same issue. To illustrate the contradictions, I will present and

compare two exerpts of the transcript where this mother talks about her views and her

husband’s views. In the first excerpt, Mrs. Santiago describes a conversation with her
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daughter about language as follows:

1 Tienen que hablar los dos idiomas…
2 Así yo a la grande también le digo, “no”,
3 y le digo: “Ah, pues ¿te crees mejor que todos, tú ya (…)?”
4 Así nomás porque piensa que es… [unfinished sentence] --No lo es,
5 tiene que acordarse de quién somos.

Translation
1 They have to speak the two languages…
2 So, I also tell my older daughter too: “no”
3 And I told her: “Ah, so you believe that you are better than all?”
4 So, just because she believes that she is …--She is not,
5 She has to remember who we are.

Juanita’s mother begins with an expression of a belief in support of bilingualism (1), then

she continues quoting her own words to describe part of her conversation with her older

daughter, specifically when she told her daughter one word “No” (2), which she used to

criticize her daughter for speaking only English and to encourage her the use of both

languages. At this point she emphasizes the identity issue, particularly the identity-

language link (5).

In the following excerpt, Mrs. Santiago quotes her husband (Juanita’ father) while

she was answering the interviewer’s question about different views within their family

about language issues.

1 Sí, pero ya más o menos ya se ha calma’o,
2 pero él dice que así “que los niños deben hablar español,
3 son mexicanos que hablen español” y siempre topamos con eso.
4 Le digo: “No, los niños son mexicanos, está bien,
5 pero son nacidos aquí y van a ir a la escuela aquí
6 y van a hacer todo aquí, van a hablar inglés y es todo.
7 Y si hablan español, muy bien.”

Translation
1 Yes, but he has more or less calmed down,
2 but he says that “the children should speak Spanish,
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3 there are Mexicans, so they should speak Spanish” and we always argue about
that

4 I tell him: “No, the children are Mexicans, that is fine,
5 but they were born here and will attend school here
6 and they will do everything here, and they will speak English, and that is all,
7 and if they speak Spanish, very well.

Mrs. Santiago describes how her husband complains that the children speak too much

English at home, implicitly criticizing her for allowing that. She quotes Mr. Santiago (her

husband) to present an example of how he has expressed his belief that children should

speak Spanish (2) pointing out that their children should speak Spanish because they are

Mexicans (3), therefore linking Spanish to the Mexican identity. Then she quotes her own

words while reacting to Mr. Santiago’s argument about language and identity.

In contrast to previous comments in the first excerpt presented above, in the

second excerpt she seems to contradict herself as she comments that her children should

speak English (6) because they were born here in US (5). Although she concedes that the

children are Mexican-descent (4) and that it is fine if they learn Spanish, this is an

apparent concession as a strategic move to elaborate a persuasive argument (to persuade

her husband), since her argument privileges English as the official language of schools

and elsewhere, “here,” referring to United States (5-6), while suggesting that Spanish is

less important or optional (7). In other words, although she concedes that bilingualism is

an asset, here she also makes a strong statement privileging English over Spanish, which

may be expressed as a proposition as follows: “English is the common language here in

this country.”

Another example of inconsistencies is found in another case study, the Batista

Family, in the following excerpt of the transcript of an interview in which both parents
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and their child participated. Mr. Batista, Isabela’s father (AZ 02), expressed his belief

that it is the duty of Mexican parents to encourage their children to speak Spanish in

order to prevent Spanish loss and to promote bilingualism, but later he showed an

indulgent attitude toward the use of English. Answering a question about Spanish loss

and mixing languages among Mexican-descent people, Mr. Batista expressed the

following opinion about the difference between Hispanics who speak Spanish and those

who do not:

1 Pues lo que yo pienso que, pues… no es mucha.
2 Es mejor para ellos porque están hablando dos idiomas.
3 ¿Entiende? No es mucha... no es mucha diferencia para ellos
4 porque cuando vengan no van a batallar
5 como batalla uno que nomás habla el español. (…)

Translation
1 Well, what I think is that… Well, it is not so much …
2 It is better for them because they are speaking two languages,
3 Do you understand? It doesn't make much difference to them
4 because when they come they will not be struggling
5 like one who speaks only Spanish struggles. (…)

Within the context of the conversation about linguistic and cultural differences, after the

interviewer’s question about Spanish loss and language mixing (i.e., codeswitching)

among Hispanics, the expression no es mucha diferencia para ellos (3) (it doesn't make

much difference to them) signaled the implicit belief that preserving the first language is

not essential for the issue of identity. Although this father also says that speaking two

languages is better (2), he seems to believe that preserving Spanish is not so important,

compared with the advantages of speaking English. These inconsistencies and

contradictory statements would have implications for language socialization and it woud

not be surprising if his daughter Isabela already has received ambiguous messages at
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home priviledging English that might affect her preference for English over Spanish.

Despite the above inconsistent statements, Mr. Batista’s arguments support

Spanish maintenance and the notion of a language-identity link. The following excerpt

consists of two sentences expressed by this parent in response to a question about which

is the possible cause of the problem of Spanish loss among Hispanics. This question

intended also to encourage him to talk about the maintenance of Spanish in his own

family, hoping that he will reveal his strategies used to influence his children:

1 Yo entiendo que eso está en los padres de uno,
2 porque si… si el papá es mejicano y el niño es nacido aquí
3 y ellos permiten que nomás esté hablando inglés
4 y no le están enseñando el español,
5 yo diría que el problema está en los papás,
6 porque ellos permitieron que no hablara español.
7 Si son mejicanos y no hablan español,
8 yo pienso que es por eso…

Translation
1 I understand that this is up to one’s parents,
2 because if… if the parent is Mexican and the child is born here
3 and they (parents) allow (the child) to speak just English
4 and they are not teaching him Spanish,
5 I would say that the problem is in the parents,
6 because they allowed him not to speak Spanish.
7 If they are Mexicans and do not speak Spanish,
8 I think that it is for that reason…

Mr. Batista, by beginning his response with a statement criticizing his own ethnic group,

is representing the ethnic group to which he belongs in a negative way, as follows:

Mexicans parents are the ones responsible for the Spanish loss in their homes (1-2),

interpreting this situation as a problem (5). To support this statement, he presents an

example which is a hypothetical situation, marked by the conjunction si (if), about a

Mexican parent and his child born aquí (here) in US (2). As he elaborates his argument
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he continues complicating this hypothetical situation, suggesting a problem of

communication between English-speaking children (3) who do not speak Spanish (6) and

Spanish-speaking parents (7).

The discourse analysis presented above served to identify which is the theory

proposed by Mr. Batista as an explanation for Spanish loss in Hispanic families. His

theory may be formulated throught the following proposition representing a belief: ‘The

cause of the problem of Spanish loss is the permissiveness of parents who allow that their

children speak only English, using repetition of the word permiten (they allow) as a

rhetorical strategy used for highlighting the perceived major problem: parents’

permissivenes. Implicit in this portrait of permisive parents is an implication that there

are no home rules about language use. It follows that a possible strategy to prevent

Spanish loss is to establish language rules at home. In the next chapter this same case

study will be presented to elaborate this description and discussion on language

socialization strategies used in Hispanic homes.

In his attribution theory of language shift, he points out two interrelated causal

factors: first, that Mexican parents allowed their children to speak just English (3);

second, Mexican parents failed to teach Spanish to their children (4) and they also failed

in not encouraging them to use this language (6). The assumptions here is that that the

children of Mexican immigrants are Mexicans (7) even when they are born in US (2), that

Mexicans speak Spanish, and that these Mexican children should speak Spanish,

assumptions that taken together imply an argument conveying a notion of a language-

identity link, which is another assumption in his discourse on language.
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The discourse analysis presented so far in this case study lead researcher to an

interpretations about identity issues expressed in this fragment of transcript. As

mentioned before, Mr. Batista refers to Mexicans who do not speak Spanish as those

who are resposible for the problem children’s abandonment of Spanish (5-6) while he

refers to these children as Mexicans who do not speak Spanish, referring to their

children’s abandonment of Spanish (7).

There is another interpretation of expressions that identifies another assumption

related to the language issues: a person could be Mexican and speak no Spanish (7). This

assumption seems contradictory to the language-identity-link assumption. Another

difficulty found while analyzing this narrative is the ambiguity in the characterization of

Mexican children who do not speak Spanish, as described in this hypothetic situation (7),

because it is not clear whether he is refering to the Mexican who is speaks only English

because he is English monolingual, do not understand or speak Spanish, or whether he is

refering to a bilingual Mexican-decent child prefer to speak English because of his low-

proficiency in Spanish or for other reasons. My interpretation to interrpret this anbiguity

is the he is still struggling to understand why some children of immigrants abandon the

use of Spanish, whether is because parents did not teach this language or they do know,

but their parents are too permissive or they just they want the Americanization of their

children.

In the following excerpt, Mrs. Batista did not talk about identity while expressing

much concern about language shift and language mixing issues. Instead, she talked about

the implications of Spanish loss for the communication between parents and children. For
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example, Mrs. Batista, expressed the following concern about a perceived Spanish loss

problem regarding her daughter Isabela, who was attending a bilingual school:

1 Por eso lo que yo no quise,
2 porque es lo que estaba pasando con ella,
3 que me estaba agarrándome el inglés
4 y me estaba dejándome el español, pa’ bajo.
5 Y entonces yo llegué al nivel que dije, yo... [pause]
6 “Si yo no sé inglés y ella lo está aprendiendo,
7 no va a aprender español.
8 ¿Cómo nos vamos a comunicar entre ella y yo?”
9 Ese era el problema.

Translation
1 That’s why I didn’t want,
2 because that’s what was happening with her,
3 that she was acquiring English
4 and abandoning Spanish, it was left behind [going down].
5 And then I reached the point that I said… [pause]
6 “If I do not know English and she is learning it,
7 she will not learn Spanish,
8 How will we be able to communicate with each other?
9 That was the problem.

In this excerpt, Mrs. Batista expressed her main argument for supporting Spanish

maintenance: Spanish loss might affect communication between children and Spanish-

speaking parents (8). Previously in the interview she brought another argument,

expressing concern about a perceived confusion linked to language mixing that she

believed was affecting literacy development and the academic success of her child.

Unlike her husband and other Hispanic parents who were interviewed, she did not

mention the issue of identity in her argumentation about language and literacy issues.
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Identity, Group Loyalty and Language Loyalty

The analysis of selected excerpts from transcripts provided insights into identity

issues that are likely to affect parents’ language loyalty, which refers here to parents’

commitment to the intergenerational transmission of their mother tongue. Findings

demonstrate that parents’ beliefs about language and their sense of belonging to the

Hispanic group would orient parents’ attempts to influence their children’s formation of

identity and their language acquisition, especially towards preserving Spanish in their

family (i.e., preventing language shift or language loss). Therefore, these findings suggest

that there is a relationship between ideology and identity, in the sense van Dijk (1998)

proposes, as follows:

As long as speech participants identify with or willingly or unwillingly
(have to) represent the group and institutions of which they are members,
they thus by definition contribute to the use and the reproduction of
ideologies associated with these social formations. (p. 230)

Participants in the study identified with and represented the ethnic group called Hispanics

(in Spanish “Hispanos” or “Hispanas” for females) as a broad category that includes

migrants from different countries of origin, having other characteristics that can be used

to classify members of the Hispanic group under particular sub-groups. According to

parents’ country of origin, participant families in our study fall into three sub-groups

within the Hispanic group: Hispanic families with both parents of Mexican descent (most

participants); Hispanic families with both parents who migrated from other Latin

American country (IA-03); and Hispanic families with at least one parent born in US (IA-

02; IA-08). These families can be also grouped following other criteria, such as age of

parent when migrated to the US and years residing in the US. These criteria would be
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relevant for understanding factors that can affect processes of acculturation of immigrant

parents and their children.

I will therefore present information about the families, classifying them in four

groups, which I call type of family, according to how much time the immigrant parents or

caregivers have been residing in the United States. This typology is an adaptation of the

one used by Pease-Alvarez (1993) to describe children of immigrant families in her study

about language shift among third-graders in four Eastside schools in California, in order

“to capture the way that generation and familial ties to the United States affect language

shift” (p. 2). She looked at possible factors that would affect language shift, identifying

four groups of Hispanic students (which she calls “depths”), such as “generation and

familial ties to the United States” (p. 2). The four groups identified in Pease-Alvarez’s

(1993) study were the following:

1. Born in Mexico; parents born in Mexico.

2. Born in US, parents born in Mexico; mother immigrated at age 15 or older.

3. Born in US; parents born in Mexico; mother immigrated at age 10 or younger.

4. Born in US; at least one parent born in US. (p. 2).

It seems to me that this typology for the classification of immigrant/Hispanic families

according to time living in US would provide an idea of a member’s exposure to

experiences that would affect their acculturation and adaptation to the society where they

live, affecting the maintenance of ties to either the country of origin. Of course, there are

other factors that represent other important experiences such as place of birth of children

and age of mother’s migration, which would be relevant for understanding acculturation
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and parents’ sense of belonging to an ethnic group (i.e., ethnic identity). 

The category sense of identity (or sense of belonging), used in this dissertation,

includes both the identification with a particular ethnic group in terms of ties with the

country of origin and the identification with the Hispanic group. The latter category, as

well as the category Latino or Latina for the female, refers to migrants from diverse

countries, therefore, some scholars refer to them as the “supranational identity” (Portes

and Rumbaut, 1996, p. 136), or “pan-ethnic categories” (Suárez-Orozco and Suárez-

Orozco, 2001, p, 63).

The following table (Table 8.1) was prepared to present the types of families

included within the broader category of Hispanic families having members that can be

classified as Mexican-oriented immigrants. To create this typology of Hispanic families

with Mexican-oriented immigrants, I adapted and combined Pease-Alvarez’s (1993)

typology of immigrant groups (presented above) and Matute-Bianchi’s (1991) typology

for classifying Mexican-descent students, the latter distinguishing five distinct subgroups,

which have been “manifesting different experiences and different adaptations and

strategies to life in the United States” (p. 209). I observed that participant families had

parents who may be classified as Mexican-oriented immigrants, although they showed

differences in acculturation and time residing in US. Table 8.1 shows three categories and

criteria I used for classifying families that participated in the present study.

This table was prepared according to data about family history as reported by the

interviewed parents, grouping participant families in three types of family. Besides the

name of each family, there is a parenthesis with the name of the focal student (all
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pseudonyms). The category focus child refers to the child in primary grade who received

special attention as a topic of conversation during the interviews with their parents and, in

some cases, was invited to join the conversation if they were present during the parent

interview. In Iowa, the focal child was invited to join the conversation during the parent

interview or to talk about storybooks I brought during home visits.

Table 8.1: Types of Hispanic Families

Families with Mexican Immigrants According to Type of Hispanic Family

Type of Hispanic Family Family and Focal child

Type 1: Less Acculturated/Recent Immigrants
(e.g., Mexicanos, living less than 10 years in US)

Palacios (Gilberto)
Navarro (Carlos)
Quintero (Dora)
Batista (Isabela)
Ortega (Fernando)
Uribe (Hilda)

Type 2: More Acculturated/Less-recent Immigrants
(e.g., Mexican-oriented, have resided 10-15 years in US)

Ramos (Ernesto)

Laguna (Berta)
Torres (Ignacio)
Acosta (Diana)

Type 3: US-born/Highly-acculturated Immigrants
(e.g., Mexican Americans, more than 15 years in US)

Santiago (Juanita)
Morales (Alberto)

As anticipated, parents of Type-1 and Type-2 families, that is, those who are quite recent

immigrants, showed stronger commitment to the maintenance of Spanish, compared with

Mexican-American parents of the Type-3 category. The latter category includes

Hispanics born in US and highly acculturated immigrant (i.e., more Americanized) who
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are likely to have been exposed for a much longer period to ideological discourses and

socialization experiences toward Americanization. However, even families in this

category would be considered Mexican-oriented immigrants, given that they showed a

commitment with the maintenance of Spanish and self-identified as Mexicanos. In other

words, even those with a higher grade of acculturation have resisted Americanization and

social pressures to discourage the use of Spanish.

The following section provides examples of parents’ discourses on issues of

identity and language. The section contains the stories they told about social groups, and

will help us to understand how their lived experiences probably shaped their ways of

thinking and their acculturation processes.

Representation of Groups

The category representation of groups, as mentioned before, refers to parents’

opinions about two kinds of groups: social groups and ideological groups. There are two

types of social groups in US: dominant and dominated groups. Representation of groups

refers to parents’ opinions about a specific social group to which they belong, which

could be their ethnic-cultural, narrowly defined (i.e., Mexican immigrants) or the

Hispanic group, as a broader category, as well as their opinions about other social groups

(e.g., European Americans). Parents in this study belong to a dominated group, in the

sense that Mexicans is an ethnic group which became a subordinated one under the rule

of the United States. The dominant group, European Americans (i.e., Anglo Americans)

constitute the group with higher status and power in a society which is divided in social

groups and classes (Gonzales, 1999; Sheridan, 1992; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). In this study
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some interviewed immigrants referred to Anglo-Americans as members of the social

group with power to impose the rules in US, as Mr. Laguna did during an interview in

Iowa while suggesting that immigrants have to learn and follow such rules.

Representation of Out-Groups: Americanos

These findings include parents’ opinions about out-group members, particularly

those who belong to the dominant social group that are generally called Whites, European

Americans, Anglo Americans, or just Americans. Hispanic people generally called this

ethnic group “americanos” (Americans) to use a more politically-correct term, avoiding

use the word gringo, which is commonly considered a pejorative term. However, some

parents used terms such as the term “anglosajón” (Anglo-Saxon, e.g., IA-09) as a

strategy for distancing from the dominant group, and also the word “gringo” (e.g., IA 10),

which reflects a strong oppositional stance (or anti-ideologies). The interviewees did not

use the politically-correct term European American, using the term Americano instead,

which likewise does not have pejorative connotations. An exception was Mrs. Uribe, a

Mexican-descent immigrant, mother of two children, who used the word “gringos” in the

third interview when she was criticizing the racism in United States.

1 GM: ¿Entonces, qué usted piensa sobre cuál es la opinión en EEUU
2 sobre los inmigrantes, los inmigrantes hispanos? ¿Cuál es la idea (…)
3 que tienen de los inmigrantes?
4 Mrs. Uribe: ¿Qué idea tienen los americanos de los inmigrantes?
5 Pues algunos de los americanos piensan muy mal de los inmigrantes.
6 Porque inclusive mi esposo una vez tuvo una discusión muy fuerte
7 en su trabajo con un americano porque dijo que los inmigrantes
8 nomás veníamos a quitarles el trabajo a los americanos y que los
9 mexicanos por una tortilla tiesa trabajaban demasiado, hasta “overtime,”
10 y que los americanos no iban a estar recibiendo cualquier trabajo
11 y… más ahora que ha llegado mucho latino (…), o sea,
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12 que ahora ya hay gringos que no lo quieren hacer y dicen:
13 “pues vete, se lo damos a un mejicano”. (…)

Translation
1 GM: So, what do you think about which is the opinion in the US
2 about immigrants, about Hispanic immigrants?
3 ¿What idea do they have about immigrants?
4 Mrs. Uribe: What idea do Americans have about immigrants?
5 Well, some of them have a very bad opinion about immigrants.
6 Because, (for example) my husband once had a strong argument with
7 an American at his workplace because he said that immigrants
8 come here to take away jobs from Americans and that Mexicans
9 would work too hard for a stale tortilla, even “overtime,” and
10 that Americans were no longer going to accept any kind of job
11 and now that many Latinos have arrived, then now there are gringos
12 who do not want these jobs, and then they [employers] tell them:
13 “So, you may go, we will give it (job) to a Mexican.”

The interviewer encouraged Mrs. Uribe to talk about which would be the opinions people

in US have about Hispanic immigrants. Although in the wording of question was not

used the term Americans, it was used the expression “opinions in US” (1) and the

pronoun ‘they’ (3) which is implicit in the verb form in Spanish tienen (they have), which

intended to encourage the interview to talk about this dominant group. Mrs. Uribe

repeated (paraphrasing) the interviewer’s question (4), thus she initiated a more specific

topic: the opinions of Americans about immigration. Through the strategy of repetition of

the question, paraphrasing it in more specific terms, she dealt with the ambiguity of the

question, attempting to clarify whether the implicit pronoun ‘they’ in interviewer’s

question was referring to Americans (4). Although se used the word Americans more

often here and throughout the interview, she also refers to this group as “gringos” (12)

when she was intending to represent their discourse of this social (ethnic) group (12),

based on information she received from her husband (a story).
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In this excerpt she is retelling a story that her husband told her about a specific

incident, which was his conversation with an American at his workplace (7-9). She also

represents her husband’s discourse, enacted in a second narrative about his interpretation

of the social situation related to the job market were Latinos accept jobs that Americans

refuse to do (10-13). This second narrative does not refer to a specific incident but to a

general situation (and to a generalization), which may be expressed in a more abstract

way through the following proposition: “Mexicans get jobs that Americans do not

accept.” This is a shared belief, constituting a common pro-immigrant argument that

challenges the anti-immigrant argument: “Immigrants come here to take away jobs from

Americans” (7-8).

Hispanic parents provided information about their interactions with members of a

dominant group (i.e., white, European-Americans), giving cues about how these

interactions and their perception of racism which could have influenced their beliefs

about particular social groups, developing positive or negative image of groups with

greater power and privileges. Answering a question about who are opposed to bilingual

education in Arizona, Mrs. Batista a Hispanic mother living in Barrio Nopal in Tucson,

tells a short story about a meeting at school where some people expressed their beliefs

about their adversaries in the controversies over Proposition 203 to be voted in the 2000

elections in Arizona.

Moment 1

1 Mrs. Batista (mother): Pues [en la junta]… nos dijeron en la escuela,
2 que era más un grupo más de ...[pause] de americanos.
3 GM: ¿De americanos?
4 Mrs. Batista: De americanos que eran más y que lo que estaban... que
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5 “porque pues que aquí es lo único que se tiene que hablar es el inglés.”
6 Mr. Batista (father): El inglés.
7 Mrs Batista: Que “porque no están en su... [pause], en su tierra,”
8 según, “que la tierra de nosotros,” que si “que por qué vienen?”
9 Según, están culpando que por qué viene un emigrante
10 a invadirle su terreno.
11 Eso fue lo que a nosotros nos explicaron aquí.

Moment 2
12 GM: Entonces, usted cree que tiene que ver con el asunto de
13 la inmigración?
14 Mrs. Batista: De la inmigración.
15 GM: O sea, que están los dos problemas, los dos asuntos unidos.
16 Mrs. Batista: Si, unidos.
17 Mr. Batista: Si, que “porque uno está viviendo uno aquí en América,”
18 que... [unfinished because Mrs. Batista took a turn to respond]
19 Mrs. Batista: Que “porque tanto emigrante,” que “inmigración,”
20 que “tantos que emigran a Estados Unidos,”
21 que... [pause] y que... eeh [pause] “el que quiera emigrar que”
22 según, que “tiene que saber el inglés, que es un idioma,”
23 que “vienen a otra ... [pause] a otra tierra que no es de ellos”,
24 que, según, “se tienen que aclarar, hacer de la idea donde están.”
25 Así fue lo que nos explicaron a nosotros.

Translation
Moment 1

1 Mrs. Batista: Well, [in the meeting] [inaudible]… as they told us at school,
2 that it was more a group . . .[pause] of Americans.
3 GM: Of Americans?
4 Mrs. Batista: Of Americans it was more and that what they were . . . that
5 “English is the only language that should be spoken here”
6 Mr. Batista: English.
7 Mrs. Batista: That “because they are not in their [pause], in their country”
8 as [they told us], that “this is our land,” that “why they come?”
9 as [they told us], they are blaming that immigrants come
10 to invade their land.
11 That was what we were told here.

Moment 2
12 GM: So, do you think that this (language issue) is related to immigration?
14 Mrs. Batista: Of immigration.
15 GM: In other words, that the two problems, the two issues are linked.
16 Yes, they are linked.
17 Mr. Batista: Yes, that “because one is living here in America,”
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18 that…[unfinished because Mrs. Batista took a turn to respond]
19 Mrs. Batista: that “why so many immigrants?,” that “immigration,”
20 that “so many that migrate to the United States,”
21 that . . . [pause] and that . . . ehh [pause] “that who wants to migrate”
22 according [to them] “have to know English, that there is one language.”
23 that …“they come to another . . .[pause] “a land that is not theirs”
24 that … “they have to understand, get used to the idea of where they are.”
25 That was how they explained it to us.

Mrs. Batista, Isabela’s mother, took a turn to answer a question related to the issue of

representation of groups. The question required them to express their beliefs about which

people (or groups) are opposed to bilingual education. In her response, she used the

phrase “nos dijeron en la escuela que” (they told us at school that) (1) to introduce

reported speech of Americans who constituted a group opposed to bilingual education. In

other words, her story is actually a report about a report, that is, about a reported speech

that describes what people opposed to bilingual education typically say, such as that

English should be the only language to be used in the United States (5).

In this storytelling event she describes the discourses against bilingual education,

but she relies on informants who quoted the words of those anti-bilingual people.

Although she did not give specific information to the interviewer about who those

informants were, it is implicit that they were educators and activists participating in the

campaign in favor of bilingual education. Mrs. Batista’s storytelling about an event that

took place in the school represents a strategic move to make an impression that her

opinion is grounded in information from a reliable source: well-informed people in a

school meeting.

Mrs. Batista begins to quote opponents to bilingual education in line 5: “aquí lo

único que se tiene que hablar es el inglés” (5) (English is the only language that should
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be spoken here), where the adverb aquí (here) refers to the US. After clarifying the

source of her information, she no longer repeats the expression nos dijeron que (they told

us that), but just the connective (conjunction) que (that) to introduce each clause that

contains quotes of other peoples’ words. For example, in the next instance she says: “Que

‘porque no están … en su tierra’” (That “because they are not in their [pause], in their

country”) (7).

Despite the negative views about Americans in general, as a social group, and

about those of them who belong to the ideological group opposed to bilingual education,

both parents in this family, and other parents in Arizona and Iowa as well, referred to

Americans in more positive terms, at least those who have been seen talking Spanish. A

common interpretation of such situations is that Anglo Americans who speak Spanish

support bilingual education or at least acknowledge that being bilingual is an asset,

especially for finding certain jobs in which it is required to speak a second language.

Hispanic Group: Intra-Group Differences

The discourse analysis clarified the processes of ideological reproduction,

identifying possible factors that could affect processes of acculturation of immigrants and

their concerns about identity issues. For example, the analysis of parents’ comments

about conversations with Mexican-Americans and other Latinos in the US provided

insights into how these more acculturated Hispanics can influence the processes of

acculturation of recent Mexican immigrants. In this way this discourse analysis was an

inquiry tool for linking micro and macro dimensions of acculturation, identity, and

ideology. On the one hand, the discourse analysis helped to understand personal
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experiences of members of a particular family in their adaptation at the micro-social

level, and, on the other hand, the inter-group relations and ethnic tensions at the macro

level.

The following parents’ narratives about social relations with in-group members of

the Hispanic group provide insights into micro-macro-link aspects. These narratives

describe conflicts between social groups at the macrosocial level of analysis, and they

describe parent-child communication and interaction in concrete situations at the

microsocial level. Each story presents situations that are related to particular aspects of

the topic of this chapter. The first one is a story told by Mr. Acosta, an immigrant living

in Barrio Nopal in Tucson, me responding to a question that intended to encourage him to

talk about his experiences as a recent immigrant and his perceptions of ethnic relations in

Arizona.

Moment 1
1 Mr. Acosta: Pues en el trabajo muchas veces (...)
2 ciertas personas que – de la misma compañía,
3 ando de mayordomo
4 y entrego como cuatro a mi cargo
5 y ellos no querían andar conmigo
6 porque ellos no sabían español y yo no sabía inglés.
7 Eran gente de aquí que no sabían hablar español
8 y yo no sabía hablar inglés.
9 No querían andar conmigo
10 porque sentían que cómo yo podía mandarlos a ellos
11 si yo no sabía inglés, es lo único,
12 “si quieres agarra tú el grupo y yo te ayudo a tí.”

Moment 2
13 GM: Los compañeros de trabajo, ¿no eran del mismo
14 trasfondo cultural?
15 Mr. Acosta: Eran, tienen descendencia mexicana e hispana
16 también, pero no hablan español
17 y a mí me dicen “Pues tú deberías, guacho,
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18 tú deberías hablar inglés”

Translation
Moment 1

1 Mr. Acosta: Well at work many times (…)
2 some people who are from the same company,
3 I am the supervisor
4 and I am in charge of four of them
5 and they didn’t want to walk with me
6 because they didn’t know Spanish and I didn’t know English.
7 They are people from here who don’t know how to speak Spanish
8 and I didn’t know how to speak English.
9 They didn’t want to walk with me
10 Because they felt like how could I give orders to them
11 if I didn’t know English, that was the only thing,
12 “if you want you take the group and I’ll help you.”

Moment 2
13 GM: Were the co-workers of the same cultural
14 background?
15 Mr. Acosta: They were, they are of Mexican and Hispanic descent, too,
16 but they don’t speak Spanish
17 And so they tell me: Well, you should “guacho”
18 You should speak English.

This above excerpt, which will also be analyzed in the next chapter (Chapter 9), contains

a narrative that provides information about intra-group differences and conflicts within

the Hispanic group, describing a situation of tensions in the workplace (1-5) that he links

to language issues (6). This parent developed this narrative in two consecutive turns. The

excerpt presents two moments in the narrative: the first moment corresponds to the first

turn and the second moment to the second turn. In the first moment the storyteller (the

father) identified the participants in the represented event (in the story) as co-workers.

In the second moment, answering my question about the cultural background of

those co-workers (14), he provides further information about the latter, indicating that
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they were Mexican-descent (14) who did not speak Spanish (15). In the second moment,

he ended the story with a quote from these co-workers (16-17) to provide an example of

the sort of things they told him, providing a better idea of the kind of tensions he was

facing at workplace. An example is that these co-workers of Mexican-descent use the

term “guacho” (16) that he perceives has pejorative connotations, as it is commonly used

by this ethnic group to refer to those Mexican immigrants who do not speak English (17).

Mexican-Americans with Assimilationist Views

The following excerpt comes from interviews in Iowa. Mrs. Santiago, Juanita’s

mother (IA-08), a Mexican American in Iowa, was very talkative during the three

interviews, providing many long responses to interviewers’ questions. This excerpt is

divided into two moments. In the first moment, Mrs. Santiago (mother) took a turn to

react to my comment that I do not agree with people who believe that all Hispanics are

immigrants. Then she revealed information about her husband’s beliefs. In the second

moment, she reacted to the interviewer’s questions about her disagreements with her

husband.

Moment 1

1 Mrs. Santiago: Eso es lo que dice mi esposo también, porque dice, hay veces
2 que me decía así a mí porque yo casi siempre les hablo en inglés a mis amigas
3 y así dice: “¡Ay, si te crees mucho! De todos modos, o sea,
4 todos vienen del mismo lugar, todos son mojados,”
5 digo: “no quiere decir que todos mexicanos somos de allá,”
6 digo: “porque mis abuelos, mi mamá fue la única que nació…
7 --porque mi abuela fue a visitar a una tía que estaba en México—
8 y nació allá, pero mis abuelos son de aquí, mis tatarabuelos son de aquí
9 y los abuelos de ellos son de aquí, o sea, todos ellos son de aquí,
10 y ellos estaban en los tiempos de que estaban bootlegging
11 por allá en Kentucky, y todo eso. Mis tíos si se fueron para allá,
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12 todo el norte por allá, ellos se estuvieron por allá, o sea, son de aquí.”
13 Pero yo nunca les digo “no soy.” Soy descendiente,
14 a lo mejor, en un tiempo, mexicano, yo no digo que no soy mexicana,
15 yo les digo a los niños “sí son, porque por ahí a lo mejor en un…[unfinished]
16 --vinieron de alguna parte a lo mejor no sé,”
17 pero no todos podemos decir “somos mexicanos.”
18 Mi esposo es alto y dicen “¿cómo va a ser el mexicano, sí está muy alto?
19 porque no hay mexicanos muy altos.”
20 Digo: “¿Por qué? Porque estamos todos mezclados, todos estamos
21 mezclados.” Porque dicen que él parece árabe porque está bien grandote así
22 Y les digo: “Es que ustedes no saben de dónde venimos nosotros.”
23 Ni yo voy a tampoco decir, no, pues yo nunca doy explicaciones a la gente.
24 Me preguntan: “¿Qué eres?”
25 “Soy mexicana” Y luego
26 dicen: “cómo los negritos dicen: ‘pues yo soy francés, soy esto, soy lo otro’”
27 No me importa lo demás, lo de mi papá no me importa a mí,
28 nomás digo “yo soy mexicana.” Pero los niños sí saben, los niños sí saben,
29 pero les digo “no tiene caso de que traigamos adelante tantas mezclas,
30 son mexicanos y punto, así se queda.”

Translation
1 Mrs. Santiago: That is what my husband says, he says, sometime
2 he told me--because I almost always speak in English to my friends--
3 and he tells me: “Oh, you think you are the great thing!, anyway, I mean,
4 they all come from the same place, they are all wetbacks.”
5 I say: “that doesn’t mean that all Mexicans are from there”
6 I say: “because my grandparents--my mother was the only one who was born…
7 --because my grandmother went to visit an aunt living in Mexico-- and
8 she was born there, but my grandparents, my great-great parents are from here,
9 and their grandparents are from here, that is, all them are originally
10 from here, and they were here from the times they were bootlegging
11 there in Kentucky, and all of that. My uncles did go there all way North,
12 they stayed there, in other words, they are from here.”
13 But I never told them “I am not”, Yes I am, a descendant from…--
14 maybe some time ago, Mexican, I don’t say that I’m not Mexican,
15 I tell the children, “yes, you are, because maybe…
16 they came from some place…maybe, I don’t know”
17 but we all cannot say “we are Mexicans.”
18 My husband is tall and people say: “How can he be Mexican if he is very tall,
19 Because Mexicans are not so tall”, I say:
20 “Why? Because we are all mixed, we are all mixed.”
21 Because they say that he looks Arabian because he is so tall,
22 and I tell them: “The thing is that you don’t know where we come from.”
23 And I am also not going to say: “no.” I never offer explanations
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24 to people. They ask me: “What are you?”
25 “I am Mexican.” Then
26 they say, “Like Black people say: ‘Well I am French, I’m this, or this’
27 I don’t care about anything else, about my parent, it doesn’t matter to me,
28 I just say ‘I am Mexican.” But the children know, the children do know,
29 but I tell them: “It doesn’t matter, that we talk about how much mixed we are,
30 you are Mexican, period, and it will stay like that (that’s it).”

While she was talking about her family history, Mrs. Santiago commented about other

topics related to language and identity, commenting about her disagreements between her

and her husband concerning language issues. Mrs. Santiago quoted her husband’s (3-4)

and her friends’ words (18-19, 25, and 27-28), which constitute reported speech in two

stories which are interconnected as they turned out to be related to the topic of identity.

She also quotes her own words to describe what she told to her husband (5-12), to her

children (13-17), and to her friends (20-22 and 26) about issues of identity. She

commented that her husband criticized her for speaking too much English with her

friends (3-4) and that he believes this is inconsistent to her self-identification as Mexican,

reflecting assumptions of a language-identity link. Therefore, her account suggests that

she has been vehemently defending her self-identification as Mexican, as well as her

husband’s ethnicity (18-21), reacting to disagreements and argumentations about

language-identity links in family and community.

This Hispanic mother would be an example of hybrid ethnicity (20, 29). On the

one hand, she self-identifies as Hispanic and Mexican (25), pointing out that she

descends from Hispanic people born in the US (6-12). Her father is Anglo-American of

German ancestry, as she informed previously in this interview (not in this excerpt). When

she says that comments about her father that “it doesn’t matter” (27), she is referring to
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her father who is Anglo American, but this does not affect her self-identification as

Mexican (28).

On the paternal line, she is descendant from migrants who came from Spain and

settled in Texas and she has American Indian ancestry on the maternal line. However,

having a European-American father does not prevent Mrs. Santiago from insistently self-

identifying herself as Mexican. Mrs. Santiago quotes her own response to questions about

her identity, saying to other people “yo soy mexicana” (28) (“I am Mexican”) and to her

children “son mexicanos y punto, así se queda” (30) (you are Mexican and period, and

that’s how it will stay”). This narrative provides rich information about how this mother,

likewise the father, has attempted to influence their children to maintain the use of

Spanish as a strategy to inculcate beliefs that both parents believe are important for

children’s development and maintenance of their cultural identity.

In the second moment, Mrs. Santiago describes her husband’s beliefs, citing his

words and making clear their disagreement regarding Spanish maintenance and identity

issues.

Moment 2

1 Mrs. Santiago: Sí, pero ya más o menos ya se ha calma’o pero él dice que,
2 así: “que los niños deben hablar español, son mexicanos que hablen
3 español” y siempre topamos con eso.
4 Le digo: “No. Los niños son mexicanos, está bien,
5 pero son nacidos aquí y van a ir a la escuela aquí y van a hacer todo aquí,
6 van a hablar inglés y es todo, y si hablan español muy bien.”
7 Pero otros niños que yo conozco, que yo conozco que fueron aquí a la
8 escuela [school name] que llegaron y ni tienen papeles
9 y los (niños) [inaudible] no quieren ni hablar inglés—español-- ya
10 Ellos ya no quieren hablar español, ellos dicen que les da vergüenza que
11 la gente sepa que son mexicanos. Y apenas fue hace para un mes atrás
12 que yo hablé con el niño y él me dijo “I don’t speak Spanish no more.”
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13 Y son más mejicanos que los míos, so, yo nada más le digo que
14 “una cosa es tener orgullo mexicano pero tampoco no ser tan, no hay que
15 alocarnos tanto a lo mexicano, y decir ‘el orgullo’ y no dejar que los
16 niños salgan adelante por un orgullo que no tiene caso.”

Translation

1 Mrs. Santiago: Yes, but he has more or less calmed down, but he says, that
way:

2 “The children should speak Spanish, they are Mexicans, they speak Spanish”
3 we always argue about that. I tell him: “No, the children are Mexicans, okay,
4 but they were born here and will attend school here and do everything here,
5 so they will speak English, and that is. And if they speak Spanish, that’s fine.”
6 But other children who I know, I know they attended school here
7 [school’s name omitted] who came and who don’t have papers and
8 the (children) [inaudible] they already don’t want to speak English—Spanish.
9 They don’t want to speak Spanish, they say they feel embarrassed
10 of people knowing they are Mexicans, and it was one month ago
11 that I spoke to the child and he told me: “I don=t speak Spanish no more.”
12 And they are more Mexicans than my kids,
13 so I just tell him: “One thing is,
14 to feel proud of being Mexican but we should not get so, we should not get
15 so crazy about Mexican style and talk about ‘pride’ and do not allow
16 the children to move forward because of a pride which makes no sense.”

In the final part of this excerpt, she departs from the strong emphasis on identity to

support Spanish maintenance, using the expression “no hay que alocarnos tanto a lo

Mexicano” (13-14) (we should not get so crazy about Mexican style). This signals her

rejection of what she perceives as the exaggerated Mexican pride of her husband. Her

argument is that Mr. Santiago’s exaggerated cultural pride could hinder their children’s

success, an argument that she uses to privilege the learning and use of English over the

maintenance of Spanish, treating the latter as a less important goal.

The presentation of parents’ responses that signal their perceptions of European-

Americans, particularly the representation of this social group as constituted by people
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who are opposed to bilingual education and have anti-immigrant attitudes, is important

for this research on language socialization in Hispanic families. Some stories portrayed

European-Americans as people who are anti-bilingual, anti-immigrant, and in particular

anti-Hispanic. Thus, parents used these narratives to suggest that the real motives that

European-Americans with an anti-bilingual stance have is their anti-immigrant (anti-

Hispanic) sentiments. They also suggest the mainstream group with anti-Hispanic

sentiments seek the stigmatization of Spanish because it is a language associated with

Hispanic immigrants.

In conclusion, findings presented in this section show that participant Hispanic

parents who were first-generation immigrants in Arizona and Iowa, held pro-Spanish-

maintenance views along with a pro-bilingualism stance, rather than assimilationist

views, even those who have been living a long time in the US and have been exposed to

acculturation influences. An example of this is the exceptional case study of a bilingual

Hispanic American mother in Iowa (US-born, whose mother Hispanic and father was

Anglo American), who although she was opposed to bilingual education she nevertheless

held a strong stance in favor of the maintenance of Spanish and of bilingualism in

Hispanic homes. This mother argued that it is the duty of Hispanic parents, not of the

school, to teach their children Spanish and to affirm their Hispanic identity. Most

Hispanic parents value bilingualism and encourage their children to keep using Spanish at

home, whether they are in bilingual programs or not.
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Summary: Narratives Expressing a Sense of Identity and Group Loyalty

Narratives were used by parents to expressed and support their beliefs and

arguments about language and identity issues, often providing examples of their

interactions with members of diverse ethnic groups, particularly Anglo-Americans and

more Americanized Hispanics. Narratives presented in this chapter demonstrate that for

these parents, the sense of identity (i.e., ethnic identity) is a very important reason for

supporting a child’s learning and maintenance of Spanish and Hispanic culture if not the

most important reason. In this sense, Mexican-descent parents who participated in this

study would be called Mexican-oriented parents who were born in the US, although their

children would be classified as Mexican-Americans following Matute-Bianchi’s (1991)

typology.

Parents also expressed instrumental reasons for language maintenance, such as

job opportunities for Spanish-English bilinguals, although the identity issue seems to be a

stronger motive to support Spanish. At this point in the discussion, it is important to

consider the relevance of the finding that Hispanic parents, more or less explicitly,

expressed the belief about the importance of Spanish maintenance for cultural identity as

Mexicans and as Latinos, signaling in this way their notion of a language-identity link, as

defined above. In the next chapter, I provide examples of parents’ diverse strategies in

language socialization practices, including the use of ideological discourses and

narratives to influence their children’s sense of identity and their loyalty to the family,

ethnic group, and heritage language.
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CHAPTER 9

REPRODUCTION AND LANGUAGE SOCIALIZATION

I will present findings herein about the parents’ role in the education and

socialization of their children. The analysis and discussion focuses on the representation

of events and on the strategies used by parents in those represented events, which are part

of their socialization practices. This section presents selected excerpts from transcripts of

case studies to illustrate how critical discourse analysis (CDA) was used to understand

parental representations and the researcher’s interpretations of the ways these Hispanic

parents attempted to influence their children regarding language choice and learning. The

analysis of parents’ narratives provides insights into social practices involved in the

reproduction of ideologies, particularly the mediation of parents’ ideological discourses

in the language socialization of their children.

Some excerpts selected for presentation in this chapter, and in other chapters as

well, are long to allow the readers access to parents’ voices in addition to my

interpretations about their discourses. These excerpts include extracts of transcripts of

two types of texts. The first type of text contains transcription of children’s discourses,

which was possible when children participated in the interviews with their parents and

their voices were audible. I selected these fragments, categorizing them under the label

‘children’s voices’, considering their potential value for understanding the child’s

perspective and examining the dialogue between parents and children in those moments

during the interview.
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The second type of extracts of transcripts selected included moments in which

parents told a story about specific events they recalled. Many parents told stories about

their children that were particularly valuable for this study because they provided

information about incidents of dialogue between parents and children. Such recalled

events, as represented by the storyteller (parent), often included reported speech of

children in such dialogues. During interviews, parents provided cues for indicating that

they were quoting children’s words or the voices of other people, which the analysis of

excerpts demonstrates.

The discussion of relevant topics in this chapter will concentrate on the use of

ideological discourses and their effects on ideological learning in language socialization

practices in the case studies presented here. I will also present implications for a theory of

ideology. Central to this discussion is whether notions of cultural models and scripts are

helpful for understanding the processes of ideological influence of parents upon their

children and for understanding processes of acculturation and adaptation to diverse

scenarios in the lives of Spanish-speaking immigrants.

Case Studies

This section presents case study examples of language socialization practices

followed by critical discourse analysis of some excerpts that serves to illustrate the

ideological aspects of such social practices. The case studies presented in this chapter are

the following families: Ortega, Santiago, Torres, Acosta and Batista. The first mentioned

here were living in Iowa while the latter are two families in Arizona. In some cases, such

as the Acosta and Ortega families, the reader will find fragments of interview transcripts
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containing children’s voices and moments of dialogue between parents and those children

who participated in the interviews. Parents in these families told stories about their

experiences, their accomplishments as well as the difficulties they have confronted as

Spanish-speaking immigrants and as parents of children who are English language

learners.

The dialogues between parents and children who were present during the

interviews, as well as parents’ stories about past family events, provided rich information

that allowed me to infer the strategies they used in socialization practices related to the

acquisition of language and literacy in both Spanish and English, and related to the other

aspects, particularly the inculcation of beliefs about identity.

The Acosta family: ‘Empujándoles a que no pierdan sus raíces’

Parents told most of the stories collected during the interviews, although some

children shared stories too, as it happened in the first case study presented below when

Diana, a 10-year-old girl, participated in the interview and told a short story about a child

who lost her Spanish. This case study will receive special attention in this chapter. I will

present a large portion of interview transcript that contains revealing data and moments

of participation of the girl in the conversation. The analysis at both the local and the

global level revealed strategies used by this mother with her child during the interview

and in other reported past social events, which I characterize as examples of language

socialization.

The following fragment of the text corresponds to a part of the interview about a

very relevant topic, language loss among the Hispanic population. This fragment of
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transcript consists of four episodes. In Episode 1, divided in two moments, there is no

participation of the child, but it introduces a topic that becomes a central one throughout

the rest of this part of the interview. Therefore, this First Episode will help the reader

understand the context necessary for interpreting and understanding the meaning of the

child’s utterances in Episode 2 and in other episodes.

Episode 1 -- First Moment

1 GM: Ahorita yo le hice una pregunta a él [Sr. Acosta] de ¿cómo
2 explicaba que eso que hay personas que son hispanas pero han
3 perdido el español, no hablan español,
4 ¿a qué se debe esa tendencia?
5 Mrs. Acosta: A los papás, a los papás que uno les debe ir fomentando
6 desde chiquitos, irles fomentando que las raíces de uno son de español,
7 son en español, por ejemplo, mis raíces son Mexicanas y nosotros, por
8 ejemplo ella, y lo digo y lo digo con orgullo, ella nació el 20 de noviembre
9 en México se celebra la revolución mexicana y mi otra niña, la más
10 chiquita, nació el 16 de septiembre y en México se celebra la
11 independencia de México, mis hijos son patriotas, por que ... le trae a uno
12 lo mexicano. Y le digo por ejemplo, lo que estaba diciendo, que
13 va a una tienda uno y les habla español--trayendo la fisonomía que
14 son--que hablan español, y que les ponen el nombre de la persona y mira,
15 “No, I speak English--I not speak Spanish” y yo me quedo… [pause]
16 Más por eso yo digo que todo depende de los papás porque uno tiene que
17 irles, como se dice, empujándoles a que no pierdan sus raíces.

Translation

1 GM: A while ago I asked him [Mr. Acosta] how
2 he would explain the fact that there are Hispanic people
3 who have lost their Spanish, who don’t speak Spanish. What would you
4 say is the cause of this trend [towards Spanish loss]?
5 Mrs. Acosta: The parents, the parents, one should be promoting,
6 starting when they are young, promoting that one’s roots are Spanish, are
7 in Spanish, for example, my roots are Mexican and we, for example she, and
8 I say this, I say this with pride, she was born on November the 20th , when
9 Mexico celebrates the Mexican revolution and my other girl, the youngest
10 one, she was born on September 16th and in Mexico we celebrate
11 Mexican independence, my children are patriots because… it brings you
12 closer to what is Mexican, and I tell you, for example, what I was saying,
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13 that you go to a store and you speak to them in Spanish, with their
physiognomy,

14 that they [look like]they speak Spanish, and you see the person’s name [ID],
15 and they [in English]: “No, I speak English, I not speak Spanish,” and I

become…
16 That is why I say that it all depends on the parents because one
17 has to be, like one says, pushing them [encouraging] not to lose their roots.

In the first moment of Episode 1, in which the child and both parents were present, the

child’s mother took a turn to answer the interviewer’s question about the cause of

Spanish loss, which introduces the topic of conversation in this fragment of transcript, as

was discussed in the previous chapter. Diana (the child) was very attentive in the

conversation and it is likely that she heard the term Spanish loss the interviewer’s

question, in which was used the expression han perdido el español (they have lost the

Spanish. As I will demonstrate later through the discourse analysis, this child probably

heard her mother’s words, when the latter said that parents are the cause of language loss

and when her mother expressed her belief that it is the duty of parents to promote the use

of Spanish among their children.

Mrs. Acosta’s uses the verb fomentar [foment] in the expression ir fomentando

raíces in the sense of inculcating (i.e., instilling) certain belief about identity in the

child’s mind (2), which is cued by the use of the connective word que (that) to introduce

a subordinate sentence that represents a core belief expressed in her discourse on

language: las raíces de uno, que son el español (one’s roots, which are Spanish). Her

choice of words, that is, using fomentando in the sense of inculcating, signals her views

about socialization as a process of inculcation of ideas, a process where parents explicitly

teach (inculcate) certain beliefs (e.g., Spanish is part of our cultural heritage and our
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identity), instead of merely teaching Spanish to the children. Specifically, she is signaling

her preferred strategy in her language socialization practices: inculcating in child’s mind

certain beliefs about language and identity, such as that Spanish is part of our cultural

heritage and identity, which reflects a language-identity link.

Mrs. Acosta also uses the term “empujándoles” (pushing, encouraging them),

which conveys a notion of intentional attempt to exert influence upon their children (in

other words, she refers to a goal-directed activity, toward the goal of Spanish

maintenance), when she suggests that parents should be actively and consistently

teaching and requiring children to maintain the use of the mother tongue and act in

appropriate ways according to their Mexican culture, using at this point the metaphor

Mexican roots (lines 6-7 and 17).

The mother’s response (5) to the interviewer’s question expresses an opinion (i.e.,

evaluative belief) which is represented by the following proposition: Language loss in

some Hispanic families is due to the fact that Hispanic parents in those families were not

actively promoting the use of Spanish. This is core belief linked to language ideology

supporting Spanish maintenance (and bilingualism as well) that might guide her

particular strategies in socialization practices, thus it is relevant for this analysis of the

ideological dimension of language socialization. To support her opinion, Mrs. Acosta

provides two examples using short narratives to describe these events. The first is an

example from her own experience when she has tried to foment the maintenance of

Spanish within her family, and the second one is about her experience in a store where

she met a person who seemed to be (or was) Hispanic but did not speak Spanish.
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Through the representation of the first event, the mother illustrates her strategy for

fostering Spanish, to which Mrs. Acosta refers to as “empujándoles a que no pierdan sus

raíces” (pushing [encouraging] children so that they do not lose their roots). In other

words, it is a strategy for inculcating the belief that Spanish is essential for the formation

and maintenance of Mexican identity. She provides an example of this kind of strategy

for preventing language loss, when in the (represented) event she tells the children that

their respective birthdays coincide with a Mexican ‘patriotic day’ (i.e., holiday), such as

Mexican Independence Day. By offering information about this coincidence of birthdates

for some of her children with patriotic holidays, along with expressing that she feels

proud of these children, she is suggesting to her children that they should feel proud of

being Mexican like her.

Regarding the second represented event, this is a short story which does not

provide information of any specific setting, thus it seems to be a recurrent or habitual

situation that its likely to be found anywhere or elsewhere, called here a ‘generalized

story’ as opposed to a specific incident in a particular date and place. In other words, this

story is like a generalization about an event that she knew either through a personal

experience or through another person who told the story to her, considered a typical or

repetitive situation.

In this portion of Episode 1, there is no dialogue between parents and the child,

who has remained silent but attentive to the conversation. However, I would say that

there is a ‘represented’ dialogue, because there is a reported speech and description of

specific social events, rather generalized daily-routine events and conversations, reported
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in her narrative above (7-11), which represents examples of language socialization.

In Vygotskian terms, the mother’s use of words and especially the use of

metaphors such as the expression ‘Mexican roots’, were mediating the development of

concepts about patriotism and Mexican holidays and other beliefs associated with the

notion of ethnicity and cultural identity. The use of these rhetorical strategies in her

discursive practices marks that she is intentionally attempting to push the children toward

developing their identification with the Mexican ethnic-cultural group, that is, the

inculcation of a belief that their ethnic identity is Mexican. Mrs. Acosta’s strategy of

using a short story (i.e., a generalized story) about Hispanic people who do not know

Spanish but English, is a rhetorical move to present a contrast between her bilingual

‘Mexican’ children and those English-speakers who look Mexicans but say that they do

not know Spanish. Following is the second moment in this first episode, when the child’s

father, Mr. Acosta, took a turn to comment on the topic initiated by the mother.

Episode 1 -- Second Moment

18 Mr. Acosta: Yo pienso que aquí en, inclusive en Arizona, todos
19 los --o podría ser en Tejas -- esas partes casi casi, calculo yo, creo que
20 un cincuenta por ciento yo creo que son de habla hispana, creo yo.
21 Mrs. Acosta: Deberían de ser de habla hispana
22 Mr. Acosta: Porque debe ser importante pues yo digo que son de raíces
23 hispanas de todas partes de México, Guatemala, Puerto Rico
24 entonces yo digo que es muy importante que aquí las personas
25 aprendamos los dos idiomas o que se fomente más la educación, a ...
26 la que tú quieras, yo quiero ser --estudiar en español, porque si es
27 cierto que cuando los chamacos van aprendiendo los dos idiomas siempre
28 es mas pesado su cerebro para pensar en los dos idiomas se les ...
29 se les dificulta un poquito para poder adelantarse, aunque uno
30 quisiera también aprender el inglés, quisiera que ellos tuvieran
31 los dos idiomas o los que ellos quisieran.
32 Mrs. Acosta: No, pero no, no lo que ellos quisieran, porque ellos les…,
33 como yo digo, que es como que les agarran amor, amor al idioma
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34 y yo me sentiría orgullosa o me siento orgullosa mas de ella
35 que habla muy claro el inglés y habla muy claro el español.
36 Y el día de mañana a ellos le va a ayudar el saber los dos idiomas
37 en un trabajo, o en la profesión que quieran agarrar, por decir,
38 como le digo, una dependiente de una tienda es--que hable el español
39 claro y que llegue una americana y le quiera hablar y le hable en inglés
40 y que lo sepa interpretar y que no diga: “Ah, I not speak English --
41 Spanish.” [self-correcting] Pero también es bonito y yo creo que
42 a ellos le va a servir como orgullo de saber que saben dos idiomas.

Translation

18 Mr. Acosta: I think that here in, inclusive in Arizona all
19 the -- or it could be in Texas -- those areas that are almost, almost, I estimate

that around
20 fifty percent of the population speaks Spanish, I believe.
21 Mrs. Acosta: They should be Hispanic (Spanish) speakers.
22 Mr. Acosta: Because it should be important, well I’d say that they have
23 Hispanic roots from all parts of Mexico, Guatemala, Puerto Rico
24 thus I say that it is very important that people here we
25 learn the two languages, or that education be encouraged more,
26 whatever you want, I want to be--to study in Spanish, because if it is
27 true that when the kids are learning two languages
28 it is more difficult for their brain to think in two languages, it makes it
29 a little more difficult for them to get ahead, although one
30 would like also to learn English, one would like that they also have
31 he two languages or whatever (languages) they want.
32 Mrs. Acosta: No, wait, no, not whatever they want, because they…,
33 as I say, it is like if they fall in love, in love with the language
34 and I would feel proud or I feel prouder of her
35 who speaks English very clearly and speaks Spanish very clearly.
36 And tomorrow it will be helpful for them to know the two languages
37 for a job or for whatever profession they wish to get, for example,
38 how should I put this, if a clerk in a store who is--who speaks Spanish

clearly, and
39 an American comes and wants to speak and she speaks only English, and he
40 [the clerk] knows how to interpret it, instead of saying: “Ah, I don’t speak
41 English--Spanish.” But it is also beautiful and I believe that
42 it will give them pride to know that they know two languages.

Mr. Acosta makes two assertions, mentioned above, that reflect some ambivalence and

weakness in his pro-bilingual argument, which implies using strategies different from
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those used by the mother, as our analysis will show.

First, Mr. Acosta seems to emphasize the strategy of ‘free choice’ in language

socialization when he uses the phrases ‘la que tú quieras’, ‘o los que ellos quisieran’

(‘whatever you want’, ‘or whatever they want’, lines 26 and 30), referring to the topic

under discussion, learning two languages (25). He expresses his degree of commitment in

support of bilingualism and bilingual education (25), although expressing it in a

somewhat ambiguous way, considering his notion of ‘free choice’ expressed through the

use of certain verbs with conditioning modalities (markers of less commitment), such as

‘quisiera’ (‘would like’, line 30) rather than using the more definite ‘should learn’.

Second, Mr. Acosta states that it is hard for bilingual children and for their brains

to think using two languages (27-29), when he comments ‘se les dificulta un poquito

para poder adelantarse’ (‘it makes it a little more difficult for them to get ahead’, line

29), referring to academic progress. His comments suggest that maybe he has been

influenced by the anti-bilingual campaign, which claims that instruction in two languages

may affect negatively learning and academic progress.

In his argument in support of Spanish, on the other hand, he expresses his belief

about the importance of learning the language, supporting his argument with statistics (50

percent) about the large Spanish-speaking population in Arizona, Texas, and other places.

Therefore, he suggests (i.e., quite implicitly) that it is necessary or convenient to learn the

language of that large and growing population. He shares with Mrs. Acosta beliefs in

favor of the maintenance of Spanish and cultural identity. For example, like her, he uses

the phrase ‘raíces hispanas’ (Hispanic roots) in reference to the common cultural roots
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among Spanish-speaking people (22-23), suggesting a notion of ‘language as a link’ or

linkage that unites people from diverse Latin American countries.

These parents share opinions in favor of bilingualism and the maintenance of

Spanish. However, the analysis shows that they have some differences concerning the

specific strategies for language socialization, besides the degree of commitment already

discussed. For instance, the child’s mother took time to express disagreement with a

strategy of free choice suggested by the child’s father when he says ‘o lo que ellos

quisieran’ (‘or whatever they want’) (25). She rapidly reacted with a strong opposition to

her husband’s comments, repeating the word ‘no’ (no, not) for emphasis: ‘No, pero no,

no lo que ellos quisieran’ (‘No, but no, not whatever they want’). (26)

To support her argument, Mrs. Acosta provides a contrast between a bilingual and

a non-bilingual clerk in a store (lines 38-41), where the bilingual clerk will be able to

understand an English-speaking client, instead of having to say ‘I not speak English—

Spanish’ (40-41). The reported speech corresponding to an English-monolingual clerk

who says ‘I not speak Spanish’ is rather a generalized story previously told by her in this

episode (line 15) and in other moments during the interview.

Following is Episode 2. The first part of the transcript contains children’s words

and is the First Moment of dialogue between this child, Diana, and her mother. This

dialogue comes immediately after Diana had been hearing both parents talking about

issues of identity, Hispanic roots, Mexican roots, and their notion of the importance of

Spanish in cultivating the Mexican and Hispanic roots. This First Moment starts with my

question, addressed to Diana, attempting to explore her self-identification, specifically,
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her notion of cultural identity. After a brief pause, before Diana answers, her mother

repeats my question. Specifically, this question comes just after Mrs. Acosta mentioned

(11) that two of her children were born in Mexican patriotic days (including Diana) and

that all were “Mexican” and “patriotas” (patriots).

Episode 2 -- First Moment

43 GM: Diana, tú sabes que a veces hay unas personas que
44 tú le preguntas ¿qué tú eres? Y dice yo soy americano otros dicen
45 yo soy Chinese o chino, ¿y qué tú eres?
46 Mrs. Acosta: ¿Qué tú eres, americana o mexicana?
47 Diana: Americana
48 Mrs. Acosta: ¿Americana?
49 Diana: Yo nací aquí
50 Mrs. Acosta: Pues si pero tu descendencia ¿qué es?
51 Diana: Mexicana
52 Mrs. Acosta: Mexicana, pues dilo (…)
53 Diana: Mexicana
54 Mrs. Acosta: Pero como le digo, estoy bien orgullosa que de los tres de
55 mis hijos, dos son que han nacido en días patrióticos mexicanos.
56 Diana: Hijas.
57 Mrs. Acosta: Hijas, si, pues pero son mis hijos.

Translation

43 GM: Diana, you know that sometimes there are people
44 who you ask: “what are you?” And they say, “I’m an American”, others say
45 “I’m Chinese”, so what are you?
46 Mrs. Acosta: What are you, American or Mexican?
47 Diana: American.
48 Mrs. Acosta: American?
49 Diana: I was born here.
50 Mrs. Acosta: Yes, but your ancestry, what is it?
51 Diana: Mexican
52 Mrs. Acosta: Mexican, so say it (…)
53 Diana: Mexican
54 Mrs. Acosta: But a I say, I’m very proud of my three
55 [male] children, two of them have been born on Mexican patriotic days
56 Diana: Daughters.
57 Mrs. Acosta: Daughters, yes, well but they are my children.
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After the interviewer’s question (43-45), which had an introduction mentioning examples

of different ways people self-identify, Mrs. Acosta took a turn, paraphrasing that question

as an ‘either/or’ question in a more directive fashion, that is, encouraging Diana to choose

between two alternatives: American or Mexican. Diana self-identified as ‘Americana’

(line 47) just after her mother’s discourse on the Mexican culture and patriotism and

despite her mother’s leading question encouraging her to choose between two alternatives

(46).

Diana’s response was a surprise for this mother (and for myself), signaled by Mrs.

Acosta follow up question, which could be a strategy for suggesting Diana that she gave

the wrong answer: ¿Americana? (48). Despite this second directive question, it was a

surprise for this mother that her daughter did not change her stance, which could be a sort

of oppositional stance. Contrary to the mother’s expectations, again she did not choose

the alternative Mexican, choosing instead to attempt to support the ‘correctness’ of her

answer, using the argument that she was born in the US (49), while the mother attempts

to persuade her to accept she is Mexican (50).

The dialogue between the child and her mother shows two things. First, that the

mother is consistent regarding using the strategy of pushing and encouraging the child to

embrace the Mexican identity, repeating her statement that two of her children were born

on Mexican patriotic days (54-55). Second, this dialogue shows that this child is not

passively accepting whatever her mother says, but negotiating meaning and identity, and

even questioning and rejecting her mother’s suggestions about identity issues (47 and

49). After facing her daughter’s unexpected responses, the mother made comments that
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served to understand her socialization practices. She continues using the same strategies

of persuasion, expressing her feelings and displaying her pride in being Mexican,

repeating that she feels proud of her two children who were born on patriotic days (54-

55).

The child, Diana, intervened in the conversation to correct her mother about a

gender issue, pointing out that just the two female children (“hijas”) were born in

Mexican patriotic days (56). This is an example of the empowerment of this 9-year-old

girl in this family, who seems to feel free enough to intervene in the conversations to

correct her mother’s ‘mistakes’. The mother’s reaction to Diana’s correction, a brief

clarification of a gender issue, is part of the complex processes of language socialization

practices. In this case, she is attempting to teach the child that the word ‘hijos’ (children)

in Spanish may be used in a generic sense to refer to all offsprings but also may be used

as the masculine term for children, as opposed to the feminine ‘hijas’. Diana’s correction

of her mother’s mistake reflect her incipient awareness of gender issues involved in

language use, which would be a step in understanding how language is implicated in

gender inequality.

At this point, my next question addressed to Diana intended to explore her sense

of identification with a particular language and to explore whether she has learned the

notion of language as a symbol of cultural identity that her mother has been trying to

teach her throughout today’s conversation. This Second Moment in this Episode 2 shows

the dialogue between the child and the adults participating in this interview, including an

interchange between the child and the interviewer.
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Episode 2 -- Second Moment

58 GM: ¿Y cuál es tu idioma, Diana?
59 Diana: Es español mi primer idioma
60 GM: ¿Y cuál prefieres?
61 Diana: Inglés
62 GM: Inglés, ¿prefieres el inglés? Y ¿por qué?
63 Diana: Porque hay muchos niños que hablan inglés,
64 si no sé hablarlo, no puedo hablar.
65 GM: O sea, porque muchos niños hablan inglés y
66 tú quieres hablar inglés para poderlo hablar con ellos. Uhmm entiendo.
67 Mrs. Acosta: ¿Cuál es el idioma que hablas aquí en la casa?
68 Diana: Español.

Translation

58 GM: And what is your language, Diana?
59 Diana: Spanish is my first language.
60 GM: And which one do you prefer?
61 Diana: English.
62 GM: English, you prefer English? And why?
63 Diana: Because there are a lot of kids who speak English,
64 if I don’t know how to speak it, I can’t talk.
65 GM: So, because there are many kids who speak English and
66 you want to speak English so that you can use it with them. Umm, I see.
67 Mrs. Acosta: What is the language you speak here at home?
68 Diana: Spanish.

Despite the efforts of these parents, especially the mother, during this interview and

previous language socialization practices attempting to inculcate their beliefs and cultural

values to this young girl, she says plainly that English is her preferred language (61).

When I asked about her reason for saying that, she mentions that many children speak

English and she cannot talk with them if she does not learn English. Her answer suggests

that she has learned a discourse about the high status of English, that is, that not knowing

English would impede her participation in conversations with her English-speaking peers

(63-64). This is clear evidence of the influence of peers in the school and neighborhood
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and the potential influence of the interplay of diverse discourses in homes, school, and

community. At this point Diana’s mother intervenes, asking her daughter about the

language she speaks at home (67).

I interpret the mother’s intervention at this point of the conversation as follows.

First, Mrs. Acosta seems aware about other possible sources of influence upon her

children, that there are diverse competing discourses that may influence her daughter’s

language choice (i.e., preference for English or Spanish) and negotiation of identity (i.e.,

negation or affirmation of Mexican identity). Second, this may be a strategy used by the

mother, intending to remind the child about the home rule about language use, which is

the following: children should speak Spanish at home. Finally, after he persuasive

attemps ideological this strategy for language socialization, this young girl concedes that

her mother is right, at least partially, in the sense that this girl acknowledges the language

rule at home (67- 68).

This case study demonstrates that processes of language socialization of children

intended to affect children’s language choice may also involve children’s negotiation of

identity, which is affected (i.e., mediated, in a Vygotskian sense) by the parents’

discourses on identity but also by the complex interplay of diverse discourses that are

manifestations of cultural and ideological struggles in homes, schools, and communities.

Children are not passive learners accepting without questioning what their parents say.

Diana seems to fell free in this home environment in which parents are less-authoritative,

thus she is empowered to respond and question what her parents say. By doing so, she

may influence her parents’ reflective processes and negotiations of meaning.
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The interview continued with a question I addressed to both parents at the

beginning of Episode 3, which promoted a reflection on their role in socialization

practices, their accomplishments, as well as their past mistakes, and the possibility of

future failure in their role as socializing agents of a novice member of the Mexican

cultural group and of the broader Hispanic group. The discussion revolved around the

hypothetical question about the possibility of language loss, that is, the possibility of loss

of Spanish in this particular case.

Episode 3 -- First moment

69 GM: Si yo le diría a usted que su hija –sus hijos poco a poco
70 van a ir aprendiendo el inglés pero con el tiempo van a perder el español
71 ¿qué usted diría?
72 Mrs. Acosta: ¿Van a perder el español?
73 GM: ¿Qué usted diría?
74 Mrs. Acosta: Pues que entrara a una escuela en español
75 GM: ¿Cómo?
76 Mrs. Acosta: Que entrara a una escuela en español.
77 GM: Si, ¿cómo se siente usted, de que pasara eso?
78 Diana: Mami en serio es así.
79 Mrs. Acosta: Ay, yo me sentiría como frustrada, me sentiría frustrada
80 porque no ubico a ellos que no hablen español nunca, nunca
81 lo que pasa es que nunca se me ha venido eso a la mente, de que no
82 hablaran, que perdieran el español. Nunca se me vino a la mente
83 yo los veo a ellos platicando con sus primos de México y platicando
84 el español claro nunca los he…[unfinished]--la verdad,
85 nunca me ha venido a la mente así que pierdan el español.
86 Mr. Acosta: Pero yo creo [unclear] que puede pasar.
87 Mrs. Acosta: Pues podría pasar, pero nunca se me había ocurrido.

Translation

69 GM: If I tell you that your daughter--your children will be
70 little by little learning English but after a while they will lose their Spanish,
71 what would you say?
72 Mrs. Acosta: That they are going to lose their Spanish?
73 GM: What would you say?
74 Mrs. Acosta: Well, they should go to a school in Spanish.
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75 GM: What do you mean?
76 Mrs. Acosta: To go to a school [that teaches] in Spanish
77 GM: Yes, and how would you feel about that, if that happens?
78 Diana: Mom, seriously, it is like that [it happens that way].
79 Mrs. Acosta: Oh, I would feel frustrated, I would feel frustrated
80 because I can’t imagine them not speaking Spanish, ever, ever,
81 The thing is that it never crossed my mind that, that they won’t
82 speak, that they would lose their Spanish. It never crossed my mind.
83 I see them talking to their cousins from Mexico and speaking
84 in Spanish very clearly, I have never … [unfinished]--truly,
85 it has never crossed my mind that they could lose their Spanish.
86 Mr. Acosta: But I believe [unclear] that it can happen.
87 Mrs. Acosta: Well, it could happen, but it had never occurred to me.

Mrs. Acosta’s answer to the hypothetical question about language loss shows that she is

obviously troubled by this question (79). She admits that had never thought about

language loss as a real possibility until now, in this interview (81-85, and 87). Therefore,

this is the first time she reflects on the possibility of failure in her attempts to ensure the

intergenerational transmission of the mother tongue in her family.

Her daughter makes a comment about the topic of conversation, showing that she

has been attentive to what her mother has been telling us during the interview regarding

the topic of language loss (78), which has relevance for this analysis, for understanding

her future interventions below (in Episode 4).

The father also reacted very concerned about the possibility of his children’s

language loss (86), as is evident below, when he elaborates his opinion about the real

possibility of language loss, bringing as an example his observations about Mexican-

origin youth who are gang members, often called cholos (Vélez-Ibañez, 1996).

Episode 3 -- Second moment

88 Mr. Acosta: Por eso yo digo que si es cierto, que es lo que pasa con los
89 que yo conozco que hablan el inglés y poco español, si hablan poquito,
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90 lo hablan mocho, como dicen, entonces le pasa que hablan tanto el inglés
91 que el español ya casi no lo saben hablar y yo sé por que enfatizo que
92 tienen que aprender las dos cosas. En la casa nosotros vamos a tener
93 el español bien y en la escuela que les den el inglés y ellos que agarren
94 amigos que hablen español y amigos que hablen inglés,
95 que se sientan, con los dos se sientan bien.
96 Mrs. Acosta: Por ejemplo yo entiendo que como dice ella... [unfinished]
97 Mr. Acosta: O sea que yo (...) que aquí lo que pasa con las razas que
98 todos los que se hacen cholitos, así todos bajos (...), pelones que
99 hablan con el radio bien (alto) y: “not speak English--not speaking
100 Spanish.” “Si tú eres español,” yo le digo. Y sí lo entienden, te
101 entienden lo que le estás diciendo en español. “Por qué no quieres en
102 español?” Y te miran con un odio, (pero uno no va a ser el) [unclear]
103 Porque yo vivo en una parte pero (dicen): “me voy a poner un arete”
104 Mrs. Acosta: Por ejemplo este niño: “Me voy a pintar aquí colorcitos que
105 se están usando”, de paso “Que te cortas el pelo hasta donde lo traes,
106 que te pongas topetito, pero nunca pintarte tu pelo, porque ni por parte de
107 tu papá ni por parte mía has visto a tus tíos, a tus primos, pintarse el pelo.
108 Por ejemplo, por parte de mi familia ni las mujeres nos pintamos el pelo,
109 por que vas a venir tú a perder a distorsionar las raíces de uno.”
110 Como que no me hace caso que quiera pintarse el pelo.
111 Diana: Mamá pero (...) y (...) (unclear) se pintan el pelo.
112 Mrs. Acosta: Las mujeres si,
113 Mr. Acosta: pero los hombres no
114 Mrs. Acosta: Es que él, mi esposo es más diferente, sus otros hermanos,
115 son estilo vaquerón así sombrero y el es el único que no se viste así,
116 pero no quiere decir que no sea hermano. Pero que venga David a decir
117 que se va a pintar el pelo, cuando nadie por parte de nuestras familias se
118 pinta el pelo. “Tú no vas a ser el que va a distorsionar eso.” Yo le dije:
119 “Cuando trabajes, te ganes tu propio dinero, entonces puedes hacer
120 lo que tú quieras, va a ser tu dinero, va a ser tu cuerpo,
121 pero no mientras estés bajo la tutela de nosotros.”

Translation

88 Mr. Acosta: That’s why I say that it’s true, that is what happens with those
89 I know who speak English and only a little Spanish, they speak it a little
90 bit, they speak it mocho, as they say, then what happens is that they speak so
91 much English that they hardly know how to speak Spanish, and I know why
92 I emphasize that, they have to speak both of them. At home we will have
93 good Spanish and the school could give them English and they can make
94 friends who speak Spanish and friends who speak English,
95 so that they feel, so that they feel OK with the two.
96 Mrs. Acosta: For example, I understand that as she says . . .[unfinished]
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97 Mr. Acosta: In other words (…), that’s what happens here with the razas,
98 that all of those who become cholitos, all low [pants], with shaved heads,
99 talk with their radios very (loud) and [in English]: “not speak English--not
100 speaking Spanish”; “but you are Spanish” I say, and they do understand,
101 understand what you are telling them in Spanish. “Why don’t you want (to
102 speak) Spanish?” And they look at you with hate, (but one will not [unclear]
103 because I live in an area, but (…): “I’ll put on earrings” [they say] (…)
104 Mrs. Acosta: For example, this boy: “I’ll color [the hair] here, colors that
105 are used,” and then I tell him: “you can cut your hair as short as you want,
106 you can have a ‘topetito’ [hair style], but you never color your hair, since
107 neither on your father’s side nor mine, you have never seen your uncles and
108 and cousins coloring their hair.” For example, in my family even women
109 do not color the hair. “Why are you going to lose, to distort our roots.”
110 But he doesn’t listen to me and he still wants to color his hair.
111 Diana: But mother (…) and (…) (unclear) they color their hair.
112 Mrs. Acosta: The women do, yes.
113 Mr. Acosta: But the men don’t.
114 Mrs. Acosta: What happens is that he, my husband is different, his brothers
115 are cowboy style, with hats, and he is the only one who doesn’t dress like
116 that, but that doesn’t mean that he is not their brother. But to have David

come to tell me
117 that he is going to color his hair, when no one in our family colors their hair
118 “You are not going to be the one who will distort that.” I said:
119 “When you get a job, earn your own money, then you can do
120 whatever you want, it will be your money, it will be your body,
121 but not as long as you are (living here) under our tutelage.”

This father expresses a strong stance in support of bilingualism (88-95), arguing that he

emphasizes that children should speak clearly (i.e., high proficiency in both languages)

both English and Spanish (91-92). He criticizes those Mexican-descent youngsters, to

whom he refers to as “las razas” (the races would be a literal translation, but this is not

what this parent means) (97) and “cholitos” gang members (98), because they speak

English well but Spanish not very well. He uses the Mexican-Spanish term ‘mocho’,

which has the connotation of speaking an Anglicized Spanish (88-91). However, during

his argumentation he expresses a belief that the parents’ duty is to teach Spanish at home
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and that the school is the place for learning English. This argument, which seems to be a

common-sense belief, is similar to a typical argument of groups opposed to bilingual

education for immigrant children.

The use of the term cholos indicates that these parents are aware of intra-group

differences within the Mexican-descent population in the United States and the critique of

this group is a rhetorical strategy to support his argument against cultural assimilation. He

talks about the cholos who do not speak English (99), but he self-corrected immediately

(100), as he reports the speech of cholos who say that they do not speak Spanish (99-

100). He also criticizes the way they look (97-103), criticizing their garment, describing

their style of pants as “todos bajos” (“all low”) (98), describing them as those ‘pelones’

(98), which is a term used for criticizing their haircut style with shaved head or buzzed

hair. He also criticized their use of earrings (103).

The mother also took a turn to criticize the cholos, expressing her disapproval of

young men in that group who like coloring their hair (104) and using earrings bringing a

contrast between the cholos and her family members as a rhetorical strategy to support

her argument. She displays her evaluative beliefs through another conversational

storytelling event, providing a short story about a conversation, although it is not clear

whether it was a past event or a hypothetical situation presented here as a rhetorical move

for elaborating her argumentation.

When Mrs. Acosta started telling her short story, it does not seem that it was

about a past event or about a specific situation but a hypothetical one, cued by the form of

the verb she used. She does not use the verb venir (to come) in the past tense, but she
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uses the expression “que venga David a decirme” (“to have David come to tell me”),

where the words que (‘that’ or ‘to have’) marks that she will be introducing a

hypothetical situation next, rather than a specific past event. However, she later uses the

phrase ‘yo le dije’ (‘I told him’, line 118) to introduce a reported speech, when she quotes

herself, therefore, signaling then that she actually was referring about a specific past

event rather than a hypothetical situation.

The brief story she told (rather it was a summary of a story) was about her son

saying that he wants to color his hair, and it includes a reported speech of the

interlocutors in that conversation, she and her son. Mrs. Acosta leaves implicit her

concern about her son, while suggesting that, in the hypothetical event she described, the

boy’s intention was to imitate the ‘cholos’. She reported the words she used for talking to

her son and telling him not to do what he wanted to do, that is, not to color his hair or use

earrings to imitate the ‘cholos’. She reported telling her son her belief that such behavior

would be a distortion of their roots, referring to their Mexican-cultural roots (line 109,

phrase repeated in line 121).

The analysis of this reported speech reveals that Diana’s mother used arguments

that reflect an authoritative discourse style. For example, according to her representation

of such event, the argument she used relied on notions of paternal authority and

prerogatives, expressing her belief that the boy, as a dependant minor, should obey his

parents while he is living under their custody, until he gets a job and earn his own money

(119-121). Diana intervenes in the conversation to correct something that her mother said

(111), thus, showing again the she has been listening attentively to her mother’s words.
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In the Episode 4, presented below, Diana said something that was almost

inaudible, which seemed to me and attempt to take a turn in the conversation (122).

Episode 4

122 Diana: (inaudible)
123 GM: Ella quería decir algo allá ¿qué es?
124 Diana: Que un chamaquito de aquí vecino, viene todos los días,
125 cuando él estaba chiquito, cuando estaba en kinder el sabía mucho
126 español pero perdió el español y supo inglés, y él no sabe leer en español,
127 todo lo supo en la escuela, y ya no volvió a hablar español
128 más nunca en la vida.
129 GM: ¿Y qué tú crees de eso? ¿O sea, cuál es tu opinión? ...
130 ¿Tú crees que eso está bien?
131 Diana: No.
132 GM: ¿Por qué?
133 Diana: ¿Y cómo le va a hablar a sus padres si es que no saben inglés?
134 Mrs. Acosta: Y luego es que ven la fisonomía del niño y hasta
135 podría decir que no habla inglés, si ve el niño usted, que
136 no habla inglés y se va directamente uno a hablar español.

Translation

122 Diana: (inaudible)
123 GM: She wanted to say something there, what is it?
124 Diana: That a little kid lives here, a neighbor, he comes around everyday,
125 when he was little, he was in kindergarten, he knew a lot of Spanish but he
126 lost Spanish and learned English and he doesn’t know how to read Spanish.
127 He learned everything at school, and he never spoke Spanish again
128 ever in his life.
129 GM: And what do you think of that? I mean, what is your opinion?
130 Do you think it is right?
131 Diana: No.
132 GM: Why?
133 Diana: So how he is going to talk to his parents if they don’t know English?
134 Mrs. Acosta: And then you look at the boy’s physical appearance and
135 you could even say he doesn’t speak English, if you see the boy, that
136 he doesn’t speak English and one goes directly (to him) to speak Spanish.

Responding to my invitation to talk (123), Diana took a turn and told us a story about ‘un

chamaquito’ (a young boy) in her neighborhood (124) who lost Spanish. Therefore, the
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story topic (Spanish loss of a young neighbor) seems related to the main topic of

conversation in that part of the interview. Note that this young girl uses the phrase

‘perdió el español’ (lost Spanish, line 126) to describe what happened to another young

person who no longer speaks nor reads Spanish (126-128), although he was able to speak

it when he was in kindergarten.

This is the first time Diana used the term ‘Spanish loss’ in this interview, a term

initially used by me in the first question of this fragment of transcript (3) and that was

used by her parents as well. Therefore, this young girl demonstrates having a notion of

‘language loss,’ using this term aptly in a sense quite similar to how was used by the

adults participating in this conversation. Her appropriation and use of this concept shows

that she has been attentive and that she acknowledges the main topic of conversation.

Diana’s story has a conclusion (128), which is that ‘ya no volvió hablar español,

más nunca en la vida’ (‘he no longer spoke Spanish, never more in life), but it has no

resolution. I used diverse questions to elicit her opinions regarding the problem of

language loss (129-130 and 132). This young girl expressed an evaluative belief and an

argument (131 and 133), which reflects her positioning in favor of the maintenance of

Spanish within Hispanic families and the belief that language loss may affect the

communication between children and their Spanish-speaking parents. At that point, Mrs.

Acosta intervenes, using the repetition of a short story where she uses the expression ‘la

fisonomía del niño’ (‘the physiognomy of the child’), referring to the physical appearance

of a child who looks like a Mexican. This comment heard before in the interview, is a

fragment of a generalized story she previously told us in the First Episode (13-14).
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The use of narrative is another strategy used in language socialization practices in

this family. In this last excerpt, the mother attempts to portray in a negative way those

children who have lost Spanish even when their physical traits, which she left unspecified

in describing this boy as belonging to a Spanish-speaking group, leads the speaker to

address them in Spanish. The analysis of the content and structure of the story provides

insights into the effects of parents’ ideological discourses. Ideological discourses imply

the intentional use of diverse strategies of discourse and persuasion in the conversation,

that may be called strategies of language socialization, pursuing to ‘inculcate’ in this girl

the belief that it is bad that a Hispanic child could lose Spanish.

In the next section, I will expand the discussion about the reproduction of

ideologies and language socialization, providing a summary of findings about the

strategies used by parents in language socialization and other aspects about the use of

ideological discourses in socialization that are relevant for answering the main research

question of this study.

Mr. Acosta, Diana’s father, uses the strategy of making explicit language rules at

home and the strategy of using narratives as tools in language socialization, as revealed in

the following excerpt.

137 Mr. Acosta: Es como todo, aquí en la casa le digo a Diana, yo le digo
138 “aquí nunca hablen en inglés, que en la escuela le van a enseñar inglés
139 pero que lo hablen con su amigo pero aquí con nosotros se habla en
140 español, puro español en la casa. Ya “afuera ahí” le digo, “si vamos a
141 México, no quiero que andes hablándole inglés a (tus primos).”
142 Porque, yo lo hago porque a mí me pasa en el trabajo, que yo quiero
143 expresarme una cosa. “ No.” Y sé que sabe español y no quiere hablarlo.
144 Yo digo: “Tú me tienes que enseñarme un poquito para entenderme con
145 ustedes.” Y entonces como que siempre hay cierto distanciamiento
146 entre uno y otro. El mismo compañero de los niños,
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147 están igual así, con los chamaquitos, van a ser como, van a empezar
148 a hablar a Diana, van a platicar con otros chamaquitos que son sobrinos
149 míos y andan hablando inglés acá. No me gustaría que se sientan
150 como me siento yo (...)

Translation

137 Mr. Acosta: It’s like everything else, here in the house I tell Diana, I tell her
138 “never speak English here because in the school they will teach you English’,
139 they can use it with their friends, but here with us we speak
140 Spanish, just Spanish in the house. “There outside,” I tell them: “if we go to
141 Mexico, I don’t want you to go around speaking English (to your cousins).”
142 I do it because it happens to me at work, that I want to express something.
143 “No.” And I know that he knows Spanish and he doesn’t want to speak it.
144 I say: “you have to teach me some English so that I can understand
145 you.” And so, there is always some distance
146 between each other. It’s the same with the kids’ schoolmate,
147 it will be the same with the kids’ pals, they will, they will begin
148 to talk to Diana, they are going to talk to other kids who are my nephews
149 and they begin to speak English here. I wouldn’t like them to feel
150 like I feel.

Diana’s father attempts to promote the use and learning of Spanish by explicitly

requesting his children to speak Spanish at home. Mr. Acosta justified such restriction

with the argument that they can learn English in the school and there they have the

opportunity to use English with their friends in other places (137-140). A second rule is

that children should not speak English with the family in Mexico but only Spanish (140-

141). He uses narratives as tools in language socialization while using diverse strategies

to persuade their children to follow that rule.

The short story (rather, a fragment of story) used by Mr. Acosta as a tool of

language socialization is about his experiences at work, where he has had difficulties with

an English-speaking co-worker. The analysis and understanding of this story is possible

because he previously told this story in the interview with more details that he omitted in
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this abbreviated retelling of the story. Regarding the narrative structure in this

abbreviated story, its complication corresponds to the part in the transcript with a

reported speech of this co-worker saying “no” (143), referring to the co-workers action

saying ‘I don’t speak Spanish’, as reported in a previous retelling of the story. Following

that abbreviated account of the complication, there is an evaluation of the co-workers’

action in which he expressed having felt uncomfortable because he did not understand

English (142-144). In the evaluation, he mentioned that this co-worker knew Spanish but

did not want to speak Spanish.

Regarding the social functions of narratives in Hispanic families, Mr. Acosta told

this story to provide an example of the difficulties he confronted at work for not knowing

English. This story illustrates the use of narrative as tool in socialization practices for

making an analogy between the way the father felt at work and the situation of Spanish-

speaking family members, especially Diana’s cousins in Mexico who might likewise feel

uncomfortable if she speaks English to them (146-150). Mr. Acosta used the same story

to promote English learning as well, asking the children to teach him English so that he

could overcome his difficulties for not knowing that language (144-145).

My interpretation of this story, following a CDA approach, is that this story offers

cues about other social functions of narratives, such as using them for sharing

information and beliefs about subgroups and internal conflicts within the Hispanic group,

specifically between the Spanish-speaking immigrants and those more acculturated

Hispanics who speak only English (143-144). Diana’s father’s interpretation of the

problem reported in his story, when he said that English-speaking co-workers knew
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Spanish but refused to speak Spanish, implies an admission of such intra-group conflicts.

The following case studies correspond to a family in Iowa. It serves likewise to

illustrate parents’ involvement in language socialization and in education of their

children.

The Santiago family: “Tiene que acordarse de quién somos”

This case study is very interesting because both parents are Hispanic but they

have different degrees of acculturation and different perspectives on education and

language issues. Mr. Santiago is Mexican immigrant while Mrs. Santiago was born in US

and she is American citizen, therefore she is a non-immigrant Hispanic. However, they

both seem proud of their Hispanic heritage, including Spanish as an essential aspect of

cultural identity. Mr. and Mrs. Santiago have disagreements about which would be the

best approach in the education of immigrant children, which reminds us of the

complexity of cultural identity issues and ideological struggles within the family, despite

the shared Hispanic background.

Previously, in another part of the interview not included here, Mrs. Santiago

reported about common beliefs as well as about differences of opinions between she and

her husband concerning diverse strategies both parents use for promoting the use of

Spanish, given that the father was particularly concerned about the maintenance of

Spanish. She reported that she uses various strategies for fostering the development of

bilingualism and biliteracy, emphasizing either Spanish or English, depending the

particular level of proficiency in each language that a child was showing.
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The following excerpt shows how these parents reached an agreement about

strategies for dealing with a situation of apparent Spanish loss of their child Juanita, an

incident that took place while they were living in another state.

1 Ya nos ha pasado una vez con Juanita cuando estábamos en Minnesota
2 y eso si pasó de que ella le hablaba a alguien y se quedaba [gesture]
3 bueno, “What? I don’t know what you say”
4 y decía ella se le había olvidado el español.
5 Y lo que hicimos es que no le hablamos, entonces se ignora.
6 “Si ella no puede hablar con nosotros, entonces ella no puede hablar
7 y así pronto se le va [olvidar] el español.” Entonces, es algo de que yo,
8 yo este me siento así tan, de que ellos tienen que hablar los dos idiomas
9 así de que -- a lo mejor dirán que los trato mal con ignorarlos--
10 pero tan fuerte, así es, así de que tienen que hablar los dos idiomas.
11 Así yo a la grande también le digo: “No.” Y le digo “Ah, pues te crees
12 mejor que todos? Tú ya (…)?”…[unfinished] Así nomás porque piensa
13 que es …[unfinished]--No lo es, tiene que acordarse de quien somos.

Translation

1 That has happened to us with Juanita when we were in Minnesota
2 And that did happen that she talked to someone and [she] stayed [gesture]
3 well: “What? I don’t know what you say.”
4 and she would say that she had forgotten her Spanish.
5 and what we did was not to speak to her, to ignore her,
6 If she can’t talk to us, then she can’t talk
7 and thus she will [forget] the Spanish. And then--It is that I,
8 I feel so strong that they have to speak the two languages
9 --maybe someone would say that I’m mistreating them for ignoring them--
10 But I feel so strong that they have to speak the two languages.
11 and I also tell the older: “No.” and I tell her: “Ah, do you feel
12 that your are better than everyone? (…) Just like that because she thinks
13 that she is . . .--And she isn’t, she has to remember who we are.

Mrs. Santiago tells a story about a past event that illustrates her commitment to the goal

of bilingualism (10) and Spanish maintenance (5-7), describing the strategies she and her

husband used to encourage her daughter to speak Spanish at home, in addition to English.

According to her version of that incident, she noted that Juanita was no longer using
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Spanish and the girl admitted that she was forgetting Spanish (1-4). Then Mrs. and Mr.

Santiago reached an agreement about a strategy for persuading this girl to change her

attitude and motivate her to speak Spanish again. They decided not to respond, to ignore

Juanita every time she used English at home, not until she used Spanish again (5-6). This

strategy turned to be effective and the child began to use Spanish, besides English. This

child is now bilingual, speaks both Spanish and English, and reads books in either

language, as reported in another part of the interview not included here.

Mrs. Santiago expressed her commitment to the preservation of the Hispanic

cultural heritage in her family and she was in favor of developing bilingualism in Spanish

and English (7-13), suggesting that Spanish maintenance is important for preserving the

Mexican identity, cued by the phrase ella tiene que recordar quienes somos (she has to

remember who we are) (13). Yet, this mother expressed opposition to bilingual

education, arguing that Spanish can be learned at home and that it is not the role of public

schools to teach Spanish but it is the duty of Hispanic parents, as expressed in the

following excerpt:

1 Es, es obligación de ellos enseñarle (español), porque tampoco
2 es obligación de la escuela enseñarle del 5 de marzo, ni tampoco
3 16 de septiembre, ni na de eso. Es obligación de los papás. Y si los papás
4 no pueden hacer una parte de lo que ellos necesitan, pues
5 que no se quejen cuando no hablan español ni inglés.

Translation

1 It is their (Hispanic parents’) obligation to teach them (Spanish), because
2 it is not either the school’s obligation to teach them about March 5th, nor
3 September 16th, any of that. It is the parents’ obligation. And if parents
4 cannot do a part of what they need,
5 then do not complain when they do not speak either Spanish or English.
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The belief that it is the duty of Hispanic parents to teach Spanish and transmit to their

children their cultural heritage (1-2), which is a belief shared by parents who support

bilingual education, is paradoxically part of Mrs. Santiago’s argument in opposition of

bilingual education. Implicit in this belief is that it is not a duty of schools to teach

Spanish but just English, a belief that she expressed explicitly later. Linked to this

proposition is the belief that parents’ failure to do their duty in the intergenerational

transmission of language and other cultural heritage (4) will have as a consequence that

their children will not learn to speak either Spanish nor English (5).

The story of Juanita, who some time ago stopped using Spanish and then decided

to use only English, was told twice: first by Mrs. Santiago (above), and then the story was

told conjointly (i.e., collaboratively) by Juanita’s cousin and her uncle (Mr. Torres), who

are members of another participant family in the study, as discussed below.

The Torres family: The Child Ignacio Talks about Juanita

Members of another family, the Torres family, who were interviewed as

participants in the study, not only provided information about their family but also about

the Santiago family. Juanita’s father (Mr. Torres) and Ignacio’s father (Mr. Santiago) are

brothers4. Both families’ residences in Iowa are close to each other and they have a very

similar socioeconomic situation and lifestyles. For instance, each family live part of the

year in Texas, and part in Arizona, and it is difficult to figure out which is their main

residence in each case.

4 I am using different last names pseudonyms although these brothers’ real last names are the same.
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During the second visit to the Torres family, Ignacio participated in the interview

and in a discussion of a picture book brought by the interviewer. First his father (lines 19-

20), and then immediately his mother (line 22), encouraged him to tell me a story about

her cousin, Juanita, which I present next:

1 GM: A veces uno pregunta qué fue lo que le gustó pero a mí me
2 gusta también preguntar qué fue lo que menos le gustó.
3 Ignacio: Pues casi no hubo ninguna parte que
4 Mr. Torres: Cuando se reían de Francisco
5 Mrs. Torres: Cuando se reían de él, hijo, de que no sabía, cuando
6 no sabía, que no entendía inglés
7 Ignacio: (...) [inaudible]
8 GM: ¿Cuándo, cuál fue esta parte?
9 Ignacio: Cuando se pelearon (...) el otro niño
10 GM: ¿Y por qué no te gustó esta parte?
11 Ignacio: Porque así como, no sé así cómo, se siente así como a mí también
12 el año pasado me sentía mal porque también había este niño ya nos
13 hicimos amigos pero en segundo grado un niño empezó a burlarse de mí
14 porque yo también no entendía bien el inglés y luego me sacaba a mí en
15 spelling era el que más abajo iba y se burlaba de mí y pues
16 ya se cómo se siente y por eso es la parte que no me gusta
17 Mr. Torres: Por experiencia
18 Ignacio: Me recordaba de segundo grado
19 Mr. Torres: Platícale al señor la experiencia de tus primos acá, de tu
20 prima Juanita en Minnesota cuando se quedaron por un año
21 Ignacio: Este que == [overlapping]
22 ==Mrs. Torres: Que ya no quería hablar español
23 Ignacio: Mi prima ella hablaba así, como estaban en la escuela
24 no hablaban nada de español allá, cuando llegó, cuando llegó
25 todos nos preguntamos “cómo se dice esto, cómo se dice esto y
26 cómo se dice lo otro” y así andábamos con ella para que nos enseñara.
27 Y luego que hasta que un día dijo ya no voy a hablar mas español
28 y se montó así como por dos días hablando puro, puro inglés.
29 Hasta que ya nadie se ... [unfinished sentence]
30 Mr. Torres: empezó a hablar con tu tío en inglés
31 Ignacio: empezó a hablar con mi tío en inglés y mi tío se enojó con ella.
32 Mr. Torres: No le hacía --no le contestaba
33 Ignacio: No le contestaba así, mi tío y luego ella le dijo a mi tío que
34 por qué no le quería hablar y luego le dijo por qué.
35 Mrs. Torres: Porque él no sabe inglés
36 Ignacio: El no sabe inglés, o sea, mi tío sí sabe pero nomás le decía
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37 Mr. Torres: Como yo no hablo inglés y tú hablas puro inglés
38 pues ya no podemos hablar
39 GM: ¿Y quién fue ese?
40 Mr. Torres: Mi hermano, es que se quedaron por acá por un año en
41 Minnesota los niños todos con Anna por un año en la escuela y cuando
42 venimos mi hermano y yo de allá de México, llegamos, fuimos por ellos
43 y la niña no quería -- no hablaba español
44 GM: ¿Cómo se llamaba la niña?
45 Mr. Torres: Juanita, pero esa habla muy buen inglés
46 esa habla inglés ciento por porciento.
47 Y este, pues, todos contentos, los niños con su papá y él platicando
48 con todos, mas con ella no platicaba porque ella platicaba puro inglés
49 y ya a lo último le dijo que por qué no quería hablar con ella
50 “porque tú hablas puro inglés y yo no hablo inglés”
51 y así empezó a hablar español otra vez.

Translation

1 GM: Sometimes one asks what did you like, but I
2 also like to also ask what did you like the least.
3 Ignacio: There was hardly a part that
4 Mr. Torres: when they laughed at Francisco
5 Mrs Torres: when they laughed at him, because he didn’t know,
6 when he didn’t know, when he couldn’t understand English.
7 Ignacio: (…) [inaudible]
8 GM: When? What part was that?
9 Ignacio: When they fought (…) the other boy
10 GM: And why you didn’t like that part?
11 Ignacio: Because it’s like, I don’t know, in the same way he feels I felt
12 last year because there was also this boy, we are already
13 friends but in second grade a boy began to laugh at me
14 because I also didn’t understand English very well and then he (…)
15 in spelling, [I] had the lowest scores and he laughed at me and so
16 I know how he [Francisco] feels and that’s why that is the part I don’t like.
17 Mr. Torres: Because of your experience.
18 Ignacio: It reminded me of second grade.
19 Mr. Torres: Tell him your cousins’ experience here, your cousin
20 Juanita in Minnesota when they stayed there for a year
21 Ignacio: It is that==
22 ==Mrs. Torres: That she didn’t want to speak Spanish
23 Ignacio: My cousin, she speaking that way, because they were in a school,
24 they didn’t speak any Spanish there, when she arrived, when she arrived
25 we all were asking her “how do you say this, how do you say that, and
26 how do you say this other thing,” and we were asking her to teach us.
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27 And… until one day she said that was not going to speak Spanish anymore
28 And she stayed like that two days speaking only, only English
29 Until no one . . [unfinished sentence].
30 Mr. Torres: she began to speak in English with your uncle
31 Ignacio: She bean to speak English with my uncle and my uncle got upset
32 Mr. Torres: He didn’t--he didn’t answer her
33 Ignacio: My uncle just didn’t answer her, and the she told my uncle
34 why he didn’t want to speak to her and he told her why.
35 Mrs. Torres: Because he doesn’t know English.
36 Ignacio: He doesn’t know English, I mean, he knows but he told her that
37 Mr. Torres: “Since I don’t speak English and you speak only English
38 then we can’t talk.”
39 GM: And who was [who said] that?
40 Mr. Torres: My brother, what happens is that they stayed here for a year
41 in Minnesota, children stayed with Anna for a year, attended school, and
42 when my brother and I came from Mexico, we went to look for them back
43 and the girl didn’t want -- she didn’t speak Spanish
44 GM: What was her name?
45 Mr. Torres: Juanita, but she speaks very good English
46 She speaks English one hundred percent.
47 And then, everyone was happy, the children talk to their dad and he talk
48 to everyone but her, because she was speaking only English
49 and then, at the end she asked him why he didn’t want to talk to her
50 “because you speak only English ad I don’t speak English”
51 and then, she began to speak Spanish again.

These versions of the story about Juanita’s experience offered by her cousin, Ignacio,

(line 27), her uncle (line 43), and aunt (line 22) coincide in one thing: that Juanita did not

want to speak Spanish, rather than having forgotten to speak Spanish, which contradicts

the reason Juanita gave her mother for not speaking it, as reported by Juanita’s mother.

Juanita’s story resembles the story of the picture book ‘Pepita Talks Twice’ in which the

main character of the story, Pepita, was a little girl who stopped speaking Spanish

because she was tired of serving as translator for many people. Likewise, Juanita was

tired of teaching English words to other Spanish-speaking children, according to the story

her cousin Ignacio told (lines 25-28).
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The Batista family: Parents’ Concerns about Mixed Languages

During the ethnographic interview, Isabela’s mother introduced the topic of

codeswitching (i.e. code mixing), which she referred to as the mixing of languages. She

expressed concern about how Isabela was mixing of Spanish and English in kindergarten

and how she gets confused. Mrs. Batista introduced this topic of conversation when she

answered a previous interview question about parental involvement; the question

explored whether her limited understanding of English would hinder her ability to help

her children with their English homework. Previously, she has made some comments

about her parental involvement in the education of Isabela, suggesting that the latter had

required special attention from her.

Excerpt 1

1 Eso fue ahora que nomás nació el niño (baby), pues eso
2 me quitaba tiempo, más ...[pause] batalla. Pero si ... llega la niña (Martita),
3 le digo: “Por favor me vas a cuidar a ella.” Más por Isabela, que fue por la
4 que batallo más, por Isabela.

Translation

1. That was just now after the baby was born, because this
2. took away my time, more … [pause] battle. But if my girl (Martita) comes,
3. I tell her: “Please, take care of her (baby)” Mostly for Isabela, who was the one
4 for whom I have to battle harder [to help the child much more], for Isabela.

At this point, Mrs. Batista mentions that she had provided more attention to Isabela than

to her older children (3-4). She uses the word batallar (to battle) (4) to describe the great

effort and dedication while dealing with Isabela’s (3-4) academic and language problems,

which indicates her preoccupation and involvement in the education of her children.

Later she gave further details about parental involvement and Isabela’s problems,
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presented in other excerpts below. Despite her limited understanding of English, Isabela’s

mother managed to support her children’s learning, encouraging them to do their school

homework and to look for help in the public library. Eventually, the conversation in this

ethnographic interview moved on to other themes related to the education of her children

and parental involvement in education, and it was then when she expressed her opinions

about bilingualism and bilingual schools.

The following excerpt presents a narrative that is part of Isabela’s mother’s

response to the aforementioned question about parental involvement in education and

whether she has had difficulties in this matter, being a Spanish-speaking immigrant. As

will be evident later, this narrative provides cues for understanding her beliefs about

codemixing (mixing the languages), which in turn offers cues regarding her beliefs about

bilingualism in general and how special help available in the bilingual program was

particularly beneficial for Isabela.

Excerpt 2 -- Moment 1

1 Mrs. Batista: Isabela se confundió mucho porque la niña, como iban los
2 otros para el kinder, iba ella de oyente al kinder, fue tres años de oyente,
3 ya para cuando entró aquí la niña, ya entró, por decir, ya entró al kinder,
4 ella se empezó a confundir con el inglés y con el español, confundía las
5 cosas. Y empecé a batallar como dos años, hasta segundo año batallé
6 mucho. Y ahora que entró al tercero y ya, ya se fue encarrilándose más.
7 ya fue comprendiendo ella más las cosas. Tuve que ponerla en una clase,
8 a la tarde, especial que le ayudara a distinguir a ella.
9 Me metía español y me metía inglés a lo mismo, fue mucho la confusión
10 de ella, y se me fue pa’ abajo, no aprendía ni una cosa ni aprendía la
11 otra. Y desde... Pero ya, ya parece que ahora sí lo ha podido hacer [...]
12 Es con la única. Porque Rosa no. [...] Ella no se confundió
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Translation

1 Mrs. Batista: Isabela got very confused because the girl, while the others
were going

2 to kinder, she attended kinder as an auditor, for three years as an auditor
3 finally when the girl entered here, so to speak, she was then in kinder
4 she began to get confused with English and with Spanish, she confounded
5 things. And I began to struggle for about two years, until second grade,
6 I struggled a lot. And now in third grade she was more on the right track,
7 she was understanding things more. I had to put her in a special class,
8 in the afternoons, that would help her to distinguish.
9 She used Spanish as well as English (words), mixing them, her confusion
10 was enormous and she started going down, she learned neither one thing
11 nor the other. And since… But right now, it seems that she made it […]
12 She is the only one. Because Rosa didn’t. […] She didn’t get confused.

The statement that “Isabela got very confused” (1) was followed immediately by an

explication that cues the attributed cause for such confusion: that Isabela attended to

kindergarten as an auditor for three years (2). When Mrs. Batista brought the topic of

Isabela’s confusion (4-5), she chose a more specific and concrete way of engaging in the

more general topic of conversation, through telling a story about the difficulties her child

had while learning and using Spanish and English in the bilingual school. The story topic

in this narrative is the child’s problem in the bilingual school, which is a subtopic of a

broader theme in the interview: the experiences of Hispanic immigrants related to the

education of their children.

My first interpretation of some parts of her narratives while I was looking at

problem-solution relations in a higher level of abstraction, was that she was expressing a

concern about codeswitching with statements that resembles assumptions of interference

by the first language while learning a second, which I initially misinterpreted as a weak

stance in support of bilingual education. However, further analysis led me to interpret
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that she had a different concern, which is the maintenance of Spanish, and that she

supports bilingual education.

The analysis of this excerpt shows how difficult it is to grasp the meaning of

individual words, clauses and sentences at the local level of analysis of discourse (e.g.,

within a turn), taken in isolation from the parent’s other statements. For example, this

mother uses the Spanish term oyente (auditor), which is an explication for orienting the

hearer, providing some information necessary for understanding an aspect of the social

circumstances that are necessary to know to understand the problem or complication

presented in the story. However, she does not provide further explanations about the

meaning of this word, probably because she assumes that the interviewer knows the

procedures in the school.

However, it is possible that a reader of the transcript would become confused

about in what sense this mother used the expression fue de oyente a kinder (she attended

kinder as an auditor) (2). Moreover, a reader who depends on reading the translations of

excerpts from transcripts might even assume that there is a problem of translation,

because it is unusual a situation of a child sitting in kindergarten (as an auditor) for three

years, as the mother claims. My interpretation of this phrase is that the teacher, as a favor,

allowed Isabela to sit and participate in kindergarten, even when she did not have the

required age for registration in that class.

Based on information provided by this mother in other moments of the interview,

my interpretation is that this teacher decided to allow this mother to bring her younger

child with her as a special favor to this mother, to facilitate her collaboration with the
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school, given she did not have other childcare arrangements while she was visiting the

classroom to collaborate with the teacher in didactic activities.

Another ambiguous part is the clause others were going to kinder (1-2) because it

includes the pronoun others without giving a cue about who these other children would

be. My interpretation of this clause is that Isabela’s mother was referring to Isabela’s

brother as one of the children when she used that pronoun others, given the information

that Isabela has just one brother, three years older than her, who began kindergarten by

that time.

There is another part of the interview that is quite difficult to interpret while doing

discourse analysis, and difficult to transcribe and to translate to English as well, which is

when Mrs. Batista uses the concept of confusión in the form of the Spanish verb

confundir. According to the Spanish-English dictionary, the verb confundir can be

translated as to confuse, to mix together, to mix up, to confound, or to become confused.

The difficulty consists in that she is using this verb in two different senses, in some

clauses it can be translated as to confuse or get confused, while in other clauses it can be

translated as to confound or to mix together. For example, the clause ella se empezó a

confundir (she began to get confused) (4) is followed by the clause confundía las cosas

(she confounded things) (4-5), where the later refers to confound, in the sense of mixing

together things, implicitly suggesting that Isabela in kindergarten had difficulty

distinguishing between the two languages.

At the beginning of her narrative, the verb confundir, used in the past tense in the

expression Isabela se confundió mucho (she got very confused) (1), refers to a state of
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mind, like having difficulty understanding something. This mother’s notion of confusión

(confusion) in the sense of becoming confused is signaled later by the use of the word

comprendiendo (comprehending) to describe Isabela’s improvement, as follows: ya fue

comprendiendo ella más las cosas (she was understanding things more) (7).

Although she does not use a connective conjunction to establish a clear semantic

relationship between these two clauses, the sequence of these clauses suggests an implicit

relationship of cause and effect, therefore, the complex proposition I constructed to

represent mother’s belief is the following: Isabela became confused because she

confounded (or mixed the languages) Spanish and English (4). At this point, mother’s

belief seems to be that codemixing is a problem associated with the inability to

distinguish between two languages. This view of codemixing as a problem is also

signaled more clearly by the end of this excerpt when she says me metía español y me

metía inglés a lo mismo (she used Spanish as well as English words) (9), which

interpreted as follows: she (child) was mixing Spanish and English words in

conversations. This sentence expresses her concern about a perceived confusion this child

had in the past, mentioned above, which will be discussed more in detail below.

Besides using the word confusion in two different senses, Isabela’s mother

chooses other vague words that create more ambiguity in this sample of discourse where

she is presenting Isabela’s problem. Isabela’s mother uses the expression las cosas

(things, stuff) in the phrase confundía las cosas (5), a vagueness that represents a great

difficulty for interpreting a sentence that is very important to understand how exactly the

problem is defined by the mother.
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The interpretation of some parts of her narratives was difficult when she used

some colloquial and idiomatic expressions in Spanish which cannot be easily translated to

English. For example, literal translations of some expressions in Spanish would not make

sense, such as the following expression that she used to describe how the child mixed two

languages in a conversation, in a manner that she considered was problematic: me metía

el español and me metía el inglés a lo mismo. The literal translation of this colloquial

expression would not make sense, it would be: she would insert me the Spanish and

insert me the English as the same thing.

Translating it is difficult because in informal conversations Hispanic people of

diverse Latin American countries use different colloquial expressions which

understanding depends of the knowledge the interviewer would have about the context of

the conversation and of the situation presented (represented in a narrative. The

expression ‘a lo mismo’ (literal translation: as the same thing), for example, is a

colloquial (idiomatic) expression that I had never heard before. I guess that it could be an

example of Mexican Spanish. I interpret the short phrase a lo mismo as equivalent in

meaning to the phrase lo mismo que (the same thing that), so I translated it as “as well as”

(9). Through this process of interpreting the mothers’ words and paraphrasing her words

using more common expressions in Spanish and in the translating to English, I reached to

the following tentative proposition: The bilingual student mixes the languages assuming

that they are the same thing.

There are other linguistic features that provide cues about this mother’s opinion

about codemixing and how this would be the cause of children’s learning problems,
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although this belief is not explicitly articulated. The clause me metía el español (would

insert Spanish) followed immediately by the clause me metía el inglés (would insert

English) is used by this mother to convey a notion of codemixing while she was

describing the way Isabela’s way of talking in kindergarten as a problem. By using the

pronoun me (to me) in Spanish (first person pronoun, personal, used as object of the

verb), she placed herself as a witness or participant in a past conversation with Isabela,

thus suggesting that what she says is based on experience or facts. The pronoun me, in the

expression ‘se me fue para abajo’ (literally: she was going down), is used by this mother

to refer to her child’s experiences as if they are her own experiences. Thus, since the

pronoun ‘me’ has in Spanish, at least in this specific situation, a connotation of

appropriating experiences, it (me) conveys notions of ownership, authority, and control

over her child which is lost in translation.

Isabela’s mother’s theory of the cause for the child’s confusion can be inferred

from a sequence of two clauses, metía español y me metía inglés (she used Spanish and

English), conveying a notion of codemixing. The next clause fue mucho la confusión de

ella (her confusion was enormous) (9-10) suggests that the confusion is caused by mixing

languages. She suggests that this confusion, in turn, was the cause for not learning either

one thing or the other, referring to Spanish and English (10). In this short fragment of

transcript, Isabela’s mother uses five times the term confusion either as noun or as verb.

This repetition is a rhetorical strategy she used to emphasize and even exaggerate the

impact of codemixing, as attempting to persuade the interviewer that codemixing is the

cause of the child’s academic problems (10-11).
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This mother used the word batallar (to struggle) to describe her involvement in

the education of Isabela (5-6). Early in her account, Isabela’s mother used the Spanish

word empezar (to begin) twice (4 and 5) to describe the sequence of two different events

in this story. In order to formulate the problem, she use the phrase se empezó a confundir

(she began to get confused), referring to the beginning of Isabela’s problem, her

confusion (4), which is the complication of her story. Then, in order to describe her

actions for the solution of the problem comes the expressions empecé a batallar (I began

to struggle) (5), and batallé mucho (I struggled a lot) (5-6), referring to her actions,

during two years, toward the solution of Isabela’s academic problem. Actually, the latter

expression refers not to just one event but to an indeterminate number of events that are

part of a social practice called here parental involvement in the education of children.

The Spanish term batallar (to struggle), used in a metaphoric sense in Mexican

Spanish, was used repeatedly by Isabela’s mother, for example in the expression batallé

mucho (I struggled a lot) (5-6). It seems that the repetition of terms is a common

rhetorical strategy this mother uses for adding emphasis and that it signals core values,

such as the commitment and disposition to take immediate action and also to work hard

toward the solution of a problem. Here Isabela’s mother uses twice the word batallar to

describe her parental involvement, referring to not only to directly assisting the child in

her homework, but also to her initiative of asking for a special class for this girl that

would help serve to the solution of the problem (7-8).

Later, she gives other cues about her notion of confusión, meaning lack of

understanding, and about her opinion that the bilingual school somehow contributed to
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Isabela’s improvement by the third grade and to the solution of the problem, signaled by

the expressions encarrilándose más (getting more on track) and fue comprendiendo más

(she was comprehending more/she made it) (6-7, and 11). These expressions signal her

assumption about what language mixing means to Isabela’s mother: that language mixing

is a manifestation of children’s confusion and their failure to differentiate the two

language systems. This underlying assumption seems inconsistent with being strongly in

favor of bilingual education, which she showed in other moments of the interview. This

belief (i.e., assumption) is shared by other interviewed parents in this study.

Likewise, Goodz (1994) identified a common assumption among parents in her

study: “The assumption that simultaneous bilingualism necessarily produces linguistic

confusion” (p. 77). Goodz’s (1994) longitudinal study of French-English bilingual

families in Quebec challenges that assumption, since it provides evidence “that early dual

language exposure does not have a negative effect on language acquisition” (76). For

example, in the study she found that children who borrowed lexical items “were aware

that they came from another language system (p. 77).

This discourse analysis has focused so far on an interpretation of how Isabela’s

mother used the term confusion, especially in its verb form, taking into account linguistic

features of some expressions in the transcript, as well as the immediate social context of

the interview, which is shaped by its purpose and general topic: children’s learning and

use of both Spanish and English. Isabela’s mother shows certain degree of inconsistency

in her arguments, since on the one hand she supports bilingual education, and on the

other hand she seems to believe that code mixing (i.e., codeswitching) is a problem
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caused by early exposure to two languages and that mixing languages causes a sort of

confusion in the child’s mind.

My interpretation is that Mrs. Batista believes that a bilingual person should

express sentences completely in Spanish or in English, instead of mixing two languages

in the same sentence. This apparent inconsistency in this discourse is compatible with a

moderate or weak stance in favor of bilingualism, as previously defined. However,

further analysis of the mother’s utterances in another moment of the interview (presented

immediately below) provides cues that lead to a different interpretation of bilingualism. It

was necessary to look again at other parts in the transcript where the terms confusion and

mixing (mixing languages) were used.

The second excerpt below, consisting of two moments, contains a brief narrative

by Isabela’s mother, Mrs. Batista, about the superiority of education in Mexico, at least

regarding instruction of mathematics and literacy in early grades. She then attempts to

support her statements with arguments, using conversational storytelling and examples of

specific experiences of her children in a dual-language school in the United States. (Note:

The conversation in this excerpt from the interview transcript did not immediately follow

the conversation of the previous excerpt.)

Excerpt 2 -- First moment:

13 GM: Pero en términos de aprender a leer y a escribir, […]
14 ¿Cómo usted compara la enseñaza de la lectura y escritura,
15 que es un aspecto que a mí me interesa?
16 Mrs. Batista: Muy diferente. Porque Martita [older child] ella hizo pues
17 tres años allá, ella aprendió MUUY [emphasis] rápido, todos, todos los
18 números y todo, todo se le grabó. Y aquí Isabela, que fue la que entró
19 ya desde kinder, ella aquí se confundió mucho. Se confundió en una forma
20 de que ella no aprendió. Se le confundió los dos idiomas y no pudo,
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21 no pudo avanzar ella, se quedó-oo ... [long vowel, incomplete thought].

Moment 2
22 Mr. Batista: Se atrasó mucho.
23 Mrs. Batista: Se atrasó mucho y siguió ella pa’ atrás ...[almost inaudible]
24 No pudo ella, pero-ooo ...[long vowel] de que aprenden, si, ellos si,
25 ellos si aprenden. Sí, pero no ...[pause] Es mucha la diferencia.
26 Mr. Batista- En cuanto a las matemáticas y la escritura, pues está,
27 está más lenta aquí. Allá aprenden más, más rápido todo.
28 Mrs. Batista: Porque ella fue, Martita, fue la que -- fue allá y ella, la niña
29 la niña sabía mucho, la niña (...) [unclear, inaudible] a todo.
30 Y allá también les enseñan el inglés porque tienen una clase de ...[pause]
31 GM: De inglés
32 Mrs. Batista: de ...[pause] inglés
33 GM- Como segundo idioma.
34 Mrs. Batista- Como segundo idioma. Desde chiquito les empiezan a dar…

Translation

First Moment:
13. GM: But in terms of learning to read and write (…)
14. Considering this an aspect in which I am interested, how do you compare
15 the teaching of reading and writing? (comparing Mexico to U.S.)
16. Mrs. Batista: Very different. Because Martita (older girl), she completed
17. over there three years, she learned VERY fast, all, all the numbers and
18. all that, she memorized all. And here, Isabela, who was who began
19 kindergarten here, she got confused a lot. She got confused so much
20 that she didn’t learn. She confused the two languages and she couldn’t,
21 she couldn’t advance [she was left behind], she was… [incomplete]

Moment 2:
22 Mrs. Batista: She got behind a lot.
23 Mrs. Batista: She was left behind and she kept getting behind (low voice)
24 She couldn’t, BUT (emphasis) that they learn, yes they learn
25 they learn. Yes, but no . . . [pause] There is a huge difference.
26 Mr. Batista: In terms of math and writing, it is
27 it is slower here. Over there they learn more, they learn everything faster.
28 Mrs. Batista: Because she was, Martita, she went there [Mexican school],
29 and the girl knew much, the girl knows (…) (unclear) everything.
30 and there they also teach English because they have a class on (pause)
31. GM: an English class
32. Mrs. Batista: [pause] English
33. GM: as a second language
34. Mrs. Batista: As a second language. Begin it when they are a child…
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I encouraged Mrs. Batista to talk about her children’s literacy development (13-15),

asking her to compare instruction in México (allá, meaning over there) with education in

the US (acá, over here). She responded that education in Mexico is different and

described Martita’s academic success, suggesting that her success was due to the stronger

knowledge base that she developed at school in Mexico (16-18). Here Mrs. Batista uses a

comparison of her two children as a strategic rhetorical move, to illustrate the difference

between education in Mexico and in the US. Thus she returns to the previous topic of

conversation about Isabela’s confusion when beginning kindergarten in the US.

Referring to Isabela’s confusion, Mrs. Batista again linked this problem to code

mixing. This time she used a different strategy to describe the problem, using the phrase

se confundió mucho (she got confused a lot) (19), next explaining that this confusion

affected her learning, followed by the expression se le confundió los dos idiomas (she

confused the two languages) (20). These phrases together, expressed in this sequence,

suggest that code mixing led to confusion and then to a language learning problem that

affected Isabela’s academic progress.

The phrase se le confundió los idiomas refers to a kind of confusion that she links

to ‘mixing’ two languages, suggesting again that mixing the languages is the cause for

the problem of confusion, as she did before in the first excerpt discussed above. If this

excerpt were taken in isolation, this phrase might suggest that the mother was

preoccupied with codeswitching in particular and that she seems to have doubts and

concerns about bilingual education. However, in the previous excerpt she expressed a

positive view about the bilingual school, pointing out that a special class helped Isabela
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to overcome her problem with the two languages.

This case study shows the usefulness of a detailed and careful text analysis and

discourse analysis to understand the underlying beliefs and core values in parents’

discourses. A detailed analysis of text, in the context of other fragments of the transcript

will help us draw different conclusions from the first interpretation of the mother’s words

in the first excerpt. In the second moment presented below, Isabela’s father took a turn to

make a brief comment about the problem of confusion linked to codeswitching and his

child’s academic difficulties.

In the second moment, Mrs. Batista intervened to talk about Isabela (23-25) and

make a comparison with her older daughter, Martita, (28-30), who began her education in

Mexico (28). She describes Martita as a smart girl, using the phrase la niña sabía mucho

(the girl knew much) (29), marking her belief that the academic success of some

immigrant children in the US is facilitated by the knowledge they developed in Mexican

schools. In this way she again introduces and attempts to support the idea of a superior

education in Mexico. She elaborates this argument and emphasizes it in other turns,

adding more details about Martita’s academic learning and making a comparison between

Mexico and United States (16-18). She mentions, for example, that the child Martita took

English classes in Mexico (i.e., English as a foreign language) (30, 32, 34).

Although it was not the main purpose of this study to explore parents’ opinions

about the school of their children, some parents made positive statements about the

school or criticised some aspect of the curriculum or the type of program. Sometimes

these opinions were part of their account of their experiences as immigrant parents with
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children in public schools, which often led them to compare the educational system in the

US with that of their country of origin. Many parents expressed their belief that education

in Mexico was more advanced than in US, at least regarding literacy and certain content

areas such as mathematics.

My question about the difference between education in Mexico and the United

States served to encourage the study participants to talk about other related issues.

Parents’ opinions about schools have potential relevance for the focus of this study

because they may reveal possible contradictions or clashes between the expectations of

school and home in their respective roles in the socialization of their children. Their

responses to questions asking to compare children’s learning experiences in both

countries can help identify parents’ beliefs about language and literacy issues, as well as

to understand the complex processes of reproduction of ideologies though socialization of

children in different social contexts at the microsocial and individual level of each case

study.

Some of my questions were more effective at encouraging parents to express their

beliefs about relevant topics. For example, I asked parents diverse questions in order to

explore their beliefs and attitudes about language issues, especially questions about

bilingual education and other topics related to language policy. The following question

was particularly useful for eliciting parents’ discourses on language, possibly because it

precipitated moments of crisis, strong emotions, and reflection: How would you feel if

your children learned English but would eventually forget how to speak Spanish? Parents

reacted to this question in different ways. As mentioned before, Pease-Alvarez (1993)
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and Valdés (1996) used a similar question in their respective studies, obtaining diverse

reactions from Hispanic parents. Responses to this interview question often brought

insights into themes related to the other research questions as well, which was not

surprising because these three research questions are interconnected.

The next excerpt corresponds to the moment in the interview when Isabela’s

parents answered this hypothetical question about language loss, eliciting additional

comments about the problem of Isabela’s confusion over mixing two languages. The

analysis of the following excerpt, presenting a dialogue between Mrs. Batista and the

interviewer (GM), allowed a clarification of her beliefs and her stand in support of

bilingualism and bilingual education.

Excerpt 3-- Moment 1

35 GM: Si yo le dijera a usted que Isabela va a aprender el inglés poco a
36 poco, y va a dominar el inglés, pero pierde el español, ¿qué usted diría?
37 Mrs. Batista: Por eso lo que yo no quise, porque es lo que estaba pasando
38 con ella, que me estaba agarrándome el inglés y me estaba dejándome el
39 español, pa’ bajo. Y entonces yo llegué al nivel que dije, yo... [pause].
40 “Si yo no sé inglés y ella lo está aprendiendo, y no va a aprender español,
41 cómo nos vamos a comunicar entre ella y yo?” Ese era el problema.
42 Por eso yo más hablé a la escuela y le dije que necesitaba yo ayuda,
43 especialmente para ella, que porque ella estaba muy atrasada. No podía
44 pronunciar casi palabras en español, se le estaba ... --me metía el inglés.
45 Por decirle, quería decir una cosa, empezaba en inglés y me la terminaba
46 en español. Era lo que me estaba ... pasando.
47 Mr. Batista: Confundía las letras en inglés con español. Al momento
48 es lo que estaba pasando

Moment 2
49 Mrs. Batista: al momento. Pero yo, yo no quise, si… pos si ella no... va
50 a aprender inglés, yo como me voy a co-... Ese es el problema mío, que
51 cómo me iba a comunicar yo con ella. Yo que tenía que ayudarla, y en
52 una palabra, pos que así como está la educación bilingüe es mejor,
53 porque tanto se le presta más a los padres, por decir, a los padres que
54 uno que es de inmigrante, que viene de…, se les presta más a uno
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55 que sea una escuela bilingüe que no (que no lo sea). (...) [low voice]
56 Mr. Batista: Pos yo diría que, pos que no olvidara el español,
57 que hablara… -- que es mejor hablar los dos idiomas, porque es como
58 si habla inglés y no habla español pues se va a atrasar en un aprieto que
59 le ofrezca hablar español o algo ... Yo diría mejor que hablara
60 los dos idiomas. Y es mejor para ellos los dos idiomas.

Translation:

35 GM: If I were to tell you that Isabela will learn English gradually, and
36 will speak English fluently, but will lose her Spanish, what would you say?
37 Mrs. Batista: That is why I didn’t want, because that was happening
38 with her, that she was learning English and was abandoning the
39 Spanish, losing it. And then I reached the point when I said, I [pause]
40 “If I don’t know English and she is learning it, and she is not going to learn
41 Spanish, how do we will communicate with each other?” That’s the problem.
42 For that reason I mostly talked to the school and asked for help,
43 especially for her because she was really left behind. She barely could
44 say some words in Spanish, she was… -- she codeswitched to English.
45 To tell you an example, if she wanted to say something, she began
46 speaking in English and ended in Spanish. That is what was happening.
47 Mr. Batista: She confounded English letters for the Spanish ones
48 That was what was happening

Moment 2
49 Mrs. Batista: at the moment, but I didn’t want, well if she don’t…
50 She will learn English, how can I co- [unfinished] That’s my problem.
51 how could I be able to communicate with her. I had to help her.
52 In a word, I would say that it is better bilingual education because it is
53 more helpful for parents, let’s say an example, for parents like one [we]
54 immigrant and come from… it is better if it is a bilingual school than not.
55 Mr. Batista: Well, I would tell her, not to forget Spanish, to speak it,
56 that it is better to speak both languages, because it is like if she speaks
57 English and doesn’t speak Spanish, so she will be left behind, if she
58 if she is in a situation in which she needs to speak Spanish or whatever,
59 I would say that it would be better if she can speak
60 both languages and it is better for her to know two languages.

In moment 1, in response to the interviewer’s question, Mrs. Batista admits that her

concern about Isabela’s language loss was behind her preoccupation with the mixing of

languages (38-39). She describes the situation of mixing languages not merely as
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codeswitching but as a process of forgetting Spanish, difficulty in pronouncing the

Spanish word, and then using the English word instead (43-44). Thus, she identifies a

problem of communication which she anticipates may occur if her child abandons the use

of Spanish, expressing the problem through a hypothetical question the she poses as a

rhetorical move in her argumentation: “That’s my problem: How could I communicate

with her.” (50-51). But she also worries about Isabela’s ability to learn English (44-46),

when she describes situations of codeswitching from an English to a Spanish word as a

problem.

Like Isabela’s mother, her father also seems concerned about Isabela’s language

mixing, not necessarily for the sake of purism, but for the assumption that codeswitching

is an indicator of language loss. Mr. Batista also shares with his spouse the assumption

that language mixing is an indicator of difficulty in distinguishing between the two

language systems, which is signaled by his comment about Isabela’s difficulty in

distinguishing between letters in these languages (47-48). He expressed his support of

bilingualism (56-60), therefore he shows also an inconsistent or weak argument, that is, at

this moment his stance in support of bilingualism would be classified as weak or

moderate stance, based on the analysis of above excerpts.

On the other hand, despite the inconsistency and weakness in their arguments,

when Isabela’s parents expressed a preoccupation with Isabela’s code mixing, they were

really voicing a concern about the possibility of language loss, which signals a strong

level of commitment for the preservation of the use mother tongue in their family.

Therefore, Mrs. Batista’s concern about code mixing, as found at the local level of
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analysis, cannot be interpreted as a signal of weak support of bilingual education, since

she clearly expressed her strong support of this type of school in this excerpt (52-55) and

there is much evidence in other parts of the transcript (i.e., at the global level of analysis)

of her commitment for supporting both languages.

At some point, Isabela’s father adopted a stance about language issues that was

different from his spouse, when he expressed beliefs that were rather more sympathetic to

codemixing. This is evident in the following excerpts. The parents took turns to answer

an interviewer’s question that attempted to encourage them to express their opinions

about different ways of talking and thinking among people of Mexican-descent and other

Hispanic people, a question that was referring to codemixing. In what follows I present

what she said and then what he said.

Mrs. Batista: Pues sí, se ve mucha diferencia porque la gente de allá vive muy
diferente a la de aquí, tienen muy diferentes costumbres. [pause] Uhmm… Como
le diré? es mucha la diferencia. (…)

Mr. Batista: Pues lo que yo pienso que, pues... [pause] no es mucha. Es mejor
para ellos porque están hablando dos idiomas, entiende? No es mucha... no es
mucha diferencia para ellos porque cuando vengan no van a batallar como
batalla uno que nomás habla el español. (…)

Translation:

[Mrs. Batista: Well yes, there is a difference because people over there [Mexico]
live different than those here, they have very different customs. [pause] Uhmm…
What can I tell you? It is quite different. (…)]

[Mr. Batista: Well, what I think is that… Well, it is not much… It is better for
them because they are speaking two languages, do you understand? There is not
much… There is not much difference because when they come they will not be
struggling like someone who speaks only Spanish. (…)]
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Mrs. Batista perceives that there are significant differences between the lifestyles of

recent immigrants from Mexico and other Hispanic people living “here,” that is, in the

US, while Mr. Batista disagrees, describing other people’s bilingualism as an asset, which

implicitly concedes that this is a major difference between Mexican-origin groups. The

parents’ stance can be classified here as a strong pro-bilingual stance.

The analysis of this family’s discourses is an example of the complexity of

making sense of the data when the researcher faces ambiguities in parents’ discourses and

how discourse analysis serves to provide a closer look at some expressions pursuing a

better understanding and more accurate representation of parents’ beliefs. Despite the

aforementioned disagreements between parents in this family revealed during the

interview, both parents are strongly in favor of bilingualism and bilingual education.

The analysis at the global level of discourse analysis (i.e., the whole transcript)

led to the identification of parents’ statements through which they intended to express

beliefs and arguments that were compatible with a strong stance in favor of bilingualism

in general and bilingual education in particular. The following propositions are construed

in higher levels of abstraction, intending to represent parents’ beliefs and assumptions in

hierarchical order, where the first is the main core belief in the ideological belief system

that underlie their Pro-bilingual discourses. This list includes complex sentences, with

clauses linked by the conjunction and (e.g., proposition number 6) to indicate their

support the learning of both languages as two equally important goals.

1. Bilingual education contributes to academic success of immigrant students.

2. Bilingual schools offer help to learn and use appropriately the two languages
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(maintaining Spanish and learning English as a second language).

3. Mixing languages (i.e., codes mixing) is not an appropriate way of talking.

4. Mixing languages causes children’s language learning problems and confusion

in distinguishing the two languages.

5. We, immigrant parents, should learn to speak English.

6. We, immigrant parents, should encourage our children to maintain the use of

Spanish and learn English in the bilingual school.

The last case study presented in the following section is the Ortega family. I interviewed

Mrs. Ortega and her three children participated in one of the three interviews conducted

with this family. The following excerpts and their respective discussion are relatively

brief compared to the previous cases. The reason for this is that this case was previously

discussed (Chapter 7), so I will limit the discussion of a moment in the first interview in

which the children participated around a discussion of a storybook.

The Ortega Family: Talking to the Children about Identity

Putting children’s books in parents’ hands, as I did during the home visits in Iowa,

was a strategy I used to promote conversation between parents and children about

storybooks which children have read either in the school or in their respective homes.

More specifically, conversations about the contents of children’s books were used by the

interviewer to introduce other relevant topics during the interviews in Arizona and Iowa,

such as issues of identity and acculturation of their children, in addition to talk about

parental involvement in education towards promoting children’s biliteracy and about the
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experiences as immigrants. I asked the parents in participant families in this study to talk

about particular books children brought home from school or that I brought to the

interview, such as Anzaldua’s (1993) book entitled Friends of the other side/ Amigos del

otro lado. These books contained stories about Mexican people and immigrant

experiences, including situations of social conflicts.

Two children in the Ortega family had the opportunity to read and talk about

Anzaldua’s picture book while I was interviewing their mother, who also read this book

and talked about their reactions to its content. The story is about a boy who had crossed

the border and was called mojado (wetback), a derogatory term used to insult Mexicans,

by other children who told him to return to his country of origin. The following excerpt

presents part of a literacy event during a home visit to the Ortega family in Iowa (IA 04).

The first moment corresponds to a part of the interview where Fernando, a 7-year-old

child, talked about the contents of this storybook, which was a dual-language text. This

child found and read the word mojados (wetbacks),. The second moment consists of Mrs.

Ortega’s responses to the interviewer’s questions about her reading of this book, which

intended to explore her reactions to its content and the vocabulary used.

Moment 1

1 GM: ¿Y qué tú piensas, cómo se sentía él?
2 Child (Fernando): Triste
3 GM: ¿Por qué se sentía triste?
4 Child: Porque le decían mojadito.
5 GM: ¿Ah Fernando, tú dices que le decían mojadito?
6 ¿Qué tú entiendes por eso? ¿Por qué tú crees que le decían “ mojadito”?
7 Mother (Mrs. Ortega): ¿Por qué le decían mojadito? ¿De dónde venía?
8 Child: De México.
9 GM: ¿Y tú crees que está bien que le digan mojadito a él?
10 Child: [non verbal response indicates that his response is no]
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11 GM: ¿Por qué no?
12 Child: Lo hace triste.

Moment 2
13 GM: Porque se pone triste. Y usted ¿qué piensa como mamá?
14 ¿Había leído un libro que tratara ese tema?
15 Mother: No la verdad no. No sabía ni el hecho de por qué eran mojados.
16 GM: ¿No sabía de esa palabra?
17 Mother: Si, la había escuchado, que eran mojados, que supuestamente
18 nosotros somos mojados, pero no entendía, yo no sabía por qué
19 era la palabra de mojado.
20 GM: ¿Y cuándo lo supo?
21 Mother: Hasta ahorita.
22 GM: ¿Con el mismo libro?
23 Mother: Que era por el río que divide México entre la frontera entre
24 pero esto es por acá por Tejas, por Laredo y Nuevo Laredo
25 ahí esta el río.
26 GM: ¿Y lo leíste todo en el libro y ahí fue que te enteraste?
27 Mother: Ajá. Sí, por el río cruzaban y ya salían mojados,
28 entonces ya la gente de acá, como los miraba supuestamente
29 como salían mojados, les quedó el nombre de decirnos mojados.

Translation

1 GM: What do you think? How he [child in the story] was feeling?
2 Child (Fernando): Sad.
3 GM: Why was he sad?
4 Child: Because they called him “mojadito” (wetback in diminutive form).
5 GM: Ah, Fernando, you say that they called him “mojadito”
6 What do your understand by that? Why did they call him “mojadito”?
7 Mother: Why did they call him “mojadito,” from where did he come?
8 Child: From Mexico.
9 GM: And do you think that it is right that they called him “mojadito”?
10 Child: [non verbal response indicates that his response is “it isn’t”]
11 GM: Why not?
12 Child: Because that makes him feel sad.

Moment 2
13 GM: because that makes him feel sad. What do you think, as a mother?
14 Had you read before a book about this topic?
15 Not really. I didn’t even know why they were mojados (wetback).”
16 GM: You didn’t know that about that word?
17 Mother: Yes, I had heard that they were wetbacks, that supposedly
18 we are wetbacks, but I didn’t understand, I didn’t know why
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19 is the word mojado.
20 GM: And when did you know?
21 Mother: Until now.
22 GM: With the book?
23 Mother: It was because of the river that divides Mexico from the border,
24 from the, by Texas, Laredo y Nuevo Laredo
25 and there is the river.
26 GM: And you read that in the book, and it was there that you learned it?
27 Mother: Aha, yes, they crossed the river and came out of it wet
28 and then because the people from here saw them how they supposedly
29 came out wet, then it stayed that way to call us mojados.

In the second moment, Fernando’s mother reveals that she, as well as her child, learned

about the historical origin of the pejorative term mojados from reading a storybook.

According to her reading, people say that Mexicans and other Hispanics are mojados

because they think that migrant people from Mexico entered the US by crossing a river at

the Mexican border. In this case, Fernando learned from a storybook what other young

children learn the hard way, by suffering discrimination. In Benjamin’s (1996) study of

fifth-grade Mexicano children, he reports that “some of the focal children did get physical

with those children who insulted them, especially when those insults where of an ethnic

nature -- ‘mojado,’ ‘dirty Mexican,’ etc.” (p. 145).

Parents’ interpretations of their social conditions and particular social situations

they face are sometimes mediated by the readings of printed materials, such as reading

storybooks with characters representing members of a social group and with events in the

story that represent typical experiences of those members. Likewise, children’s learning

experiences and their interpretations of particular social situations they face would be

mediated by the reading of storybooks from the school and other materials for their

homework, especially with the assistance from their mother, which typically is the most
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involved in the education of the children. In this sense, story books and conversations

with parents who assist them in reading activities complement each other, not only while

children are trying to make sense of written language (the word), but while children are

trying to understand some aspects of the social world, called here cultural models.

Summary: Strategies, Ideological Discourses, and Ideological Learning

Parents in the families in Arizona and Iowa used diverse strategies to cope with

the demands of family life and they tried to educate their children according to cultural

models they have learned, attempting to pass to the next generations beliefs and values

that might help to maintain the first language (Spanish) while learning a second language

(English) or a third language. In one of the cases (the Ramos family) in which the first

language was an indigenous language (Nahua), the second language was Spanish and the

third English. The strategies these parents used to ‘teach’ or ‘transmit’ beliefs and values

about language could have affected children’s learning about cultural models, their sense

of belonging to an ethnic group, beliefs about the value of bilingualism, and other beliefs

and values that parents attempted to inculcate into the mind of their children.

Relevant to our discussion in this chapter is that the Spanish-speaking parents

who showed a greater concern about the possibility of Spanish loss and a stronger

commitment to the maintenance of Spanish, shared some beliefs about the best strategies

and language rules to attain this goal. A common belief among Spanish-speaking

immigrants was that children should speak Spanish at home, especially to communicate

with their parents, with Spanish-speaking relatives in the US, and when visiting families

in their country of origin.
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Considering that there exist diverse opinions among the families that participated

in this study about rules and strategies for influencing children’s language choice and

learning, I established four main categories with subcategories to organize and present

the findings on these matters taking into account all 12 families. Below is the list of

strategies used in parents’ socialization practices, followed by a final comment on the

reproduction of ideologies, ideological discourses, and ideological learning.

I. Strategies and/or rules for strong support of Spanish/ strong anti-assimilationist

stance

A. Authoritative style / emphasizing language rules at home (restrictive

and drastic measures for ‘respeto’, obedience, identity, etc)

(1) Children should speak Spanish with parents at home and with other

relatives

(2) Drastic measures/restrictive rules (fostering Spanish)

B. Persuasive argumentation/ emphasizing inculcation of values

(narratives as cultural tools for inculcating values, cultural models, etc)

(1) Language loss may affect communication between parents and

children and with other Spanish-speaking relatives (and may affect

family relations)

(2) Narratives as cultural tools to teach other family values and to

share experiences

(3) Spanish is a symbol of cultural identity (cultural heritage)
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C. Open to alternatives to remediate language loss (e.g., late Spanish

classes, Spanish as a Second Language--SSL-- RLS)

II. Free-choice strategies / strong support of bilingualism, often privileging

English

A. Emphasizing Spanish maintenance at home (lower commitment to

Spanish maintenance than in category 1 above, suporting bilingualism,

and bilingual education).

B. Privileging English (supporting bilingualism, and bilingual education)

III. Inconsistent or contradictory strategies/Weak support of Spanish

IV. Assimilationist strategies/Privileging English/Weak support of Spanish

The strategies used for language socialization may vary for different reasons. For

example, Hispanic immigrants in United States may have different opinions about the

role of bilingual education and ESL programs regarding children’s acquisition of a

second language and about Spanish maintenance. The availability of those programs may

vary from state to state or even within the same state from one year to another because of

changes in language policy or educational policy, therefore parents cannot rely always in

receiving support of the school regarding their children’s learning a particular language,

Spanish or English. Changes in the availability of bilingual programs and in the quality of

those programs are not without significance for the academic progress and chances for

acculturation and linguistic assimilation of school-age children whose parents are

Spanish-speaking immigrants.
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Despite the differences between Arizona and Iowa regarding their sociocultural

environments and the types of school (see Chapters 2 and 6 for the description of the

larger and the more specific contexts of the study) Spanish-speaking immigrants who

participated in this study expressed the opinion that it was their duty as parents to

promote their children’s learning and use of Spanish. As it was already discussed in

previous chapters (Chapter 7 and 8), this is not to say that they were not interested in

fostering the learning of English as a second language, since the findings of this study

indicate the contrary.
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Here the influence of the basis on the psychological superstructure of man turns
out to be not direct, but mediated by a large number of very complex material and
spiritual factors. But even here, the basic law of historical human development,
which proclaims that human beings are created by the society in which they live
and that it represents the determining factor in the formation of personalities,
remains in force. (Vygotsky, 1930/1994, p. 176)

Vygotsky (1930/1994) used the term “basis” to refer to the material basis of

society, invoking here the base-superstructure metaphor used in the Marxist tradition to

explain the principle of social determinism. This study demonstrates that Vygotsky was

right about what he expressed in the above epigraph concerning his thesis of social

determinism: that the influence of the socioeconomic system upon human development

does not directly influence the formation of personality, but that this influence is

mediated by diverse “material and spiritual factors” (p. 176). This principle opens the

door to an acknowledgment of issues of human agency, which have been overlooked in

other versions of determinism found in the literature.

The present study provided insights into the life experiences of Hispanic

immigrants in two different geographical regions in the United States. The findings made

evident the interplay of ideological influences from diverse social groups upon

participant parents and other experiences that could have affected their acculturation in

the new environment they found after migrating. Immigrant parents have developed

positive attitudes and commitments toward fostering bilingualism and biliteracy in

English and Spanish and they have attempted to foster learning in both languages.
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This study served to identify not only the parents’ beliefs about language,

biliteracy, and identity, but also strategies used in language socialization practices

attempting to influence their children’s motivation to learn and use both Spanish and

English. However, their socialization strategies were not always effective (in the sense of

failing to instill in their children these positive attitudes) according to parents’

expectations because other social and psychological factors were concurrently affecting

children’s attitudes about these languages. This last chapter presents conclusions about

such findings and implications of the study, which are organized under topics that are

linked to the research questions and related to the ideological dimension of language

socialization in Hispanic families.

Ideological Dimensions of Language Socialization

Parents told stories during the interviews that described specific situations and

events in their families, including descriptions of conversations they had with their

children, providing examples of how parents used diverse strategies of persuasion to

promote the use of Spanish and English in family events (i.e., represented events in such

stories). Moreover, during those interviews in which children participated in the

conversation, some parents talked to their children to promote the use and appreciation of

Spanish as a symbol of their cultural identity or to communicate other cultural values to

their children. During such events, which could be called language socialization events,

children’s learning about cultural models and internalization of cultural values was

mediated by the parent’s ideological discourses.
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Parents who engaged in ideological teaching used, by definition, ideological

discourses (van Dijk, 1998) while they attempted to persuade their children to adopt,

maintain, modify, reject, or substitute ways of thinking and attitudes toward learning and

using a particular language. However this is not to say that parents’ ideological teaching

during socialization practices would necessarily be effective in producing the desired

effects in the socialization of children (i.e., the internalization of norms, beliefs, values),

which depends on the ability of children to understand parents’ discourse or at least

fragments of discourse (van Dijk, 1998). Findings presented here suggest that

inconsistencies and contradictions in parents’ discourses may affect the way children

understand such discourses, thus affecting the effectiveness of language socialization

practices, producing unanticipated and undesired outcomes.

I found that some young children who participated in the conversation during the

interviews with their parents made expressions which were similar to their parents’

expressions of beliefs, which support the conclusion that parents’ attempts to influence

their children have been effective, at least partially. These children were reproducing, at

least partially, their parents’ ideological discourses on language and identity, but this is

not to say that these young children had already developed beliefs and strong stances

about language, like their parents. For example, as the case study of Diana illustrates (the

Acosta family), the same bilingual child who made expressions (in Spanish) that

resemble her parents’ discourses on language and identity (i.e., “Spanish is my

language,” “I am Mexican”) in the next turn in her conversation with her mother

expressed ideas and attitudes that seem contradictory with what she had just said (e.g., “I
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prefer English,” “I am American, I was born here”).

However, these children were beginning to understand cultural models and scripts

while they remember their parents’ discourses on language and eventually will develop a

system of beliefs which will include learned social norms, social conventions, words,

concepts, values, rhetorical strategies, cultural models, and beliefs that eventually will be

fully developed and expressed in ideological discourses.

Vygotsky (1934/1987), referring to “the processes that eventually lead to the

formation of concepts,” compared children’s thinking to the embryo that has not

developed to become a fully mature organism (p. 130). Borrowing the metaphor used by

Vygotsky, I argue that these children’s initial expressions about language did not indicate

fully mature and developed beliefs but rather reflect the initial or embryonic state of a

belief that would eventually develop into a strong belief. If developed and maintained,

this belief might eventually become part of a system of core beliefs and values (or

ideological beliefs) in adolescence or adulthood.

Hispanic parents expressed discourses of resistance to dominant ideologies while

they explained how they attempt to educate and socialize their children as novice

members of the Hispanic group. However, these parents do not simply transmit the

cultural beliefs (e.g., cultural models) of their ethnic group and inculcate children in

oppositional ideological beliefs to resist assimilationist measures of the dominant group,

but they also participate in the reproduction of ideologies of the dominant group.

Although most parents intended to collaborate with the school towards the goal of

bilingualism and biliteracy and to follow the advice of teachers to foster children’s
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maintenance of Spanish, not all parents showed equal degree of commitment to the

intergenerational transmission of that language and not always were the strategies used to

motivate children effective, as will be discussed next.

Mexican-descent children in primary grades are likely to be influenced by their

parents regarding language use, especially when parents explicitly require from them to

follow some rules about language use at home or when parents ask children to serve as

interpreters. However, this is not to say that children necessarily are passive learners

accepting without questioning what their parents say, since they may be reluctant to

accept some parents’ beliefs and values, as it happened in Acosta family (Diana).

Children who are like Diana, who seems to be quite free in her home environment to

respond and question what her parents say, may influence parents’ reflective processes

and negotiations of meaning, especially among those less-authoritative parents in

Hispanic families.

Many factors may have influenced the child’s language choice and development

of bilingualism and biliteracy. Regarding the home context, parents’ conflictive and

competing discourses about language may also affect the effectiveness of language

socialization of children. There are factors related to the classroom context, such as peer

influence, the curriculum, the availability children’s literature in two languages, and

parental involvement. For example, parental involvement in the education of children

would include parents’ language socialization of students in the dual language school,

which would be a form of collaboration with the school’s goal of bilingualism and

biliteracy.
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There are factors beyond the classroom context, such as peer pressure in the

neighborhood and influence from older siblings who may be either Americanized or

Mexican-oriented students. Moreover, children may be influenced directly by the media

while they watch TV or by the dominant culture while interacting with members of the

dominant group and while serving as interpreters for their parents. Thus, there are diverse

discourses on language and myths children may learn in social interactions within homes,

schools, and neighborhoods that may affect the effectiveness of language socialization.

Conclusions about Identity and Representation of Hispanic Immigrants

The findings demonstrate that there are widespread myths about Hispanics that do

not match the reality of Mexican immigrants interviewed in this study. These myths are

reflected in opinions expressed in letters to the editors in newspapers and have been

identified by other scholars, as discussed in Chapter 2. Although most participant parents

did not display negative opinions about Hispanic and Mexican immigrants, one of the

parents did (Mrs. Santiago), suggesting that they are reluctant to learn English and

assimilate. In what follows I discuss some myths about Hispanic parents and about

bilingual education that represent common opinions and stereotypes, pointing out

whether Hispanics agree or not with these opinions and whether findings of this study

would serve to confirm or negate the propositions and assumptions underlying them.

Myths about Hispanic Immigrants

Myth 1: Immigrants do not want to learn English and assimilate. Hispanic parents in

this study do not share this opinion, with one exception. Many parents were attending or
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had attended English classes for adults, which often implied sacrifices and hard efforts

because of their work schedules. Some parents expressed that they have much interest in

taking English classes but they could not take them because they had to stay home to take

care of their young children (e.g., Mrs. Batista, Mr. Ramos) or because of their work

schedule; for example, some reported that they had two jobs (e.g., Mr. Acosta).

Myth 2: Immigrants do not care that children do not learn English in bilingual

schools. Hispanic parents in this study do not share this opinion. This proposition implies

an assumption that children do not learn English in bilingual schools. Parents whose

children were Spanish monolinguals when they entered to a bilingual primary school in

Arizona reported that their children learned English very fast, after having much

difficulty understanding English, for a short period of two or three months (e.g., Mr.

Batista). Although most Hispanic parents expressed that they want their children to

maintain Spanish and learn the cultural traditions of their country of origin, the reality is

that sometimes their children are learning English and the American lifestyle in schools

and the community, leading to cultural change rather than maintaining the Spanish and

traditional lifestyles and cultural customs from their parents. As has been found in many

studies, Hispanic parents have positive attitudes towards both Spanish and English and

they hope that their children can learn English without giving up their mother tongue.

Myth 3: Bilingual education has failed to promote English and academic

learning. Participant parents in this study do not share this opinion. As has been found in

other studies, this study confirms that Hispanic parents generally have positive attitudes
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towards bilingual education as the best approach to educate the children of immigrants.

Parents of children attending a bilingual school in Arizona did not complain about the

bilingual program but expressed great satisfaction in the quality of education their

children were receiving at that time, before the approval of Proposition 203, which

limited the access of immigrant children to bilingual education programs. Likewise,

parents who were interviewed in Iowa, residing in a city that did not have bilingual

programs at that time, also expressed positive opinions about the bilingual education

approach. On the other hand, they expressed satisfaction with their children’s school

offering instruction in English, pointing out the help their children received from the ESL

program, especially from a teacher who was able to speak Spanish and encouraged

children to read children’s books in Spanish, in addition to texts in English.

Myth 4: Hispanic immigrants are only interested in Spanish maintenance. This

myth complements the previous one. It leads to the assumption of the reason Hispanic

parents supposedly have to prefer bilingual education over English only schools: to make

possible that their children learn and maintain the use of Spanish language. Contrary to

what it is commonly assumed, most Hispanic parents who prefer bilingual education

portrayed the bilingual school as a site were children go to learn English, while

portraying home as a place where they should use Spanish.

Sociocultural Approach to Ideological Language Socialization

My version of a sociocultural approach to language socialization, drawing on

Vygotsky’s cultural-historical framework, implies a notion of socialization that is defined
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as internalization of cultural models, including social norms, concepts, beliefs, values,

myths, and stereotypes about other people. Regarding the children of immigrants,

parents’ discourses and narratives mediate their children’s learning about cultural models

and their development of beliefs and attitudes, in the same sense that parents’ mediate the

development of concepts, as described in Vygotsky’s (1934/1987) work. The

sociocultural approach combined with a critical perspective on family, parental

involvement in education, and language socialization requires the use and definition of

terms pertinent to a theory of ideology.

A sociocultural approach to ideology leads me to look for theoretical constructs

that would be useful to such an approach to family and socialization. Ideological

socialization refers to social practices and events where ideological discourses are

mediating both parents’ socialization practices and children’s ideological learning.

Ideological socialization involves mediation in external social processes (e.g., social

interactions involving ideological discourses) and in the internal mental processes (i.e.,

ideologically shaped cultural models) participating simultaneously in the process of

reproduction of ideologies.

This study illustrates how a sociocultural approach to cognitive aspects of

ideology can be useful in research on the ideological dimensions of language

socialization practices. Such an approach implies applying a constructivist approach to

research on the influence and reproduction of ideologies. It also implies a social

determinism, following a Vygotskian version as described in Chapter 4 (Theoretical

Framework), which acknowledges the constitutive roles of human agency. A
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sociocultural approach to ideological learning in socialization proposed in this

dissertation moves away from mechanicist views of the biological-determinism and the

behaviorist paradigms that overlook the complexity of consciousness (including cognitive

processes) and human agency issues as well.

This approach, consequently, moves away also from mechanicist views in social-

deterministic models that portray socialization as a simple transmission of norms and

values from caregiver to child while overlooking processes of human agency, resistance,

and cultural change. Finally, the analysis of social interactions at the microlevel addresses

possible social constrains and influences from dominant and dominated groups at the

macro level of analysis. Therefore, the sociocultural approach used in this study may be

called critical-sociocultural approach because it combined CDA methods, which by

definition implies adopting a critical perspective on inequalities and power relations

between dominant and dominated groups, while engaging in the analysis of parents’

discourses.

Limitations and Recommendations for Further Research

This study attempted to understand complex social phenomena oriented by a

qualitative research approach, pursuing to contribute to an in-depth understanding of

specific phenomena and situations without pretending to reach generalizations or

universal laws that would be applicable and ‘true’ elsewhere and everywhere. The

present study relied on the analysis of specific texts, i.e., transcripts of ethnographic

interviews, using a CDA approach. Although CDA is useful for addressing both the

social and cognitive aspects of ideological processes and for linking macrosocial level of
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analysis to the microlevel analysis (of interview data), this is not to say that one can reach

to definite conclusions about the ideological effects through such textual analysis.

It is important to take into account the limitations as well as the possibilities and

contributions of this qualitative study. First, regarding the contributions, although this

study did not pretend to make generalizations about working-class Hispanic immigrants

that would apply to every member of that social group within any sociocultural context,

the thick description and qualitative analysis allowed me to reach conclusions and

insights about the particular case studies presented. Second, the scope of the study was

limited to address some aspects of the theory of ideology (e.g., ideological influence and

ideological learning) to illustrate how a cultural historical approach would provide a

framework that would be useful in educational research to address the ideological

dimension of parental involvement in the education and the socialization of Hispanic or

other children.

In my view, critical discourse analysis (CDA) compensates the limitations of

qualitative data analysis, since the latter emphasizes the description and interpretation of

life experience and the presentation of participants’ discourses rather than seeking

explanations about how life experiences can be affected by social structures and

ideological influences of social class and groups. Fairclough (2003) warns us that CDA

also has limitations; thus he argues that it is necessary to combine methods to “link the

‘the micro’ analysis of texts to the ‘macro’ analysis of how power relations work across

networks of practices and structures” (pp. 15-16). He suggests that, in order to study the

causal and ideological effects of discourses (i.e., texts), “textual analysis is best framed
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within ethnography” (p. 15). Fairclough (1995), therefore, recommends that research be

conducted “over significant periods of time … gathering and analysing textual samples

and information on social and cognitive aspects of their production and interpretation” (p.

213). Considering the limits of textual analysis in CDA identified by Fairclough (2003),

further research with a qualitative approach is recommended to study the ideological

dimensions of parental involvement in education and socialization of children addressed

in this dissertation, for example a broader and longer ethnographic study which would

combine diverse methods including CDA.

Implications for Policy and Practice

This study contributes insights to those concerned with establishing research-

based language and educational policies addressing the needs of the children of

immigrants since its findings inform educators about Hispanic parents’ experiences and

their perspectives on the education of their children, while challenging common

stereotypes and assumptions about Mexican immigrants and Hispanics in general. This

study is useful to understand not only the parents’ perspectives on language, literacy, and

education of Hispanic children, but also the role of parental involvement in education and

the language socialization practices in homes for promoting the development of

bilingualism and biliteracy.

The findings of this study also provide insights into parents’ experiences as

immigrants in US, including processes of ideological influence from groups involved in

official-English and English-only campaigns that would make them change their beliefs

and attitudes about language and literacy issues, which in turn would affect their
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decisions about how educate their children and motivate them to learn and use Spanish

and English. Conversations with Anglo Americans who speak Spanish, especially the

teachers who are bilingual, also influenced parents’ opinions about language and literacy

issues and their relations with the school. For example, Hispanic parents in Iowa reported

that an Anglo American teacher who is bilingual told them that they should encourage

children to speak Spanish at home to ensure the maintenance of Spanish while they are

learning English at school. This finding has implications for practice. It suggests that it is

necessary to recruit more bilingual teachers and train them in order to develop cultural

sensitivity, tolerance, and respect toward Hispanic students and the Hispanic group in

general, which would help to improve the learning environment and home-school

relations.

The findings also demonstrate that, contrary to the portrait of Hispanic

immigrants displayed in the aforementioned anti-bilingual and anti-immigrant

campaigns, the parents interviewed expressed their interest in their children learning

English as a second language and maintaining the use of Spanish, viewing the latter as an

important symbol of identity and cultural heritage. Moreover, parents in both contexts

(Iowa and Arizona) reported that their children were learning English very fast,

attributing this to the effectiveness of instruction of schools, including those children

attending bilingual (dual-language) programs in Arizona. An implication of these

findings is that official-English laws are unnecessary because immigrants already believe

that it is essential to learn English and they actively try to motivate their children to learn

this language. Likewise, it is not necessary to restrict the use of Spanish as a medium of
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instruction, since there is evidence that children of immigrants are learning English,

particularly in the dual-language schools.

An aspect that deserves further research is the diverse perceptions that Hispanic

immigrants have about Anglo Americans as a social group and other ethnic groups, given

that some Hispanic parents perceived that Anglo Americans who speak Spanish, even if

they do not speak it perfectly, are more tolerant toward immigrants and that they even are

supporters of bilingual education, in contrast to their perceptions of Anglo Americans

who are members of ideological groups advocating for restriction of the use of Spanish in

schools and society. Hispanic parents interviewed in this study believe that the anti-

bilingual and official-English measures advocated by national organizations, such as US

English, are motivated by racist prejudices, anti-Hispanic, and anti-immigrant attitudes. It

is ironic that the main argument in English-only campaign is that declaring one language,

English, as the official language of US would strength the national unity, when this very

argument exacerbates ethnic conflicts and jeopardize the national unity because it has

been interpreted as a discourse of exclusion and rejection of immigrants who speak a

different language.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW GUIDE QUESTIONS

First focus:
Focused on life history:
family history and language
use at home, literacy events

Second Focus:
The details of the
experience: beliefs about
bilingual education

Third focus:
Reflection on the
meaning: motivation,
language beliefs and
attitudes, identity issues

FAMILY EDUCATION IDENTITY
Family life, family history,
ancestry, parents and peers
mediating biliteracy learning;
beliefs, attitudes about the
use both languages [and
ideologies underlying
discourses].

Bilingual education and
the use of Spanish as a
medium for instruction;
motivation to learn
English as a second
language [and ideologies
underlying discourses].

Identification of family
members with an ethnic
group and other social
groups; concerns about
language shift [and
ideologies underlying
discourses].

Interview Questions and Topics:
1. Family history—Tell me the story of your family, including place of birth, when did
you come to live in the United States, and reasons for emigration to this country (if they
are immigrants).
2. Work, occupation, education level, socioeconomic class—Talk about your occupation,
work experience, type of training or education required for your job, literacy routines in
workplace, and so on. Do you have to read in English and Spanish or use computers?
3. Describe a typical day in your home--Family routine, what happened yesterday?.
4. Family communication patterns--Which languages are used in those family routines?
Explain.
5. Literacy events --Type of written materials you and family members read and write.
6. Tell me about the child=s development. Which was the first language he/she learned?
7. Tell me about children’s experiences in school. Which is the language used for
instruction? What do you think about the use of Spanish for instruction? What do you
think about English? Let’s talk about storybooks your children read at home.
8. What would you tell me if I say that your child will learn English but forget Spanish?
9. How do you identify yourself; the ethnic group you belong; which is your culture?
10. What do you think about the diverse arguments for and against bilingual education?
And about declaring English the official language? What do you think about news you
read in newspapers about official English movement, English-only, and so on?
11. How do you contribute to the education of your child (children)? How would you
describe your children’s motivation for learning to read and write in two languages? How
do you attempt to influence them regarding the language use at home? Give me examples
of those attempts.
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF PICTURE BOOKS USED IN THE STUDY

Anzaldúa, G. (1993). Friends from the other side/Amigos del otro lado. San Francisco,

CA: Children’s Book Press.

Bunting, E. (1994). A day’s work. New York: Clarion Books.

Jiménez, F. (1998). La mariposa. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company.

Lachtman Dumas, O. (1995). Pepita talks twice/Pepita habla dos veces. Houston, TX:

Piñata Books.

Lomas-Garza, C. (1996). In my family/En mi familia. San Francisco, CA: Children’s

Book Press.

Mora, P. (1997). Tomás y la señora de la biblioteca [Tomás and the library lady]. New

York: Alfred A. Knopf.
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APPENDIX C

TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS

“ ” Quoting marks indicates reported speech, when the interviewee quotes other
people’s words or the interviewee’s words (and even thoughts) in a recalled event.
Example:
Nancy: He told me “Nancy, don’t do that.” And “Stop, Nancy.” I thought “Why?”

== Two consecutive equals signs at the end of a turn and at the beginning of the
following turn shows, overlapping: one utterance following immediately after another.
Example:
David: I migrated in 1986==
==Nancy: 1987

PLEASE Capital letters show loud speech or emphasis.
Example:
David: I migrated in 1986 PLEASE STOP INTERRUPTING ME…

… Indicates a short pause. The word pause within brackets indicates a longer pause.
Example:
David: I migrated in… 1986… I guess…

… -- Self-interruption and self correction is indicated with three dots indicating pause,
followed by a mark -- placed at the place of interruption, between the interrupted
expression and the self-correction self correction.
Example:
David: I migrated in 1986…--87

(…) Three dots within parenthesis means unclear hearing or no hearing achieved. If
words appears within this parenthesis after the dots, it means that these are unclear words,
not heard clearly.
Example:
David: I migrated in (…1986)

[…] Three dots within brackets in the transcription or the translation of interviewee’s
words indicates that something has been omitted within a turn to make the text more
readable of the translation to English more readable. When this appears between turns of
the participant it indicates the omission of interviewer’s expressions (such as Interviewer:
“Unju”) between such interviewee’s turns.
Example:
David: I migrated in 1987 […] I came in 1987, from Mexico.

[ ] Interviewer’s comments about the transcription would appear within brackets.
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